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H.R. 3600—"THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT:
OVERVIEW OF THE PRESIDENT'S PRO-
POSAL: THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOV-
ERNMENT AND THE NATIONAL HEALTH
BOARD"

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1993

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations,

Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:15 a.m., Room
2175, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Pat Williams, Chair-

man, presiding.
Members present: Representatives Williams, Payne, Klink,

Green, Romero-Barcelo, Roukema, Gunderson, Fawell, Ballenger,
and Hoekstra.
Also present: Representatives Reed and Goodling.
Staff present: Phyllis Borzi, council for employee benefits; Jon

Weintraub, staff director; Gail Brown-Hubb, staff assistant; Russ
Mueller; Ed Gilroy; and Patrick Beers.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Call this hearing of the Labor Management

Subcommittee hearing to order.

This is a series of continuing hearings with regard to national
health care reform. Last week, as you all know, the President sent
to Congress the Health Security Act, his proposal for reforming our
current health care system.
The President's proposal is, in my opinion at least, more detailed

and more comprehensive and more ambitious than any other pro-
posal before the Congress. It builds on the six goals that President
Clinton outlined to the American people in his speech before a
Joint Session last month. They are: Security, simplification, choice,

price control, quality, and responsibility.
Because of the comprehensiveness and complexity of the pro-

posal, however, it will, obviously, take some time for all of us to

become fully conversant with the details. So to help speed up that

process, we are fortunate to have with us today two individuals
who have played important roles in the development process in the

legislation. Dr. Judy Feder is the Principal Deputy Assistant Sec-

retary for Planning and Evaluation, Department of Health and
Human Services. Dr. Feder is no stranger to the legislative process,
having served as Executive Director of the Federal Commission.

Dr. Ken Thorpe is the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health Pol-

icy at the Department of Health and Human Services. He is on

(1)



leave from the Department of Health Policy and Administration,
School of Public Health, at the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill.

Today, we have asked Dr. Feder to give us an overview of the
structure of the administration's health security plan, and Dr.

Thorpe will focus, I think, on the financing issues.

Dr. Feder, we will begin with you. We first thank both of you for

being with us and we look forward to your testimony.
But before we do, I would like to see if my Ranking Member,

Mrs. Roukema, has an opening statement, and out of courtesy to

her, we have now turned on the speaker system.
Mrs. Roukema. Oh, isn't that nice. And, hopefully, the lights will

come on, too.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am going to be very brief today.
This is, what, the fourth or fifth in our hearings, and they have all

been instructive; and as we go along, we can see, not only within
this committee but in the context of the national press coverage of

other committee hearings, we have learned that there is much that
is known but also a lot that is not understood about the President's

proposal.
And of course, increasingly, the issues which I have raised,

whether they be issues of quality of care as well as the cost to the

average person, the complexity of the program, but particularly the
costs and the implications of how we control costs have been fo-

cused on in various committee hearings, and I am sure that will

be the focus today. That is certainly my concern.
I do not believe that there is any contest or question about the

goals for security and access in the President's plan, but highly
controversial and increasingly controversial are questions that sur-

round the implications for people such as those who are presently
covered by good health programs. As I have been wont to say at

times, and I think it bears repeating here, higher costs and lower
access to care, less access to care, are not what my constituents

had in mind when they were talking about health care reform.

But we shall go through these questions, and particularly I

would like to focus today, and hopefully you will in your presen-
tation, on the implications for the self-insured plans particularly.
Because that is the precise scope of jurisdiction within this sub-

committee.
Thank you very much. I appreciate your being here and we look

forward to an informative discussion.

Chairman Williams. Do any other members wish to make an

opening statement before we hear from our two witnesses?
If not, Ms. Feder, thanks for being with us.

STATEMENTS OF JUDITH FEDER, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSIST-
ANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; AND KEN-
NETH THORPE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HEALTH POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES

Ms. Feder. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the sub-

committee. It is a pleasure to be with you this morning. I think
that the opening statements indicate that we are all committed to



achieving health security for our Nation's citizens, and what we
want to do this morning is describe to you how the President's pro-
posal will achieve that goal.
The President's proposal seeks to fix what is wrong with our

health care system and preserve what is right. It seeks to strength-
en all elements of the system so that those Americans who fall ill

and those who want to preserve and improve their health can rely
on a high-quality system that is affordable, portable, and perma-
nent.

I am going to provide you an overview of the way in which that

system works and then Dr. Thorpe will describe its financing.
First, let me emphasize that the President's plan proposes a pri-

vate system. As you can see from the chart, under the President's

plan, 76 percent of the financing for the nonwelfare, nonmedicare
population will come from employers, employees, and other individ-
uals making their contributions to the cost of coverage. The re-

maining 24 percent comes from government.
Again, Dr. Thorpe will describe how that works. Let me go on to

the structure.

The President has laid out six principles that are at the core of
our proposal and must be at the center of any health reform bill

enacted by this Congress. They are security, simplicity, savings,
choice, quality and responsibility. If any of these principles is domi-
nant, it is security. Under our current system, no American has
true security.
Most workers who lose their jobs, lose their insurance. People

who change jobs often lose their insurance or almost certainly have
to change their coverage. Families stricken by illness face the
added burden of trying to make sure their coverage will not dis-

appear. And conscientious businesses and individuals who attempt
to buy insurance are often priced out of the market.
To solve this problem, the President's plan builds on the existing

structure of health insurance but makes sure that all of our citi-

zens are covered by a quality health plan they can afford. To
achieve that, the plan asks States to create regional health alli-

ances to help consumers and employers purchase the coverage they
need. It asks employers to pay at least 80 percent of the average
premium cost for a plan in their area, and it asks workers to pick
up the remainder.

Every health plan will offer a comprehensive set of benefits to

provide all Americans with the kind of care that our health profes-
sionals tell us is best: A package that has a strong emphasis on
prevention; a package that covers inpatient and outpatient care; a

package that offers specialty and primary care; and a package that
includes mental health and substance abuse treatment coverage to

help remove the stigma attached to these conditions.
We recognize that these new requirements may impose a chal-

lenge for some smaller companies, particularly those who do not

currently provide coverage. So we provide significant discounts for

employers that will hold the cost of coverage to no more than 3.5

percent of payroll for small low-wage firms, and 7.9 percent of pay-
rolls for companies with more than 75 workers.
The majority of Americans should have no trouble paying the 20

percent individual share of whatever the individual's share is be-



yond what the employer contributes. They pay that much or more
today. But for those with low incomes, people with incomes below
150 percent of poverty, for whom expenses exceed 3.9 percent of in-

come, government provides additional protection.
Part-time or part-year or unemployed workers will owe some or

all of the 80 percent share of the premium. They, too, get discounts,

up to 250 percent of poverty, excluding, in calculating their income,
$5,000 in wage income and unemployment compensation.
To further reduce the cost of coverage, the plan reforms the in-

surance market to eliminate underwriting practices that weed out
the sick and cover only the healthy. No insurance company will be
allowed to turn away anyone seeking insurance because of a pre-
existing medical condition. No plan will be able to follow that route.

And by returning to the historic method of community rating, we
will make sure that individuals and small businesses are protected
from sharp premium increases.

Together, these changes will result in universal coverage of our

population. In contrast, if we do nothing, the number of uninsured
will grow from 37 million today to an estimated 55 million at the
end of the decade: Nearly one in five Americans.
Another important element of security is predictability. Today,

no person and no business owner can accurately predict what their

insurance will cost them. Under the President's plan, all pur-
chasers will know in advance what are their coverage costs and be
able to plan accordingly.

In order to preserve that predictability as well as security, we
must control the cost of health care. Through changes in the com-

petitive market, our plan faces restraints on growth that will still

allow spending to increase, but by an amount much closer to the
rise in other consumer prices.
To ensure that these changes achieve the necessary savings, the

plan creates a backstop system of enforceable premium caps to

make sure no one will pay more for coverage than is appropriate.
The President's plan extends the concept of cost containment to

all payers, public and private, but applying reasonable limits to the

growth of medicare. We will curb its rate of growth, and we put
those savings back into the medicare program through a new pre-

scription drug benefit.

Without such coverage, many of our senior citizens are delaying
the purchase of prescribed medications, independently changing
their dosages to make prescriptions last longer, and even trading
unused portions of prescriptions among neighbors.
The President's plan also ushers in a new era for our medicaid

population. We will give them health security cards that will make
them indistinguishable from any other American. They will enroll

in a mainstream medical system that gives them the same benefits

enjoyed by everybody else, plus the additional services traditionally

provided through medicaid that enable people to use the health
care system.
We all know that the current system is too confusing, too intimi-

dating, and too expensive. We force our health professionals to

waste their time filling out multiple forms and filing multiple
claims. The President's plan will do away with the more than 1,500



often conflicting claim forms now in use and will substitute a single
form that will be easy to understand and easy to complete.

Simplicity is another key to security. The system we propose will

make it easy for consumers to gain access, get the care they need,
and go on with their daily lives. It is structured from the consum-
er's point of view and is a clear and concise system that for most
people will not be much different than the way they get health care

now, except it will be they, not their employers, who exercise
choice.

An important element of that structure will be the new Health
Alliances. They will provide consumers and business owners real
clout in the often daunting negotiations with insurers. Through the

alliances, small firms and individuals will gain access to high qual-
ity coverage at the same price as big firms and under the same
rules. Larger firms, with more than 5,000 employees, have an op-
tion to participate in the Health Alliances or to form their own alli-

ances in which choices will also be guaranteed.
Alliances guarantee choice by making sure that a variety of plans

are available, including a fee-for-service plan and a point-of-service
option in every part of the country. And, once coverage is pur-
chased, alliances become consumer protection watchdogs that help
with any questions or problems that arise.

Once empowered, consumers and businesses must be ready to
take responsibility for their coverage and their care. The Presi-
dent's plan offers Americans a great deal. In return, it asks some-
thing of everyone.

I will now turn to Dr. Thorpe to describe the financing of the sys-
tem.
Chairman Williams. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Feder follows:]



Judith Feder, Ph.D.

GOOD MORNING MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMirTEE:

It is a pleasure to be here this morning to discuss the President's Health Security Plan.

This is indeed a momentous occasion and the beginning of a process that I believe will lead to

a better, stronger, and more secure health care system for all of the people we serve.

The President's proposal seeks to fix what is wrong with our health care system and

preserve what is right. It seeks to strengthen all elements of the system so that those Americans

who fall ill and those who seek to preserve and improve their health can rely on a high-quality

system that is affordable, portable, and permanent.

We in the Administration have worked for many months to craft a proposal that addresses

the serious deficiencies in our current system. We have consulted with hundreds of experts,

including nearly all members of the Congress; we have gone directly to the people of this

country to hear their complaints and their hopes.

The bottom line is that the quality of our current system is steadily eroding. You know

all too well the fundamental problems:

o 37 million of our citizens have no health insurance, while another 25 million have

inadequate coverage.

o Skyrocketing costs increasingly place coverage and care out of reach for many



Americans.

o Our system is weighted down with too much paperwork and too many bureaucrats.

o Many citizens watch helplessly as their health care choices evaporate, leaving them with

no say in where they get their care.

o Our quality of care remains uneven, giving the majority of our citizens the best care in

the world, but leaving some others with a level of care no better than Third World

countries, and,

o Employers, governments at all levels, and individuals continue to exercise less

responsibility for our national health care system and their personal health care.

The American health care system has lost sight of those who it is designed to serve - the

patients. We must change the system so that it is clearly understood and so that it serves all

Americans when they need care.

We must get a handle on the cost of health care. We all know only too well the price

we pay for uncontrolled health spending. While the overall budget of the Department of Health

and Human Services has increased some 229 percent since 1980, almost all of that has been

swallowed up by inflation in our health care programs. Medicare spending, for example, has

risen 363 percent in the past 14 years. The Federal share of Medicaid spending has increased
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even more dramatically
~ 526 percent. As a result, health care programs have been the single

largest contributor to our federal deficit and have systematically squeezed out resources that

could be spent on other important priorities including education, job creation, infrastructure, and

economic development.

Rising health costs and uneven health care coverage have also taken their toll on

American businesses. Over the last decade the annual amount spent on health care by the

average American family has more than doubled from $1,742 to $4,296. And that amount will

double again by the year 2000 if nothing is done. Even in the last year, as the health care sector

has attempted to slow its growth, two-thirds of American companies saw their health care costs

rise; only 7 percent saw their costs fall. For many companies, health care costs are the single

largest expense they incur; for many others, that expense is so great that benefits have been

pared back or even eliminated.

In the five weeks since the President addressed the Congress, we have spent much of our

time listening. Listening to the comments and advice of lawmakers here on Capitol Hill and

legislators and governors in our state capitals. Listening to those who are in the health care

trenches - doctors, nurses, hospital administrators, and others. And listening to the people.

What we've heard has helped us to improve our plan. But let me make one thing clear,

the one thing that has not changed is the core set of beliefs that have guided us from the start.

SIX PRINCIPLES



The President laid out the six principles that are at the core of our proposal and must be

at the center of any health reform bill enacted by this Congress. (Chart 1) They are Security,

Simplicity, Savings, Choice, Quality, and Responsibility. We've seen wide bipartisan agreement

on these principles. That's good. Now it's time to begin making them a reality.

Today, I'd like to discuss some of these principles with you, starting with security.

SECURITY

It's not only the 37 million uninsured who lack health care security. They are only the

most vivid evidence of this problem. Under our current system, nQ American has real peace

of mind. Most workers who lose their jobs lose their insurance. People who change jobs often

lose their insurance or have to change their coverage. Families stricken by illness face the added

burden of trying to make sure their coverage won't disappear. And conscientious businesses and

individuals who attempt to buy insurance are often turned away because the price is out of reach.

At the same time, the lack of health care coverage in many low-wage jobs frequently traps

young mothers in welfare.

To deal with this central concern, the President's plan builds on the existing structure of

health insurance that has, for nearly 50 years, provided coverage to workers and their families.

(Chart 2) Under the President's plan, the largest portion of financing for health care

premiums ~ over three-quarters
- will come from employers and households through their
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contributions to the cost of coverage. The remaining 24 percent will come from government.

(Chart 3) We have calculated that the federal share, including our contribution to

premiums, public health investment, long term care, and deficit reduction will amount to $390

billion over the period of 1995 to the year 2000. We will produce that total in the following

way:

o $123 billion will come from savings achieved in the Medicare program.

That will bring the annual rate of growth in that vital program more in line with

growth in the private sector. About half of these savings can be achieved simply

by continuing policies adopted by this Congress in the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1993 and by reductions in payments to disproportionate

share hospitals made possible by universal coverage.

o Another $65 billion will be saved in the Medicaid program, by enrolling

remaining Medicaid beneficiaries in private health plans with lower cost growth

and then a similar reduction in the disproportionate share hospital payments.

o We will produce another $40 billion in savings in other federal programs,

including the government employees, military and veterans' healtli care.

o Another $68 billion in federal revenue will come as a result of (1) slower

growth in tax-exempt health spending that will produce higher wages and taxable
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profits; (2) excluding health insurance from cafeteria plans; (3) other tax changes;

(4) the corporate retiree assessment; and (5) reduction in debt service.

o And, finally, we gain another $89 billion by increasing the federal excise

tax on cigarettes and the one percent assessment on corporate alliances.

How will these federal dollars be spent? The overwhelming majority of these funds will

finance premium discounts for small employers, individuals, and early retirees. Another $66

billion will pay for the new Medicare prescription drug benefit; $65 billion will go for our long

term care initiatives; $10 billion will pay for tax incentives and deductions for the self-employed

allowed under the plan; and $31 billion will cover our investment in public health and some

fairiy minor start-up costs. That leaves another $58 billion in deficit reduction. I must point

out to the Committee that we have deliberately built in a cushion of $44 billion to deal with

behavioral effects that cannot be modeled.

UNIVERSAL COVERAGE

A key to security is the assurance that all of our citizens are covered by an affordable

health plan. We achieve such coverage by asking states to create one or more regional Health

Alliances to serve as the negotiators for consumers and employers. We ask our employers to

pay at least 80 percent of the average weighted premium for a plan in each region with workers

picking up the remainder. The vast majority of American firms already provide such benefits;

in fact, many do even better.
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(Chart 4) All health plans will be required to offer a comprehensive set of benefits to

provide all Americans with the kind of care that our health professionals tell us is best. A

package that has a strong emphasis on prevention. A package that covers inpatient and

outpatient care. A package that offers specialty and primary care. And a package that improves

on our mental health and substance abuse treatment coverage and helps remove the stigma

attached to these conditions.

(Chart 5) We recognize that these new requirements may pose a temporary challenge

for some companies, particularly those that currently do not offer coverage. Our plan provides

significant discounts for employers that will hold the cost of coverage to no more than 3.5

percent of payroll for small low-wage firms - defined as those companies with 75 or fewer

workers with an average wage of $24,000 or less ~ and 7.9 percent of payroll for all other

companies.

Individuals will be eligible for discounts as well. For those required to pay the 20

percent share of a health plan premium, discounts will be available for those with income at or

below 150 percent of the federal poverty line. Such individuals also will be protected by a limit

of 3.9 percent of income on individual contributions. For the nonworking population that get

no assistance from an employer with premium costs, discounts are available for those with non-

wage income at or below 250 percent of poverty. And, finally, for retired workers between age

55 and 65, the federal government will eventually pay the full 80 percent employer share of the

premium.
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To further reduce the cost of coverage, we will reform the insurance market to eliminate

unseemly underwriting practices that weed out the sick and cover only the healthy. We will end

the practices of cherry-picking and cream-skimming. No insurance company will be allowed

to turn away a person seeking insurance because of a pre-existing medical condition affecting

that individual or a member of that family. Nor will insurers be allowed to continue pricing

those who are sick or disabled out of the market. We propwse returning to the historic method

of community rating that served our country well and offered all Americans coverage at a

reasonable cost.

(Chart 6) Together, these changes will result in virtually universal coverage of our

population. In contrast, if we do nothing, the number of uninsured will grow from 37 million

to an estimated 55 million at the end of the decade, or nearly one in five Americans.

During the last five weeks, we have gone over of the numbers in our plan, scrubbed them

and rescrubbed them so that we can explain with confidence to you and to the American people

how this plan will work. There are no rosy scenarios here, no magic asterisks. These are

conservative numbers that will stand the test of public scrutiny.

A key feature of the President's plan is predictability. It will be easy for all Americans

to determine the cost of their coverage and the scope of that coverage. Health plans will be

required to offer four distinct classes of premiums for each policy: one covering single

individuals; one covering couples; one covering single-parent families; and one covering two-

parent families.
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While the premiums charged by each Health Alliance will differ according to local

community costs, we have determined the average national premium for each group in 1994

dollars. The national averages are as follows:

o $1,932 for a single person.

o $3,865 for a couple without children.

o $3,893 for a single-parent family, and,

o $4,360 for a two-parent family with children.

For those families and individuals who must pay the maximum 20 percent of these

premiums, monthly costs will range from a low of $32 to a high of $73. As I said, these

amounts will vary from state to state and community to community, but these national averages

give us a good idea of how reform will change our current system for the better.

For employers, the new system will be predictable as well. According to our estimates

for 1994, the average undiscounted cost to some employers will be as little as $1,546 for

individuals and as much as $2,479 for two-parent families with children. With the premium

discounts we offer, however, the cost to employers will be considerably lower.
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Stable, predictable health insurance expenses will be of great value to business owners -

-
particularly small businesses ~ who today cannot know with any reliability what their annual

costs will be. Under today's system, one illness in one family can devastate a year of fmancial

planning by a grocer or a hardware store owner. This must change - and it will -- if we're

going to have an economy in which small business can flourish.

SAVINGS

In order to ensure the kind of security I have just discussed, we must control the cost of

health care.

In the current year, the United States will spend approximately 14 percent of its gross

domestic product on health care. That is far greater than any other industrialized nation. In

fact, our closest competitor in the health care arms race is Canada, which spends only 10 percent

of its GDP on health care. If we do nothing about our costs, health care will rise to 19 percent

of GDP at the end of the current decade.

Through changes in the competitive market, our plan places restraints on this growth that

will still allow spending to increase, but by a much more reasonable amount ~ one much closer

to the rise in other consumer prices. To ensure that these changes achieve the necessary

savings, we will create a backstop system of enforceable premium caps. That way, no company

or individual will pay more for coverage than is appropriate.

10
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We extend this concept of savings to all payers of health care - public and private. By

applying reasonable limits to the growth of Medicare, we can reduce the rate of that program's

growth during this decade even while adding new coverage for prescription drugs.

By applying these limitations, we will expand the Medicare program to include an

important new benefit covering the cost of prescription drugs. Numerous studies indicate that,

without such coverage, many of our senior citizens are forgoing prescribed medications,

independently changing their dosages to make prescriptions last longer, and even trading unused

portions of prescriptions among neighbors. All of this is done in the name of saving money;

all of it endangers the health and lives of our senior citizens. The end results of our efforts will

be a stronger Medicare program that will continue to serve all of our senior citizens.

We also plan to completely transform our Medicaid program for acute care services.

Medicaid beneficiaries have suffered too long with a system that offers, in many ways, second

tier medical care. Uneven coverage and reimbursement rates have left too many of our needy

citizens without coverage. And even those who are in the program are often turned away by

health care professionals who refuse to accept Medicaid patients.

Under our plan, we place all of these individuals in a mainstream medical system: They

will be enrolled in Health Alliances, which will provide them access to accountable health plans.

Each Medicaid beneficiary will get the same health security card as all other Americans. They

will receive the same comprehensive benefit package, plus additional services traditionally

provided through Medicaid to allow access to the health care system. Non-cash recipients also

11
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will gain access to these health plans with accompanying wrap-around benefits that will ensure

that none of our neediest children will lose the services they now utilize.

SIMPLIFICATION

Another important element of a reformed health system is simplicity. We have all heard

the complaints from the men and women who provide medical care. They tell us that the

current system is too confusing, too intimidating, and too expensive. We are wasting time and

money filling out forms, filing claims, and flailing at an unresponsive bureaucracy. Nurses and

doctors often must take time away from patients to fulfill the demands of some faceless

bureaucrat based 500 miles away.

Our new system (Chart 7) makes it easy for consumers to gain access, get the care and

counseling they need, and go on with their daily lives. It is structured with the consumers'

viewpoint in mind. And from that viewpoint, it is a clear and concise system.

(Chart 8) The Alliances will have important responsibilities but they will not be a new

level of bureaucracy that gets in the way of business owners and consumers. Rather they will

be a tool to cut through the bureaucracy of private insurance. The responsibilities of the

Alliances are clearly specified in the legislation. Some of these are:

Enrolling individuals in health plans and issuing Health Security cards.

12
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o Transferring premiums from employers and individuals to health plans.

Providing consumers with information about the quality and cost of health

plans.

o Working with health care professionals to develop fee schedules for fee-

for-service plans, and

o Serving as an ombudsman for employers and consumers.

The President's plan also assists health care professionals and institutions. We will do

away with the more than 1,500 often conflicting claims forms now in use and provide a single

form that will be easy to understand and easy to complete. And we will encourage greater use

of electronic claims and speed the process of reimbursement throughout the system.

CHOICE

One of the prices we have paid for our current patchwork system has been the loss of

involvement of consumers in the choice of their health plan and their medical providers.

Our proposal guarantees Americans a choice of health plans, including at least one fee-

for-service plan. In many areas of the country, we expect there to be a great deal of choice.

We realize, however, that in some parts of our country such wide-ranging choice may not be

13
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quickly available. The President's plan calls for specific efforts to improve choice in rural areas

of the country including the creation of new community health centers, a doubling of the size

of the National Health Service Corps, provision of technical assistance to those who want to

create new health plans, the training of additional mid-level practitioners, and designation of

many rural hospitals and other health facilities as essential providers.

But we must remember that the greatest benefit we can provide to the rural parts of our

country is universal coverage. Our most recent data indicate that 30 percent of our rural

population is uninsured. This creates a tremendous drain on rural communities and the facilities

that serve them. That will change.

The guarantee of choice goes beyond health plans. Americans are used to a system that

allows them to select their health care professionals. This wU] be preserved. First, every

Health Alliance will be required to offer at least one fee-for-service plan. Second, all plans will

be required to offer a point-of-service option that will allow consumers to go outside the plan

for services they desire. And, finally, all physicians will be allowed to join multiple health

plans.

QUALITY

There is no question that any health care system must be based on high-quality medicine

and must have built-in mechanisms to measure and protect that quality.

14
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The President's plan calls for the creation of a National Quality Management Program

designed to improve access, effectiveness, and appropriateness of care. Working with

consumers and providers of care, we will develop national measures of quality performance;

develop and improve consumer surveys; and recommend performance goals for the health plans.

In addition, the work now being done by the Agency for Health Care Policy and

Research on practice parameters will continue and that information will be shared with all health

plans and health care professionals as well as the general public.

RESPONSIBILITY

Finally, no system that we design can work without the participation of all involved. We

offer Americans a great deal through our health care plan; in return, we ask something of

everyone.

We ask employers to contribute to the cost of coverage for their employees. In return,

we make sure that all companies play by the same rules and we give assistance to those who

need it.

We ask employees to contribute to the cost of their coverage and to educate themselves

about the choices available to them. In return, we provide lasting coverage that moves with

them wherever they go.

We ask our caring health care professionals to provide high-quality care to all Americans

15
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at a reasonable cost. In return, we eliminate the incidence of charity care, and allow health care

professionals to spend their time with patients, not paperwork.

We ask our state and local governments to maintain their current efforts, particularly

toward the poor and disabled. In return, we give states the maximum flexibility in designing

their systems to meet their local needs.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I believe we have come to an historic crossroads. One

that allows us, as public servants, to leave behind us tangible evidence of our work and our

caring; to fulfill one of the great unfinished items on our national agenda; and to create a sense

of lasting security for all Americans on one of the most personal of issues, health care.

Working together, we can create a system of health care that is secure but not stagnant.

One that is simple but not simplistic. One that saves resources instead of sapping them. One

that offers choice instead of chance. One that guarantees quality for all, not for some. And one

that asks for responsibility while eliminating risk.

We can do this. We should do this. And together I know we will do this.

Thank you.

16
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Chairman Williams. Dr. Thorpe, please proceed.
Mr. Thorpe. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am

pleased to be here with you today to discuss the financing of the
President's Health Security Act.

The two points I would like to make in my brief statement is,

first, the Health Security Act builds on the current private em-
ployer based health insurance system; and second, just to quickly
reiterate that our estimates that we have spent substantial
amounts of time refining and perfecting, I hope, are based on what
we think are very conservative assumptions.

First, as Judy has already mentioned, just as today, the majority
of Americans will have a portion of their health insurance pre-
miums financed by their employers. The chart Judy shows shows
a fully 59 percent of the premium dollars come from employers; 17

percent would come from households; government discounts for

small business and low-income families would constitute the re-

maining 24 percent.
In response to consultations with the Congress and others, we

have made several changes to the financing of the plan to guaran-
tee fiscal responsibility and ensure the availability of necessary
revenue before the addition of new benefits or programs.

First, the legislation extends the amount of time States have to

come into the program. States may come in as early as 1996. They
must all be in by December 31, 1997.

Second, the new long-term home and community-based care pro-

gram is phased in over the 1996 to 2003 time period.
In addition, when we calculated the discount funding, we had

added a contingency or cushion as a safeguard. We increased this

contingency from 10 percent to 15 percent to create a stronger safe-

guard that sufficient funds will be available within the capped enti-

tlement. We estimated the increased amount of discounts needed
under several scenarios, including first if the economy were to suf-

fer a significant downturn and if companies were to reduce their

workforce to qualify for additional subsidies. The cushion proved
more than adequate to withstand these scenarios.

Conservative assumptions. We made a number of conservative

assumptions in developing our estimates. For example, we had two
different estimates of the national average health plan premiums.
We used the highest estimate to develop our estimates of what the

discounts would be.

Second, we estimated discounts for small employers using a
threshold of employers with less than 100 employees even though
the policy only provides special protections to employers with 75 or

fewer thereby overestimating the amount of discounts that flow to

small employers.
Third, even though dual earner families with one worker in a

corporate alliance and the other worker in a regional alliance have
a choice of which alliance to join, we estimated all these families

would choose the regional alliance. Corporate alliances are not eli-

gible for discounts. They must self-finance discounts for low-income
workers. Therefore, we maximized the amount of discounts avail-

able to these dual earner families.

With respect to our review process, we had a very complete,

timely, and detailed internal review process that included a num-
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ber of departments and agencies. We had teams of actuaries and
economists from the Executive Office of the President: The Na-
tional Economic Council, the CEA, 0MB; within HHS from the
Health Care Financing Administration, the Agency for Health Care
Policy and Research, our office within Planning and Evaluation,
The review process included the Treasury Department, the Labor
Department as well as think tanks and consulting firms.

External review. As you know, the normal course of business in

the Federal Government is to develop budget estimates internally.
However, health reform is too important to proceed on a business-
as-usual basis. Therefore, we used an unprecedented process of ex-

ternal review. We organized an outside group of actuaries and
health economists from nationally recognized consulting and ac-

counting firms and Fortune 500 companies. During our model
building and estimation process, we solicited their analysis, sugges-
tions and in many cases incorporated them into our results.

In addition, I want to note that while we had several estimates
of the costs of the program completed within both the Treasury De-
partment and HHS, we also had an outside, private, not-for-profit

organization, the Urban Institute, develop estimates all through
the process as well, and in many cases we have made sure that the
estimates that we have developed internally coincide with what the
estimates have been from this outside research group.
Let me quickly go through with that in mind about the process

of how we developed our estimates of an overview of the numbers.
If you look at the chart that we have up in front of you, which

I hope your eyesight is better than mine; if not, I will be able to

read the numbers off to you. Let me just discuss the highlights of
the financing plan during the 1995 to 2000 time period.
On the left side of chart, you will see it says sources of funds.

On the right-hand side of the chart is uses of funds. I will start
with the sources of funds.

First, with respect to medicare, the legislation has a set of very
detailed proposals that will generate $123 billion in savings. Let
me just quickly characterize where the savings come from.

First, 23 percent of the proposals are extensions of expiring au-
thorities such as the medicare secondary payer provisions.

Second, 34 percent of the proposals are funds currently paid to

providers who serve a disproportionate number of low-income per-
sons. Universal coverage renders such spending duplicative.
The remainder help bring down the growth in the medicare pro-

gram to twice the level of inflation rather than the current rate of

growth, which is well over three times the rate of inflation.

So the medicare program, the rate of increase in health spending
during the time period without any of the proposals, currently is

about 10.8 percent. After the $124 billion in savings package, that
rate of growth would be 7.4 percent, and if you include the pre-
scription drug program and the medicare spending, the rate of

growth would be 8.4 percent. So what we are talking about is sim-

ply a 2y2-percentage-point reduction in the rate of growth in the
medicare program.

Medicaid, which is the second line down: $65 billion. These sav-

ings come primarily from medicaid cash assistance recipients now
being covered through the alliance with an associated lower growth
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in outyear spending as well as reductions in disproportionate share

payments made to hospitals.
The third line down is a tobacco tax and a corporate assessment.

The tobacco tax is an excise tax on tobacco products, which would
raise $65 billion during this time period. This is an increase in the

cigarette tax to 75 cents per pack, which would raise the Federal
tax from 24 cents to 99 cents per pack. The corporate assessment
would raise $24 billion and the corporate assessment is an assess-

ment of 1 percent of payroll for firms outside the regional alliances.

The next line down is other Federal savings: Federal programs
such as the veterans, defense, the Federal health plan, the Public
Health Service will achieve savings from shifting to alliance cov-

erage as well as lowering the rate of growth in health care spend-
ing.
Chairman Williams. Let me interrupt and ask over what time

period do you anticipate these savings in these revenue sources.

Mr. Thorpe. Primarily 1996 to the year 2000. There are some
dollars on the uses side that come in 1995. Those are primarily
start-up costs to get the system up and running but most of what
I am talking about is 1996 through the year 2000.
The next line down, which is other revenue effects, these are, we

believe, scorable savings that the plan will engender. They include

revenue gains from the combination of the employer mandate, dis-

counts, and cost containment; removing health insurance from cafe-

teria benefit plans; other tax changes, largely for antiabuse rules

and increased penalties for noncompliance; and employer assess-

ments for the early retiree policy.
There is another line down there of debt service, $4 billion which

constitutes a reduction in debt service payments.
On the uses side, where the money goes, I will start with public

health initiatives and administration. This is broken into two

pieces. We do have new public health spending in the plan, which
is about $15 billion. The remainder represents administrative costs

as well and start-up costs.

The next line, long-term care initiatives, this includes new spend-

ing for the home and community-based care program, which is the

bulk of this. It is about $57 billion as well as liberalized eligibility

under medicaid and tax incentives towards the purchase of long-
term care insurance.

The medicare drug benefits, which is $65 billion, is an expansion
of the medicare benefit package to cover outpatient prescription

drugs.
Following, next is the self-employed tax deduction which would

cost $10 billion. This represents a cost of extending tax deductibil-

ity to 100 percent of premium payments for the comprehensive ben-

efit package to the self-employed.

Finally, if you look at the final three categories, the first two
have to do with premium discounts. These represent the costs of

discounts for employers and individuals, low-wage individuals. Just

to give you a sense of the breakdown of this, employers would re-

ceive 29 percent of the discounts; families, 58 percent; and the re-

maining, which I have down there under cushion, represents 13

percent of the total.
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You can see that the cushion, that is the 15 percent contingency
we built into our estimates, represents about $44 billion of addi-

tional contingencies that we put in there during the 1996 through
year 2000 period.

Finally, deficit reduction. During the time period that we have
looked at, we projected that the deficit, that there be $58 billion in

deficit reduction.

With respect to the year by year, the impact on the deficit really
starts to have a very significant effect during the 1999 and 2000
time period. For example, in the year 2000 alone, we are projecting
a reduction in the deficit of $35.8 billion.

This is a very quick overview. I would look forward to working
with the committee during the next several months as we develop
the legislation, and I believe both myself and Dr. Feder would be

pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Chairman Williams. Thank you. Thanks to both of you.
Dr. Thorpe, what would be the cost of administration—what is

the percentage that you would estimate would be assumed by ad-
ministration?
Mr. Thorpe. I am just looking up. I believe it is about $9 billion

over the time period.
Chairman Williams. Nineteen ninety five through the turn of

the century?
Mr. Thorpe. Right. Again, there is a little bit of start-up cost in

1995, but most of it is 1996 through the year 2000, that is correct.

Chairman WlLLL\MS. As you know, there has been significant

controversy about the 8.4 percent rate that you assume for growth,
for growth in medicare and, thus, savings. I personally do not think
the criticism of that growth rate assumption or the doubt expressed
about it is directed at this particular plan or at the President or

the task force or even at the review, but, rather, we know histori-

cally that the insurance industry, the medical community and the

government assumptions have been off by substantial amounts in

our projections.
What can you tell us to help us have greater respect for that 8.4

percent figure?
Mr. Thorpe. Well, I think in general, with respect to the esti-

mates that we have made, I would make just two quick points:

First, that the bulk of our estimates really focus on the dis-

counts, in terms of the Federal expense of this. What I would say
about that is that we have, I think, a tremendous amount of infor-

mation that underlie the estimates that we have made which pri-

marily are estimates of what it costs to insure somebody who is

currently uninsured.
This is an area, at least in the academic world, where we have,

I think, two decades of very solid empirical research which docu-

ments the expense of taking somebody who is uninsured and pro-

viding them insurance. So on that point, I think that the outside

world, when they look at these numbers, will largely agree with the

estimates of what it costs to take somebody who is uninsured and

provide them insurance.
With respect to medicare, the estimated savings—of course, the

CBO will look through this and come up and make their own as-

sessments. These are estimates from our Office of the Actuary—
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they are estimated savings of programs that they have looked at
before. They primarily, in many cases, represent changes in the

way that we pay hospitals and physicians, and on the outpatient
side as well.

And I think that their database and their estimates of the medi-
care savings, as well as I believe the way that CBO will look at

this as well, that there will be a large degree of agreement between
CBO and HCFA on the aggregate package.
So I think with respect to their costing of these savings, that we

feel quite confident that the savings that they have priced out for
our programmatic proposals are going to be quite accurate.
Chairman Williams. Dr. Feder, yesterday you may have seen

the New York Times editorial, which has a headline which says A
Misleading Health Estimate. The editorial begins with these words,
"The administration's estimate that 40 percent of insured families
would pay higher premiums under its health care bill jarred every-
one on Capitol Hill last week."
The editorial then goes on to explain that the 40 percent in-

creased cost is, in fact, misleading; that it would not be 40 percent.
The editorial then ends with this paragraph, "The important point
is not that the administration knows for sure who would win or
lose under its reform. It doesn't. But the administration can tighten
its performance and needs to do so if it expects to prevail in the

long struggle for health care reform."
It ends by saying that the effort can start this week because im-

portant administration witnesses will be on Capitol Hill. So would
you like to start the tightening up process by telling us whether or
not 40 percent of families in this country are going to pay higher
premiums?
Ms. Feder. We would be delighted, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, the Times very helpfully clarified there was misinter-

pretation of the 40 percent in that that included about 25 percent
of the population who would pay more but get more improvements
in their benefits; and another 15 percent would pay somewhat
more because they are being part of a community rating process in

which we are all sharing the responsibilities and the risks associ-

ated with insurance coverage.
But as part of tightening up our performance, we have reexam-

ined the impact on the population, looking not only at insurance

premiums, but at what people pay out-of-pocket for their health
care. And I think that Ken can speak to that issue and more clear-

ly state what the implications are of reform.
Mr. Thorpe. The figures that you have cited simply were looking

at what the currently insured population would pay for premiums
today versus under reform. In order to provide a more complete
picture of what people actually spend, it is appropriate to add in

what they pay out-of-pocket as well as for premiums.
Chairman Williams. Deductibles.
Mr. Thorpe. Deductibles and copays to be included. That gives

you the complete picture of what people pay today for insurance
versus what people would pay under the President's plan for insur-

ance.

When you look at the figures, which include premiums plus out-

of-pocket payments, nearly 70 percent of Americans would spend
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the same or less under the President's plan; and of that 70 percent,
on average, individuals would save $737 per year.
So I think, just to clarify exactly what this is, this is in 1994 dol-

lars. This assumes, really, that the program is up and running im-

mediately and that we have not built in any savings yet from the
President's plan. So you can imagine that by the year 2000 or 1998,
when the plan is fully implemented, that the number of individuals
that will spend the same or less does increase, as does the average
family savings.
So this is immediate implementation. It does not assume any

savings. When you include out-of-pocket as well as premiums, near-

ly 70 percent will spend the same or less, and the average savings
would be $737 per year.
Chairman Williams. Thank you. Mrs. Roukema?
Mrs. Roukema. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ballenger has another meet-

ing, and so I am going to defer to him for the first question.
Chairman Williams. The gentleman is recognized.
Mr. Ballenger. I thank you. Madam Chairwoman. Assistant

Chairman, excuse me.
One question. As a businessman myself, and recognizing in the

past for many employers ERISA, especially ERISA preemption, has
worked to help self-insured employers, which is my company, to

keep their health plan costs affordable. This is particularly true in

that ERISA remedies for contested claims have been found to pre-
clude punitive and compensatory damages.
And recognizing that lawyers wrote this bill, it scares me. But

if ERISA had allowed the golden rings for trial lawyers, we would
have had the same claims litigation go through the roof in the
same way malpractice costs have led to unsupportable costs for de-

fensive medicine. Somewhere along the line everybody says that is

one of the biggest savings we could create. But I am not sure.

It appears that in your 1,342 page draft it does not include puni-
tive and compensatory damage with respect to claims disputes in

either corporate alliances or regional alliances. And my question is

whether you agree these types of damages would be detrimental to

containing costs, and under what circumstances, if any, such dam-
ages are found in the Clinton plan?
Ms. Feder. Congressman, we have retained current law for those

corporations who continue to self-insure. And for those who are in

the regional alliance, there is access to the judicial system.
Mr. Ballenger. But ERISA preemption is almost included in

this bill, is it not?
Ms. Feder. There are many changes in ERISA, essentially. But

ERISA continues for—the ERISA preemption continues for those
firms who take advantage of the opportunity to maintain their own
alliances; those firms who have more than 5,000 or more employees
nationally.
Mr. Ballenger. Am I mistaken in saying that as far as Health

Alliances are concerned that the claimants can go to State courts
and get this?

Ms. Feder. As far as regional alliances are concerned, they can.

The Health Alliances and
Mr. Ballenger. Isn't that a big can of worms to throw out there?
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Ms. Feder. Our concern here is to provide individuals protec-
tions, appropriate protections, whether they be in the Health Alli-

ances, the pools, or in the corporate alliances. We have administra-
tive remedies as well as the judicial system.
Mr. Ballenger. But, again, you are using the courts to take care

of this punitive and compensatory damages, which actually is one
of the major factors in the cost, exploding cost of medicine today.
Ms. Feder. As I indicated, Mr. Ballenger, I beheve we are retain-

ing current law.

Mr. Ballenger. Current law has allowed medicine to explode
the way it has?
Ms. Feder. Well, you alluded to the issue of malpractice here,

and we have made a number of changes with respect to mal-

practice that include and emphasize an attempt to stay out of the
court system, and I think that applies to our administrative rem-
edies throughout; that in terms of malpractice, we have created a

requirement that plans must have a grievance procedure; that
there must be approval, a certificate of merit for going to, before

going to court.

We believe that alternative dispute resolution mechanisms will

greatly reduce going to court. We have put limits on lawyers' fees

and we believe that this combination of changes, along with the de-

velopment of a quality improvement program, really is the best

way to assure appropriate
Mr. Ballenger. The limits you put on legal fees are the same

limits they have right now; is that not right?
Ms. Feder. We have established a limit. States can exceed, I be-

lieve it is a third.

Mr. Ballenger. Which is about the tops right now. So the law-

yers are still going to get rich off of this situation.

Ms. Feder. Well, the States can do more in that regard if they
wish, but we believe that establishing the limit is the appropriate
way to go.
Mr. Ballenger. One more question. All we are doing is playing

with your, Mr. Thorpe, with your statistical analysis here. All we
talk about is Federal funds. What percentage of the total expendi-
tures are Federal funds? There are no premiums listed there. What
is the total cost of the whole program?
Mr. Thorpe. If you go to the pie chart over there.

Mr. Ballenger. What is 59 percent of what?
Mr. Thorpe. If you think about this in terms of premiums, which

includes both the corporate alliance premiums and the regional al-

liance premiums, there is $321 billion of premiums in 1994 dollars.

Mr. Ballenger. But you have $390 billion in Federal funds.
How does that match up?
Mr. Thorpe. That is a five-year number.
Mr. Ballenger. Okay. And the other is a one-year number?
Mr. Thorpe. That is correct, it is a one-year number.
Mr. Ballenger. Okay. Thank you. Madam Chairwoman. I hope

I have messed it up nicely.
Chairman Williams. Mr. Reed.
Mr. Reed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This is a question for ei-

ther Dr. Feder or Dr. Thorpe.
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Part of the financing is going to come through reductions in med-
icare reimbursements and the elimination of the medicaid program,
or effectively rolling it in. Right now those health providers who de-

pend substantially on medicare revenues will also be required to

provide additional services. Particularly for small operations, like
small health care centers, who provide health care for their em-
ployees, have your calculations factored in the increased or added
labor cost of providing health care for those medical facilities that
do not do it now?
Do I make myself clear?
Mr. Thorpe. The analysis that you have seen here is looking at

the aggregate impacts. We have looked at the change in spending
for business, and we do have that broken down in different ways,
by industry and by firm size, as well as we have it broken down
for households by income and composition of the household. I would
have to look at our industry breaks to see how we find we could
make some of those estimates.
Mr. Reed. More specific, and perhaps I can make my question

clearer, on one hand we have proposed to reduce substantially med-
icare expenditures going out four or five years. On the other hand,
we have many medical enterprises that depend upon those expend-
itures as their sole or practical sole source of revenue. And part of
the formula of medicare is the labor component, and we are going
to unilaterally raise the price of labor to these people.

I am wondering how on one hand we can compress medicare pay-
ments and on the other hand we are going to have to follow

through with the spirit at least of the formula's increased pay-
ments to providers to cover their own now mandated medical ex-

penditure.
Ms. Feder. I hear your concerns. Congressman, and I think we

will have to look more closely at our data to address the specific
concern you are raising with respect to the labor component.
But I think it is also important to note that what will change in

the marketplace for these providers, in addition to the changes you
mentioned, many of those providers who are heavily medicare de-

pendent are, in part, in that circumstance because a lot of their
other population has no insurance protection at all or limited insur-
ance protection. As we move to universal coverage, what we are

doing is greatly enhancing the capacity of the people in that area
to use providers and to pay for their care, eliminating uncompen-
sated care, and compensating providers for their service.
So we need to have that in the equation as well, but we will look

into this matter for you.
Mr. Reed. Another question, and again I don't know which or

both might field it.

Ms. Feder. We like to share. It is okay.
Mr. Reed. That is a good spirit, please keep it up.
In the construction of the health care alliances, there is, at least

initially, the thought that they would be contained within States;
they would not spill over.

An initiative came up in my State, particularly because it is a
rather small State, and in fact we have medical facilities that sit

right on the border with Connecticut and western Rhode Island.
Even Providence, which is the center really, the medical center of

84-607 0-94-2
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southeastern New England, is frequently visited from people living
in adjacent Massachusetts. There is a concern that the State alli-

ances will rigorously state that there will be incentives to keep peo-
ple in States and, contrary, disincentives to prevent people from
coming across the border as they do now.

In Rhode Island, and many other places, the irony is that
people

living in Seekonk, Massachusetts are closer to Rhode Island Hos-
pital than someone living where I live. I am wondering if you have
thought through this in terms of the availability in the capitated
system to reach across State lines and bring people into other fa-

cilities?

Ms. Feder. Absolutely, Congressman, and I think there are two
issues here. What is I think most important to us as consumers is

that the health plan that we are in enable us to use the providers
that we choose that are most convenient to us. And, consequently,
health plans are highly likely to cross boundaries as they do today,
in order to best serve consumers.
Consumers also, through the fee-for-service plan or the point-of-

service option, can go to any provider of their choice, independent
of State boundaries. So we have given extensive attention to that

provision.
With respect to alliances, when we rely on a State system, we do

run into some boundary issues. We have included an explicit provi-
sion that allows, or some might argue encourages, cooperation
across States in their alliance formation. So we need to look at both
those issues. But I think in terms of consumer choice and providers
being able to count on consumer choice, that we have accounted for

that issue.

Mr. Reed. I just want to comment, one of the concerns I sense
out there is that in a capitated system there is going to be a real

strong sense of gathering up as many people as you can under
these systems. And if you have, for example, a health plan that is

incorporated substantially based in a certain State and working
closely with that State and with that health alliance, there will be,
if not a formal, an informal set of rules that will encourage staying
within the borders.

I think this is an issue that cannot be settled today, but I think
it is an issue we have to be acutely aware of as we go forward.
Ms. Feder. We share your concern, particularly from the per-

spective of the consumer, because we believe that ensuring
consumer choice and access to a full array of providers is a critical

element of reform. And so if we need to address that further, we
would be happy to look at that with you.
Mr. Reed. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Williams. Thank you. Mrs. Roukema, let's go back to

you.
Mrs. Roukema. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I had not really in-

tended to get into this choice question and who means what by
choice, but I will simply make this statement and I am not going
to give you time to argue it because I have another question I want
to get to.

With your chart and the follow-up to my colleague's question on

choice, I think that the whole debate is a question of definition and
of what choice you are talking about. I believe that my constituents
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are looking for choice under the same rules that they know now,
that is, choice of doctor, choice of hospital. I don't see that in your
plan, unless, unless they pay an extra premium for the privilege.

Now, you may have choices between plans, and I think you have
made that case, but I think those that are concerned about choice
are concerned about choice of doctors and hospitals on a specific

basis, whether you call it fee-for-service or whatever, and I think
that is the argument.

I know this is a very, very intense issue in my district, and I sus-

pect it is an intense issue every place where they presently have
good health coverage through their employer. So I just want to

make that point and say that that is a big stumbling block in our
area.

I will be happy to go over the numbers. Dr. Thorpe, that you
have outlined here. We don't have the time. But I have to suggest
that, again, even though they have been modified somewhat, and
Senator Moynihan has been somewhat mollified—I am not quite
sure he has been completely mollified; but somewhat mollified—I

still find that the sources of Federal funds on the savings side are
of a magnitude that lack credibility, and particularly in the medi-
care savings. I just cannot accept that.

For example, I don't know of anyone being commissioned by your
task force on the outside who can quantify or evaluate those num-
bers. We do not know what went into them. For example, I have
never heard anyone explain the assumptions about the size of the
medicare population, and we know how much that is growing as a

percentage of our national population. So I have to say it still

sounds strangely like a free lunch to me. I have to say that, and
we will go over that at another time.
But my specific question is concerning the potential for leading

to price controls. Under the President's plan, it is my understand-

ing that the States will be responsible to see that the average pre-
miums charged under the regional alliances would be held to the
annual limit set by the National Health Board. Under the plan,
would the States be given the flexibility to meet their responsibil-
ities by establishing hospital and doctor rates or using other price
controls to achieve the desired goal?
This subject has been raised on a number of occasions. In the al-

ternative, to keep premiums from exceeding the annual limit, could
States eliminate insurers and corporate alliances, fix hospital budg-
ets or institute other means of reducing the utilization of medical
services? Because that is what we are really talking about here. Ei-
ther price controls—no, not either/or, price controls and limited uti-

lization of medical services, which is another phrase for rationing.
I will leave that up to you, please. Would you respond?
Mr. Thorpe. Just two seconds on the medicare. Just remember

that, again, this is a number that is a five-year number, through
the year 2000. If you put it in the context of the baseline medicare
spending over that time period, as I mentioned, it is simply about
a 2V'2 to 3 percentage point reduction off the baseline. So even
after

Mrs. ROUKEMA. I hear what you said but I don't know what goes
into that.
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Mr. Thorpe. Sure. And CBO will certainly go through it in detail
and make their own assessments of what the programmatic sav-

ings are. So CBO is, I am sure, looking at them as we speak.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. We will be sure to look over that, but I was

thinking of something more independent; a more independent au-

diting firm.

Going back now to this question of price controls and the poten-
tial for rationing here and the relationship between the National
Health Board and the local alliances.

Ms. Feder. Okay. I think in a number of your questions that
what we are doing in the system is changing the health care deliv-

ery system, and it is in that way that we are achieving cost control.
In doing that, though, we are not eliminating choice.

Essentially, alliances take all plans. No limit on the number of
fee-for-service plans. Everyone is guaranteed a fee-for-service op-
tion. And then those plans, as well in that choice, are held to their

premium bids, the ones they bid themselves, and are held account-
able for that bid. And in that regard, all plans, whether they be
fee-for-service or organized delivery systems, will likely be ulti-

mately of lower cost in the future, lower premiums, than they are

today.
With respect specifically to State activities to control cost, this is

a State flexible system. We have not given States new authorities
in that regard. States have the authority that they have today in

dealing with their health care systems.
Mrs. RoUKEMA. You left out the role of the National Health

Board here. But you are essentially saying that the cap—I don't
know how much latitude these different alliances are going to have,
but they will all be within a certain budget cap and, therefore, it

seems to me to be a distinction without a difference.

Ms. Feder. Let me continue. I was focusing on your question
where you asked about State tools. I thought that was the concern.

In terms of caps, we see that essentially as a backstop in order
to guarantee affordable costs in a changed marketplace. When I

talk about the changed marketplace, we are relying upon a system
in which plans offering the guaranteed benefit package, again a full

array of plans, or bidding to offer that guaranteed benefit package.
And it is their bids that really are likely to influence the cost of

service. They will, as we discussed earlier, be competing for a large
population who will have reason to choose cost-effective plans, and
we expect those bids to determine prices.
We have then—the national board does establish a backstop

limit on the weighted average premium, specific to each area and
reflecting the cost experience in that area.

Mrs. RouKEMA. Well, my concern is that we can always come
within certain cost limitations if we are willing to limit the scope
of care.

Ms. Feder. And what we are doing is essentially focusing on

changes in the efficiency of delivery of care to achieve those objec-

tives, and we can go into at greater length, if you wish, what those
efficiencies are going to be.

Mrs. RoUKEMA, That is where the skepticism arises particularly
with people like Senator Moynihan and myself that efficiency is

one thing, we don't doubt we need more efficiency in the health
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care system, but the magnitude of the savings that are projected
simply stretch the imagination.
Ms. Feder. Well, Mrs. Roukema, I understand your concern, be-

cause it really is critical that we provide quality care and the scope
of services we intend. And as we have over the last several months
worked with providers and consumers around the country, we have
found case after case in which plans feel that they are able to de-

liver appropriate and necessary care more efficiently in a changed
system, and that is what we are building on.

Mrs. Roukema. Thank you. We will be glad to go over your testi-

mony in detail. Thank you very much.
Chairman Williams. Mr. Klink, questions for these witnesses?
Mr. Klink. Yes, and I would like to follow up, if I could, and,

first of all, thank Dr. Feder, who was kind enough to come into my
office and try to help me figure all this out. It is still very confusing
and I want to follow up on what Mrs. Roukema was just asking.

In plain language, when you talk about that kind of medicare
and medicaid savings, on top of the savings that we already had
in the President's budget package, how do I go back to a hospital
in Beaver Falls or New Castle or one of the major medical centers
in Pittsburgh and say to them, you know, we are going to whack
you again on medicare and medicaid, but you don't have to worry
about—it is not really going to hurt you. Where are we able to

prove that this kind of savings is not going to cause some pain on
the deliverer?

Mr. Thorpe. I will try to help you out in making three points.
First is that for that hospital, if you look at the administrative sim-

plification laid out in the President's plan for hospitals, single
claim form, which will greatly simplify their life.

Mr. Klink. And will cause the layoff of a lot of people I imagine
who fill out claim forms.
Mr. Thorpe. There will clearly be a change in the composition

of labor within the health industry, no doubt.
Mr. Klink. Thank you,
Mr. Thorpe. That, second, if you look at the credit and collection

departments that spend most their time tracking down people who
are uninsured, who have bad debts, that that part of their life is

going to be dramatically simplified. So I will say on the cost side,
the cost of doing business for hospitals in this country, is going to
fall.

The second point I would make for your hospitals would be that
the individuals who are ill and admitted for care will all come in
with health insurance; that they will all be paying at rates that

private plans have bargained and negotiated with hospitals, which
is a dramatic departure from what those hospitals have today.
They are dealing with medicaid clients, they are dealing with unin-
sured populations, and indigents, and providing a tremendous
amount of uncompensated care. That will no longer be the case ei-

ther.

The third thing that I would say is that even though, again, the
medicare savings, when you sum them up over a five-year period,
and the numbers do look large when you aggregate them that way,
as I mentioned, that even with what we did in the budget and this,
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that the growth in medicare spending is still over 8 percent after
the program is put in place.
So those would be the three points I would make to your hospital

administrator.
Mr. Klink. One other question, and you brought it up again, and

none of the hearings I have been to thus far, in any of my commit-
tees, have I ever thought of asking this question. And if it has been
answered, I apologize. I just don't know.
Where is the enforcement in all this? We keep saying everyone

will have the insurance. Where does the enforcement come from in

all of this to make sure that, in fact, everybody provides the insur-

ance, everybody pays what they have to pay, buys what they have
to buy?
Ms. Feder. Essentially, there are national guarantees in the pro-

gram with the first round of enforcements coming in different

places.
The insurance reforms you are talking about and the collection,

the first line of responsibility in the original alliance is with the al-

liances and then with the States. They are backed by the State for

collection purposes. For collection purposes, they are backed in

terms of the employer's share. They are then backed by the Depart-
ment of Labor on the individual's share. They are backed by the
enforcement of the Department of Health and Human Services.

So there is an enforcement mechanism to ensure that the moneys
are collected. There is an overall enforcement of compliance, and
we expect States to put systems into effect that do achieve the na-

tional guarantees, because it is their citizens they are serving.
But there is a requirement that States submit plans to the na-

tional board. Those plans must be approved and then compliance
is monitored.
Mr. Klink. Is the Federal Government going to set the penalty

or will the States set the penalty for those out of compliance?
Ms. Feder. Out of compliance—the States. There is—essentially,

we are talking about a State being out of compliance. It is in those

unfortunate and unlikely circumstances that the Federal Govern-
ment would intercede and there are penalties involving a withhold-

ing of some Federal health funds or in extreme circumstances the

alliance, the whole system would be created by the Federal Govern-
ment until the State was ready to take it back.
Mr. Klink. And getting back to Mrs. Roukema's question before,

I wish I had the memorandum here, but the CBO issued a memo-
randum that suggested that the premium caps imposed on insurers

might have the effect of reducing services and eroding the quality
and really impacting medical technology.
Do you have a reaction to that memorandum and the fact that

we in fact may be impeding all of the things that made our—the

good part of our medical system; the technology that we have had,
and the fact we have had this available?

Ms. Feder. I would hope to alleviate your concerns about that

memorandum. Because the CBO memorandum was looking at im-

posing premium caps in our current system, which would indeed

potentially be disastrous. What we need, when we put the kind of

backstop premium caps we have in a comprehensive system, with
new rules for insurers, critical in that regard, we have essentially
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taken all the precautionary measures that CBO recommended in

that memorandum and more.
Mr. Klink. If I could ask one quick question here.

We are going to see, of course, a transition from institutional

care to home-based care. How are we going to train these people?
Where are the people going to be trained for these new health
fields that will be created by this change?
Ms. Feder. You are right. We need training not only long-term

care but primary care in general. Consequently, we have included
in the reform proposal a number of initiatives for training of all

kinds.

Incidentally, or not so incidentally, including retraining of work-
ers that you were concerned about in your hospitals to ensure a

growing supply of properly trained, well-qualified health profes-
sionals of all kinds. So those are specific initiatives included in the
reform proposal.
Mr. Klink. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Williams. Thank you. Mr. Hoekstra?
Mr. Hoekstra. Thank you and welcome to the hearing this

morning and I appreciate your testimony.
Can you explain to me how we got to a standard benefit package

of a typical Fortune 500 company?
Ms. Feder. As we looked at establishing a guaranteed benefit

package, which we think is really critical—people need to know
what they are getting

—we essentially looked at what people have

today. And people who are well insured today count on the cov-

erage for the hospital services, physician services, prescription
drugs, the kinds of services that you need when you get sick. And
if we are going to provide security, it is that scope of benefits that
becomes essential.

Where we have somewhat expanded is in the area of prevention
and that is an area we think that preventive services need to be

part of the package in order to make certain that we promote
health, which is really our ultimate goal.
Mr. Hoekstra. Did you benchmark your program against a

standard Fortune 500 company? Somewhere there must be a sur-

vey of these. Are there 10 Fortune 500 companies that, through
wellness programs, through individual responsibility, are leading
the fight in terms of cost containment? Could you tell me who those
five to 10 companies might be; what the characteristics of their

plans would be; and how the Health Security Act would benchmark
against those programs?
Mr. Thorpe. Let me give you a little bit of a sense of some of

the analysis we have done with respect to looking at our benefit

package relative to what companies and individuals currently have.
As you know, the Department of Labor collects information from

companies today through their summary plan descriptions; very de-
tailed information on the scope of benefits as well as the copays
and deductibles associated with those benefits. We have that infor-

mation on an automated rate file, if you will, so that we can com-
pare in tremendous detail benefit-by-benefit, copay-by-copay, our
benefit package with the benefit packages that were reported to the

Department of Labor. So that is one set of analyses we have done.
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And we have found that the benefits package that the President
has put forth is better than half of the benefit packages that are
in that data set, which is, to my knowledge, the most comprehen-
sive survey of health benefits in the country.

Second, we have gone ahead and have worked with several com-

panies looking at some of their plan designs, some of the bigger
companies in this area as well, comparing our benefit package to

theirs. As Dr. Feder has mentioned, ours is somewhat different

than the typical benefit package in, we think, two respects.
First, the range of preventive services that we put forth with no

cost sharing is quite unusual. And what we have proposed here is

really to, I think, rethink the nature of insurance packages, moving
it away from what it has traditionally been in terms of focusing on
acute care, institutional care, care that is provided after you be-

come ill, to a benefit package that really focuses on prevention and
trying to keep individuals healthy so that they do not need the
care.

So that is new and that is something that most companies that
we have looked at do not have the range of preventive benefits in

their package, and certainly do not have it with no cost sharing.
But those are the types of analyses.
We have done several studies with individual corporations look-

ing at plan design with respect to the mental health benefit, the

preventive package and so on, and we have done this much more
comprehensively comparing a range of corporations that have filed

their very detailed summary plan descriptions with the Labor De-

partment.
Mr. HOEKSTRA. I am still very skeptical of the Department of

Labor information and documents. Better than average is not good
enough. I guess what I am saying is can you tell me who are the
best 10 out of the Fortune 500, or even a survey of medium sized

companies?
I have a company in my district that claims that they have re-

duced their premiums 30 to 40 percent below a Fortune 500 com-

pany, such as the company that I worked for, through aggressive
wellness programs including putting more accountability and re-

sponsibility on employees.
Can you give me a list of who those companies are, the charac-

teristics of why their programs have reduced costs, and how this

program benchmarks against that? What features you have in-

cluded, which features that you have deleted?

I have a hard time believing that perhaps as good as the health

security plan is, that this is the best plan in the country today and
that there are not some businesses out there, leading-edge busi-

nesses, who have not been at this point and perhaps who are be-

yond it.

Ms. Feder. We can certainly look into that for you. Congress-
man. I think what is most critical, when we hear companies talking
about what they have been able to achieve, a great deal of it has
to do with their encouragement of more efficient delivery systems
for their employees.
We have built that into this system in spades. Essentially, we

are building on that experience extensively. We continue to, by al-

lowing companies to self-insure, we believe we are continuing to
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encourage that kind of development both in the corporate aUiances
as well as in the broader community pools.
So I think it is on the delivery system side that has much to do

with this as well as the benefit structure.

Mr. HOEKSTRA. I would have to say I am disappointed that some-
where in the administration, with all the people that have worked
on this program, they cannot send me a list of who they have
benchmarked this program against in the private sector. And if

they have not, I am very, very skeptical. Thank you.
Chairman Williams. The gentleman from Puerto Rico.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. Good morning, Dr. Feder. Good morning.
Dr. Feder, I would like to ask you a little more about the unin-

sured. According to your charts, by 1998 there will be no unin-
sured. But how do you say you can give coverage through single
payor under this system? How do you give coverage to those that
work in the underground economy? What happens to those?
Ms. Feder. Congressman, essentially everyone is expected to

sign up for a plan and that is part of individual responsibility. But
what may happen in some cases is that people may not. And they,
too, will need care. That is why we want everybody participating.
When they arrive at a doctor or hospital for care, they will re-

ceive care. But at that point they will, they identify themselves and
it becomes apparant if they have not enrolled that they need to en-
roll. And we have mechanisms, then, to see that they are enrolled
and if there are penalties for not having enrolled in a timely fash-
ion.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. Will they be given coverage?
Ms. Feder. They will be given care.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. The other question I have is regarding
the pressure of small companies, the hiring of small companies in

terms of employees and in terms of average wage. You do not de-
fine the companies in terms of their net income. I would be very
concerned to call a small company a company that has 60 employ-
ees at an average salary of $23,000 and that made $23 million in

net revenues. I would not call that a small company, or $50 million.
And we have those kind of companies at home.

I am suggesting there should be a definition, and included in the
definition a limit to the net revenues.
Ms. Feder. I hear your concern in that regard.
As you know, in raising the question, you do know the attention

to which we have given to try to target the discounts to small com-

panies who need those discounts and our particular concern has
been to avoid raising labor costs. In the course of our deliberations,
the other measures were considered and examined and I don't
think we found a good or effective way to do that.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. Let me suggest that somehow or other

you have to address net revenues. Net revenues. As I said, it would
be extremely unfair to have a company that is a marginal company
making $1 million or $2 million who has 100 employees making
$24,000 and they have to pay 7.9 percent; and you have another

company making $50 million net revenue with 60 employees pay-
ing $23,000 and they have a lower premium. That would be very,
very unfair.
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Ms. Feder. I hear your concern, Congressman, and if we could,
we would be happy to hear if you have some suggestions on better

ways to target our subsidies.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. You know, I struggled to get all the terri-

tories included, and we have an equal access, the citizens, the citi-

zens of the territories. And I have said we want equal access and
we want to have equal responsibility.
Now I am concerned because now, all of a sudden, the territories

we are excluded from this cigarette sin tax. Now, whose decision
was that? Why was that decision made? Because I am concerned
that having been excluded from the cigarette sin tax, and then hav-

ing different definitions for the territories as to how their payments
are going to be made, how the contributions are going to be made,
that we might again—we might have equal access but we will not
be treated as a State in terms of the Federal Government partici-

pation.
Ms. Feder. Congressman, as we have discussed over the months,

I believe that the guarantees that you were seeking in terms of the
treatment of the citizens of territories as citizens has been ad-
dressed and I just want to, I hope, put your mind at ease with re-

spect to that.

With respect to the tax policy, I would have to look into that fur-

ther for you.
Mr. Romero-Barcelo. I would appreciate it. If I could get an an-

swer as to how that came about, whose decision was it; why? Be-
cause both the Government of Puerto Rico and I have been very
clear that since we are asking for equal treatment, we would expect
to share equally in responsibilities. And because there is a defini-

tion of territories on how the formula is applied for the payment
of the government, I am kind of concerned that this could be then
used to say, wait a minute, you do not qualify for equal shares
from the Federal Government as a State because you are not pay-
ing.
Ms. Feder. I hear that I have not put your mind at ease and will

continue to work to do that.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. Thank you very much.
Chairman Willluis. Thank you. Mr. Fawell.
Mr. Fawell. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I have looked at the chart here, and specifically at some re-

ports, you have indicated that the net subsidies would be about

$116 billion. Here, it is $117 billion, and they are called employer
individual discounts, but it is still the same.

Previously, and these figures keep changing and maybe they will

change more because the bill has not been introduced yet, there
was $259 billion in offsets. The real subsidy gross cost was $419
billion, I believe, under previous figures that were given to us. And
then minus $259 of offsets, you came up with $160 billion net sub-
sidies. Now we are down to $116 billion net subsidies.

I am not sure just what the costs are. Realizing we have different

years now involved, and you are stretching it out some so that
some of the cost would appear in a year that otherwise—if we had
started earlier, we would nave a different five-year period, so I re-

alize we have some ambiguities there. But I would like an expla-
nation of what are the offsets that shrink the cost of subsidies for
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business and other low-income individuals from roughly in the area
of—well, before it was roughly $160 billion net cost, but there was
$259 billion of offsets, so a big slug of the subsidies we do not see
because we are looking at net subsidies. What are these offsets?

Mr. Thorpe. Okay, first, with respect to earlier versus later esti-

mates, it is, I think, important to recognize that what we are call-

ing here our net discounts are, from the previous estimates versus
the estimates that you see here, are almost exactly the same, and
the reason is that we made two changes in the interim.
One is that, as I mentioned in my opening remarks, the phase-

in time period is a little bit difi*erent, which affects the savings, if

you will. The second difference is that we have updated and used
the most recent estimates of inflation, the CPI, which is 3.5 per-
cent, which is what we are using.
The CBO projection is 3.1 percent so we are using a higher num-

ber. We had been using 2.7. So that explains the difference in the

$259 billion versus what we now have in offsets which is $188 bil-

lion.

Mr. Fawell. One hundred and eighty-eight in offsets? What are
these offsets?

Mr. Thorpe. They fall into two groups. First, with respect to the
medicaid population, there is—just for discussion purposes, I will

break the medicaid population into two groups, the cash assistance

population and the noncash population. And the noncash popu-
lation are essentially those individuals that receive medicaid either
because they are medically needy or because categorically they be-
come eligible for services, pregnant women and children.
Those are individuals that under the President's plan would now

receive coverage directly through the alliance. They would never
flow into the medicaid program. They would just get coverage
through the alliance now. States and the Federal Government are

making payments today on behalf of that population.
So under the proposal. States would have a maintenance of effort

for the noncash population that I just talked about for the services
covered in the comprehensive plan. Covered services. So that
States would, rather than making their payments today in the
medicaid program, simply take those dollars, make the payments
into the alliances, and the growth in payments would rise at the
rate of our budgeted private growth.
Mr. Fawell. Then there is the medicare also.

Mr. Thorpe. Right. So that is the first group. It is truly an offset

because
Mr. Fawell. If you could get to the answer, because I have an-

other question I want to get to,

Mr. Thorpe. Medicare is savings from the fact that individuals
who are working today would now receive coverage for the enroll-

ment year through the alliance. So in that sense, there is a savings
to the medicare program.
Mr. Fawell. Isn't that a shifting of cost, then, over to the em-

ployers?
Mr. Thorpe. In my definition, a shift, an offset is truly a trans-

fer, that is correct.

Mr. Fawell. But the employers are taking a shift of cost from
government.
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The big question that I had in mind is, I would like to have the

figures
—I look at these figures and they are almost all savings.

And in every deficit reduction Act I have ever seen in Congress, we
always start out with savings which are nothing more than de-
creases in increases in spending. I have never seen them work.

They have always flopped.
And then we add to the fact we have a program that is so good,

government will be doing it so efficiently, we will save money. So
it is always decreases of increases in spending, plus we do it so effi-

ciently that we will save money. And for nine years in Congress I

have seen those just fall on their face and flop.
I am more interested in figures that I have never seen, and that

is I would like to know the gross premium costs—some call them
taxes—on employers who have roughly 60 percent of the pie over
here. The gross premium costs—and they are taxes, too, because

they are not voluntary, are put on people and they have to pay it.

And employees.
I think that until we know these figures, how much employers

and employees are going to be taxed and have to pay in these pre-
miums over this five-year period, we will never get a handle on

this, and I think my constituents at least will never buy it without

being able to make comparisons.
Then we have to add to that how much will State taxpayers be

still obligated to ante up on this. Because we are really trying to

cut down overall costs on health care coverage. And if you can give
me those figures

—perhaps if you cannot give them to me now, but
I would like to have them as soon as possible.
Mr. Thorpe. A couple of points. First, it is that, clearly, what we

are providing here is a premium. They are payments for benefits

received through the alliance. So in any definition that I am aware
of, it is not a tax in any definition.

Mr. Fawell. Well, I will call it a tax, you call it a premium.
Mr. Thorpe. Well, the dollar figures, going back to my pie chart,

there is $321 billion in premiums in 1994 dollars, and employers
would pay 59 percent of that, households would pay 17 percent of

that.

Third point
Mr. Fawell. I hope I can get the gross figures, though, over the

five-year period that we are anticipating.
Mr. Thorpe. I will give you a sense of what they are. I was going

to my third point, and that is if you look at the change in business

spending and the change in household spending over that five-year

period of what we are projecting, it is that both households and
business, as well as national health expenditures, will be lower
than the CBO projections of national health expenditures for those
sectors by the year 1999 after the program is phased in.

So we can provide you with what the change in business spend-
ing and household business spending is.

Mr. Fawell. If I can have the actual gross numbers year-by-year
that are anticipated. From my viewpoint, please understand, I con-
sider these to be tax obligations that people are going to have to

pay. That is what I am really looking at. Because I think we do
have to understand these are mandated obligations upon people,
whether we call them premiums or whether we call them taxes.
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They have to pay it. And we should know what that gross figure
in the best of estimates that we have over the five-year period
Chairman Williams. The Chair grants the gentleman one addi-

tional minute. He has to get his question out so he can get his an-
swer.
Mr. Fawell. I thank the Chairman.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Would the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. Fawell. Certainly.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. Roukema. In providing those gross numbers, I would also

like to know what the assumptions are that go into the configura-
tion of those figures.
Mr. Fawell. Yes, that would obviously be of help, too.

Mrs. Roukema. Please.

Ms. Feder. It is our expectation to provide those to you shortly.

Essentially, when you raised earlier the question, Congressman,
that you never see those savings materialize, essentially what we
are talking about is people's capacity to buy services in a health
care system that right now is an entitlement on our wallets. And
what we are doing in terms of reforming the delivery system is

changing that for public and private purchasers alike.

So when some of the expectations or some of the projections in

terms of savings surprise you, we need to remember we are com-

paring them to a system that is essentially accountable to no one
in the current environment.
So that by letting that—if we continue on the course we are

today, we are all paying more premiums, all paying more for the
health care we all must have. It is that projection we are aiming
to change.
Mr. Fawell. I guess I would feel better if I had more of a firm

base and I knew the money was coming from someplace other than
an expectation that by decreasing increasing in spending, we will

be able to pay for this. That bothers me.
Chairman WILLIAMS. The gentleman's time has expired.
I have one additional question for the witnesses. I do want to

make a point in advance of that, however, and the point is that if

the Federal Government had some years ago, let us say 10 years
ago, passed health care reform, and if the result of that health care
reform was toda3^s system, the American people would clear-cut

the incumbents on election day.
The American people are fed up, angry, frustrated and out of pa-

tience with the current system, which is an absolute first class

mess.
Do we have quality in America? Yes, for some people, with very

high costs. There are doctors and nurses. Well-trained? Absolutely.
Does everybody work hard and can we pin all the medals on the
health care personnel for dedication? Absolutely, of course. The
medical technology is fine. If you want to send your son or daugh-
ter to a good medical school, you have to come to America. All of

these things are true. But the system itself, the management of the

system itself, the inefficiencies, the cost shifting, the number of

people that are not covered, the ripofis that go on in the private
sector, are outrageous. If the Federal Government ran a system
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like this, you would throw us all out of office and we would deserve
it.

Let me say that both the administration bill and the Cooper bill

require the establishment of a single regional alliance in each geo-

graphic area. The insurance industry has criticized the exclusive

nature of that and has recommended a more competitive system
where you would have two or more alliances in each geographic
area.

As I have tried to come to grips with what it is the insurance

industry does not like about the President's plan, I have watched
the ads on television but they do not give you the reasons. I have
read the ads in the newspapers, they do not get at the reason the

dislike of the proposed health care reform. As I have talked to in-

surance people, premium caps and the establishment of one alli-

ance in a geographic area are the reasons they do not like the
President's plan primarily.
We know why they do not like premiums caps, that is obvious.

But would you respond to why the insurance industry's criticism,

perhaps it is well-placed, the exclusive nature of the alliances? You
can respond to it by defending the President's plan or perhaps you
want to respond to it. Dr. Feder, by telling us why the insurance

companies would like to have multialliances in each geographic
area?
Ms. Feder. Yes, I think the answer to the latter is what is most

important. You know that, as you have just described eloquently,
in the current marketplace we have tremendous insecurity, uncer-

tainty, and a lot of it comes from the fact that in the current mar-

ketplace insurers are able to determine who gets coverage for what
at what price. Insurance companies have in the current market-

place earned a tremendous reward from avoiding people when they

get sick and only insuring them while they are healthy, and I think
that is what is so frustrating and frightening to all of us.

By bringing people together into a common pool, we essentially
eliminate that capacity to do what we call cherry picking, to avoid

the risks. That is a major reason that we are putting, bringing peo-

ple together into that purchasing pool.
If you diwy up the pools, let people pick and choose which pool

they can be in, you go right back to the situation we are in today,
where they can pick off the good risks and avoid the bad ones.

Chairman Williams. If the alliance, if the various multialliances

had to offer the benefit package as prescribed and we had premium
caps, how would cherry picking be possible? What mechanism
would the alliances or the insurance companies that were admin-

istering them use to cherry pick?
Ms. Feder. If you have voluntary alliances, whenever it is vol-

untary, you can be excluded or included in that pool depending on

your risk status. So essentially in voluntary alliances we have

today, that we know exist around the country, they work for em-

ployers as long as those employers' employees are healthy. When
they get unhealthy, they are no longer in that alliance. They leave
it.

At the same time, what you have is an
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Chairman Williams. Let me disrupt you. By voluntary alliances,

you mean that the alliance itself can choose who would cover us?

Ms. Feder. That is right, can essentially look for its membership
and in that way create a selection problem. So even if we have the

rules for plans by enabling the employers and the marketplace to

segment themselves, we are back to

Chairman Williams. Well, what if you had a requirement that

did not allow that? In other words, we put the benefit package at

a floor under which no alliance could go. We capped premiums and
then gave the right to any citizen to belong to any alliance within
its geographic area, any alliance of its choice of that citizen's

choice? Then that would stop, would it not, the cherry picking by
management?
Ms. Feder. No, I think essentially there are still issues there

that reflect the capacity to choose based on risk status. I think that

the end issue here
Chairman Williams. Marketing.
Ms. Feder. Marketing is part of it. What happens essentially

when we bring people together in a single pool, we are able to han-
dle the enrollment, and I guess it does get into a marketing issue,

essentially individuals are enrolling in a centralized fashion based
on objective information. They are making the choices themselves.

They are not being picked out and selected by an insurance com-

pany. The insurance company has no opportunity to do that.

x\ii3'1:hing that segments that or that allows multiple entities es-

sentially enables the marketing or other factors to produce a seg-

regation or a fragmentation and I think that is what is troubling
no matter what rules we put in place.
Chairman Williams. Let me give you an example. If Virginia,

Maryland and the District of Columbia were a geographic area for

purposes of my illustration here, and if we had four alliances with-
in that geographic area, those alliances, let us assume through
their marketing, could advertise.

Ms. Feder. That is right.
Chairman Williams. The ones that manage to pick you off—

Northern Virginia, Chevy Chase, and Bethesda—make money; the
alliances that get stuck with parts of southern Virginia and the
District of Columbia are going to be lucky to break even, is that
the point?
Ms. Feder. Well said. That is the problem. And even when you

talk about trying to adjust across those alliances, it is putting a
tremendous burden on our system to make that work once we have
allowed it to happen.
Chairman Williams. I see.

Mr. Thorpe. Two other quick points on that that I would make,
is that the other factor here is that we really want to move atten-

tion and energy away from spending time trying to select people
based on their risk and how healthy they are. Again, a lot of atten-

tion, expense and I think waste in the industry is spent on trying
to self-select people who are healthy as opposed to managing and

providing high-quality care.
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If you take that equation out of what we are talking about, that
is a big savings in how health plans and providers spend their time

focusing on organizing health plans and do not spend time trying
to fmd very creative ways of avoiding risk.

Chairman Williams. I took a couple of extra minutes. I will ask

my Ranking Minority Member if she would like two minutes.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Now, I am confused. Up until today we have

been talking about a lot of macroeconomics of it and the

macrophase of it, and now we are getting down to the micro.
I did not understand your last response to the Chairman. I

thought the Chairman's question was excellently posed regarding
the alliances and why we cannot have competition. I will use a

good Republican word, "competition" among alliances within a re-

gional group.
Chairman Williams. Is that a Republican word?
Mrs. RoUKEMA. That is a Republican word. I didn't hear you and

Dr. Feder use it when we were talking.
Chairman Williams. I can remember when the flag used to be

a Republican symbol; now competition is a Republican word.
Mrs. Roukema. I take it back. Let me get back to my issue. I

choose to use the word "competition". But I don't understand why
you cannot have a competitive pool there with competitive alliances

within the pool.
I think our understanding is that the alliance has to be composed

of, to use your example, of Virginia, Chevy Chase and maybe por-
tions of Washington, DC—in other words, you have to spread the

community rating aspect of this. I mean, that is what we are really

talking about. But you do not have to have a single alliance to do
that.

You can have a multiple number of alliances, it seems to me.
And I think that was the thrust of your first question, Mr. Chair-
man. And I will ask you to please amplify on it in written form.

But it seems to me that you can get to reform of the insurance in-

dustry, which is what we are talking about, avoiding the cherry

picking and, et cetera, and provide portability. Because I think at

the heart of this whole argument is portability and no longer can-

celing for preexisting conditions.

You can get at that through other legislative means, as we are

in the State of New Jersey, but you do not have to give a monopoly
to an alliance in a region to get to that kind of reform.

Ms. Feder. Well, you talked about getting back to community
rating and that is spreading the risk and in response to the Chair-

man's question, what the industry wants is really to allow different

rates in the different alliances, and that is what happens when you
create competing alliances. They are not in the same pool, they are

different pools.
That is the whole purpose of the alliance, is to create the pool.

When you charge a community rate, you charge it for the popu-
lation you are serving. That is your community and that is what
the alliance is about.

I wanted to say I think that we do use competition. It is a good
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Clinton Administration word, and let me tell you about where it is

that we think that the competition needs to focus. The competition
needs to be between plans all held to offering the guaranteed bene-
fit package and seeking to get people to enroll in these plans be-
cause one is performing better than the other and giving better
value for the dollar. That is where the competition needs to be.

What we do with the alliance, what the alliance does is simply
make the marketplace in which that competition can occur.

[The information follows:]
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CHART 4

BENEFITS: THE HEALTH SECURITY PLAN COMPARED
WITH CURRENTLY OFFERED PLANS

BENEFITS
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Mrs. ROUKEMA. I guess it seems to me you can do that legisla-

tively without having—well, you are telling me the alliance is the

regulatory body. Is that what you are telling me?
Ms. Feder. No, I am saying it creates an opportunity for people;

a place. You need some kind of organization of the market so that

people can know what plans they are choosing among, sign up, col-

lect the money, all those things. That is what making the market
works means. But the competition is across plans.
Mrs. RouKEMA. Dr. Feder, we do not want to keep you longer,

but I will simply say in connection with this, as well as some ques-
tions that I have on the self-insured plans, I am going to submit
in writing those questions because we do not have time today. But
I would like you to address them in writing with some specificity
because it seems to me under the present program the incentives

are all for self-insured plans to give up and join the alliance.

I would just like to see—plus the definition of those self-insured

plans, whether they have to be 5,000 or whether a Chamber of

Commerce or some other industry cooperative could qualify as a
self-insured plan. I would like that question answered.

I am also reminded by staff, if you will get the message back that
some weeks ago we submitted some questions in writing to both
Mrs. Clinton and Secretary Shalala, and I believe there may be one
or two for Secretary Reich, and we have not gotten any responses.
So if you could look into that, I would appreciate it.

Ms. Feder. We would be happy to.

Mrs. RoUKEMA. Thank you. Appreciate your testimony.
Chairman Williams. Dr. Feder, Dr. Thorpe, thank you for being

with us. You have been very helpful.
Ms. Feder. You are welcome.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:55 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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Statement of Hon. Gene Green, a Representative in Congress from the
State of Texas

Thank you Mr. Chairman. We have been waiting with great anticipation for the

President s health care legislation. There are some minor changes which need clari-

fication. But I do not wish to take away the fact that the President's
proposail

is

the only proposal which defines benefits. By defining the guaranteed benefit pack-

age some of the mystery and doubt regarding the health care reform is moderated.

Also, the President's proposal provides caps on premiums for businesses and fami-

lies. Premium caps will take away the largest fear of health care reform which my
constituents have related to me, the unknown cost. Families are capped at 3.9 per-
cent if their income is below a set annual salary. Both businesses and families must
have a method of budgeting health care costs. Protection from increased or unknown
cost is one of the primary reasons health care reform is taking place.
Another fear which is being used in some of the television spots now running is

choice of physicians. Choice and the anticipated lack of choice of a person's health

care provider under the President's proposal has become a push-button issue. I hope
limiting the choice of health care provider is not the intent nor the effect of the ad-

ministration's proposal. I believe most Americans have already limited choice

through PPDs and HMOs. The President's proposal is one method for Americans to

regain choice of health care providers without the unknown cost which currently ex-

ists.

Cost containment with guaranteed choice of health care provider must be part of

the health care system reform. The President's proposal ends the use of preexisting
conditions which prevents individuals from receiving total health coverage.



H.R. 3600—"THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT:
VIEWS OF CONSUMERS AND INSURERS"

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1993

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations,

Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:10 a.m.. Room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jack Reed presiding.
Members present: Representatives Reed, Payne, Klink, Woolsey,

Roukema, Gunderson, Ballenger, and Hoekstra.
Staff present: Phyllis Borzi, counsel for employee benefits; Jon

Weintraub, staff director; Gail Brown-Hubb, staff assistant; Russ
Mueller; Ed Gilroy; and Patrick Beers.
Mr. Reed. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I would like to

begin the hearing, and to state the obvious for us: I am not Pat
Williams.

This morning, we will continue our hearings on health care re-

form. Although most Americans support the President's gosds of se-

curity, simplicity, savings, choice, quality, and responsibility, con-

siderable disagreement exists about the best way to achieve them.

Today, we will hear from a variety of organizations primarily
representing consumers and insurers. Their views reflect the vary-
ing approaches, concerns and priorities that we will have to rec-

oncile as Congress tries to craft a workable and affordable health

care reform program.
Before we begin I would like to note that we had an unusually

difficult time finding representatives of the insurance industry who
are willing to testify before the subcommittee. I am disappointed—
and I am speaking now on behalf of Mr. Williams—that we will not
be hearing from a broader cross section of the insurance industry
as we had hoped today, but we are particularly pleased that a few

companies were able to be with us.

I want to welcome all of our witnesses. We look forward to your
testimony.
At this time, Mrs. Roukema, what would you like to say?
Mrs. Roukema. No, I have no opening statement. We have had

enough of these hearings. I really have nothing more to say except
what I have repeated over time, and they have been in the press,

concerning the complexity, the cost factors, the questionable data,
and the questions regarding the mandates for the Health Alliances
in the individual States. I won't go into that again.
We do look forward to hearing from you. Unfortunately, I am

going to be at a hearing on the Banking Committee where there

(59)
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has been a subpoenaed witness. But I believe I will be able to re-

turn for the second panel.
However, I do want to assure each of the groups represented

here today, including Citizens for a Sound Economy and possibly
Families USA, generally I have heard from their perspective in my
own district, particularly Consumers Union and the League of
Women Voters. I have held a series of hearings, or meetings with

representatives of each of the groups, and I do appreciate you being
here and I will follow closely your testimony and follow up on it.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Reed. Ms. Woolsey?
Ms. Woolsey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just briefly want to

appreciate the diversity of the panel we are going to be hearing
today, and I think everybody knows I am a single-payer advocate.
But something else that I want to see in our health care is repro-
ductive services, and I understand we are going to hear more about
that today, and I really welcome the panel.
Mr. Reed. Mr. Ballenger?
Mr. Ballenger. I have no opening statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Reed. Thank you. Mr. Green, do you have an opening state-

ment?
Mr. Green. No, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. Reed. The first panel consists of Becky Cain, President of

the League of Women Voters; Gail Shearer, Manager for Policy
Analysis of the Consumers Union; Michele Davis, Health Care
Economist, Citizens for a Sound Economy; and Ron Pollack, Execu-
tive Director of Families U.S.A.

And, Ms. Cain, if you would begin, please.

STATEMENTS OF BECKY CAIN, PRESIDENT, LEAGUE OF
WOMEN VOTERS; GAIL SHEARER, MANAGER FOR POLICY
ANALYSIS, CONSUMERS UNION; MICHELE DAVIS, HEALTH
CARE ECONOMIST, CITIZENS FOR A SOUND ECONOMY; AND
RON POLLACK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FAMILIES U.S.A.

Ms. Cain. Certainly.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Becky Cain.

I am President of the League of Women Voters of the United
States.

I am very happy to be here today to comment on President Clin-

ton's health care reform plan.
The League of Women Voters is a nonpartisan citizen organiza-

tion with approximately 200,000 members and supporters nation-

wide. In the health care system we have been concerned as League
members for many years. In 1990, we began a 3-year intensive

study on the delivery and financing of health care in the United
States. Leagues and League members across the country carefully
examined the problems and considered solutions to the health care
crisis.

After thousands of hours of grassroots debate, League members
reached a consensus on health care reform. The consensus is the
basis of my testimony today.
The League of Women Voters believes that fundamental health

care reform must provide universal access to quality health care for
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all U.S. residents regardless of ability to pay and must include

stringent cost control measures for health care reform.

In a recent national public opinion poll, Americans ranked health

care as the most important issue for citizens to get involved in,

more important even than the economy and the environment.

Health care is on the mind of every citizen in America today, and
the League of Women Voters wants to ensure that the concerns of

citizens are on the mind of every legislator involved in shaping to-

morrow's health care system.
As citizens, we say to you, our elected Representatives, as clearly

and as forcefully as we can: Fix these problems. Pass comprehen-
sive health care reform.
The League of Women Voters believes that President Clinton's

health care reform package makes a critical step forward. It will

fix fundamental flaws in our Nation's health care system. It is real

reform.
Under the plan, Americans will be covered no matter where they

live, where they work, or how much they earn. The plan's basic

benefits package will be a boon to people's health. For the first

time, all Americans will be guaranteed coverage for preventive, pri-

mary and acute care, and reproductive health services, including
abortion, are in the plan. Mental health services and long-term
care are also included but are limited to keep costs down.

Among the plan's most critical features are its built-in cost con-

trol mechanisms. By standardizing forms, introducing new competi-
tive structures, and limiting spending, the plan has effective ways
of cutting waste and reducing costs.

The President's health care plan is not perfect, but it is fair. It

will need some fine tuning in the legislative process. For example,
citizen and consumer participation must be included in all aspects
of the plan's implementation to ensure that government-sponsored
programs are responsive to people's needs.

The administration of the health care system must be a process
in which citizens can express their views and participate. We be-

lieve that State and Federal programs, and especially the Health

Alliances, should follow the Federal policy of open government, in-

cluding open meetings, full access to information, open regulatory

processes, adequate comment periods, and other protections to

make sure that citizens are involved and aware.
The health system must also be responsive to the needs and per-

spectives of people as consumers. We believe that the Health Alli-

ances should, as stated in the plan, disseminate information to con-

sumers regarding quality and access, prepare comparative reports
on the quality of health care plans, providers and practitioners, and
conduct education programs to assist consumers in choosing their

health care plans.
Health reform will need bipartisan support. The League is en-

couraged that many of the goals for reform are now shared by key
members of both political parties on Capitol Hill. Congress must
not lose sight of the cost of inaction on this critical issue. Ameri-
cans cannot afford a protracted political battle on national health

care reform.
There will be no perfect solution to this crisis. Not everyone will

get everything they want. But for once everyone has the possibility

84-607 0-94-3
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of getting what they need. This in itself will be a giant step for-

ward.
We need a viable plan that gives all Americans a more humane

health care system. The President's plan is an effective blueprint.

Congress must now seize the momentum. There can be no turning
back. It is time to forge ahead and enact comprehensive reform.

Thank you.
Mr. Reed. Thank you very much, Ms. Cain.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Cain follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am Becky Cain,

president of the League of Women Voters of the United States. I am

very happy to be here today to comment on President Clinton's health
care reform plan. I would also like to discuss the critical need
for comprehensive health care reform and to outline the League's
views on what should be included in any effective reform plan.

The League of Women Voters is a non-partisan citizen organization
with approximately 200,000 members and supporters in all fifty
states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. For almost 75 years, Leagues across the country have
worked to encourage the informed and active participation of

citizens in government. The League is expert at giving citizens the
tools necessary to make important decisions on critical public
policy issues.

The health care system has concerned League members for many years.
In 1990, we began a three-year intensive study on the delivery and

financing of health care in the United States. Leagues and League
members across the country carefully examined the problems and
considered solutions to the health care crisis. After thousands of

hours of grassroots debate. League members reached consensus on
health care reform. That consensus is the basis for my testimony
today.

The League of Women Voters believes that fundamental health care
reform must provide universal access to quality health care for all
U.S. residents regardless of ability to pay and must include

stringent cost control measures for health care outlays.

It is clear that our current health ceure system is failing. It is

failing our nation's families and it is failing our nation's
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economy. Millions of Americans are losing the battle to keep up with
rising health care costs. As a nation, we spend $1 out of every $7 we earn
on health care. Families feel uncertain about their ability to afford
adequate care. An extended hospital stay or long-term care for aging
parents can deplete any family's budget. Our nation's businesses cannot
compete in a world economy, and we cannot assure good-paying jobs, when
health care costs are spiralling out of control.

For those who cannot afford health insurance — and 37 million people have
no health insurance — the picture is even more grim: no doctor when one
is needed, no medicine when illness strikes. Something is fundamentally
wrong when mothers can't afford prenatal care, when children don't receive
routine vaccinations, when working families can't afford health insurance,
and when older parents are left destitute without adequate long-term care.

In a recent national public opinion poll, Americans ranked health care as
the most important issue for citizens to get involved in — more important
even than the economy and the environment. Health care is on the mind of

every citizen in America today. And the League of Women Voters wants to
ensure that the concerns of citizens are on the mind of every legislator
involved in shaping tomorrow's health care system.

As citizens, we say to you, our elected representatives, as clearly and as

forcefully as we can: Fix these problems; pass comprehensive health care
reform.

The League of Women Voters believes that President Clinton's health care
reform package marks a critical step forward. It will fix fundamental
flaws in our nation's health care system. It is real reform.

Under the plan, Americans will be covered no matter where they live, where

they work or how much they earn. The plan's basic benefits package will
be a boon to people's health. For the first time, all Americans will be

guaranteed coverage for preventive, primary and acute care; and

reproductive health services, including abortion, are in the plan. Mental
health services and long-term care are also included, but are limited to

keep costs down.

Among the plan's most critical features are its built-in cost control
mechanisms. By standardizing forms, introducing new competitive structures
and limiting spending, the plan has effective ways of cutting waste and

reducing costs. i

The President's health care plan is not perfect but it is fair. It will
need some fine-tuning in the legislative process. For example, citizen and
consumer participation must be included in all aspects of the plan's
implementation to ensure that government-sponsored programs are responsive
to people's needs.

The administration of the health care system must be a process in which
citizens can express their views and participate. The League of Women
Voters is opposed to the administration of the health care system solely by
the states. We support administration of the health care system by a

combination of federal, state and/or regional government agencies. We
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believe that any health reform plan must provide for a strong federal
role.

It is important that state and federal programs, and especially the health
alliances that will be created as the result of health care reform, should
follow the federal policy of open government, including open meetings, full
access to information, open regulatory processes, adequate comment periods,
and other protections to make sure that citizens are involved and aware.

The health system must also be responsive to the needs and perspectives of

people as consumers. We believe that health alliances should, as stated in
the President's plan, disseminate information to consumers regarding
quality and access; prepare comparative reports on the quality of health
plans, providers and practitioners; and conduct education programs to
assist consumers in choosing health plans. We support the provisions for
including consumer representatives at many levels of the President's plan.

In short, we believe the President's plan is an effective blueprint for
health care reform and we urge its speedy consideration.

I would like to take a few minutes to outline the League's views on several
key points that we believe should be included in any health care reform
plan.

First, a reform plan roust achieve universal coverage for all U.S.
residents. Reform must establish a basic level of quality health care
regardless of ability to pay.

Universal access is the basic test of the humanity of our health care
system. The most advanced nation on earth must be able to assure adequate
health care for all. We are particularly concerned that all plans,
including President Clinton's, meet this test. The League of Women Voters
believes that universal coverage is the key to successful health care
reform and we will be looking very carefully at the effect of caps on
subsidies to low-income workers.

Universal access is also important as a cost control measure. Under the
present system, cost shifting occurs when uncompensated care for the
uninsured is passed along to the rest of us in the form of higher prices.
In addition, illnesses left untreated because people don't have insurance
are much more expensive to cure when someone finally goes to the emergency
room.

How can universal coverage be achieved? The League favors a national
health insurance plan financed through general taxes — a so-called
"single-payer" plan. We also believe that an "employer-mandate" system is
acceptable.

Under an employer-mandate system, employers would be required to pay most
of the costs of purchasing health care coverage for their employees and
their families, who would pay the balance. The government would pay for
those who are not in the work force, while small businesses would receive
subsidies to assist them in providing coverage.
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Because it builds on the existing system, under which most people get
health insurance coverage through their family's employment, an

employer-mandate system can achieve universal access without large
disruption of the health care delivery system. In addition, because health
care is a traditional form of compensation, and because it assures a

healthy and productive workforce, it is appropriate for employers to
continue to pay for health care.

Some have proposed that universal access be accomplished by requiring
individuals to purchase health insurance. Often these proposals also

provide tax incentives to encourage participation. Because such a system
is very difficult to enforce, and because the type of coverage in such

proposals is usually very spartan, this method can fall short of providing
universal access to quality care. The League does not support such

proposals.

Another important access issue is the problem of underserved areas. Too

often, quality health services are not available in rural areas or inner
cities. It is critical that the United States allocate resources to
underserved areas and train health care professionals in needed fields.

The second crucial issue for any health care reform plan is the type of

coverage that is included. The coverage must be broad and inclusive enough
to protect people's health. But coverage must be limited to ensure that
costs are not excessive. Striking the proper balance is one of the most
difficult issues in the health reform debate.

The League of Women Voters believes that a basic package of quality
services should include the prevention of disease, health promotion and

education, primary care (including prenatal and reproductive health

services), acute rare, long-term care and mental health care. Dental,
vision and hearing care are also important but lower in priority.

Primary care, the general "wellness" care received by a patient, is

critical. Currently, the lack of primary and preventive care often results
in serious illness and expensive medical intervention. By providing care
such as prenatal care to all pregnant women and routine vaccinations to all

children, we can save lives and money.

Acute care, the treatment of illnesses or injuries, is also critical.

Providing this care to all U.S. residents would reduce cost shifting and

help control costs, in addition to ensuring better health for all.

As Americans live longer, the need for long-term care is a reality for
almost every family. Long-term care for persons who are chronically ill or

mentally or physically disabled is also essential. Our current
infrastructure for long-term care, however, is lacking. We need to look
for new ways to deal with these problems, such as care in the home, that
are not exceedingly expensive. In any case, a start must be made on
long-term care.

A start must also be made on mental health care. It is abundantly clear
that mental health care pays real dividends in lives saved, in pain
relieved, in families assisted and in workers helped to remain productive.
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I would like to say a few words about abortion eervices. We believe that
abortion services must be included in the standard benefits package, just
like any other safe, effective and legal medical procedure. A woman and
her doctor must make the difficult decisions about reproductive health care— Congress has no business making those decisions. Generations of women
and men have fought to ensure access to safe abortion services. Such
services are now included in many women's existing health plans. Make no
mistake, removing abortion services from the benefits package would take
away something fundamental from women across the country.

The third key issue in health care reform is cost control. A simple look
at the numbers illustrates the problem. Between 1980 and 1991, the total
amount spent on health care per family more than doubled. Without strong
action, it will more than double again by the year 2000. America's
families can't afford this and neither can America's businesses.

The League believes it is absolutely essential to achieve a reasonable
total national expenditure level for health care. In order to control
costs, legislation to reform the health care system should include specific
cost-cutting measures such as:

o the reduction of administrative costs;
o regional planning for the allocation of personnel,

facilities and equipment;
o the establishment of maximum levels of reimbursement to

providers;
o malpractice reform;
o the use of managed care;
o utilization review of treatment;
o mandatory second opinions before surgery or extensive

treatment ;

and
o consumer accountability through deductibles and copayments.

Such techniques hold real promise for controlling costs. According to some
estimates, at least $130 billion a year is spent on unnecessary care.
Managed care, which is designed to limit inappropriate or excessive
utilization of health care services, can provide more efficient and
economical delivery of care. Increased consumer accountability through
deductibles and copayments can also help cut overutilization.

With 24 cents of every health care dollar going to administrative costs, it
is apparent that administrative procedures must be streamlined, resulting
in substantial savings. In Canada, which uses a single-payer system, the
cost is 11 cents of every dollar. It is also vitally important to reduce
duplication of services, facilities and equipment, such as costly,
high-tech diagnostic machines.

In addition to specific cost control techniques, however, health care
reform must include an overall mechanism to ensure that savings add up.
There must be a back-up mechanism to oversee and coordinate cost-cutting
efforts. We think that global budgeting can provide that needed
mechanism. National and regional boards comprised of policy makers,
medical professionals, and consumers could set goals or limits for spending
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at the national, state and local levels. Governments and health providers
would then operate within those limits. Careful consideration needs to be

given to how global budgeting will operate. We need to make sure that cost
controls a^e consistent with quality and are not arbitrarily imposed. But
the need for such global budgeting is clear. We believe it should be
included in health care reform legislation.

The fourth and )cey issue in health care reform is how to pay for it.

Substantial savings can be achieved over the current health care system,
and these savings should be applied to ensuring that all U.S. residents
have a basic level of quality health care. No doubt a large part of the
debate over the next several months will be over the size of those

savings. Whatever the outcome, however, we believe that the goal of
universal access is worth paying for. That is why we support increased
taxes to finance a basic level of health care for all, provided effective
cost control strategies are employed.

The League looks at a variety of factors when evaluating the acceptability
of taxes, but we are particularly concerned that the overall health care
reform package is fair, equitable and progressive. The League would

support a general income tax increase to finance national health care
reform and could support restrictions on the deductibility of health care
benefits. We strongly oppose a value added tax (VAT) or national sales
tax. This is a highly regressive tax and would unfairly burden low and
middle-income Americans.

The League does support increases in so-called "sin taxes" on such products
as cigarettes and alcohol as part of a reform package that encourages
Americans to lead healthy lifestyles. Such taxes discourage the excessive
use of these harmful products and will actually serve as "preventive
medicine. "

In summary, the League of Women Voters calls on Congress to enact national
health care reform that provides for universal access to quality health
care and for stringent cost control measures.

Health care reform will need bipartisan support. The League is encouraged
that many of the goals for reform are now shared by key members of both

political parties on Capitol Hill. Congress must not lose sight of the
costs of inaction on this critical issue. Americans cannot afford a

protracted political battle on national health care reform. There will be
no perfect solution to this crisis. Not everyone will get everything they
want. But, for once, everyone has the possibility of getting what they
need . This, in itself, will be a giant step forward.

We need a viable plan that gives all Americans a more humane health care

system. The President's plan is an effective blueprint for reform.

Congress must now seize the momentum. There can be no turning back. It is

time to forge ahead and enact comprehensive health care reform.
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Mr. Reed. Ms. Shearer?
Ms. Shearer. Thank you.
Consumers Union appreciates the opportunity to present our

views on the CUnton administration's proposal for health care re-

form. Consumers Union's efforts in support of health care reform

go back many years.
In 1939, over 50 years ago, our article—and this is in the Feb-

ruary 1939 issue of Consumer Reports—concluded, "It has become
obvious that the people of the country intend to see to it that the
whole population shall benefit from the discoveries of modem medi-
cal science. The only question before the country is how soon?"

It is time for us to finally end the Nation's health care nightmare
and answer the question now. Consumers cannot and should not
have to wait longer for a solution to the health care crisis.

Consumers Union is eager to help you to analyze the elements
of health care reform from the consumer perspective. As your sub-

committee helps lead the Congress' consideration of the reform

plan, we urge you to also keep in touch with the average American
consumer, the people whose lives are either improved by a health
care system that works well or whose lives are destroyed by a
health care system that fails them. Only by keeping in touch with
these consumers will the Congress be able to stand up to the many
special interests that will seek to make their case in order to de-

velop a health care program that meets consumers expectations
and needs for health care reform.
To meet the needs of consumers, any health care reform must

offer universal quality health care with comprehensive benefits,
cost containment, fair share financing, public accountability and
consumer choice of health care providers.
While we continue to believe that a single-payer health care sys-

tem could best meet the health care needs of American consumers,
we are pleased that the Clinton administration has embraced many
of these principles. We believe that the Clinton proposal would
move the Nation's consumers closer to health care security. Still it

leaves room for significant improvements.
The strongest part of the health plan is its commitment to uni-

versal health care protection. The Nation can no longer rely on the
free market and wishful thinking when it comes to health care se-

curity.
Health care is not a commodity like detergent and VCRs that can

be bought and sold in ihe marketplace. While the free market
works well for things we buy at K-Mart, it utterly fails when it

comes to surgery, check-ups and other health care services.

The proposal, if enacted, would offer relief to the millions of

Americans who are now denied protection due to their financial

status or preexisting conditions. The plan offers security to every-
body against unforeseen events such as development of serious ill-

ness or loss of jobs.
I plan to focus on 10 important consumer issues, areas where the

health security Act needs to be improved or important provisions
need to be defended against special interests.

The Clinton health care proposal makes a good start at providing
consumers with health care security. Now, the first point is that
there is a need to protect low- and middle-income consumers from
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paying a disproportionately high share of health care costs, and the
best way to protect consumers is to cap the employee's contribution
toward the 20 percent of premium at 2 percent of income, and to

reduce the cost-sharing requirements for low-income consumers.
Second, the plan should encourage the State single-payer option.

The Health Security Act allows States to establish a single-payer
health care system, a very important provision that allows States
the option of implementing reform through a system that is univer-

sal, contains costs, is fairly financed, is accountable to the public,
and allows full consumer choice of provider.

Third, make freedom of choice of provider a real option for people
of all income levels by requiring all Health Alliances to offer a fee-

for-service plan that costs little more than the average cost plan.
This change is needed because freedom to choose their health care

provider is one of the most highly valued features that consumers
seek in their health care system. The inclusion of the point-of-serv-
ice option for consumers enrolled in HMOs is an important new
feature of the Act. It provides peace of mind to consumers who en-
roll in a health plan and later find their needs have changed.

Fourth, include the blueprint for phasing in nursing home bene-
fits and expanded community care benefits. We recognize, as
should the Congress, that these benefits will require a substantial
new funding base, and we recommend that you consider increasing
taxes to pay for the expanded long-term care benefits.

Fifth, give the National Health Board the authority to regulate
prescription drug prices that apply to all Americans, not just the
medicare and medicaid eligible. When it comes to the regulation of

prescription drug prices, we believe that the administration plan
should be strengthened to include the authority to regulate pre-

scription drug prices. If drug prices were a river, they would al-

ready be well above flood stage. It is meaningless to talk about vol-

untary price controls since prices are already so out of line.

The October issue of Consumer Reports, which we have provided
to each Member of Congress, has an article that provides details

of the unnecessarily high prescription drug prices.

Briefly, the sixth area is universality must be a reality by 1997
and should not be dependent on voluntary participation or cost sav-

ings.

Seventh, both public and private spending must be subject to

stringent cost containment both to achieve savings and to avoid
cost shifting.

Eighth, the number of employees needed to form a corporate alli-

ance should not be expanded beyond 5,000.

Ninth, the most severely injured victims of medical malpractice
must be protected. Proposed caps on damages do not produce sav-

ings, according to the Congressional Budget Office.

And finally, the benefit package must remain comprehensive.
This is what consumers want and need, and it is crucial to avoid
a burgeoning supplemental market and a multi-tiered health care

system.
Thank you.
Mr. Reed. Thank you very much, Ms. Shearer.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Shearer follows:]
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GAIL SHEARER

SUMMARY
CONSUMERS UNION'S TESTIMONY

ON THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION'S HEALTH CARE PROPOSAL
November 9, 1993

Consumers Union continues to believe that a single-payer health
care system would best meet the consumer principles of:

universal, quality health care with comprehensive benefits;
cost containment;
fair- share financing;
pxiblic accountability; and
consumer choice of providers.

The Clinton health care proposal embraces most of these principles
and would move the nation's consumers closer to health care
security.

Important areas for Congressional consideration- -and holding the
line against special interest requests to weaken the proposal- -

include the following:

protect low- and middle- income consumers from paying a

disproportionately high share of health care costs by capping
the percent of income spent on the employee's share of

premium, and by making sure that cost -sharing does not present
a financial barrier to receiving care;
encourage the state single-payer option, as allowed by the
Act;
make freedom- of -choice of provider a real option for people of
all income levels by limiting the differential above the
average cost plan;
include the gradual phase- in of nursing home benefits and
expanded community long-term care benefits;
strengthen regulation of prescription drug prices to include
all prescription drugs;
universal health care must be a reality by 1997, and should
not depend on cost savings or "voluntary" participation by
employers;
cost containment through global budgets on both public and
private spending must be preserved;
the employer opt-out must not be expanded for employers with
fewer than 5000 employees and participants in corporate
alliances must pay their fair share of system costs and be
subject to the same consumer protection requirements.
victims of medical malpractice must be fairly compensated for
their injuries; and
the benefits package must stay comprehensive.
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Consumers Union' appreciates the opportunity to present our

views on the Clinton Administration's proposal for health care

reform. Consumers Union's efforts in support of health care reform

go back many years. In 1939, Consumer Reports noted that forty

million Americans received inadequate medical care and called for

enactment of the Wagner National Health Bill, which would have been

a "cornerstone for a national health program."^ In 1946, Consumer

Reports supported the Wagner- Murray -Dingell Bill, which would have

established federal compulsory health insurance.' In 1975,

Consumer Reports published a comprehensive comparison of five

proposals for national health insurance and established five goals

that a national health insurance plan must meet to serve the

consumer interest. Consumer Reports published a two-part series,

"The Crisis in Health Insurance" in 1990, and a three-part series

in 1993 that reviewed wasted medical care dollars, consumer

satisfaction with Health Maintenance Organizations, and solutions

'Consumers Union is a nonprofit membership organization
chartered in 1936 under the laws of the State of New York to
provide consumers with information, education and counsel about
goods, services, health, and personal finance; and to initiate and
cooperate with individual and group efforts to maintain and enhance
the quality of life for consumers. Consumers Union's income is
solely derived from the sale of Consumer Reports , its other
publications and from noncommercial contributions, grants and fees.
In addition to reports on Consumers Union's own product testing.
Consumer Reports with approximately 5 million paid circulation,
regularly, carries articles on health, product safety, marketplace
economics and legislative, judicial and regulatory actions which
affect consumer welfare. Consumers Union's publications carry no
advertising and receive no commercial support.

^"The Wagner Bill and mr. Gannett," Consumer Reports . April
1939, p. 20 and "By Popular Demand," Consumer Reports . February
1939, p. 32.

'"Bureaucracy in Medicine?," Consumer Reports. April 1946, pp.
110-111.
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to the health care crisis.

In 1939 -- over fifty years ago -- our article concluded: "It

has become obvious that the people of the country intend to see to

it that the whole population shall benefit from the discoveries of

modern medical science. The only question before the country now

is 'how soon?'" It is time for us to finally end the nation's

health care nightmare and answer this qpiestion "now!" Consumers

can not and should not have to wait longer for a solution to the

health care crisis.

Consumers Union is eager to help you to analyze elements of

reform from the consumer perspective. As your Subcommittee helps

lead the Congress's consideration of the reform plan, we urge you

to also keep in touch with average American consumers -- the people

whose lives are either improved by a health care system that works

well, or whose lives are destroyed by a health care system that

fails them. In developing its health reform proposal, the Clinton

Administration was successful in reaching out to the consumers who

are on the receiving --or non- receiving -- end of health care in

America.

Only by keeping in touch "with these consumers will the

Congress be able to stand up to the many special interests that

will seek to make their case, in order to develop a health care

program that meets consumers' expectations and needs for health

care reform.
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CONSUMER PRINCIPLES FOR HEALTH CARE REFORM

To meet the needs of consumers, any health care reform plan

must offer:

universal, quality health care (with comprehensive benefits)

for all U.S. residents -- regardless of age, income, employment

status or health status) ;

cost containment with a national health care budget and

control over wasteful paperwork and procedures ;

fair -share financing with savings from cost containment as a

central funding source and additional funding obtained on a fair

and equitable basis;

public accountability with consumers well represented on all

boards overseeing health care; and

consumer choice giving consumers the freedom to choose where

they will go for health care and who will provide it.

While we continue to believe that a single-payer health care

system could best meet the health care needs of American consumers,

we are pleased that the Clinton Administration has embraced many of

these principles. We believe that the Clinton proposal, which is

premised on universality through an employer mandate, would move

the nation's consumers closer to health care security. Still, it

leaves room for significant improvements.

THE CLINTON HEALTH CARE REFORM PLAN

A CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE

We have evaluated the Administration's draft health care

reform plan (dated September 7, 1993) against the five consumer
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principles listed above, and we are in the process of reviewing the

Health Security Act that was released on October 27, 1993.

Attached to this testimony is our analysis of the draft plan

(including a summary) . When we have completed our analysis of the

recently released legislation, we will submit it to the

Subcommittee .

The strongest part of the health plan is its commitment to

universal health care protection. The nation can no longer rely on

the "free market" and wishful thinking when it comes to health care

security. The proposal -- if enacted -- would offer relief to the

millions of Americans who are now denied protection due to their

financial status or to pre-existing conditions. The plan offers

security to everybody against unforeseen events such as development

of serious illness or loss of jobs.

The Clinton health care proposal incorporates elements that we

have long supported, including (1) a standard, comprehensive

benefit package for all Americans; (2) control over health care

premiums set by the National Health Board, rather than the free

market; (3) a prohibition of balance billing, and (4) rejection of

caps on damages for victims of medical malpractice. The attached

analysis explores in more detail both the strengths and the

weaknesses of the Clinton draft proposal.

In the remainder of my written testimony, I will svunmarize our

comments by presenting ten areas where we recommend that the

Administration and Congress take care to put the consumer interest

first and defend the plan against attack and erosion from special
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interests.

PROTECTING CONSUMERS: AREAS FOR FOCUS

The Clinton health care proposal makes a good start at

providing consumers with health care security. The following ten

areas are of critical importance to the success of the health care

reform plan meeting consumer needs.

1. Protect low- and middle- income consumers from paying a

disproportionately high share of health care costs.

This is an area where the legislation released on October 27

has improved significantly on the draft plan of September 7, 1993,

but further protection of low and middle- income consumers may be

needed. Low- and middle- income consumers need protection against

high out-of-pocket health costs and high premiums. The Clinton

health care plan goes a long way to providing this protection. An

important new feature in the legislation is limit of percent of

income that must be spent on the family share of the premium. The

proposed limit is 3.9 percent of income. We have supported a 2

percent limit, and are reviewing the impact of the 3.9 percent

limit .

The legislation also provides the details of the premium

discounts for low- income families. Discounts cover the entire

premium for the poorest families, and are phased-out once family

income reaches 150 percent of poverty. Families in the income

range of $5000 to $20,000 could pay about 2.5 percent to 3.9

percent of their income on premiums, and possibly more if they

choose a higher- than -average health plan.
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The legislation also includes important new protection for

low- income consumers against the potentially high burden of cost-

sharing. Section 2105 prohibits cost sharing (other than nominal

cost sharing) for individuals with income level less than 150

percent of poverty.

2. Encourage the state single payer option.

This is a second area where the legislation released on

October 27 significantly improves on the September 7 draft. The

Health Security Act now provides states a real option to implement

the reform through a single payer system, and eliminates several

burdensome hurdles that were in the earlier draft. We believe that

the single payer option is the best option for states; states that

opt for a single payer system will provide their residents with a

system that is universal, contains costs, is fairly financed, is

accountable to the public, and allows full consumer choice of

provider.

3. Make freedom- of -choice of provider a real option for

people of all income levels by requiring all health

alliances to offer a fee-for-service plan that costs

little more than the average cost plan.

Freedom to choose their health care provider is one of the

most highly valued features that consumers seek in their health

care system. Consumers want to be able to continue long-standing

relationships with their family doctors, specialists,

pediatricians, and other health care providers. Often, one family

will have an array of doctors, making it impossible to follow them
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all to one HMO. Consumers want to be assured that if serious

illness strikes, they will have access to the highest-quality

specialist and specialized treatment centers.

All consumers -- even those that can afford the fee-for-

service option -- face considerable uncertainty about whether their

current doctors will be available to them. We are concerned about

the possibility that freedom of choice of provider could be a

luxury only the rich can afford. We recommend that in negotiating

for a f ee- for-service health plan, health alliances should be

required to make this option available to all, by limiting the

premium differentials (above the average cost plan) that can be

charged by fee- for- service plans.

The Health Security Act has a provision that was not included

in the earlier draft that will serve to provide an added level of

freedom of choice for consumers: the Act will allow consumers that

want to seek treatment outside of their health plan to do so, under

a "point of service" option. We expect that this will be an

extremely valuable option for many consumers who are interested in

enrolling in an HMO, but want to continue to see one or more

providers that are not part of that HMO. It also provides peace of

mind to consumers who enroll in a health plan and then later in the

year (when serious illness strikes) find that their needs have

changed and they want access to the best specialist in the field,

who may not be part of that HMO. This is an important feature of

the plan to retain.
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4, Include the blueprint for phasing- in nursing home

benefits euid escpanded community care benefits.

The United States faces a growing long-term care crisis that

will only get more severe as the population ages. Consumers Union

has concluded that the private insurance market is incapable of

solving the nation's long-term care problem -- it will never cover

people who can not afford the high premiiims, nor will it protect

people whose pre-existing conditions make them uninsurable. The

draft health plan includes an important community based care

benefit. But the requirement that potential beneficiaries must be

unable to perform three "activities of daily living" limits the

benefit to a small portion of people in need of long-term care.

For example, a person incapable of moving around (e.g., from bed to

a chair) and unable to go to the bathroom by herself can not be

left home alone all day long, but may not qualify for the new

community-based benefit.

Consumers Union supports including in the health plan a

blueprint for future expansion of public long-term care benefits,

including both expanded community based care and nursing home care.

We recognize -- as should the Congress -- that these benefits will

require a substantial new funding base, and we recommend that you

consider increasing estate taxes (possibly by taxing capital gains

at death) , charging premiums for persons with incomes cibove a

certain level, and increasing income taxes, and/or payroll taxes.
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5. Give the National Health Board the authority to

regulate prescription drug prices that apply to all

Americans, not just the Medicare- cmd Medlcald-

ellglble.

The Administration's draft plan has several provisions that

will help to keep prescription drug prices in check. The National

Health Board, for example, can make public declarations regarding

the reasonableness of launch prices for new drugs and can study and

report on the reasonableness of drug prices. In addition, rebates

of at least 17 percent of the average manufacturer price are

required for drugs issued through Medicare and Medicaid. We

believe the plan needs to go further. The United States is the

only industrialized country that makes no effort to regulate drug

prices, forcing U.S. consumers to pay higher prices to help pay for

research that benefits citizens of other countries, who pay much

lower prices. The Office of Technology Assessment recently

reported that during the 1980' s, pharmaceutical companies on

average earned about 15 to 30 percent more profit than was needed

to attract adequate investment capital . We strongly recommend that

the National Health Board's responsibilities include the authority

to regulate prescription drug prices.

6. Universal health care must be a reality by 1997.

Extending universality to all Americans must NOT be dependent

on achieving cost savings and must not be phased- in with a vague

timetable. Universality must be a reality by 1997. The plan must

resist attempts to make the employer responsibility voluntary or
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participation in health alliances volxintary. The level playing

field for all employers and the end to cream- skimming by health

insurers are critically needed elements in the plan.

7. Cost containment through limits on public and private

spending must be kept.

Global budgets and premiiim caps to curb cost growth in both

the public and private sector health spending are essential. The

plan appropriately includes curbs on health care spending, and this

backstop protection should not be sacrificed to give the failed

"free market" cost containment efforts yet another chance to drive

up health care costs. Also, Congress must guard against health

care provider pressure to abandon the ban on balance billing and

physician self -referral . These are two culprits that have

contributed to today's high costs. In addition. Consumers Union

will oppose granting antitrust exemptions for doctors, hospitals,

and pharmaceutical companies. We oppose allowing, as the Act

proposes, fee- for- service providers to collude in negotiating with

alliances on the f ee- for-service reimbursement schedule. This also

will create upward, rather than downward, pressure on costs.

8. Keep most large employers in the system.

The Health Security Act would allow employers with more than

5000 workers to operate in a separate "corporate alliance" system,

presumably with a tax of one percent or so to help pay for research

that benefits everyone in the country. The "corporate alliance"

system should NOT be expanded by reducing the minimum 5000 worker

level, because to do so would undercut the goal of achieving a
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universal system that treats all Americans the same and would

contribute to a multi-tier system. The tax on corporate alliances

should be preserved and set at a fair level: not only does it help

pay some of the costs and subsidies of the system, but it helps

decrease the incentive for large employers to opt-out of the

system, reducing the "tiering" of health care. It is crucial that

corporate alliances be required to offer the standard benefits

package and be subject to the same set of rules that apply to

health plans in regional alliances.

9. Protect the victims of medical malpractice.

It is vital that consumers most severely injured by doctor

negligence be fairly compensated; there should NOT be any caps on

malpractice awards for pain and suffering.

Contrary to the mythology that has evolved around the medical

malpractice problem, malpractice premiums account for a very small

portion of health care costs -- only about one percent. The

Congressional Budget Office recently concluded that changes in the

medical malpractice liability system would have a small impact on

national health expenditures, and they therefore declined to

"score" any savings. Goals of medical malpractice reform should

be to identify and discipline doctors guilty of repeated medical

malpractice, and to increase the ability of the system to fairly

compensate malpractice victims.

10. Keep the benefits package con^rehensive.

One of the strengths of the Clinton Administration health care

reform package is the comprehensiveness of the benefits package.
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including a range of benefits such as prescription drugs, some

long-term care benefits, and mental health benefits. The benefits

package must not be whittled away, or else the concept of universal

protection and security will be compromised, and a burgeoning

supplemental market will develop and help perpetuate a multi- tiered

health care system.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify today. We

look forward to working with your Subcommittee as this important

debate continues.
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SUMMARY

CLINTON HEALTH PROPOSAL:
A CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE

Universality

The strongest element of the Clinton health proposal is that it extends health care

protection to all Americans, moving the nation's consumers closer to heahh care security. It

would end the tragic suffering faced by millions of people who are now denied adequate care

because of pre-existing conditions or financial barriers. It offers consumers (for the most part)

portability of benefits when they change jobs, and guarantees them health security even if they

get laid off or get sick. Benefits are fairly comprehensive, though expansion of long-term care

benefits is needed. The proposal should be modified to eliminate the multiple tiers of care by

establishing the goal (within a reasonable time period) of integrating all of tne different programs

(Medicare, Medicaid, regional health alliances, etc.) into a uniform program for all Americans,

with fmancing independent of employment status. Regulation of the supplemental market and

private long-term care insurance market needs to be strengthened. The proposal should assure

that states can adopt single-payer health care systems, providing the necessary funding.

Cost Containment

The best way to contain costs is to impose a global budget and to eliminate insurance

companies. Eliminaiing insurance companies alone could save $67 billion per year. The

proposal would curb health care costs through the use of a budget for the private sector and

stringent control of the growth of Medicare and Medicaid budgets. Consumers Union has long

supponed global budgeting, and we endorse the intent of this portion of the plan, but recommend

thai the Administration and Congress carefully analyze the budget levels and modify them as

necessary to assure parity
-

equal sacrifice — among all segments of the population. Steps must

be taken to increase accountability of insurance companies participating as health plans to

consumers - not shareholders. We support the proposal's prohibition on physician self-referral

(i.e., profiting from ordering services), a significant source of wasted health care dollars.

Regulation of prescription drag prices for all consumers must be toughened. Antitrast guidelines

(by the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission) should guarantee competition in

the marketplace where it is beneficial to consumers.
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Fair Financing

Consumers Union believes that the best sources of revenue for health care reform are

income taxes and payroll taxes (both sources where family contribution increases with income)

and sin taxes (on tobacco, alcohol and firearms). The Administration proposal is funded

primarily by premiums shared between employers and employees with an employer mandate.

While Consumers Union believes that premium-based fmancing can be regressive, the inclusion

of caps to protect low-wage employers and employees restricts the regressivity so as to make
them an acceptable revenue source. However, caps (about 2 percent of income) on

family/individual premium share are needed to further protect low-wage workers and allow for

symmetry in the finance system. The Administration should consider replacing the premium

system with a payroll tax because this would base financing on income, and would eliminate the

many inequities that result when basing premiums on employment status (e.g., inequity between

full-time and part-time workers; inequity between early retirees and later retirees).

Accountability to Consumers

We are not convinced that the creation of health alliances as consumer purchasing

cooperatives assures the accountability of the health care system to American consumers. The

major role played by insurance companies in the system will limit the system's accountability

to consumers. Steps should be taken to increase insurance company accountability to consumers,

and the proposal should provide funds to encourage states to adopt single-payer health care

systems.

Freedom to Choose Providers

The proposal recognizes the strength of consumer demand for freedom to choose health

care providers by requiring that each health alliance (with some exceptions) provide at least one

fee-for-service health plan. However, the proposal should be amended to limit the premium
differential charged by fee-for-service plans, and/or to subsidize the purchase of a fee-for-service

plan by low-and moderate- income consumers in order to keep "freedom to choose provider"

as an option for people of all income levels. During the transition period to a new health care

system, consumers in a fee-for-service plan should be allowed to go to their current doctors,

even if the doctor is part of another HMO or network. In the event that serious illness strikes

or questions of quality arise, consumers enrolled in a low cost-sharing plan should be allowed

to seek treatment outside of the plan (paying the higher cost-sharing amounts), until they can

switch out of the plan during open enrollment.
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THE CLINTON HEALTH CARE PLAN:
A CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE

Like any proposal that contemplates dramatic change of a major industry, the President's

health care proposal is not without serious flaws which we would like to modify. Consumers

Union's comments and recommendations revolve around the five principles for health care

reform that we embrace:

universal access to comprehensive benefits

cost containment

fair financing

accountability to consumers

freedom to choose providers.

Consumer Principle:

Universal Access to Comprehensive Benefits

The strongest element of the proposal is that it extends universal health care protection

to all Americans. It would end the tragic suffering faced by millions of people who are now
denied adequate care because they are excluded from the health insurance market due to financial

barriers or pre-existing conditions. The benefit package is comprehensive, and includes

building blocks for long-term care. The proposal would put an end to insidious insurance

company practices such as exclusions of pre-existing conditions, waiting periods, underwriting

of high risks, and pricing practices that charge higher premiums for higher risks. Each eligible

p)erson would receive a health security card that would open the door to health benefits.

However, Consumers Union believes that the proposal perpetuates a multi-tiered health

care system, with differentiation between populations such as the Medicare-eligible, the

Medicaid-eligible, early retirees, corporate health alliance participants, regional health alliance

participants, and military personnel. Different budget constraints apply to different segments

of the population. The proposal should be strengthened by establishing a goal (within a

timetable of five years) of working toward full integration of the entire population into a uniform

system for everybody. Undocumented workers and their families should have full access to the

uniform health care system since the plan specifically requires premiums to be paid for these

workers. Instead of differentiation between groups, there should be benefit parity in all

segments (Medicare, Medicaid, regional alliances, etc.). We believe that health care reform

will serve consumers better — and will have broader public appeal — if there is the

perception and the reality that everybody is in this together. Indeed, consumers want a
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system that provides uniform benefits regardless of age, income, health status, or employment
status.

While the benefit package is comprehensive, there is one key area where expanded
benefits should be included: long-term care. Even with a better-functioning private market, the

private insurance market will not be able to solve the nation's long-term care problem. While

the plan makes a good start by expanding community health benefits, eventually the benefits

should be expanded to lower the activity of daily living (ADL) requirement for community based

care and to allow for public fmancing of long-term nursing home care.

One of our health reform goals is to sever the link between empioyment and health

care coverage. While the proposal does make coverage portable for most consumers, the

employer and family/ individual premiums are based on employment status, not income. Unlike

an income-based fmance structure (which can be achieved through a proportional payroll tax),

the financing link to employment status (e.g., fuU-time, part-time, retiree, corporate alliance,

etc.) creates inequities (e.g., between part-time vs. full-time workers, early retirees vs. senior

workers). These inequities will make the plan unaffordable for many low-income consumers,

forcing them to cut comers for basic necessities such as food and shelter in order to pay for their

health care premium. The addition of an income cap would alleviate many of these problems

just as the payroll cap will alleviate much of the burden on small low-wage businesses. (See the

fmancing section below).

Regulations affecting the supplementary insurance market need improvement. First,

there is no justification to allow the continued sale of low-value hospital indemnity insurance and

dread disease insurance: these products should be banned outright. Consumer Reports has

repeatedly concluded that these products are an essentially worthless purchase. Second,

regulations and standardization should apply to the supplemental market for benefits, not only

the supplemental market for cost-sharing. The supplemental market should consist of a limited

number of (e.g., three to five) standard policies, and these policies should be subject to a loss

ratio of 80 to 90 percent. Employers could offer these packages (premiums would be subject to

taxation) or individuals could purchase these packages on their own with no underwriting or

pre-existing condition exclusions. Benefits (packaged from a low to a high benefit package)

could include: full dental coverage, full mental health coverage, expanded home care protection,

full nursing home coverage, and unnecessary cosmetic surgery. Without these provisions, the

supplemental market is likely to be characterized by confusion (as policies vary considerably)

and low value products.

With regard to the comprehensive benefits package, it is important that the plan eliminate

ambiguity as to whether health plans will be allowed to offer benefits beyond the guaranteed
benefit package: health plans should be prohibited from including extra benefits in the basic

package. Insurance companies have a long history of adding bells and whistles to policies that

confuse consumers and enable them to charge unjustifiably higher premiums. If plans were

allowed to add on extra benefits, the standardization that creates administrative simplicity and

improves consumer comparison shopping would be compromised severely.
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Whether the guaranteed benefit package is truly comprehensive depends in large part on

how health plans under tight budget constraints interpret the coverage; consumers need

protection against stingy interpretations that could result in denial of needed care (see the section

below on accountability to consumers.)

Summary of Recommendations:

Universal Access to Comprehensive Benefits

1 . The proposal should establish a five-year goal of full integration of all populations (e.g. ,

regional alliance enrollees. Medicare population. Medicaid population) into a uniform

system for all, with identical benefits and choices.

2. The benefit package should be expanded (with an appropriate phase-in schedule) to

include home care benefits with a less severe disability requirement and to include an

expanded public program that phases in the funding.

3. Low-value policies no longer needed, such as hospital indemnity policies and dread

disease policies, should be prohibited from being sold.

4. The supplemental insurance market for extra benefits (e.g., additional dental care,

additional mental health benefits) should be subject to standardization (e.g., three to five

standard policies) and should be subject to loss ratios of 80 to 90 percent.

Supplementary policies should be community rated, and no underwriting or pre-existing

condition exclusions should be allowed.

5. The proposal should be clarified to explicitly prohibit health plans from adding benefits

to the comprehensive benefits package, unless the additional benefits are offered in a

separately priced standard supplemental policy.

Consumer Principle:

Cost Containment

Consumers Union is a strong supponer of global budgeting for health care expenses,

because we view global budgets as the only sure way to rein in exploding health care costs. We
welcome the faa that the Administration is making a very serious effort to curb the health cost

spiral through a national health care budget. We endorse several elements of the plan that will

curt) spending: the national health care budget, constraining the growth of Medicare and

Medicaid, banning self-referrals, establishment (by each regional alliance) of fee schedules for

the fee-for-seivice component of health plans, and the prohibition of balance billing in excess
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of fee schedules in the fee-for-service plan.

One of our concerns relates to the fact that the health care system will consist of many
different segments. The differentiation leads to the need to treat different segments with

different schedules and different sets of rules. We recognize that the plan builds in a .9%

differential -- added allowed growth
- in the Medicare and Medicaid budgets. Growth in

Medicare has been substantially greater than private health care growth
—

by a differential of

about 4 percent. We question whether the .9% differential will be adequate to correct the past

inequities thai have led Medicaid, in particular, to be a second-rate, lower quality portion of the

nations health care system. And we fear that if the .9 percent differential is too low, that

Medicare will follow in the footsteps of Medicaid in delivering inferior care to senior and

disabled citizens. Only by integrating the entire health system into a uniform system can there

be assurance that everybody is treated fairly.

A second concern relates to the role of insurance companies — which are accountable

primarily to their shareholders ~ in implementing the budget austerity called for by the plan.

It is true that consumers can vote with their feet in the long term by joining a different health

plan. But, when it comes to health care, short term considerations can have life and death

implications. Switching health plans does little good if the reforms result in five or fewer

competing health plans, with oligopolistic pricing and across-the-board low quality.

In your proposal, health plans whose premium bids exceed the target are assessed a

penalty if an alliance's weighted average premium exceeds its premium target; this will lead to

strong incentives for plans to keep downward pressure on their premium. This downward

pressure is positive to the extent that health plans curb administrative costs, but we are

concerned about undesirable effects if it leads insurance companies to deny legitimate claims,

cut back too far in servicing their policy holders' needs, or over-expanding its review of

provider's treatment decisions. We fear that hundreds of insurance companies, each with its

own protocols, will interfere increasingly with doctors' clinical judgments. These are problems

inherent in any system that retains a major role for private insurers. The best way to achieve

true budget discipline is by establishing a single payer accountable solely to the American

consumer - this would assure that all consumers and providers are treated fairly and equitably.

Regulation of prescription drug prices needs to be strengthened. The responsibilities

of the committee of the National Health Board should be stepped up to include broad authority

to regulate prescription drug prices. First, the Board should conduct an analysis of prescription

drug pricing, comparing prices of identical drugs in the U.S. with prices in other countries. The

Board should review the excessive profits that drug companies have made on drugs that were

discovered in part because of federally-fmanced research. Voluntary cost contaimnent - that

limits growth of already grossly excessive drug prices
~ is insufficient. In many cases, price

rollbacks would be appropriate. The concept of the rebate (equal to at least 15 percent of

average manufacturer price) for certain drugs that applies to the Medicare and Medicaid drug

benefit should be expanded to all covered prescription drugs. Cost savings should be achieved

across the board, not just for drugs covered under Medicare or Medicaid.
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The National Health Board should study ways to broaden the principle of global

budgeting to include health costs that are not included in the initial budget: supplemental

benefits, health components of workers compensation and automobile insurance, premiums for

cost-sharing benefits, long-term care benefits that are outside the package, and any other health

expenses.

We have grave doubts that competition in the health care marketplace in reality can serve

the consumer interest. We also question whether the marketplace will operate competitively or

whether the new collaboration between formerly competing providers and a more highly

concentrated insurance market will serve to maintain or raise prices as a result of oligopolistic

pricing practices. We strongly support the proposed repeal of the McCarran-Fergiison

antitrust exemption. We urge the plan to carefully spell out that Department of Justice and

Federal Trade Commission guidelines called for in the plan are intended to minimize protected

activities and maximize competition in this marketplace.

Summary of Recommendations:

Cost Containment

1 . Set the goal of an integrated global budget within a time period of fn'e years that includes

spending under an integrated benefit system and includes all national health care

spending, to enable the system to treat all segments of the population fairly regardless

of the cause or timing of the injury or illness.

2. Treatment protocols should be developed and generated by doctors and hospitals through

a centralized system, not by utilization review companies that are accountable

individually to hundreds of insurance companies. Increased use of outcomes research

should be used to develop uniform treatment protocols.

3. The National Health Board should have broad authority to regulate drug prices, including

price rollbacks and manufacturer rebates that would apply not only to Medicare and

Medicaid prescription drugs, but to ail covered prescription drugs.

4. The legislation should explicitly provide that the Department of Justice and Federal Trade

Commission minimize safe harbor exemptions from the antitrust laws and maximize

healthy competition in the health care marketplace.
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Consumer Principle:
Fair Financing

Consumers Union believes that the best way to finaiice health care reform is through
income-related payroll taxes, income taxes and excise taxes on tobacco, alcohol, and firearms.

Because the proposed financing does not embrace this principle, it creates inequities and fails

to generate sufficient revenue to achieve the level of benefits and subsidization we believe is

needed. Adding a cap on the individual/family premium (as percent of income) would be an

important step toward solving most of these problems.

The principle source of funding for the proposal is a premium-based employer mandate,
with reasonable limits on the percent of payroll that employers must pay. The proposal includes

subsidies for low-wage employers, significantly easing the burden on these businesses.

Individuals and families are responsible for 20 percent of the premium plus any additional

premiums resulting from plans whose costs exceed the average as well as premiums for

supplemental policies.

One of our major concerns is the proposal's lack of symmetry when it comes to

capping employer AND employee premium contribution. We believe that the employee's
share of the premium (which is proposed to be 20 percent of the weighted average plus any
amount of premium exceeding the average) should be capped at about 2 percent of income.

Without such a cap, low wage workers who are not eligible for a subsidy (i.e., those with

incomes above 250% of poverty) could face a very steep burden, especially if they want the

freedom to choose their own doctor. A single mother who works full-time, for example, could

be responsible for a premium of $900 on a $2500 policy, when the weighted average premium
is $2000 and the employer contribution is $1600, 4.5% of a $20,000 income, an unreasonable

burden for a low-income family. She would pay coinsurance and deductibles on top of the

premium costs.

Under the proposal, part-time workers are responsible for a share larger than 20 percent
of the weighted average premium because the employer share is prorated. A 15-hour-a-week

low-wage worker will be liable for 60 percent of the premium (with 40 percent paid by the

employer). It is not clear to us whether this must be paid even if the part-time worker's spouse
is employed. If so, this would put a very steep burden on the family. In any case, part-time

workers' premium payments should be capped as a percent of income, just as others' would be.

The proposal includes a windfall for early retirees and their employers: a subsidy

(from the rest of the system's participants) for people who retire between ages 55 and 65. While

we recognize that this segment of the population is in need of access to health insurance at

affordable prices, we do not believe this substantial redirection of health care dollars is

advisable. This problem points once again to the preferred way to finance health care ~ through
income-related taxes. It does not make sense to require low-wage workers to face premium
costs of 5 percent or more of their income (on top of their employer's contribution) while eariy

retirees, some ofwhom have substantial income, are responsible ONLY for the famUy/individual
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premium ponion. We need a system where everyone is treated the same, not a patchwork

system that results in inequities.

We believe that it is appropriate to ask the Medicare-eligible population to help pay the

cost of new prescription drug and long-term care benefits, through an increase in the Part B

premium to cover 25 percent of the new benefit cost. Without this type of provision, seniors

for the most part would receive a new benefit without having the opportunity to pay for it during
their working years. However, the higher premium would represent a burden on lower-income

seniors. We recommend that lower-income seniors (up to about 150 percent of poverty) be

exempt from the premium increase, paying for this adjustment by increasing the proportion of

the drug cost that would be paid by other seniors to perhaps 35 or 40 percent.

Summary of Recommendations:

Fair Financing

1. Replace the mandated employer premiums with an income-related payroll tax, excluding

the fu-st $10,000 of income, eliminating inequities among two-worker/one-worker

families, part-time employees, and early retirees.

2. Cap the family and individual premium payments (for the average cost policy) at 2

percent of income. (Allow this to be exceeded if the employee buys a higher-than-

average-cost policy).

3. Ease the burden on low-wage workers by requiring employers to pay the

individual/family share (20%) of the premium for employees with incomes up to 250%
of poverty. (Employer contributions would still be subject to the overall caps).

4. To pay for the additional subsidies, for additional benefits such as long-term care, and

for creation of parity between different programs (Medicare/Medicaid/regional alliances),

impose an income surtax, a tax on new hospital revenues that are created by reduced

spending for uncompensated care, and a tax on corporate alliances.

5. Exempt the lowest-income senior citizens (up to about 150 percent of poverty) from the

increase in the Part B Medicare premium, increasing the amount paid by other seniors

to cover 35 to 40 percent of the new prescription drug benefit. (The goal would be to

have total new premiums pay for 25 percent of the new benefit).
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Consumer Principle:

Accountability to Consumers

In theory, the creation of health alliances as consumer purchasing cooperatives increases

the accountability of the health care system to American consumers. The make-up of health

alliance boards, with membership balanced between consumers and employers, not providers and

insurers, is an important component of this accountability.

Our biggest concern in this area is the major role that will be played by insurance

companies in implementing the new system. How, for example, will insurance companies cut

costs in order to live within the budget constraints? Unfortunately, we cannot assume that

insurance companies will always cut the "right" costs -- administrative waste, unnecessary care,

and red tape. They will have a strong incentive to cut needed health care services as well. We
also fear that they will each use their own individual treatment protocols, their own utilization

review companies, and will interfere with doctors' treatment decisions.

The health care system needs more outcomes research and needs protocol for weeding
out the SI 30 billion wasted each year on unnecessary care. But we question whether this can

be done fairly and efficiently through hundreds or thousands of individual for-profit entities,

rather than through a single entity accountable only to the public.

The National Health Board is charged with awesome responsibilities that will determine

the quality of the health care system and its ability to constrain costs. It is critical that the

selection criteria for members assure the appointment of the most qualified people who are

committed to serving the interests of consumers.

The proposal allows states to establish a single-payer health care system, but includes

a provision that seems to discourage states from doing so. It would require that states

appropriate revenue from "sources other than those established by this Act" to pay for the

program. Does this provision preclude a state from imposing a payroll tax, one of the

provisions of most single-payer legislation? In light of the ability of a single-payer system to

achieve the principles of universality, cost containment, accountability to consumers, freedom

to choose providers, and fair financing, the federal government should provide the necessary

funding to states to encourage them to adopt a single payer health care system.

We are pleased that the medical malpractice proposals in the plan would not cap

damages receivol by the victims of medical negligence. Additionally, we applaud the provision

allowing consumers to obtain information concerning doctors who commit repeated acts of

malpractice. Providing this important information will help consumers make a meaningful
choice of doctors. We are concerned that the award will be reduced by any amount obtained

from collateral sources after a finding of malpractice. While we do not believe in double

recovery, we do think that the wrongdoer should pay, not be subsidized by the victim's

insurance policies. Malpractice premiums should be experience-rated; caps on lawyers' fees

should apply to lawyers on both sides; and to avoid conflict-of-interests, alternate dispute

84-607 0-94-4
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resolution mechanisms should be conducted within the health alliance, not within individual

health plans.

Summary Recommendations:

Accomitability to Consmners

1 . Make the state single-payer option a real alternative by encouraging states to exercise this

option through federal assistance, providing the necessary funding.

2. Increase accountability of insurance companies/health plans to consumers by placing

requirements on insurance company/health plan boards of directors. At least half of the

board members should represent consumer interests and have no financial stake in the

profitability of the company. Insurance company executives' salaries (i.e. total

compensation) should be open to public review and scrutiny.

3. In appointing members to the National Health Board, both the President and the Congress

should carefully review each candidate's commitment to the quality of the health care

system (while allowing for a willingness to improve the system).

4. Medical malpractice premiums for providers should be experience-rated, so that the vast

number of doctors who provide excellent care are rewarded by lower premiums and the

few doctors who provide substandard care are penalized by higher premiums.

5. Caps on lawyer fees that are imposed on lawyers representing medical malpractice

victims should also be imposed on defense lawyers.

6. Practice guidelines should not be used to shield doctors who commit malpractice.

7. The Alternative Dispute Resolution System should function at the Alliance level, not at

the health plan level because of the conflict of interest that a health plan has in any

malpractice situation.

Consimier Principle:

Freedom to Choose I^oviders

Freedom to choose their own health care provider is one of the most highly valued

features that consumers seek in their health care system. Consumers want to be able to continue

long-standing relationships with their family doaors, specialists, pediatricians, and other health

care providers. Often, one family will have an array of doctors, making it impossible to follow

them all to one HMO. Consumers want to be assured that if serious illness strikes, they will

have access to the highest-quality specialist and specialized treatment centers.
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The proposal recognizes the strength of consumer sentiment on this important attribute

by requiring that each health alliance includes at least one fee-for-service plan. (States can ask

the National Health Board for a waiver from this requirement in very limited circumstances).

In most regional alliances, consumers will be able to choose from a low cost-sharing plan

(presumably in an HMO with virtually no ability to go outside the HMO for non-emergency
medical care), a high cost-sharing plan (apparently with freedom to go to a fee-for-service

doctor) and a combination plan, with most care delivered within an HMO or network, but

freedom to go outside of the network for medical care with higher cosi-sharing requirements.

While this proposal does indeed provide most consumers with some flexibility, we fear

that many low- and middle- income consumers will not be able to afford to pay considerably

higher premiums that could be associated with fee-for-service plans. Without some constraint

on premium differentials between fee-for-service and HMO-types of plans, freedom of choice

of provider could be a luxury only the rich can afford. Health alliances should take steps to

assure that competition among health plans is based primarily on quality, not price. In

negotiating for a fee-for-service health plan, health alliances should address this concern and

consider ways to make this option available to all, by limiting premium differentials to about 10

percent, by requiring employers to pay the individual/family 20-percent-premium-share for

employees with incomes up to 250 percent of poverty (thus making them better able to afford

the fee-for-service option if they want it), and other options. Again, the plan should facilitate

the creation of single payer health care systems, which preserve the freedom of provider for all

consumers, through start-up grants.

Under this proposal, consumers face considerable uncertainty about whether their current

doctors will be available to them ~ even if the consumer chooses a fee-for-service option. It

is impossible for anyone to predict which of their doctors will join which HMO and whether all

of the doctors will be available in the same HMO. In order to allay concerns for this transition

to a new system, we recommend that consumers enrolled in a fee-for-service plan should be

allowed to continue to see their present doctors, even if any of these doctors sign up to work in

an HMO or physician network that is not a part of the consumer's fee-for-service plan, during

a transition period to be determined by the regional alliance.

Another concern is that a consumer will sign up for the low-cost-sharing (HMO) option

in the begiiming of the year (when healthy), and will regret this inflexibility if a serious illness

strikes. In the long-run (annual open enrollment), the consumer will be able to switch to a more

flexible health plan. We believe that in the event of serious new illness or dissatisfaction with

treatment provided, some flexibility to go outside of a low cost-sharing health plan should be

allowed. Under this proposal, plans should be allowed to recapture increased costs (or lost

revenues from higher "combination" cost-sharing) through retroactive premium adjustments from

individuals and families who exercise this option.
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Summary Recommendations:

Freedom to Choose Providers

1. During the transition period, consumers who enroll in a fee-for-service plan should be

allowed to see their current physicians, even if these doctors are enrolled in an HMO or

other provider network outside of the fee-for-service plan.

2. Health alliances should assure that a fee-for-service option is accessible to all consumers,

e.g., by imposing a 10 percent premium differential (over the average premium plan) for

a fee-for-service plan, or by requiring employers to pay the family/individual share of

premium for employees at less than 250 percent of poverty.

3. In the event that serious illness strikes or questions of quality arise, consumers enrolled

in a low-cost sharing plan should be allowed to seek treatment outside of the plan (paying

the higher cost-sharing amounts), until they can switch out of the plan during open
enrollment.

4. The National Health Board should facilitate the state adoption of a single payer system

through provision of necessary funding.
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Mr. Reed. Ms. Davis.
Ms. Davis. Good morning. I am Michele Davis, an economist

with Citizens for a Sound Economy, a 250,000-member consumer
advocacy group offering market-based solutions to public policy

problems. I am glad to be here today to offer comments on the ef-

fect of the Clinton health care plan on consumers.
The current health care system clearly needs reform, but the

Clinton proposal is not the answer. The Clinton health care pro-

posal includes many drastic changes to the current health care sys-
tem that endanger the quality and availability of health care
choices for American consumers. The mandated benefits package
limits consumer choice, forcing everyone to pay for benefits they
may not want or need. Employers and employees will be prohibited
from negotiating over health insurance benefits; for example, trad-

ing broader benefits for increased cash wages and contract bargain-
ing. Instead that decision would lie in the hands of the govern-
ment.

Second, the proposed regional Health Alliances also limit

consumer choice. Most consumers would have only one place to go
to buy health insurance. If they didn't like the options available

there, they would have nowhere else to turn.
But the single largest threat to both quality care and consumer

choice is the cap on health insurance premiums. In recent years,
health insurance premiums have increased at double, and even tri-

ple, the rate of inflation. Both fee-for-service plans, HMOs, and
anything in between, experienced large annual cost increases be-

cause none of these systems give consumers any significant incen-
tives to control costs.

The lack of consumer cost consciousness is a major source of the

excessively high health care spending our system experiences
today, and spending increases in turn leads to bloated health insur-

ance premiums.
At the same time, government health care programs, especially

medicare and medicaid, shift costs onto privately insured patients,

contributing to private health care cost inflation. The Clinton pro-

posal does nothing to return consumer cost consciousness to the
health care market, the public or private aspects of it. Instead the

proposal would artificially control health care spending by mandat-

ing a cap on annual health insurance premium increases.

Despite administration assurances to the contrary, these price
controls will ration the health care available to American consum-
ers whether they are enrolled in a regional Health Alliance or a

corporate alliance.

History and economics both reveal that when the government ar-

tificially restrains prices producers restrict supply and reduce the

quality of goods available. In short, consumers face rationing.
In the 1970s, price controls on gasoline led to lines at the pumps,

and rent controls have reduced the quality and availability of hous-

ing in cities like New York City. Consumers would face the same
phenomena of lower quality and reduced access to services under
the Clinton health plan. The proposed National Health Board
would determine an allowed average premium for each health alli-

ance. All health plans would be squeezed between growing
consumer demand on the one hand and price caps on the other.
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Because the Clinton proposal explicitly allows Health Alliances
to refuse to sell plans that exceed the average premium by 20 per-
cent or more, an insurer may find itself unable to raise revenue to

meet rising costs. The only alternative then would be to ration care
to patients.

In fact, the administration's scheme explicitly gives physicians,
hospitals and other health care providers clear financial incentives
to limit services to patients. These incentives lie in the powers
granted to regional Health Alliances to enforce mandated premium
caps.

In the event that an average health insurance premium in any
region exceeds the mandated cap, the regional Health Alliance
could tax all health plans charging above average premiums and
also tax their participating physicians. Doctors enrolled in these
health plans can only avoid this tax by limiting patient access to

care.

The National Health Board also has broad enforcement powers
to assure that corporate alliances meet their premium targets. If

the average premium in a corporate alliance exceeds the allowed

cap in two out of any three years, the corporate alliance could be
disbanded. To keep premiums below this mandated cap, alliances
and their participating health plans will also be forced to ration
care.

The administration contends that this result is unlikely because
the premium caps are generous and so represent only a fallback po-
sition. The evidence, however, contradicts this claim.
After 1998, the allowed average premium would increase only at

the rate of general inflation. Socialized health care systems around
the world that explicitly ration care, like those in Canada and Eng-
land, all experience annual cost increases well above the rate of

general inflation.

Many health plans today already limit consumer access to care.

Some types of HMOs pay providers a flat fee per patient per year
and whatever the—enrolled patients have to see a gatekeeper phy-
sician before they can see any other doctor, and the health plan
will only pay specialists if the gatekeeper gives approval. These are
the types of systems all consumers will be forced into under the
Clinton health care plan.

In addition to restricting access to current medical services, the

price controls in the plan will also limit development of future med-
ical technologies. It is impossible to measure the costs, both human
and economic, that lost medical research could inflict on American
consumers.
The current health care system clearly needs reform, but Con-

gress can expand access to care and control costs without creating
the enormous new entitlement program proposed by the adminis-
tration. Simply allowing people to group together to buy health in-

surance and making health insurance affordable would address
much of the current problem. Malpractice reform and changes in

the Tax Code would further empower consumers to control their
own health care spending.
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Health care reforms that put consumers, not the government, in
control can get health care costs under control without creating a
new bureaucracy or arbitrarily rationing care.
Thank you.
Mr. Reed. Thank you very much, Ms. Davis.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Davis follows:]
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Good morning Chairman Williams and members of the
subcommittee. My name is Michele Davis, and I am an economist
with Citizens for a Sound Economy (CSE) , a 250,000 member
consumer advocacy group offering market-based solutions to public
policy problems. I am glad to be here today to offer comments on
the effects of the Clinton health care plan on consumers.

The Clinton proposal includes many drastic changes to the
current health care system that endanger the guality and
availability of health care choices for American consumers. The
mandated benefits package limits consumer choice, forcing
everyone to pay for benefits they may not want or need.
Employers and employees would be prohibited from negotiating over
health insurance benefits—trading broader benefits for increased
cash wages in contract bargaining. Instead, that decision would
lie in the hands of the government.

Second, the proposed regional health alliances also limit
consumer choice. Most consumers would have only one place to go
to buy health insurance. The Regional Health Alliances and
Corporate Alliances would have monopoly powers similar to the
Postal Service today. If consumers didn't like the options
available there, they would have nowhere else to turn.

But the single largest threat to both guality care and
consumer choice is the cap on health insurance premiums.

In recent years, health insurance premiums have increased at
double and even triple the rate of inflation. Both fee-for-
service plans and Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)
experience large annual cost increases because neither system
gives consumers any significant incentive to control costs. In
HMOs, consumers pay small fees, if anything at all, for medical
care. And in fee-for-service plans, once consumers have met
their deductibles, they pay only 20 percent of their health care
bills. Doctors might as well hold an 80 percent off sale. This
lack of consumer cost-consciousness is a major source of
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excessively high health care spending. Spending increases, in

turn, lead to bloated health insurance premiums.

At the same time, the government health care programs,
especially Medicare and Medicaid, shift costs onto privately
insured patients. The federal and state governments reimburse
doctors and hospitals less than the full cost of many medical
services, forcing providers to raise their prices in order to
cover these losses. Over time, the difference between Medicare
and Medicaid payment rates and provider costs has expanded,
contributing to private health care cost inflation. The Clinton
health care plan includes further reductions in future Medicare
reimbursements to hospitals, which will only exacerbate the cost-
shifting problem. Without real reforms in these government-run
health care programs, any reform of the private sector is

unlikely to succeed.

The Clinton proposal does nothing to return consumer cost-
consciousness to the health care market. Instead, the Clinton
proposal would artificially control health care spending by
mandating a cap on annual health insurance premium increases.
Despite Administration assurances to the contrary, these price
controls will ration the health care available to American
consumers, whether they purchase insurance from a Regional Health
Alliance or a Corporate Alliance.

History and economics both reveal that when the government
artificially restrains prices, producers restrict supply and
reduce the quality of goods available. In short, consumers face
rationing. In the 1970s, price controls on gasoline led to lines
at the pumps. And rent controls have reduced the quality and
availability of housing in cities like New York City,

Consumers would face the same phenomena of lower quality and
reduced access to services under the Clinton health care plan.
The proposed National Health Board would determine an allowed
average premium for each Regional Alliance and each Corporate
Alliance. While large employers could avoid the bureaucracy of
the Regional Alliance by setting up their own alliance, they
would still be subject to limits on the increase in the average
health plan premium.

All health plans would be squeezed between growing consumer
demand on the one hand and price caps on the other. Because the
Clinton proposal explicitly allows health alliances to refuse to
sell plans that exceed the average premium by 20 percent or more,
an insurer may find itself unable to raise revenue to meet rising
costs. The only alternative, then, would be to ration care to

patients.

In fact, the Administration's scheme explicitly gives
physicians, hospitals and other health care providers clear
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financial incentives to limit services to patients. These
incentives lie in the powers granted to regional alliances to
enforce the mandated premium caps. In the event that the average
health insurance premium in any region exceeds its mandated cap,
the Regional Health Alliance could tax all health plans that

charge above average premiums, and also tax their participating
physicians. Doctors enrolled in expensive health plans can only
avoid this tax by limiting patient access to care.

The National Health Board has broad enforcement powers to
assure that Corporate Alliances also meet their premium targets.
If the average premium in a Corporate Alliance exceeds the
allowed cap in two out of three years, the Corporate Alliance can
be disbanded. Any large employer that wants to continue

providing coverage for its employees will bear this threat in

mind and negotiate lower premiums with participating health

plans. To keep premiums low, these health plans too will be

forced to ration care.

The Administration contends that this result is unlikely
because the premium caps are "generous" and so represent only a

fallback position. The evidence, however, contradicts this
claim. After 1998 the allowed average premium would increase

only at the rate of general inflation. Socialized health care

systems that explicitly ration care—such as those in Canada,
England and Germany—all experience annual cost increases well
above the rate of general inflation.

Many health plans today already limit consumers access to
care. "Capitated physician" HMOs already provide physicians with
incentives to limit patient services. HMOs pay their gatekeeper
physicians a set fee per patient per year. Every enrolled

patient must see the gatekeeper before seeing any other doctor,
and the health plan will only pay specialists if the gatekeeper
has given approval.

The gatekeeper must keep a strict budget. The annual fee
from each patient must cover all that patient's medical bills for
the year. At the end of the year, whatever is left of the annual
fee is divided between the doctor and the HMO. The incentives
are clear—the fewer services a gatekeeper physician allows, the

larger his income. On the other hand, if a doctor spends more on
a patient than the annual fee, the difference comes out of the
doctor's pocket.

These HMOs already ration care. The important point,
however, is that consumers today can choose whether or not to
enroll in such an plan, and even after enrolling can go outside
the system to purchase extra services. Under the Clinton

proposal, consumers would have no choice—all health plans would
face severe budget constraints—forcing them to ration care.
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In addition to restricting consumer access to current
medical services, the price controls in the Clinton plan would
also limit the development of future medical technologies.
Health plans already stretching their resources to cover a
mandated benefits package would be reluctant to extend coverage
to any new technology, no matter its merits. In such an
environment, medical and pharmaceutical research would grind to a

halt, drastically limiting future health care choices. It is

impossible to measure the costs—both human and economic—that
lost medical research could inflict on American consumers.

Over all, the Clinton health care plan will force consumers
to pay more for less care. Consumers will bear higher taxes and
the cost of employer mandates and then will suffer under rationed
health care as the federal government imposes drastic health
insurance premium caps.

The current health care system clearly needs reform. But
Congress can expand access to care and control costs without
creating the enormous new entitlement program proposed by the
Administration. Simply allowing people to group together to buy
insurance and making health insurance portable by eliminating
current tax biases would address much of the current problem.
Malpractice reform and changes in the tax code would further
empower consumers to control their own health care spending.
Health care reforms that put consumers first can control health
care costs without creating a new bureaucracy or arbitrarily
rationing care.

Thank you.
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Mr. Reed. Mr. Pollack?
Mr. Pollack. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
I want to focus my remarks on one of the issues that undoubt-

edly will be one of the more controversial questions that will come
before you; namely, the employer mandate.

Clearly, the President has laid out the challenge for everyone in

Congress with respect to security, and today insecurity really is the
hallmark of our health care system. Each month more than two
and a quarter million Americans who are insured lose health insur-

ance.

Now, many of these people lose insurance for a temporary period
of time, whether it is three months or five months or seven months.

Some, however, lose it for a year or more. For each of them who
lose insurance, they feel terribly insecure about the health care

system and it places them in a very vulnerable position.
Over the course of a year, almost 60 million Americans, almost

1 out of 4 Americans, experience a lack or a loss of health insur-

ance for some portion of the year, and that means that very signifi-
cant numbers of Americans feel terribly insecure because they have
felt the loss of health insurance.

Now, the President's plan builds on our current system. He re-

quires that employers provide coverage for all of their employees,
and I think there are significant advantages to this proposal and
I hope that this committee will support that approach.

First, and perhaps very importantly, is the fact that this is per-

haps the least disruptive way of achieving coverage for everyone.
After all, our current health care system is an employer-based sys-
tem where most people derive their insurance through the work-

place. So, extending this would probably cause the least disruption
with respect to the health care system.

Secondly, it would place employers on a fair competitive footing.

Today, if one employer is competing with another, one is providing
insurance coverage and the other is not, there is an artificial dis-

advantage to the employer that is fulfilling responsibilities to em-

ployees. This would place the various firms on an even playing
field, and I think that is to be recommended.

Thirdly, one of the things, perhaps, that is least understood is

that if one employer provides coverage for employees and the other
one doesn't, the employer who does provide coverage, in fact, pays
for the employees of the employer who does not provide coverage.
For example, if Julie's hardware store has eight employees and
Julie provides coverage for her employees, and Jim's hardware
store similarly may have eight employees and Jim does not provide
coverage for his employees, if Jim's employee goes from work this

just say afternoon and gets into a car accident and goes to the

emergency room, that employee will receive care and somebody is

going to pay for it. And the person who is going to pay for it, in

effect, is Julie. Because when Julie's employees go to the hospital,
her employees are, in effect, going to get a hidden surcharge on the
bill to make up for the loss of revenues for those people who are
uninsured.

So, in effect, Julie is not only paying for her employees, and Jim
is not therefore putting her at a competitive disadvantage, but she
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is also subsidizing Jim's employees as well. This would come to an
end if we had an employer mandate.
Now, I suggest to you that perhaps the most significant concern

that the employer mandate raises is what its impact is going to be
on small businesses, and I think that the administration has been
very sensitive to the concerns of small businesses and that the

package as a whole will be very advantageous to small business.
Number one, the administration provides discounts to small busi-

nesses that have difficulty paying for premiums, and these dis-

counts will extend to employers with as many as 75 employees.
Secondly, the administration provides for pool purchasing which

will provide two advantages: Number one, it will reduce the admin-
istrative cost that small businesses are bearing today; 40 cents out
of the dollar in premiums today goes for administrative costs. By
improving through economies of scale, administrative costs will be

significantly reduced, and it will provide improved leveraging
power vis-a-vis the insurance companies.

I suggest to you that an employer mandate not only will effec-

tively extend coverage for everybody, but it is a fair way to achieve
it. It will be least disruptive for the system, and I believe as we
go through this the alternatives either don't get the job done or are

significantly disruptive.
Thank you.
Mr. Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Pollack.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pollack follows:]
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Ronald F. Pollack

Executive Director

Chairman Williams and Members of the subcommittee:

Thank you so much for inviting me to testify today about the impact of the Clinton health

plan on American Families. Families USA is enthusiastically supporting the Health Security Act

of 1993.

Our current health system has deprived American families of the peace of mind of

knowing that they will always be able to take care of their families' health care needs. This

Families USA special report looks at the wide variety of problems American families are

experiencing with our current health care system and at how President Clinton's Health Security
Act of 1993 will address these problems. As the following analysis shows, the Clinton health

reforms, if enacted, will provide the security and peace of mind that American families so

profoundly lack today.

PEOPLE WHO WILL LOSE THEIR INSURANCE

Jerry and Donna Weldon live in Feruon, Missouri with their two young children. Jerry

is a plumber and the family is covered through Jerry's union. Every three months, Jerry must

work a certain number ofhours to qualifyfor health insurance coverage. Lately, work has been

slow, so Jerry is working fewer hours and the number of work hours required by the union for
health insurance will be increasing. The Weldon 's eight-year old son has leukemia and he is

scheduled for a bone marrow transplant this fall. After this procedure, he will need ongoing
medical care and prescription drugs. The Weldons are worried that they will lose their

insurance in thefitture because ofJerry's lack of work and the increasing number of required

work hours for coverage.

Over two million Americans lose their health insurance each month. Over 57 million

Americans will be without insurance for some time in 1993.' Most of these people will lack

insurance for less than five months, yet a significant portion will lack insurance for six months

or more.^ During this time, families are at grave fmzmcial risk if they become sick or injured.

As of 1998, under the Health Security Act, Americans can no longer lose their health

insurance. A health security card will guarantee all Americans nationally-defined,

comprehensive health benefits that continue without interruption regardless of any changes in

health, employment or economic status. Workers and their families will receive insurance

coverage through their emplryment. Self-employed or unemployed people and their fami'ies will

purchase coverage directly. Self-employed families' insurance premiums will be

fully tax deductible, instead of only 25 percent deductible as they are now. Businesses and

families having the greatest difficulty paying for premiums will receive discounts to make their

premiums affordable.

Families will choose from a variety of health plans offered by regional health alliances

where they live. Employees of firms with more than 5,000 employees may choose from at least

three plans offered by their firm. Americans over age 65 will continue to enroll in the Medicare

program, as they do now, and will also have the option of choosing managed care plans.
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Under the Health Security Act, the Weldons would always have the same comprehensive

insurance, regardless of how much work Jerry can get.

INADEQUATE IIMSURANCE

Susan and David Mast live in Wheaton, Maryland, with their two young children on an

income of $20,000. David Mast is a self-employed coruractor and purchased health insurance

coverage on his own. He paid $4,000for his family's health insurance in 1992, but couldn't

afford the extra $4,000 a year maternity coverage would have cost. Even then, the coverage
wouldn 't have been effective for one year. Their youngest child was bom in February 1992.

Susan Mast worked two jobs as a proofreader and typesetter, and took in babysitting and

accounting work, to pay off the $3,300 billfrom that birth.

Millions of Americans currently have inadequate insurance that can leave them with

thousands of dollars in medical bills. Such inadequate coverage is most common for families

who buy non-group coverage and can only afford or qualify for very limited coverage with high

deductibles, high copayments or limitations in benefits. Some families can only purchase policies

with low lifetime payment levels, thereby leaving them vulnerable to high debts if a serious

illness strikes.

Families USA estimates that 18 million Americans who have insurance are currently

spending ten percent or more of their pretax income on out-of-pocket health expenses, excluding

expenses for nursing home care, health insurance premiums, Medicare payroll taxes, federal,

state and local taxes, and wages lost because of their employers' costs for health insurance.'

Economists generally consider individusils to be underinsured if they are at risk o/ spending ten

percent or more of their income on out-of-pocket health costs.*

The Health Security Act will guarantee all Americans comprehensive health coverage.
The comprehensive benefit package guarantees access to a full range of services. The benefits

include a variety of preventive services available at no

cost. In addition, prescription drug, dental and mental health services are more generous than

many plans today. No individual will have to spend more than $1,500 annually for covered

services and no family will have to spend more than $3,000 annually.

The guaranteed national benefits have no lifetime limitations on coverage and include:

hospital services; emergency services; services of physicians and other health professionals; a

variety of preventive services; mental health and substance abuse services; family planning

services; pregnancy-related services; hospice; home health care; extended-care services;

ambulance services; outpatient laboratory and diagnostic services; outpatient prescription drugs
and biologicals; outpatient rehabilitation services; durable medical equipment, prosthetic and

orthotic devices; vision and hearing care; preventive dental services for children; and health

education classes.
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Under the Health Security Act, the Mast family would always have comprehensive

health benefits, including full maternity coverage.

HIGH PRESCRIPTION DRUG COSTS

lona O'Neill is an 83 year old resident of Spring Hill, Florida, lona's income from
Social Security is less than $700 per month. She has no insurance covering prescription drug

costs, lona suffered bladder cancer and now spends $300 per month on medicine. Her income

is too high, however, to qualify for any public assistance with prescription drug costs.

Paying for prescription drugs is an onerous burden for many Americans. An estimated

72 million Americans currently lack health insurance for prescription drugs.' Medicare does not

cover outpatient prescription drug costs. Elderly persons take more prescripdons, on average,

than younger people and have higher drug costs, but less than half (49%) of all elderly

Americans have prescription drug coverage.* As a result, elderiy persons pay almost two-thirds

(64%) of their prescription drug costs out of pocket.^

Prescription drug costs have increased much faster than inflation. From 1985 to 1991,

inflation was 21 percent. Yet the cost of prescription drugs increased 66 percent over the same

period and the cost of the 20 brand-name drugs most commonly purchased increased 79

percent.* Americans, therefore, not only pay significant amounts out of pocket for prescription

drugs, but these costs are consuming a larger and larger portion of their incomes.

As of January 1, 1996, Medicare beneficiaries will no longer see prescription drug costs

eating up their incomes if the Health Security Act is enacted. They will be eligible for a new

outpatient prescription drug benefit. After an annual deductible

of $250 per person, Medicare beneficiaries will pay only 20 percent of prescription drug costs

up to an annual maximum of $1,000. The benefit will be part of Medicare Part B. Ninety-seven

percent of Medicare beneficiaries elect Part B coverage and pay Part B premiums that cover 25

percent of Part B costs. After 1996, the deductible and out-of-pocket maximum will increase

only for inflation.

All Americans under age 65 also will have coverage for prescription drug costs as of

1998. After a maximum annual deductible of $250 for individuals or $400 for families,

individuals will pay either $5 per prescription or 20 percent, depending on the health plan. If

an individual's health costs exceed $1,500 or a family's costs exceed $3,000 in a year, they will

no longer have to make any additional payments for prescription drugs.

Under the Health Security Act, lona O'Neill would pay only the first $250 each year

of her prescription drug costs and 20 percent of her prescription drug costs up to $1,000. If

she spent $1,000 on prescription drugs in a year. Medicare would cover the remainder of her

prescription drug costs.
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EARLY RETIREES LOSING THEIR HEALTH BENEFITS

Kazimer "Casey
'
Patelski and his wife Bonnie live in Costa Mesa, California. Casey was

a design engineer for McDonnell Douglas for 28 years. He helped design various aircraft,

missiles, satellites and the Skylab Space Station. Casey, who suffered from polio as a young
man, turned down numerous job offers from other companies over the years because of the

generous retirement benefits, including health insurance, promised by McDonnell Douglas.
When Casey retired ai age 63, he was assured that he and Bonnie would have health insurance

coverage for the rest of their lives. A year later McDormell Douglas announced that it was

eliminating health insurance benefits for all retirees. Current retirees, like the Patelskis, were

allowed to purchase health insurance coverage with their pension funds.

Companies across the country are reducing their work forces by encouraging employees
to take early retirement. Former employers are the primary source of health insurance for

retirees who are not yet eligible for Medicare. One-third (32%) of the retirees covered by their

former employers are under age 65.' In light of skyrocketing health care costs and new

accounting rules requiring employers to report this liability, companies are cutting health benefits

for current and future retirees.

In the last few months, both McDonnell Douglas and Unisys corporations eliminated all

health benefits to their current retirees, leaving some 45,000 retirees and their families without

health insurance protection.'" These corporations are not alone. A recent major survey of larger

corporations found that 12 percent of companies responding have eliminated or plan to eliminate

all retiree health benefits. Another 56 percent have reduced or plan to reduce health benefits

covered."

The Health Security Act would provide early retirees and their families with guaranteed
health coverage. Under the Act, the federal government would pay 80 percent of premiums for

retirees between the ages of 55 and 65. For retirees whose previous employers currently pay
retiree health costs, their employers would now be required to pay the retirees' share of

premiums (20 percent).

Under this Act, the federal government would pay 80 percent of the Patelskis' health

insurance premiums until Mr. Patelski was eligible for Medicare.

JOB LOCK

When Melanie Wood was pregnant with her third child, she intended to leave herjob with

the Harris County juvenile probation department to become a full-time mother. At the time, the

family had health insurance coverage through Melanie 's job. Jordan, now ten, was bom with

Sturge-Weber syndrome, a congenital neurological disorder that left him blind in his left eye and

caused a large pon-wine stain over most ofhis body that requires laser treatmems. Jordan also

has hydrocephalitis and needs a shut to drain excess fluid from his brain. Melanie started

calling insurance companies from her hospital bed immediately after Jordan 's birth and she

found that Jordan was uninsurable. Since her husband. Randy, is self-employed, Melanie was
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forced to return to work in order to keep health insurance protection for her family. Melanie

wants to be ai home with her children, but ifshe leaves herjob, herfamily will no longer qualify

for insurance.

American families with a member who has a chronic health condition can easily find

themselves in the position of being unable to change jobs because the family is dependent on the

health insurance obtained through one family member's job. One in five (19%) workers report

that they or a family member are locked in their jobs because new work offers limited or no

health insurance.
'^ The worker, or the worker's spouse or children, may have existing health

problems that will prevent them from being able to get new insurance after a job switch. Small

businesses and individuals experience great difficulty obtaining comprehensive health coverage
for people with preexisting health conditions. A worker seeking to change jobs may find a

potential job that does not offer health benefits at all.

The Health Security Act, immediately upon enactment, will prohibit insurers from

excluding preexisting conditions for individuals and their families who were insured within the

previous 90-day period. For individuals and their families who were not previously insured,

insurers can limit coverage for preexisting conditions for no more than six months. The Act also

immediately requires insurers to accept all newly-hired, full-time employees and their families

added to groups currently insured. By 1998, the Act prohibits exclusions for preexisting

conditions under any circumstances.

As of 1998, under the Health Security Act all employers will contribute 80 percent of

average premium costs for health insurance for workers and their families, or more if they

choose. Workers will no longer have to choose between jobs that offer health benefits and those

that do not.

Under the Health Security Act, ifMelanie Wood became afull-time mother, the Wood

family would be able to get health insurance through the regional health alliancefor the same

premium as everyone else in the region. The family would be able to fully deduct the cost of
the premium since Randy Wood is self-employed.

SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS AND THEIR FAMILIES

Ann and Hubert Maddux live in Corpus Christi, Texas with theirfour-year-old daughter
and infant son. Hubert runs a tackle shop makes approximately $25,000 a year. As a small

business owner the best insurance Hubert could getfor himselfand his family was through his

alma mater in 1986. At thai time his premiums were $1,000 a year. After their daughter was

bom with Downs Syndrome and serious heart defects, the Maddux family's premiums increased

to $1 7,000 annually. Recemly they were able to reduce the premium to $14,400, but they have

to pay a $1,000 deductible per person and half of the first $2,500 in covered expenses per

person. Both children need prescription drugs which the family 's insurance does not cover.

Medicine for the children costs the family between $100 and $200 a month.

Small business owners, employees and their families encounter great difficulties obtaining

affordable health insurance. Small groups generally must pay ten to 40 percent more for health
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insurance than large groups. Business owners experiencing problems like those of the Maddux

family often face much higher premiums." Small groups are at a disadvantage because they

lack the bargaining power that enables larger groups to negotiate reduced provider payments and

premium rates.

Likewise, small groups bear much of the burden of paying for uncompensated care to the

uninsured, since they do not have the clout to negotiate reduced provider and premium rates.

Small groups pay higher administrative costs for insurance than larger groups. Administrative

costs can account for up to 40 percent of premium costs for very small groups, as compared
with six percent of premium costs for very large groups.'*

Small group premiums are often experience-rated, which means that they are based on

the actual claims experience of the group. Since small groups cannot spread the claims costs

across many persons, experience-rated premiums are often high and can escalate rapidly if one

member of the group has a serious health problem.'* According to a survey by the National

Federation of Independent Business, the high cost of health insurance is the most pressing

problem confronting small business."

Those who would purchase health insurance as individuals or as part of a small business

group face another formidable barrier to health coverage—medical underwriting practices.

Medical underwriting is the process by which an insurer evaluates the health history and the

potential for poor health status, and high claims, for an individual or group. In addition,

insurance companies often deny coverage to small employer groups based on the nature of the

industry, such as agriculture, retail or construction, or offer them only limited coverage because

of employees' health status or claims experience. Based on current underwriting practices,

approximately 15 percent of all small businesses are ineligible for insurance or eligible only for

restricted coverage."

The Health Security Act will end the discrimination small groups and individuals have

experienced in the insurance marketplace. Most Americans will obtain their insurance through

consumer-controlled regional health alliances where they live.

This pooling of individuals and businesses will result in lower premiums for those who

previously purchased insurance as small businesses or individuals. By purchasing insurance

through regional pools, small businesses and individuals will benefit from the negotiating power

of large groups with insurance companies.

Under the Act, small businesses and individuals will no longer see their premiums

skyrocket from year to year. The Heaith Security Act will limit the amount by which insurance

companies can raise their premiums each year. Since everyone will have health coverage, small

businesses and individuals will no longer bear the disproportionate burden of paying a large

hidden surcharge for care to the uninsured.

Under the Health Security Act, all employers in the region will pay 80 percent of the

average premium cost to the purchasing alliances, or more if they choose, and employees and

business owners will select their families" coverage from among the various plans in that area.

Insurers will no longer be able to set the premiums for small businesses on the basis of that
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group alone. Instead, premiums will be based on health costs for the entire region. Everyone
under 65 who obtains insurance through their regional health alliance will pay the same premium

regardless of age or health status. Insurers will no longer be able to reject businesses or

individuals for any reason.

Small businesses and families will be eligible for significant federal assistance with

premium costs. No business with under 5,000 employees will have to spend more than 7.9

percent of its payroll for health insurance costs. Businesses with 75 or fewer employees will pay
less if their average wages are $24,000 or less. The lowest wage small businesses will pay only

3.5 percent of payroll. Families and individuals with incomes below 150 percent of poverty

(about $22,000 for a family of four) will be eligible for assistance with paying their share (20

percent of average premiums) of the premium. Families with incomes under $40,000 will pay

no more than 3.9 percent of their income for their share of the premiums.

Under the Health Security Act, the Maddux family would have comprehensive health

benefits for the same premium as all other neighboring Texas residents. After paying a $250

annual deductible for each family member, they would be responsible for 20 percent of their

prescription drug costs or $5 for each prescription, depending on their plan, until they had

annual medical costs of $3,000. Once they spent that much, they would no longer have any

out-of-pocket costs for a comprehensive range of services.

LONG TERM CARE AT HOME

Roz and Harold Barkowitz live in North Miami Beach, Florida. Harold is a 72-year-old

retired shoemaker who had to give up his business six years ago to care for Roz. age 67, who

has multiple sclerosis. They had to sell their house and move into an apanmem because Roz

could no longer climb the stairs. They get no outside assistance caring for Roz. only someone

who comes to clean once a week. Harold's greatest fear is that something will happen to him

and he will no longer be able to care for Roz. He currently spends 24 hours a day taking care

of her.

Virtually every American family eventually confronts a long term care crisis. At any

given time, there are an estimated three and one-half million Americans who have great

difficulty taking care of themselves. These persons require assistance with three or more of the

five most basic activities of daily living—eating, bathing, toileting, dressing and getting out of

a bed or chair. The services that they need are largely non-medical in nature and, as a result,

options for financial assistance or insurance coverage are very limited.

Approximately half of these Americans currently do not receive any paid home care

services." They want to continue to live in their homes and communities rather than go to a

nursing home. But they and their family caregivers need help. Based on one study, families

devote an average of 57 hours per week to caregiving for their frail elders." Over one-third

of informal caregivers are elderly and one-third report being in poor health themselves.'"

Currently American families that use paid home care must spend thousands of dollars out of

pocket for that care.-'

8
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The Health Security Act establishes a major new program to provide services to

individuals with severe disabilities without regard to age. Beginning in 1996, under the Act, the

federal government will provide significant new funds to states to enable the development of

individualized plans of care for persons with severe disabilities. These persons will be eligible

for services that include personal assistance and other services that help these persons continue

to live in their homes and community. This new program will be fully phased in by the year

2003. Individuals will be responsible for copayments based on income.

Under the Health Security Act, Mr. and Mrs. BarkowUz would be eligible for the

services of someone to assist Mr. Barkowitz with caringfor his wife. The new program will

make such care affordable. With a majorfederal program supporting home and community-
based services, it would be easier to find appropriate assistance for Mrs. Barkowitz.

EMPLOYEES VULNERABLE TO ARBITRARY BENEFIT LIMITS

John and Joan Cleveland of St. Louis, Missouri had health insurance through Joan's

employer, a company thai is self-insured. John was diagnosed with leukemia in September 1990,

and he needed a bone marrow transplant. Even though his insurance had a $500,000 lifetime

maximum, the policy capped coverage of organ and tissue transplants at $75,000. John's

transplant cost about $250,000. John died of complications from his transplant in June 1993.

Approximately 40 percent of all employees and their families are covered by employer
health plans that are self-insured." Self-insured companies do not purchase health insurance

from a private insurance company. Instead, they pay the cost of their employees' medical care

directly.

The federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) protects the

financial solvency of employee benefit plans, like retirement and insurance plans. This law

exempts self-insured employers from state mandates, regulations and premium taxes. As a result,

the U.S. Supreme Court recently ruled that self-insured employers may limit or eliminate health

insurance benefits at any time, even after an employee or a family member contracts a serious

illness. As a result, employees of self-insured companies have found themselves in the tragic

position of developing very serious illnesses and watching employers respond by limiting benefits

for that illness—with employees having no recourse.

Self-insurance was once common among only the largest firms. However, smaller and

smaller companies are now c'loosing to self-insure in an effort to save money. Self-insurance

is now common with companies with as few as 100 employees. In 1986, only 46 percent of all

employers that offered health insurance were self-insured. By 1992, 69 percent were self-

insured."

Upon enactment, the Health Security Act will prohibit all employers and insurers from

imposing caps or exclusions on coverage for specific medical conditions or any lifetime limit on

benefits. The Act will require all businesses, whether they
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pay for their employees through a regional health alliance or through their own health alliance,

to provide the comprehensive benefits specified by federal law or to offer even more extensive

coverage.

Under the Health Security Act, John and Joan Cleveland would have had to pay no

more than $3, 000 out-of-pocketfor John 's medical expenses in the year that he had his bone

marrow transplant.

EMPLOYERS WITH SKYROCKETING PREMIUMS

Roger Flaherty owns a small company. Floor Covering Resources, in Kensington,

Maryland. He has two employees, and they are covered by a small group health insurance plan.

Both employees have ongoing health problems. In 1987 Roger paid $285 a month to cover these

employees. He now pays $786 a month. In november 1993 his premiumms will increase to $946

a month. The business pays the full cost of the insurance. Roger is committed to providing

health insurance for his employees, but doesn't know ifhe can continue to afford it.

The amount American families and businesses are charged for health care has far

outpaced increases in family income and business profits. Average family income increased 88

percent from 1980 to 1991 , while average family spending for health care increased 147 percent.

In 1992 alone, health care inflation caused the equivalent of a five percent cut in American

families' take-home pay.-^

Today, business spending for health care nearly equals the amount corporations make in

after-tax profits." By contrast, in 1980, business health care spending amounted to 41 percent

of corporations' after-tax profits.^' If health care inflation had been held to the same rate of

inflation as in the rest of the economy from 1980 to 1992, health care costs for businesses today

would be one-third less than they are. This difference averages about $1,000 per worker."

By 1996, the Health Security Act will limit the amount by which insurance companies
can raise premiums. By 1999, American families will no longer have to swallow health

insurance premium increases that are larger than general infla-

tion. American families will see larger wage increases and more disposable income and

businesses will see less of their profits eaten up by health cost increases.

Under the Health Security Act, Mr. Flaherty would see his health insurance premiums

for his employees go up no faster than inflation.

CARE UNAVAILABLE FOR MEDICAID BENEFICIARIES

In late 1990, Sherri Wilbum of Bloum County. Tennessee learned she was pregnant.

Although she qualified for Medicaid coverage, neither Sherry nor a social worker at the local

health department couldfind a doctor willing to provide Sherri with prenatal care. Sherri was

finally able to schedule her first doctor visit for a date in her seventh month of pregnancy.

10
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Three days before her scheduled appoinnneni to begin prenatal care, Sherri wen: into labor.

Her daughter, Cassandra, was born with brain damage and was hospitalized for months.

Cassandra will need special education and ongoing physical therapy. According to one of
Cassandra 's doctors. Sherri 's pregnancy was "complicated by a lack ofprenatal care.

"

Low-income Americans face numerous barriers to medical care, even when they are

covered by Medicaid, the government's health insurance program for low-income persons.

Approximately one of every five adults who receives Medicaid experiences problems getting
health care. Last year, almost one out of five adults receiving Medicaid were turned away by
a hospital or a doctor. Another 20 percent had to go to an emergency room for care because

they did not have a regular doctor.^*

Doctors are often reluctant to see Medicaid beneficiaries because Medicaid pays far less

than private insurance for medical care. One-quarter of all physicians will not accept any
Medicaid patients. Another one-third limit the number of Medicaid recipients they see. Over half

of all pediatricians report that they will not accept any Medicaid recipients, or limit the number

they will accept."

Under the Health Security Act, all Medicaid beneficiaries will have access to the same

plans offered by the regional health alliances as everyone else. For individuals eligible for

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), the

Medicaid program will make payments to the health alliances that allow the beneficiaries to

choose among all health plans with premiums equal to or below the average. Persons currently

receiving Medicaid, but not eligible for cash assistance, will obtain their health insurance

through their regional health alliance in the same manner as all other persons. Additionally,

persons who receive cash assistance will pay discounted copayments.

Under the Health Security Act, Sherri Wilbum would have her choice ofany insurance

plan offered in her Tennessee region with an average premium or lower. All such insurance

plans would have to provide easily accessible prenatal care. Her regional health alliance would

provide her with information on the quality ofprenatal care provided by each plan offered in

her region.

11
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Mr. Reed. I think you provided a good jumping off point for my
first question to the panel, and that is, one of the critical dif-

ferences between the various plans that have been proposed is the
mandate by employers to provide insurance versus Senator
Chafee's proposal of an individual mandate. I wonder if you all

might comment on the practicality and advisability of the individ-

ual mandate versus the employer-based mandate.
And you might start, Mr. Pollack, and go down the panel.
Mr. Pollack. I am happy to do that, Mr. Reed.
There are really four different approaches that we see in the var-

ious bills that have been introduced so far. One approach, essen-

tially, as Congresswoman Woolsey mentioned, is the single-payer
approach, I believe that that approach effectively achieves coverage
for everybody. It has worked in Canada. It could work here in the
United States.

There is a question as to politically whether it is achievable in

this Congress, but I think it could work and it certainly has worked
in countries that have tried it. I have already gone over the em-

ployer mandate approach.
The third approach is the approach utilized in the Chafee bill,

and I think the individual mandate has two disadvantages to it. It

theoretically can achieve universal coverage, but I think it has two

problems.
The first problem is that in order for that to work the subsidies

that the government is going to have to pay to employees are con-

siderably larger than the subsidies and the expenditures the gov-
ernment will have to pay through an employer mandate. For a sim-

ple reason: The burden, in effect, is shifted on employers rather
than the government, and if you shift that burden onto employees,
then you're going to have to subsidize employees who are not just

poor but those who are marginally above the poverty line. And I

suggest to you that the fiscal implications of that approach are sig-

nificantly more severe than they are under an employer mandate.
The second problem with an individual mandate is that I think

it would encourage some businesses to drop current coverage that

they are providing for their employees, and I believe that in turn
the employees will not be made whole with an increase in salaries.

I think very few employees believe that if you drop coverage that

their employer is going to make up for that loss in fringe benefits

through an increase in salary.
But even in those few instances where an employer did make up

for it, the tax treatment of that increased salary is such that the
net effect is not going to yield an employee being in the same posi-
tion because the employee is going to have to pay taxes on that in-

creased salary, which will mean in terms of take-home pay the net
effect is going to be a loss of income and security for workers.
The final approach is actually the Cooper approach, which I view

as the "wishful thinking" approach in all this, and it is—of the

four, it is the least desirable of the various options.
The Cooper approach hopes that through some insurance reforms

that more people will get coverage and it provides some modest
subsidies for people. We certainly have some experience with insur-

ance-based reforms and what the impact has been, and it has not
come an3rwhere close to achieving universal coverage. So that the
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Cooper approach is one that would leave many millions of Ameri-
cans without health insurance whereas, theoretically, the first

three approaches could work albeit I think the employer mandate
has a far greater advantage to it than the individual mandate.
Mr. Reed. Thank you, Mr. Pollack.

Ms. Davis?
Ms. Davis. We are opposed to an employer mandate from two

perspectives. First of all, it is a tax on emplo3rment and will mas-
sively reduce employment opportunities in the country. But also

precisely because it does build on what is wrong with the current

system.
The fact that we have an employer-based system is why we have

a lack of portability, why we hear stories about preexisting condi-

tions, because people have to depend on their employers to provide
them with health insurance. This is a middle man. It prevents con-
sumers from having choices in the health care market. What we
need to do is get back to where individuals have more control over
the health insurance that they can buy.
An employer mandate just embeds exactly what is wrong with

the current health care system, and on top of having massive un-

employment in the country.
Mr. Reed. Does your organizations support a universal health

care system that every American should have access to?

Ms. Davis. Every American should have access to health insur-

ance, and the best way to provide for that is to have a free market,
which we do not have now, and to provide subsidies for individuals
who can't afford to buy health insurance today.
We already as a society think that everyone needs to have food

but the government doesn't run the grocery stores. We have vouch-
ers for people who can't afford to buy food, and that system works
pretty well, and that is what we should be doing.
Mr. Reed. So you would propose a system in which we would

provide vouchers to all Americans to purchase health insurance?
Ms. Davis. No. No. To people who can't afford it on their own,

the way we do for food today.
Mr. Reed. Food stamps. But the food market is a little bit dif-

ferent than the medical care market, I suspect. I mean most con-
sumers have a pretty good idea what they want to eat and they can

shop between Oreo cookies and Hydrox cookies. Do you think we
can do the same thing in health care?
Ms. Davis. I think we would do it even better in health care. I

mean whether I eat Hydrox cookies or Oreo cookies isn't going to

have much of an affect on my life, but whether I choose a good doc-

tor is certainly more important, not from a financial perspective,
from my own health perspective.

I think every single person out there has very clear incentives to

look into their own health care.

Mr. Reed. Thank you.
Ms. Shearer, your thoughts?
Ms. Shearer. I would like to first comment on the previous wit-

ness' response. If you take this to the extreme and you get rid of

employment-based insurance and you focus on the individual, what
this would lead to eventually would be charging someone with can-
cer a premium of $30,000, individual risk-based premiums. The
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bigger the group for community rating, the better off less healthy
consumers are.

And we strongly believe that health care is different from food
and televisions and that we need to be turning to a community-
based, community-rated type of premium.

But, to directly answer your question about the employer man-
date, as I mentioned in my testimony, we continue to support a sin-

gle-payer system as the best way to achieve universality. An em-
ployer mandate, however, is our second best alternative. If you're
not going to adopt a single-payer system, then we believe that you
need to have an employer-based mandate. We believe that this

builds effectively on the present system. It levels the playing field

between employers.
I would like to agree with some things Mr. Pollack said earlier

about some concerns about an individual-based mandate. We are
concerned that the needed subsidies of that type of approach could
be certainly in the high tens of billions, possibly over $100 billion,
to bring the cost down to an affordable level for the lowest income
people, and we are also concerned that employers could cut back
on their employment-based policies if there were an individual
mandate.
Mr. Reed. Thank you.
Ms. Cain?
Ms. Cain. Yes. Our members when they studied this issue de-

cided that they felt single-payer was the preferred way but could—
found acceptable an employer mandate if it did give you universal

coverage and cost containment. Did not fmd acceptable the individ-

ual mandate which in many cases people who are currently not
under an employee system now have to, as Ms. Shearer indicated,

certainly live that way and can't afford coverage when they are out
there by themselves, and that system really doesn't seem to work
and doesn't give coverage.
We want people to receive quality health care, not access to the

ability to buy it. So we feel that—we prefer the other two methods.
Mr. Reed. Thank you very much.
Ms. Woolsey?
Ms. Woolsey. Well, now I know why I am such a happy member

of the League of Women Voters.
Ms. Cain. Thank you.
Ms. Woolsey. I have just completed five of seven health care fo-

rums in my district and I have had a League member on each of

the panels whenever it was possible, and I have found that a very
balanced viewpoint.
Ms. Cain. Thank you.
Ms. Woolsey. With the balanced viewpoint from the League,

nonpartisan, how are you getting your proposal out, so the rest of

the world can see it, in the United States?
Ms. Cain. Well, we are trying very hard to—we have had the op-

portunity, thank you, to appear before panels such as yours here
and to work with members in the grassroots across the country and

hope to do more of that and be able to put together
—we put to-

gether a health care kit for citizens so that they could take a look
at the issues.

Am I addressing your question?
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Ms. WooLSEY. Yes.
Ms. Cain. Well, we put together a health care—it is called a care

package for citizens that deal with the major issues so they can
make up their minds as well on what needs to be done in health
care reform, and that is available to everybody. It talks about the

process that you will go through as Members of Congress, what
committees will be dealing with it, and how they can get access to

you to discuss the issues.

Ms. WoOLSEY. Well, I would suggest you promote that as best
and widely as you can.

How are we going to be able to keep reproductive services, in-

cluding abortion, in the President's plan?
Ms. Cain. Well, we feel that it is critical and we will do every-

thing we can. We are happy and delighted that it is in there and
we will do everything we can to see that it stays.
Ms. WoOLSEY. Thank you.
Ms. Shearer, does your organization have polling data? Do you

have focus groups? How do you know what the consumers want so

clearly?
Ms. Shearer. We did a poll with the Gallup organization in the

spring that found that 85 percent of American consumers want a
health care system that is not based on age, income, health status,
or employment. We did a poll in 1939 that showed that people were

willing to pay, I believe the figure was $3—$3 a month for health
care coverage. If we had only done what we had recommended in

1939 we wouldn't be where we are today.
We don't do polls frequently. But, as I mentioned, we did a poll

in the spring that showed to us very clearly that Americans not

only want a system that is separated from health status, but they
also want a system with very comprehensive benefits.

And one other key finding of our poll was that 90 percent of the
consumers that we polled, and this was a random cross section of

Americans, supported including benefits beyond doctor care and
hospital care and preventive care, but also including nursing home
benefits and home care benefits.

Ms. Woolsey. And did they feel that a choice of provider would
really be available through fee-for-service?

Ms. Shearer. Well, our poll preceded the Clintons' initial pro-

posal, but what it found was that freedom to choose providers is

something that Americans feel very, very strongly about. And our

analysis of the Health Security Act, the Act as introduced in Octo-
ber has improved dramatically on the draft in September because
it does provide a safety valve to consumers.

If a consumer joins an HMO at the beginning of the year when
they are healthy and find that they get sick down the road in the
middle of the year, they will have the option of going outside the
network to find the most renowned specialists that they may need,
and we think that provides an important protection to consumers.
We feel that the plan should go further in making sure the fee-

for-service option is available to people of all income levels, so we
feel that the plan needs some improvements in that area.

Ms. Woolsey. Okay. Mr. Pollack, if the single-payer system is

politically acceptable to the public, why do you think it is not politi-

cally acceptable to the Congress?
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Mr. Pollack. Let me repeat. I think a single-payer system can
work well. It is very effective. We have written a book about the

single-payer system and observed its functioning in Canada.
I think my own judgment as to why I think it is not likely to

pass the Congress—that has nothing to do with my viewpoints
about whether it would be good to pass the Congress—is that if you
look at what happened in the budget fight, in the budget fight that
ended this summer we were trying to cut the deficit by $500 billion

over 5 years. That is $100 billion, of which half of that was to be
in new taxes, the other half was to be in expenditure reductions.
So in terms of new taxes, it was about $50 billion in new taxes.

Now, if we implemented a single-payer system it would require
that those expenditures currently made in the private sector would
have to be made through the public sector, and that would be about
$500 billion.

Now, I believe that you can achieve significant savings through
a single-payer system, but the tax implications are $500 billion, or
about 10 times as great as what we experienced in the budget bat-

tle. And given that in the Senate the vote was 50 to 50 with the
Vice President breaking the tie and in the House it was a two vote

difference, I have my doubts as to whether this Congress was likely
to adopt that approach.
Now, I do favor, as Gail Shearer talked about, the President's

proposal to allow States to test with a single-payer approach, and
I think there may be a few States that may be willing to opt into

it. Vermont clearly is looking at this. The District of Columbia is

looking at this, and there may be some other States.

So I think for those of you who support a single-payer system,
I think that the feature that Ms. Shearer emphasized before about
the option for States to go in a single-payer direction is very help-
ful, and I support that.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Okay. Thank you.
Mr. Reed. Mr. Hoekstra?
Mr. Hoekstra. Thank you. A couple of questions for the entire

panel.
The benefits package that the President's plan has has been de-

scribed as equivalent to the best in a composite of the Fortune 500.

Have any of you done a survey of medium-size companies. Fortune
500 companies, that identifies the 5 or 10 companies that have

really taken a leading-edge approach to controlling health care
costs?

I have a company in my district that has reduced their health
care costs by 30 to 40 percent through an aggressive wellness pro-

gram, providing incentives to their employees to live healthy life-

styles, which has provided significant benefits back to the corpora-
tion.

I don't see any of those elements in the President's plan, and I

am wondering if any of you have done a survey that would show
the best companies out there today, and what they are doing. Here
is where it is benchmarked. And here is how the President's plan
stacks up to that.

Have any of you done an3rthing like that?
Ms. Shearer. No.
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Mr. HOEKSTRA. No. So, we have 500 Fortune 500 companies out
there and we have been studying health care and none of you have
taken a look at companies that have been wrestling with this prob-
lem for the last 10 years, trying to get costs under control, some
of them very successfully, and we don't know what their experi-
ences are. I asked this question last week of somebody in the ad-
ministration and they didn't know, so I am not surprised. But it

is amazing to me.
Ms. Cain. But there was a survey done last summer by Foster

Higgins consulting firm that said that more than half of the 2,448
big companies that were surveyed, that they had their workers en-
rolled in a managed care program. So at least half of some of the
larger companies are at least looking at alternative ways and man-
aged care was—half of them had assumed, I guess, that that was
a good way to go.
Mr. Pollack. The other thing is I am sure the administration or

any bill can do a whole lot more with respect to improving
healthier lifestyles and certainly preventive care. At least the ad-
ministration has taken some, I think, helpful steps in the direction
of preventive care.

One of the financing devices, I think, is very helpful in that di-

rection. The 75-cent increase in cigarette taxes, hopefully, is going
to reduce cigarette smoking. The fact that preventive care is accen-
tuated in this package, and that the various preventive care serv-

ices, unlike the other services in the plan, do not have copayment
features in them, so that they try to induce people to get wellness
care as opposed to sickness care. I think that is an improvement.
Now, I am sure the administration can do a whole lot better, and

we all can do better in looking at some other ways that we can pro-
mote healthy lifestyles. But I think the administration has made
a helpful start in that direction.

Mr. HoEKSTRA. I would think that if you had looked at the For-
tune 500 you mav find that the elimination of copayment may or

may not be a good idea.

Mr. Pollack. I was not saying that one should eliminate

copayments across the board.
Mr. HoEKSTRA. Yes.
Mr. Pollack. There is an argument to be made that the

copayments provide a greater cost consciousness.

However, I think that we don't want that cost consciousness to
interfere with people receiving preventive care and the earliest

care, and I think it is a smart thing to waive copayments for pre-
ventive care.

Ms. Davis. I haven't seen a survey of all 500 but there are some
examples of very innovative firms out there. One that comes to
mind is Forbes I know introduced a plan for its employees, and I

may not get the numbers exactly right because I can't remember
completely, but they basically told their employees that the first

$500 of health care expenditures they would pay in cash, and every
dollar of that $500 that an employee didn't spend he would get $2
back in a bonus at the end of the year.
And I, again, like I said, I don't have the numbers with me, but

they claim this has provided massive cost savings in health bene-
fits. They have been able to keep the rates of increase fairly low,
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very much lower than the national average increase in health

plans.
I mean there are some very strong market-based incentives going

on out there in the large companies, and they are working. And the
Clinton health care plan would undermine a lot of these efforts.

The important thing about the mandated benefits package, if you
have a—anytime you try to come up with a one-size-fits-all policy
it is going to have to be huge to fit everyone in it. But the fact of

the matter is that you are going to have a little plastic card and
it says that you are going to be able to get all these benefits, but

you are going to have to go through some kind of a gatekeeper situ-

ation where you may—your little card says you are entitled to all

these benefits, but you have to get through the doctor to let you
go to a specialist and actually take advantage of them.
There is a big difference between having health insurance and

getting health care. Everyone in Canada has health insurance, but

they don't get health care. That is one of the things that is getting
distorted in a lot of the debate over this issue.

Mr. HOEKSTRA. Thank you very much. I would hope that one of

you could take the lead in doing a survey and trying to find the

benchmark companies out in the marketplace and find out what is

making them successful and make some recommendations in terms
of how they might improve the President's health plan, or maybe
the President's health care plan has all those elements incor-

porated into them already.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Reed. Thank you very much for your very thoughtful and in-

formative testimony. Again, thank you.
Ms. Shearer. Thank you.
Mr. Reed. Before we ask the second panel to come forward, we

will take a short, we hope, recess of approximately 15 minutes, so

that will give everyone a chance to go over their notes.

Thank you very much.
[Recess]
Mr. Klenk. [presiding] Bring our hearing back to order.

For our second panel we have three witnesses: Alissa Fox, the

Executive Director of Congressional Relations for Blue Cross-Blue
Shield—we welcome her with us today; Michael Berumen—I hope
I pronounced that correctly
Mr. Berumen. Yes, sir.

Mr. Klink. [continuing] Senior Vice President of Pacific Mutual

Group Life Insurance Company of Falcon Valley, California; and

Douglas Freeman. Douglas is President and CEO of Medical Bene-
fits Mutual Life Insurance Company of Newark, Ohio.
And I believe we will start with Ms. Fox.
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STATEMENTS OF ALISSA FOX, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CON-
GRESSIONAL RELATIONS, BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD; MI-
CHAEL BERUMEN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, PACIFIC MU-
TUAL GROUP LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, FALCON VALLEY,
CALIFORNIA; AND DOUGLAS FREEMAN, PRESIDENT AND
CEO, MEDICAL BENEFITS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANY, NEWARK, OHIO
Ms. Fox. Thank you. I am Alissa Fox of the Blue Cross and Blue

Shield Association. Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans provide cov-

erage to 67 million people. Over one-third of our enrollment is in

managed care networks.
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association strongly supports

the President's objectives for health care reform: health care cov-

erage for everyone, strict new standards for insurers and cost con-

tainment through managed care networks. We very much want to

work with this committee to see reform enacted in 1994.

We believe strict Federal standards for insurers is the first and
most important step.

I cannot overemphasize the significant impact of insurance re-

form on carrier practices. Right now insurers are competing on risk

selection, trying to identify healthy groups and offering them cov-

erage and excluding the sick.

It is easy to understand why this is. Four percent of any popu-
lation will generate about 50 percent of all the claims costs. Many
insurers, if they have the choice, will invest in techniques to avoid
those high risks rather than investing in techniques to manage
costs. These practices need to stop. Health plans must be required
to take all comers and set premiums fairly, and self-funded plans
must play by the same rules.

We believe the best way to control costs is to create incentives

for consumers to use the most cost effective health care plans. We
need to make it possible for the first time for consumers to buy in-

surance just like they buy other products, by evaluating quality
and shopping for the best price.
We support standardizing benefit packages, requiring health

plans to report standardized data on quality of care, and revising
tax policy to promote cost-conscious decisionmaking.
And finally, every American should have health coverage. We be-

lieve the fairest way to accomplish this is through a requirement
that employers contribute to the cost of the package with subsidies

for small employers and low income individuals.

Under the President's proposal, these reforms do not begin until

States create Health Alliances. We believe that hinging reform on

having Health Alliances up and running will delay reform and

jeopardize its success. Moreover, we don't believe mandatory
Health Alliances, large or small, are needed to achieve the objec-
tives of universal coverage and cost containment.

First, the administration says that the Health Alliances are

needed to pool purchasing power. It is important to understand
that under the administration's proposal the Health Alliances is

not what gives groups better rates, but instead it is the new Fed-
eral requirement that health plans must community rate their

business; that is, the health plan must offer their best rate to ev-

eryone in the market because they must sell coverage to everyone

84-607 0-94-5
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at the same exact price. The community rating requirement is

what gives everyone the best price and you don't need an alliance

to do that.

Proponents of Health Alliances argue that alliances are needed
to reduce administrative costs. We believe this is best accomplished
by standardizing benefits, reducing marketing costs, eliminating
paperwork for consumers, and standardizing forms for providers.

Large mandatory alliances as proposed by the President would in-

crease administrative costs by duplicating functions performed by
health plans today and employers who won't stop doing many of

those same functions.

Finally, we don't believe alliances are needed to offer individuals

an expanded choice of health plans. Large employers today often

offer several different types of health plan options for their employ-
ees. Small employers could offer similar options or could participate
in a voluntary alliance to allow their employees to choose from a
menu of plans.

Besides the fact that alliances aren't needed, people underesti-

mate the magnitude of their responsibility and wnat will be dupli-
cated by these new entities. Managing the enrollment and pre-
mium collection of millions of individuals within a one or two-
month annual open enrollment period is truly an enormous under-

taking that is fraught with complexity.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Fox follows:]
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BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD ASSOCL^TION

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am Mary Nell Lehnhard, Senior

Vice President of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. The Association is

the coordinating organization for the 69 independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield

Plans throughout the nation. Collectively, the Plans provide health benefits

protection for about 68 million people. 1 appreciate the opportunity to testify on

the Health Security Act of 1993.

Insurance Reform: The Foundation of Health Reform

There is a consensus across this nation and in Congress that insurance reform is

one of the central elements in comprehensive health care reform. Fundamental

changes in the basic rules within which insurers operate is a key component of the

major health care reform proposals.

As Congress begins the debate on health care reform legislation, I cannot

overemphasize the significant impact of insurance reform on carrier practices. The

types of insurance reforms that 1 will discuss would move the market away fi'om

competition based on risk selection. Risk selection is the reason we do not have

true price competition in health care. It is easier for many insurers and Health

Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) to hold down costs by screening out high

risks than by managing overall health care costs. A clear illustration of this point

is that 4 percent of any population will generate about 50 percent of all the claims

costs. Many insurers, if they have the choice, will invest in techniques to avoid

those high risks rather than invest in techniques to manage cost.

Insurance reform eliminates risk selection as a tool for maintaining competitive

prices. Instead, insurers would have to compete on the basis of their ability to

manage costs.
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We believe that strict federal standards for the market conduct of insurers is the

first and most important step toward reshaping the health care market ~ and

assuring fairness to consumers. Federal standards defining a health plan should:

1. Require insiu"ers to accept everyone regardless of their health status or

employment;

2. Strictly limit the length and use of waiting periods for pre-existing conditions

and prohibit them entirely for people who have been continuously covered;

3. Prohibit insurers fi'om dropping people or groups when someone gets sick and

require insurers to offer continued coverage when a person loses his or her

job;

4. Require insurers to set premiums fairly and not penalize people who are sick

or older; and,

5. Require insurers to comply with requirements for administrative

simplification, including increased reliance on electronic data interchange and

conformity to standards.

These same strict standards must apply to more than insurers and HiMOs. Self-

funded plans must play by the same rules and be held to the same standards as

health plans.

Insurance Reform By Itself Is Not Enoueh

While new rules for insurers are an essential part of health care reform, by

themselves they will not be sufficient to contain costs and achieve universal

coverage.

Cost controls: New standards for the way insurers do business can be an

underpinning of a successful cost containment strategy. In addition, insurance
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reform will allow individuals, employers and employees to weigh both price and

quality when purchasing coverage by requiring:

1. Standardization of health benefit designs. While we do not believe a single

standardized benefit design will be workable, a limited number of

standardized benefit designs will allow consumers to easily compare

products.

2. Health plans to report standardized data on quality of care and subscriber

satisfaction.

3. A limit on the tax deductibility of employer contributions for health benefits

to an amount consistent with cost-efficient health plans.

These features will encourage the expansion of organized delivery systems that

have a proven ability to change inefficient and ineffective utilization patterns and

cause providers to become more efficient providers of health care.

Universal coverage: Making more affordable insurance available would reduce

the number of people without insurance benefits, but it would not lead to universal

coverage. A requirement for employers to offer and contribute to the cost of

health benefits, and for individuals to accept and pay for the balance of the

premium, would be necessary to achieve universal coverage.

Such a requirement, however, would impose a severe burden on many small

employers. To make it possible for small employers to comply with the mandate,

subsidies would be needed. These subsidies should be targeted to companies that

rely heavily on low-wage workers.

Need to Increase Competition and Maintain Stability

Two elements of the Clinton Administration's recent proposal cause us concern.

These include the proposal's reliance on large regulatory health alliances to
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perform an extraordinarily broad and complex range of functions, including

compliance with the new standards of market conduct, and the proposal's reliance

on global budgets and premium caps to control costs. We do not believe either

large alliances or premium caps are necessary to achieve the goals of universal

coverage and cost containment. Instead, we are concerned that both may lessen

the effectiveness of the new rules governing the insurance market.

Large regulatory alliances:

Under the Clinton proposal, all individuals and families in fmns with less than

5,000 employees would enroll in a health plan through a regional alliance.

Individuals would enroll in the regional alliance in the area in which they reside.

There would be one alliance per geographic area, and the alliance would contract

with all state-certified health plans. Each individual would enroll in a health plan

through the alliance as an individual; employers would have no role in selecting .

coverage or overseeing the health plans used by their employees.

We do not believe that mandatory health alliances — large or small ~ are necessary

to achieve the goals of cost containment or universal coverage. All but one of the

functions envisioned for the health alliances are, or could be, accomplished

through strict federal standards for insurance reform combined with stronger

incentives for employers and individuals to purchase cost-effective health plans
—

without adding a new administrative layer.

• States, not alliances, would assure that all individuals and small employers

have access to coverage by requiring all health plans to: accept all applicants

regardless of their medical or employment status; not drop an individual or a

group because of medical problems; and set premiums in a way that does not

penalize older or sicker workers.
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States would require health plans to set rates for large community-rated pools

so that individuals and small groups have the same ability to pool high-risk and

low-risk individuals as large employers. Even under an alliance structure, the

"pooling" takes place at the health plan not in the alliance.

Requirements for administrative simplification would reduce administrative

costs by standardizing benefits, reducing market costs, eliminating paperwork

for consumers and standardizing forms for providers. Large, mandatory

alliances would increase administrative costs by: 1) moving several thousand

employer transactions to millions of individual transactions and 2) duplicating

functions of health plans that must continue.

An alliance is not needed to negotiate with health plans on behalf of

individuals and small groups. If health plans were required to charge the same

rates for all individual and small group enrollment, all health plans would have

an incentive to drive the best bargain for everyone. Limiting the amount of

tax-free coverage that employers and consumers can purchase to the cost of an

efficient plan, and giving employers and consumers the iirformation they need

to select a health plan based on price, performance and service levels would

cause health plans to compete vigorously on price.

Risk adjustment to account for some health plans enrolling a disproportionate

share of older or sicker individuals could be accomplished just as easily outside

an alliance through an independent agency operating under the supervision of

the state insurance commissioner.

An alliance is not needed to offer individuals an expanded choice of health

plans. The choices available to individuals can be expanded in a number of

ways without creating a large, mandatory alliance. Large employers today
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often offer several different types of health plan options for the employee and

could be required to do so. Small employers could offer similar options or

could participate in a volimtary alliance to allow their employees to choose

from a "menu" of health plans.

• An alliance would be necessary to administer indirect subsidies. Such indirect

subsidies would result from:

—
allowing states to purchase coverage for Medicaid recipients at 95 percent

of what the state is currently paying for Medicaid benefits. Many states

currently pay providers at rates that are below prices established in the

more competitive private market. If state payment rates are, for example,

even 75 percent of those prevailing in the private sector, then the cost of

providing the guaranteed benefits package for Medicaid recipients could

exceed the state's premium payment by more than 40 percent.

— Individuals or employers who fail to pay premiums would continue to

receive coverage (health plans are prohibited from dropping individuals for

nonpayment), and their bad debts would be spread across all other

employers and individuals through an assessment on premiums.

— Premium payments by employers for part-time workers may fall short of the

employer's share of the premium, requiring full-time workers to pay more

for coverage.

However, we believe these costs should be subsidized directly rather than

"hiding" them in a complex alliance structure.

Premium Caps and Global Budgets: Global or alliance budgets administered

through premium caps promise less spending, but we believe they would prove to
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be ineffective and would preclude a smooth transition into a more competitive and

efficient system.

1 . Premium caps would be driven by federal budget priorities and politics that

have little or nothing to do with health care. One decision in Washington

would determine the amount of money available to provide needed health

care in each health alliance area.

2. By relying on a process that is not a reliable predictor ofhow fast

commimities should be expected to eliminate inefficiencies, premium caps

would force the rapid downsizing of provider networks, reduced availability

of sophisticated diagnostic and treatment technology, increased waiting times

for consumers, and a decline in customer service. Plans that cannot comply

with the limits would either be forced from the market ~ or forced into

insolvency. The end result would be fewer choices for consumers.

3. Premium caps would limit the irmovation needed to truly change behavior, by

limiting the ability of health plans to invest in ways of better managing

practice patterns and achieving better outcomes for their members.

4. In the absence of proven methods of risk adjustment, health plans could

exceed their premium cap because they have enrolled higher-risk subscribers

not because they do not effectively manage costs.

Although some argue that premium caps are needed to enforce limits on spending,

we believe that the new rules for health insurers will lead to vigorous price

competition that will be more effective in controlling costs over the long run and

support a more orderly transition into a reformed health care system.
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Conclusion

I would like to reiterate our strong belief that insurance reform is the key to

containing costs and assuring access to coverage. Reforms are needed to make

coverage available for employers that have an employee who has a serious medical

condition, reduce the wide variation in premiums charged to groups based on their

health status, limit increases in premiums for small employers that result when an

employee develops a serious medical problem, and assure coverage for individuals

with existing medical conditions.

Federal policies to give employers and individuals a greater incentive to select

cost-efficient health plans that delivery high quality care, and to enable them to

compare the options that are available in a reformed market will complement

insurance market reform. The benefits of reform can be realized without resorting

to either premium caps or large health alliances that could actually work against

the objectives of reform.

h:\wO 1 share\hsa93n2.doc
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Mr. Klink. Thank you.
Mr. Berumen?
Mr. Berumen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to enter

my previously submitted written remarks for the record and sum-
marize orally, if I may.

I am with PM group, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Pacific Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company. We specialize in employee benefits,
and among the things we do is provide excess loss coverage to self-

funded or self-insured plan sponsors.
Our company is also a member of the Self-Insured Institute of

America and the Coalition to Preserve Self-Insurance, an alliance

of various businesses dedicated to preserving self-funding under

any reform scenario.

I would like to share just a few facts with you, if I may. It is my
opinion that the whole self-funded arena has been a rather ne-

glected area in the reform debate. It may surprise many to learn

that the majority of plan sponsors today, some estimate as much
as 60 percent or more, are under a self-funded or self-insured ar-

rangement, not with a commercial insurer, not with an HMO, and
not with a Blue Cross/Blue Shield arrangement.
Employers self-fund to create and manage a plan that suits their

particular needs, the particular needs of the firm and the particu-
lar needs of their employee population.

Self-funded employers are responsible for much of the innovation
that has transpired, much of the managed care, much of the cost

containment, and much of the innovation in plan design. They are

noted for being particularly administratively efficient, keeping pa-

perwork to a minimum.
Self-funded employers generally aren't large enough to go with-

out excess loss protection; that is to say, protection against a single

large claim or a series of unexpected large claims. Therefore they
purchase excess loss insurance to protect their firm assets and also

their plan, and a continuation of the plan.
I do want to say that my company agrees with the need for a

guarantee for health access for all Americans. I think that most

people in my industry, the self-insured industry, agree with that as

well. My company supports many of the President's views and

many of the President's objectives. Our argument really has more
to do with means than it does with ends.

There are three principal things with which my company dis-

agrees, and I would like to summarize those for you and spend
quite a bit of time on one of them. First, price controls, which his-

torically simply haven't worked from the time of the Babylonians
through President Nixon.

Second, community rating, pure community rating, which we be-

lieve will create unfair subsidies and be particularly hard on

young, low-paid workers.
And third, mandatory and exclusive purchasing alliances which

I believe will create a government-sponsored cartel of commercial
interests. It will increase bureaucracy. It will increase the attend-

ant costs of running a bureaucracy, and is guaranteed, in my mind,
to be inefficient. I want to spend some additional time on this.
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I truly believe that the concept of the purchasing pool is going
to take away an employer's right to manage and control his ex-

penditures. Employers will be asked to pay but will have no say.
The purchasing pool would, in effect, eliminate self-funding as a

legitimate option for plan financing, an option which is popular and
has been responsible for delivering benefits to millions of Ameri-
cans. I think it is going to create an oligarchy, a cartel of interests,
and we all know what happens throughout history with cartels.

They will seek to optimize profit by rationing output, and I think
that that is a necessary consequence of the type of arrangement
that is being proposed.

I say that if these things are good, then let them compete in the

marketplace. Most of the arguments posed against voluntary pur-
chasing pools are, in my mind, quite specious.

I have 20 years of experience in employee benefits. I am a Demo-
crat. I helped to elect the President, and I urge you to reject the

concept of mandatory purchasing pools.
In conclusion, I also want to say that I think that the tone of the

debate leaves something to be desired. If I may, I would like to say
something on behalf of my associates in the insurance industry. We
are good, hardworking, decent Americans, and I am unaccustomed
to calling the people with whom I disagree deceitful or intentionally
attempting to mislead me, and I don't think it is fair to call us mis-

leading.
I think that people can disagree on issues, and particularly on

the means of attaining shared objectives. We are not all greedy rob-

ber barons, even executives like me. We think we add value to the

equation. And we know we are imperfect, but we think that our op-

ponents in this debate are sincere people, reasonable people, and
we believe that we should be extended the same courtesy and de-

personalize these issues.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Klink. Thank you, Mr. Berumen.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berumen follows:]
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Michael Berumen

Mr. Chairman, my name is Michael Berumen. I am a senior vice president of PM

Group, a wholly owned subsidiary of Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company. My

company specializes in providing insurance and related services to employers sponsoring

health benefits for hundreds of thousands of workers and their families. PM Group is

one of the nation's largest providers of excess loss insurance coverage... or stop loss

insurance, which protects employers with self-insured (also known as self-funded) group

health plans against catastrophic and unpredictable losses. My company is an active

member of the Self-Insurance Institute of America (SUA), which represents a broad cross-

section of employers, administrators, insurers and health benefit specialists with a

common interest, namely, self-insurance. My company is also a member of the Coalition

To Preserve Self-Insurance, an alliance of employers, insurers, and national business

associations which supports the continuation of self-funding under any health reform

plan adopted by Congress.

Permit me to offer the following facts:

• Contrary to what many may believe, the vast majority of employers

providing group health plans are self-funded and do not fully insure their

plans with commercial insurers, HMOs and Blue Cross and Blue Shield.

Small, medium and large employers self-insure. According to a survey by

A. Foster Higgins & Company, 67% of U.S. employers responding to the

survey said they self-insured their group medical plans in 1992.

• Approximately 1 00 million employees and their dependents receive health

coverage from self-funded group health plans.
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• Employers self-fund to create and manage plans that suit the particular

needs of both the firm and plan beneficiaries, thereby providing high quality

and responsive health benefit programs to workers, while enabling the

employer to have more direct control over plan costs.

• In recent years, a great deal of the innovation in plan design, managed care

and cost containment has resulted from employers of all sizes that self-fund.

• A recent Self-Insurance Institute of America survey of employees covered

under self-funded plans found that 94% were satisfied with the way their

health claims were handled.

• Self-funded plans are noted for their administrative efficiency and for

keeping paperwork to a minimum.

Excess Loss Coverage .

Most companies are not large enough to go without protection against large

individual claims or an abnormal fluctuation in total claims from plan beneficiaries. These

employers generally purchase stop loss insurance as a bulwark against financial hardship

for the company or the plan. By increasing the financial stability of the firm and the plan,

there are obvious advantages to the workers and their families.

The employer and the stop loss carrier agree upon the amount which the employer

will self-fund in a given period. If the claims exceed this predetermined amount, the

excess of that amount is reimbursed by the insurer. One very important distinction

between stop loss and traditional insurance is that the stop loss carrier does not determine

or adjudicate the benefits of the underlying benefit plan. With self-funding, this is the
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employer's responsibility. The stop loss contract serves to protect the employer against

covered losses. This is akin to the reinsurance arrangements that insurers purchase to

protect themselves against adverse claims experience.

The excess loss segment of the overall health insurance market is quite large and

very competitive, with well over 200 domestic and international carriers. According

to a recent Foster Higgens survey, 85% of self-funded employers purchased some form

of stop loss protection in 1991.

The Administration's Proposal

The self-insurance industry recognizes the need to improve our health care system.

We welcome the Administration's proposal as a constructive contribution to the health

reform debate. We are committed to working toward passage of health reform legislation

structured on a system of employment-based health benefits and market-driven cost

containment.

While my company agrees that universal access to health care must be given high

priority by Congress, we believe several of the means proposed by the Administration

to attain this laudable goal are fundamentally flawed; namely, price controls, which simply

do not work, as has been shown many times throughout history; pure community rating,

which will create unfair subsidies and will be especially hard on low-income workers;

and mandatory purchasing pools, which will promote government sponsored cartels,

increased bureaucracy and its attendant cost, and inefficiency.

While price controls and pure community rating are bad enough, the most onerous

and questionable feature of the President's proposal is the requirement that the vast
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majority of employers must purchase their insurance through a government sponsored

purchasing pool or health alliance. This will cause employers to cede control over the

management and financing of their group health plans to the government and a privileged

group of commercial interests. This mandate will eliminate the self-insurance option.

While the President's plan purports to preserve the employer-based system. . . it does not,

in reality. While it remains largely employer paid, it effectively removes an employer's

control over where and how insurance is purchased and the means by which it is

financed.

My greatest fear is that the mandatory purchasing pools will eventually consist

of a small cadre of private interests. ..a cartel or oligopoly.. .given a sinecure by the

government. This will not promote or "manage" competition; instead, it will eliminate

it, thus impeding efficiency, innovation, and responsiveness to plan beneficiaries. And,

whether one is dealing with steel, oil or health insurance. ..the natural economic

consequence of a cartel is to optimize profit by rationing output. If government sponsored

purchasing pools are a good idea, then let them compete in the laboratory of the

marketplace. Let us have true managed competition. If the pools work, employers will

flock to them. But, don't mandate that they give up time-tested alternatives that provide

for workers' needs.

My company shares many of the President's views and objectives. But, we

strongly believe that employers of all sizes must have the freedom to choose alternative

methods of funding and purchasing health benefits. With that said, we also believe there

is a need for more uniform protection of plan participants, including underwriting reform.
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However, as a nation, we should not and we cannot afford to throw out all that is good

about our employer-based system. As an industry, we can embrace managed

competition, but we are against the managed coercion that is implicit in aspects of the

Administration's proposal.

As someone with nearly 20 years of experience in employee benefits, as a

Democrat who helped to elect the President, and as an American who wants serious

reform, I urge that you reject mandatory and exclusive purchasing pools and that you

preserve those methods which are of proven value in our employer-based system,

including the self-insurance alternative.

On a final note, I want to say that the tone of the debate has deteriorated and,

in my view, has not always served the interest of the public. Indeed, those of us in the

health insurance business are like most other people, including elected officials,

government workers, and people in other businesses. ..decent and hardworking people

who take pride in what they do and think they add value to society. I, for one, believe

all of the principals in the debate are sincere in their beliefs; that reasonable people can

disagree, especially with regard to the means of attaining shared objectives; and that

we must depersonalize the competition among ideas. Then, and only then, will we be

able to work together to fulfill the President's vision of meaningful reform.
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Mr. Klink. Mr. Freeman?
Mr. Freeman. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

subcommittee. I am Doug Freeman, President of Medical Benefits
Mutual of Newark, Ohio.

I am here on behalf of the Health Insurance Association of Amer-
ica. As you probably know, HIAA is an industry trade group rep-
resenting 270 commercial insurers providing insurance coverage to

about 65 million Americans.
Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to submit my

written statement for the record.

Mr. Klink. Without objection.
Mr. Freeman. Thank you.
I want to thank you also for the opportunity to appear before

you. I was anxious to appear, and my remarks are based on an ini-

tial review of the Health Security Act.

Comprehensive health care reform is the Nation's highest domes-
tic priority now, as it should be. It is said that 37 million Ameri-
cans are without health insurance coverage and many others are
without the coverage that they need, particularly with regard to

preventive services, and many fear they may even lose their cov-

erage if they change jobs.
Health care costs continue to spiral upward. No question, the

system needs to be reformed, and we, the Nation's commercial in-

surers, readily agree. The President has correctly identified the six

principles on which true reform must be built. We agree with the
President and the many Members of Congress who have developed
reform proposals founded on these principles. HIAA's own vision

for health care reform is predicated on these principles. Despite
what you read, let me tell you where the HIAA stands and why I

think we share much in common.
Here are some examples of what we are for: We are for cradle-

to-grave coverage for all Americans; no exclusions for preexisting
conditions; coverage that cannot be canceled if you get sick; if you
change jobs or lose your job, we want the coverage to go with you;
we are for employers and employees both paying towards the cov-

erage; we are for subsidies for those who cannot afford premiums;
we want to control malpractice lawsuits and unnecessary tests, or

defensive medicine; we want to publish price and quality data; we
want to eliminate the over-bureaucratic approach to insurance and
get to a single claim form and control paperwork; we believe in

wellness and promoting healthy lifestyles; we want to stop the cost

shift in medicare and medicaid; and we believe and have promoted
the use of managed care to control costs.

Mr. Chairman, the HIAA does have a few concerns regarding the
Health Security Act. The first has to do with mandatory purchas-
ing alliances. Aggregating purchasing power is the intended objec-
tive of Health Alliances in the President's plan, and we certainly
don't oppose that theory.
The administration's bill requires anyone working for a company

with fewer than 5,000 employees and all people with individual
health coverage to enroll in the new alliance structure. In essence,
that means that 80 percent of Americans, roughly 200 million peo-
ple, will be forced to receive their coverage through an essentially
untested alliance system.
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In a mandatory approach, where do the millions of Americans go
if the system doesn't work as envisioned by the President. The in-

frastructure that previously served them will no longer exist.

HIAA would favor having the government establish purchasing
alliances on a voluntary basis. Under this system, employers and
individuals would not be forced to purchase their coverage through
the Alliance. Rather they would have the option of purchasing
health plans as they do today.

All health
plans,

whether they participate in the Health Alliance

or not, would have to play by the same rules, so that neither the
Alliance nor plans operating outside the Alliance would receive an

inequitable share of risk.

Insurance reforms such as the elimination of preexisting condi-

tions limitations and guaranteed issue of insurance along with an

appropriate risk adjustment mechanism would be applied to plans
offered both inside and outside the Alliance. If Health Alliances are

truly more administratively efficient and better at pooling risk,

then the carrier operating through the Alliance will get a bigger
market share and this voluntary approach would provide at least

the opportunity to test the theory of the alliance approach.
Second, premium caps and price controls. While the Health Secu-

rity Act does not contain the words global budget or national
health care budget, the notion of capping health care spending is

contained all throughout the administration's proposal. There is no

question that health care costs growth needs to be curbed. HIAA
believes that there are ways to cut costs without cutting care.

The administration proposal would, after a transition period,
force insurers to constrain national health care spending at a rate

no faster than the rate of increase in the Consumer Price Index ad-

justed for population growth.
To achieve this, the plan would cap premiums. Considering the

dramatic growth in health care costs is only partially related to

price, such a target would be difficult to achieve without radically

affecting either the benefits or the services which people receive.

Also, implementing the President's plan would require between
$30 and $90 billion in new capital. Premium caps, however, sub-

stantially reduce private investment, the source of capital. There
would be no incentive for private investment in a price-controlled

premium-capped market.
Mr. Chairman, starting down the road of price controls and pre-

mium caps would be an enormous mistake.
HIAA supports health care reform and we believe this committee

has shown great leadership on this issue. We look forward to work-

ing with you, developing a comprehensive health care reform bill

that achieves the objectives that we share in common.
Thank you.
Mr. Klink. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Freeman follows:].
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DOUGLAS J. FREEMAN

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. My name is Doug
Freeman, I am President and CEO of Medical Benefits Mutual Life Insurance Company
of Newark, Ohio. I am here on behalf of the Health Insurance Association of America.

HIAA represents approximately 270 commercial insurers covering approximately 65
million Americans.

Mr. Chairman, we commend the President for coming fonA'ard with an ambitious

blueprint for refomn of the nation's health care delivery and financing system. With

approximately 37 million Americans currently without health insurance coverage, and

health care costs consuming an ever greater share of the Gross Domestic Product,

there can be no question regarding the imperative for comprehensive reform.

In his speech to a Joint Session of Congress on September 22, and again on October

27. President Clinton identified six fundamental principles on which any reform plan

must be based: security, simplicity, quality, savings, choice, and responsibility. These

are the same principles on which HIAA's own Vision for Reform was constructed last

year. I would like to submit a copy of our Vision Statement for the record.

In communications with the Administration, Members of Congress, and the general

public, HIAA has repeatedly stressed its v»^olehearted support for these principles, and

has proposed specific means by which they can be implemented. Let me emphasize
what we're for;

"Cradle to grave" coverage for all Americans.

No exclusions for existing or previous illness.

Coverage cannot be canceled if you get sick.

If you change jobs or lose your job, coverage goes with you.

Employers and employees both pay toward coverage.

Subsidies for those who cannot afford premiums.

Control malpractice lawsuits and unnecessary tests.

Publish price and quality data.

Single claim form to control paperwork.

Incentives for healthy lifestyles Emphasis on wellness and prevention.

Stop shifting costs of Medicaid and Medicare to those with private insurance.

Using managed care to control costs.

While the HIAA strongly supports comprehensive reform built on universal coverage,

we have serious doubts about many of the features of the Administration's plan. In the

broadest sense, the President's plan erects an enormously complicated bureaucratic

stnjcture which could undermine, not foster an improved system. The HIAA believes it

is appropriate for the government to establish guidelines and rules governing a
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is appropriate for the government to establish guidelines and rules governing a

reformed system. We do not believe, however, that government should, in fact, run the

system.

HEALTH ALLIANCES

The President's bill calls for the creation of large, government-mandated purchasing

pools through which everyone, except persons employed by an employer with more

than 5,(300 employees, must purchase insurance. The theory underlying this concept is

that a large pool of purchasers will have significant market clout to bargain for low-cost

health care - market clout which small employers lack today. These mandatory

government alliances will be responsible for contracting with State-certified health

plans pursuant to the criteria established by a State under Title I, Part 1, Section

1203(a).

HIAA notes that the limitation on plan availability outlined in the Administration's

September 7 "Working Group Draft" has not been retained in the bill. Under Title I,

Part 2, Section 1321(a)(1) "... each regional alliance shall negotiate with any willing

State-certified health plan...." While this does reflect an improvement over the

"Working Group Draft," we cannot conclude that it has necessarily addressed

completely concerns over plan availability. Under Section 1321 (b)(1) an alliance could

reject a State-certified health plan if its proposed premiums exceed by 20 percent the

weighted average premium within the alliance.

All individuals and employers with less than 5,000 employees will be denied a key
choice in the new system — they may not be allowed to retain their current insurance

coverage or plan. Not all plans will be allowed to compete in the new system. What

happens to those consumers who want to retain their current plan? Or purchase their

coverage from an agent, who is, in essence, a benefits advisor to the employer? In a

state which elects to establish a single-payer health care system, there will be no

choices of health plan at all (Title I, Subtitle C, Section 1223(b)(2), page 111). This

does not seem consistent with the goal of consumer choice or the goal of competition.

Proponents of these alliances suggest that significant administrative savings can be

realized. HIAA believes such savings have t>een overestimated. Certain administrative

functions must be performed by the alliance. These include plan enrollment, premium

collection, claims payments, and fraud detection. Under the President's plan,

enrollment is handled through the alliance. Today, employers handle employee and

dependent enrollment. That cost is not reflected in their insurance premiums. Most

employers send premium payments directly to the insurer or health plan. Under the

President's bill, the alliance will not only handle enrollment, but will also collect the

employer and employee share of the premium, forward premium payments to the plan

selected by the employee, assemble and disseminate health plan marketing

information, and negotiate fee schedules with providers. This can result in significant
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administrative expense for the alliance when one considers that everyone except

employees of the very largest employers in the region must purchase coverage through
the alliance.

The Administration characterizes regional alliances as simple purchasing cooperatives

providing individuals and small groups with buying leverage in the market. Their

alliances are not simple purchasing cooperatives. They are organizations with huge

budgets, considerable authority and a broad range of responsibilities. Laura D'Andrea

Tyson, Chair of the President's Council of Economic Advisors, stated recently that the

alliances will require 50,000 employees to operate them. The breadth and scope of

activities of these regional alliances exceeds that of most existing agencies of state

government today.

Health alliances are untested. The states that have authorized purchasing alliances in

place have made them voluntary; only one is currently operational. The

Administration's bill requires anyone who works for a company with less than 5,000

employees, and all people with individual health insurance coverage to enroll in the

new alliance structure. In essence, that means that 80% of all Americans, roughly 200

million people [these numbers include everyone except 30 million Medicare recipients

and 20 million workers and dependents vktiose employers would be eligible to establish

Corporate Alliances. Source: "Congressional Health Care Workshops" materials

dated September, 1993], will be receiving health coverage through an untested alliance

system. There is no precedent for such massive change to a process so essential to

the welfare of all Americans After all, according to a June 1993 "Harvard School of

Public Health" survey, 77% of Americans surveyed are pleased with their health care

coverage.

One alternative to monopoly health alliances are voluntary health alliances. HIAA

would favor having the government establish purchasing cooperatives or alliances on a

voluntary basis. Under this system, employers and individuals would not be forced to

purchase their coverage through the alliance, they would have the option of purchasing

through the alliance or maintaining their current coverage. All health plans, whether or

not they participate in the health alliance, would have to play by the same rules so that

neither the alliance nor plans operating outside the alliance would receive an

inequitable share of risk. Insurance reforms, such as the elimination of pre-existing

condition limitations, and guarantee issue of insurance, along with a risk adjustment

mechanism, would be applied to plans offered both inside and outside the alliance.

K health alliances are tnjiy more administratively efficient, and better at pooling risks,

then the can-iers operating through the alliance will have lower premiums and will

naturally gain market share. If, on the other hand, employers and individuals prefer to

deal directly with an insurance company rather than a large government bureaucracy,

they would have that choice. The market, not the government, should determine which

is the more efficient way to insure all Americans. A voluntary approach would provide

the opportunity to test the theory of the alliance approach, without gambling the
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security and future of health care coverage for all Americans in the process. In a

mandatory approach where do the millions of Americans go if the system doesn't work?

The infrastructure that previously served them will no longer exist.

PRICE CONTROLS AND PREMIUM CAPS

While the Health Security Act does not contain the words "global budget or national

health care budget" the notion of capping health care spending is contained all through
the Administration's document. [See attached document "Budget Development and

Enforcement (Premium Caps) For Regional Alliances in President Clinton's Proposed
Health Security Act"] There is no question that health care cost growth needs to be

curt>ed. HIAA believes there are many ways to cut costs without cutting care. Arbitrary

price controls have never worked in our economy. The Health Security Act (Title VI,

Subtitle A) directs the new National Health Board to set a baseline premium target for

1995. It then sets a national and local inflation factor for premiums in subsequent

years. The inflation rate for premiums would be limited to no more than the CPI by
1998.

The HIAA commissioned the Washington National Tax Services of Price Watertiouse to

compare the premium grov^h targets in the Administration's health care proposal and

the actual growth in real per capita health care spending in twenty-four Organization of

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries between the period of 1961

and 1991 . Only four countries - Turicey, Ireland, Sweden, and Greece - held per

capita health spending to a level that was comparable to CPI growth for one of the

five-year intervals since 1961 . Most countries have had rates of growth that are well

above the rate of general inflation. In fact, during the most recent five-year period,

three out of four OECD countries had growth rates that averaged 2.1% higher than the

rate of growth in the general price level.

Considering the dramatic growth in health care costs is only partially related to prices

(no more than one-third), such a target would be difficult to achieve without radically

affecting either the benefits or the services which people receive. The lion's share of

health care cost growth is attributable to growth in the use of health care services and

the ever-increasing availability of new procedures and services. CBO issued a study

last month questioning the efficacy of premium controls, saying they would have

"undesirable consequences" such as "technological progress in health care would

probably occur more slowly." "Effective limits on premium increases would affect both

the quantity and quality of health insurance coverage available to consumers and their

future access to new medical technologies."

Henry Aaron and Charies Schultze of the Brookings Institution have noted:

"Growth of medical costs will be contained on a sustained basis only if we prepared to

ration care to those who are insured and are able and willing to pay for services . . .
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Concem for fundamental values such as age, viability of an illness, and aggregate
costs of treatment will inevitably shape our decisions on resource allocation.

Physicians and other providers will increasingly experience tension between their

historic commitment to doing all that is medically beneficial and the limitations imposed
on them by increasingly stringent cost limits."

In the October issue of Science . Eleanor Chelimsky states that:

'Two other readily foreseeable effects of cost reduction on access and quality are the

decrease in the amount of time physicians and surgeons can spend with patients, as
well as a concomitant decrease in the number of real physician services per visit, and a

corresponding inaease in patient waiting time and in the number of visits required for

appropriate medical care to take place."

As a country, we must decide if we are ready to ration access to health care for the

American consumer. The budget and premium caps set forth in the President's plan
will move us in that direction.

Implementing the President's plan will require significant new capital investment.

Private estimates of new capital estimates vary all over the lot. The lowest we've seen
is $30 billion over the phase-in period; the highest is $90 billion. These are hardly
trivial sums. But, there will be no incentive for private investment. In a price

controlled/premium capped market, companies will be severely impaired in their efforts

to attract capital. Capital will be needed to organize the networks of hospitals, doctors,

and other providers that are the core the new system. Capital is needed to assure that

health plans have adequate reserves to cover unexpected losses and guarantee

solvency. The new system will require more capital than the current system, both to

cover the 37 million uninsured, and to cover the many millions of employees who will

have to shift from self-insured employer plans to fully insured plans offered through the

health alliance system. Most self-insured plans are not likely to have any significant

reserves to offset capital requirements. These capital requirements raise great concern

about the solvency of health insurers. Over the last decade, the profit margin of the

health insurance industry has averaged 1.75% [see attached chart]. With that narrow

margin, if the premium cap is set too low and carriers are unable to cover submitted

claims, insolvencies will occur.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, it is these concerns, combined with the

bill's explicit limits on plan availability that are at the heart of our concern over that part

of the President's plan that establishes mandatory purchasing alliances.

QUALITY AND CONSUMER PROTECTION

Title V, Subtitle C stipulates the procedures and steps that would be followed v^en a

claim is denied. HlAA's preliminary analysis of this title finds that it establishes a
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detailed and complex reginne that could substantially add to overall costs. For

example, in addition to existing state regulatory txxjies and the regional alliances

themselves, the bill also provides for the establishment of complaint review offices in

each state (Title V, Section 5202 (a)(1 ). Disputes reviewed under the procedures in

the bill may also be reviewed by a newly aeated Federal Health Plan Review Board

(Section 5205). For claims involving a value of $10,000 or more, a claimant may
appeal the Review Board's decision in the United States court of appeals for the circuit

in which the violation is alleged. In addition, the bill provides for the establishment of

Early Resolution Programs which would permit a claimant to pursue non-binding

mediation, binding arbitration or other forms of alternative dispute resolution as other

alternatives for redress beyond those described above. It is unclear what, if any,

purpose or benefit all these different forums and mechanisms would serve. It appears
that all these layers will do is add unnecessary cost and confusion.

HIAA is concerned about the civil money penalties (Section 5206) allowed under the

bill. In addition to attorney's fees and other "reasonable costs and expenses"

stipulated in Section 5205 (g), the President's bill would also permit the Seaetary of

Labor to impose substantial new penalties- $25,000 per violation where a claim was
found to have been unreasonably denied, $75,000 per violation in the case of a finding

of bad faith and, in the case of a finding of a pattern or practice of violation, $1 ,000,000

in addition to the other penalties. These penalties are both excessive and would

contribute to escalating costs in the health care system and otherwise run contrary to

the goal of containing costs. In addition to the civil penalties to the plans, individuals

are conferred a new private right of action against a state for a state's failure to carry

out its responsibilities and may recover comp>ensatory and punitive damages. Both

regional and corporate alliances are exposed to compensatory eligibility for premium
discounts and cost sharing. We believe these additional damages will flow through to

the health plans. In addition to the penalties being excessive the bill is unclea'r as to

what standards would be used to assess such penalties.

The HIAA policy committees dealing with consumer protection issues have not

completed their analysis of the Health Security Act so HIAA is unable to provide further

detailed comments about this title of the Act at this time. However, in reviewing ERISA
and various consumer protection bills over the last few years, the industry has

developed several alternative proposals to address certain perceived problems under

ERISA's current claims procedures. These three amendments to ERISA would: 1)

shorten the claims process, 2) provide a fast, fair and user-friendly non-binding
mediation process, and 3) provide for a civil penalty against plans and/or fiduciaries

that engage in a "pattern or practice" of unfair claims denials. We believe these

amendments (descrit)ed below), together with the existing remedies in ERISA, are

appropriate and should be a model for consumer protection.
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EXPEDITEO CLAIMS REVIEW

In general, the HIAA amendment would require that claims for medical surgical or

hospital benefits be approved within 30 days of the filing completion date and that a full

and fair review be provided within 30 days of the review filing date. Requests for

pre-authorization would have to be approved within 30 days, and emergency
preauthorization within 10 days, with the opportunity for a full and fair review of each
within the same number of days as approval. We have concerns about the 24-hour

expedited review process contained in the bill. The same time frames for approval and
review would apply to requests for utilization review determinations and emergency
utilization review determinations. The amendment also clarifies several definitions,

including "preauthorization" and "utilization review determination".

NON-BINDING MEDIATION

The purpose of the amendment is to provide easy access to a fast, fair and

user-friendly system to resolve claim disputes. The amendment provides that all claims

for medical, surgical or hospital expenses would be eligible to go through non-binding
mediation at the election of the claimant, plan or fiduciary. This would likely take care

of a large percentage of cases v^ile leaving both parties free to pursue litigation if they
were not satisfied with the outcome of the mediation.

In general, mediation would be conducted by neutral facilitators identified and assigned

by the Department of Labor. Mediation would be completed within 60 days from the

final appointment of a facilitator with all reasonable costs divided equally between the

claimant and the plan or fiduciary. All settlement offers and all documents and
communications made during or generated in connection with the mediation would

remain privileged and confidential and would not be admissible as evidence in any
federal or state judicial proceeding unless all parties to the mediation consented in

writing.

The amendment would also require every employee benefit plan to provide notice in

writing to any participant or beneficiary v^ose claim for benefits has been denied of the

availability of mediation at the election of either the claimant, the plan or the fiduciary

under certain circumstances.

ADMINISTRATIVE CAUSE OF ACTION/CIVIL PENALTY

The amendment would provide for a new cause of action in addition to the removal of

fiduciary remedy provided in Section 409(a) of ERISA for breach of fiduciary duty. The
amendment aeates a new right of civil action, solely available to the Seaetary, to

remove a plan administrator or other appropriately-named fiduciary, for a period of at

least seven years, from a particular plan v^en clear and convincing evidence
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establishes that this person or entity had engaged in a regular pattern or practice of

repeated claims denials made without any reasonable basis, and/or repeated violation

of ERISA's established claims procedures. In addition, the Secretary may seek the

imposition of civil penalties against the plan administrator or appropriately-named

fiduciary in an amendment not to exceed 1 ) 5% of the aggregate value of claims shown

by the Secretary to have been denied or unlawfully delayed or 2) $100,000.

COMMUNITY RATING AND OTHER COSTS IN THE NEW SYSTEM

The administration's plan envisions the use of pure community rating to determine

premiums, establishing separate rates to reflect family status. Community rating will

increase premiums for younger, healthy workers and low-risk people who make healthy

lifestyle choices (non-smokers, for example). Why should those who exercise regularly

and don't smoke pay more for their coverage to subsidize those who smoke two packs

per day? The young, vk^o are least able to afford coverage and tend to use the system

less, end up paying more in the new system. Regional alliance members will have to

pay higher premiums to subsidize the additional costs of:

• underpayment by the government for Medicaid eligible;

• bad debts of people v*^o don't pay their premiums (health plans cannot drop

people for non-payment of premiums under the Administration's proposal);

• people who are currently enrolled in state-operated high-risk pools;

•
early retirees no longer covered by their employers' plan.

As this Committee is well aware, privately-insured patients pay higher prices in order to

make up both for uncompensated care (the uninsured) and undercompensated care

(Medicare and Medicaid). Universal coverage will all but eliminate uncompensated

care, but the Administration's proposed method of financing its proposal will make
Medicare underpayment much worse than it is today. We see no evidence that this

effect has been taken into account in the Administration's estimates of likely premiums
under its plan.

The HIAA has proposed specific means by which a reformed health care system can

contain costs. In its Vision for Reform, the HIAA embraced seven mechanisms to help

contain costs. We believe these mechanisms are basic to reform:

_ increased activity to combat fraud and abuse

_ administrative simplification

_ control of malpractice costs via medical liability reform

_ increased reliance on managed care

_ emphasis on personal responsibility and incentives for health lifestyles

_ emphasis on prevention

_ better access to management information
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FRAUD AND ABUSE

We believe that the savings from anti-fraud activities are significant and warrant the

insurance industry's continued vigilance. Each year v^e lose 10 percent of our total

health care expenditures to fraud and abuse. That translates into an annual loss of

nearly $80 billion. If we stopped payment on $80 billion in fraud, we could provide
more than $2,000 in health insurance to every American who currently has no

coverage.

A recent survey on anti-fraud activities conducted by the HIAA revealed that the

numljer of fraud cases investigated by health insurance comp>anies increased by more
than 75 percent in the last two years. Dunng the same period, insurers reported a 150

percent increase in net savings from fraud investigations. For every dollar insurers

spent in anti-fraud programs, they saved nine dollars. Two thirds of the reported

savings from anti-fraud activities came as a result of detecting fraudulent cases before

any payment is made.

HIAA believes that President Clinton's plan to combat fraud and abuse in health care

will assist insurers in investigating and prosecuting fraud cases. In particular, the

strengthening of federal penalties for those convicted of fraud, anti-fraud standards for

electronic media claims, and increased government funding for anti-fraud enforcement

will help insurers. In addition, the HIAA would like to see broad civil immunity that

would enable insurers to share information about providers suspected of fraud.

ADMINISTRATIVE SIMPLIFICATION

HIAA recognizes that all administrative processes in the health care industry must be

streamlined. We are committed to working with others in the industry to increase

standardization. HIAA participated in, and wholeheartedly supports the

recommendations of the Work Group for Electronic Data Interchange (WEDI).

We believe that electronic data interchange (EDI), commonly referred to as a

"paperless claims system" can directly improve information exchange among all of the

players in the health care industry. The t>enefits of EDI include better, more efficient

communication, improved patient care, and lower administrative costs. As the

insurance industry has become more sophisticated and more responsive to the

marketplace, EDI usage has increased.

HIAA believes the President's plan pertaining to administrative simplification will go a

long way toward reducing administrative costs. We agree with the President; our

health care system is awash in a sea of paperwork. We commend the President's

recommendations for the standardization of reimbursement forms, the automation of

insurance transactions, and the streamlining of Medicare.
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MEDICAL LIABILITY REFORM

The costs of medical liability add significantly to the nation's health care costs.

Physicians pay over $5 billion in medical liability insurance premiums annually. Even

more striking are the "hidden" costs associated with the practice of "defensive

medicine" by providers threatened by lawsuits. A recent study found that the health

care system could save $36 billion over five years by eliminating defensive medicine

practices. Medical liability affects more than just providers in the health care system.

Liability costs also increase the cost of pharmaceuticals and medical devices. All of

these costs are passed on to consumers.

HIAA supports federal medical malpractice reforms that will reduce the incidence of

medical malpractice by improving risk management, recognizing the use of national

practice guidelines as a valid defense against malpractice claims, and fc>etter policing of

health care delivery. The HIAA would also like to see limits on extra contractual

damages.

MANAGED CARE

HIAA believes that changing the health care delivery system is fundamental to reform.

The delivery of care must be substantially better organized than it is today to meet the

needs of consumers and providers. We t)elieve that managed care can be a primary

vehicle for achieving sustained system-wide cost savings.

A recent GAO Report concluded that there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate that

managed care controls costs. The Health Insurance Association of America has

reached a different conclusion. We believe that the success of managed care in the

marketplace clearly demonstrates the value of managed care. In the last decade,

enrollment in network based managed care has grown from a market share of 6 percent

to 42 percent. The principal reason for this growth is that employers believe that

managed care can help control their health care costs.

In addition, to growing popularity, there has been research that proves cost savings.

From over two decades of studies by such noted researchers as the Rand Corporation

and Hal Luft, there is convincing and consistent evidence that group and staff model

HMOs reduce hospital use and costs by as much as 25 percent. These studies also

found that the quality of service in the HMO was equal to the traditional fee-for-service

systems with which it was compared.

Managed care systems should be permitted to pay providers in such a way to

encourage quality and cost effectiveness. Providers should share in the risk of the cost

of providing care, and should be rewarded for the cost-effective use of medical

resources. New payment systems should be developed that encourage provider
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autonomy in decision making and reduce the micro-managing of providers that exists

today.

Better relationships between providers and insurers will promote: enhanced financial

and managerial interactions, timely and responsive service to consumers and

providers, quality management programs, and fraud and abuse prevention. The

emphasis that managed care places on efficiency in the health care system should be
reflected in the government's promotion of Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries'

participation in managed care.

PREVENTION

Because prevention promotes health and minimizes health care costs, the HIAA

regards prevention as an essential component of health care reform. We applaud the

inclusion of preventive services as part of the comprehensive benefits package in the

President's plan.

Although improved coverage for preventive services will likely increase immediate

demand for those services, demand for more intensive services will decrease long
term. HIAA believes that coverage for preventive services is a long term investment

that will benefit both the health of our nation's citizens and lower overall health care

costs. For example, in a 1991 report to the Committee on Ways and Means, there are

findings that for children under the age of 18, the uninsured reported 46 percent more

hospital days per capita than the insured. There is a clear link between coverage for

preventive services and primary care and decreased use of more intensive services.

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY

No degree of access to medical services and no advances in medical technology can

substitute for healthful lifestyles. We know that smoking is one of the single most

preventable causes of death in the United States today. It is estimated that smokers

experience $6,239 more in expenditures on medical care over the course of a lifetime

than non-smokers. Unhealthy lifestyles, violent crime, substance abuse, poor nutrition,

unsafe living conditions, and the breakdown of families all contribute to health care

costs.

HIAA believes that Americans must be rewarded for assuming individual responsibility

for their own health. We support the use of financial incentives for individuals to

engage in healthy lifestyles and are opposed to the President's proposal for pure

community rating. Community rating will increase premiums for younger, healthy
workers and low-risk people who make healthy lifestyle choices. Why should those

who exercise regularly and don't smoke pay more for their coverage to subsidize those

who smoke two packs per day?
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BETTER ACCESS TO MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

Another aspect of individual responsibility is informed decision making by consumers.

Consumers must be educated about how best to use the health care system, and

individuals should have financial incentives to consider cost when choosing providers

and using services. They must be informed decision makers. This can only be

accomplished if they have access to useful information. HIAA supports the

establishment of standards for the reporting of outcome and cost information. HIAA

also supports the establishment of a mechanism for pooling certain cost and utilization

data on a regional, state and/or national basis. Dissemination of this information will:

assist health plans in controlling costs and utilization, help managed care systems

produce and evaluate outcome and cost data, and help a government-authorized entity

develop guidelines that ensure that providers set consistent payment levels.

The information systems required to compile this data are extensive and will require

significant new capital investment. In effect, in order to save money, insurers will have

to spend money. While HIAA agrees with the President's proposal to enhance access

to health care management information, we have serious concerns about whether, in a

premium capped environment, insurers will be able to generate this significant new

capital. Under the President's plan, premiums will be limited at the same time new and

unpredictable demands are being made on health plans and insurers.

LONG-TERM CARE

HIAA is pleased to see that the Administration supports several provisions which would

clarify the tax treatment of private long-term care insurance. These changes would

greatly inaease the affordability of these products and help millions of Americans

protect themselves against catastrophic long-term care expenses.

If the Administration continues to promote the tax changes we seek, HIAA would also

support the creation of federal standards for long-term care insurance products.

However, such standards must not be so onerous that they prohibit all but "cadillac"

policies from being sold. Equally important, consumers should be allowed to purchase

federally-approved policies in all states; separate state approval should not be

necessary.

We have two concerns with the newly proposed national home care program. First, a

far better use of limited tax dollars would be to target care to those unable to protect

themselves, and encourage those who can afford to do so, to purchase private

protection. Secondly, we are concerned that the Administration will "sell" the public on

this program as a down-payment toward a national solution to long-term care when

even this modest home care benefit is estimated to cost $80 billion over five years.

Costs alone dictate that the ultimate solution must be a public-private partnership.
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TRANSITIONAL INSURANCE REGULATIONS

The transition to a new health insurance market could take several years, especially if

the new market structure is as unnecessarily complex and unwieldy as the President

proposes to make it. The Administration's bill specifies under Title XI, Section 11 003

(a)(1) that "each health insurer that provides a group heath insurance plan may not

terminate (or fail to renew) coverage for any covered employee if the employer of the

employee continues the plan, except in the case of- (A) non-payment of required

premiums, (B) fraud, or (C) misrepresentation of a material fact relating to an

application for coverage or cJaim for benefit." An identical prohibition is also set forth in

the bill for individual health insurance plans.

We would oppose any attempt to prohibit insurers from withdrawing entirely from the

health insurance business or any significant part of it, such as the individual market or

the small group market. In a free country, government should not coerce any

corporation or person to continue in any particular line of business.

During the transition the Secretary of HHS is authorized to set up a National

Transitional Health Insurance Risk Pool funded by premiums and assessments against
all insurers based on market share in the health insurance market. This constitutes yet

another cost to insurers.

However, HIAA would support some of the proposed rules. In fact, they closely

parallel insurance reforms we have been promoting at the state level for several years.

I refer here to such requirements as guaranteed renewal of coverage, automatic

acceptance of new entrants in currently covered groups, and portability improvements
which prohibit exclusion of coverage for pre-existing conditions when previously

insured people change jobs or their employers change carriers. These reforms can be

implemented very quickly, and do not require a new bureaucratic structure the

President proposes.

Other proposed transition rules present severe difficulties for insurers. The rules

establish de facto premium caps by giving states the right to approve or disapprove
rate increases as specified in Title XI, Section 1 1004. For reasons explained earlier in

greater detail, we oppose limiting insurers' ability to charge rates sufficient to cover the

real costs of serving their enrollees.

There are also administrative problems with the proposed interim rating structure It

differs significantly from the rating reforms that have been enacted in more than half the

states in the past three years and will therefore require significant time and

administrative effort on the part of both states and carriers to implement, all for a

scheme that would remain in place for a year or two.

In conclusion, I want to again emphasize that we support more of the President's plan

than we oppose. We want to be a responsible participant in the national health care
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debate and want to work with the Administration and Congress to develop national

reform which achieves universal coverage, promotes individual responsibility and cost

containment, preserves choice and maintains the quality of our health care system.
During this discussion, we must rememt>er that our health care system has many
excellent features and we should build on them.

84-607 0-94-6
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TRENDS IN PROFITABILITY FOR SELECTED SECTORS IN THE HEALTH CARe"
AND HEALTH INSURANCE INDUSTRIES. 1980-1991
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HIAA
Hi»Mi h— VI I AmaimacB of A^aja

November 3, 1993

Budget Development and Enforcement (Premium Caps)
For Regional Health Alliances in

President Clinton's Proposed Health Security Act

1. The National Health Board (NHB) determines a "national per capita baseline

premium target" for 1994, 1995 and 1996 by adjusting and trending forward actual

1993 expenditures for items and services included in the national benefit package.

(§6002)

The legislatioD sp>ecifies in considerable deiall the adjustmeots thai are to be made to

arrive at a fail representation of per capita spending for alliance-eligible individuals.

Whether sufficient data exist to make these adjustments is another question entirely.

2a. By January 1, 1995, the NHB determines a "regional alliance per a^ita premium

target" for 1996. (§6003(a))

The alliance-specific targets are based on the 'national per capita baseline premium

target," adjusted to reflect regional differences in health care expenditures, percent

of population un- and under-insured, and use of academic health centers.

2b. "Regional alliance per capita premium targets" for subsequent years are established

by the NHB by March 1 of the previous year. (§6003(b))

After 1996, the new target equals the previous year's target times the "regional

alliance inflation factor," also set by the NHB under §6001(a).

The "regional alliance inflation factor" equals a "general health care inflation

factor" specified in the legislation (§6001(a)(3)), adjusted to take into account any

material changes in the demographic and socio-economic characteristics of a

particular alliance's population. (§6001 (a)(2))

The factor may be reduced if the alliance exceeded its target in previous years.

(§6001 (d)) (See item 10, below.)

1025 Connecticul Avenue. N.W.. Washington. DC 20036-3998 202/223-7780 Telecopier 202/223-7897
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3. By April 1 each year, the regional alliance sends to prospective health plans NHB-

specified information 'necessary to enable a plan to estimate, based upon an

accepted bid, the amounts payable" to the plan (i.e., actual revenue the plan will

receive). (§134 1(a))

Alliances must dudoK to prospective bidden the 'regional allianoe inflation £»ctor*

(§1341(a)(2)(D)), but may choose whether or not to disclose the actual per capita

premium target (§6004(a)(l)(B)).

4. Bids from health plans for 1996 are due to the regional alliance on or before

July 1, 1995. For subsequent years, bids are due Aug\ist 1 of the previous year.

In submitting bids, plans must agree to accept any premium reduction that may be

imposed under §6011 (see item 7 below). (§6004(a))

5. If the state's plan permits it, alliances negotiate with health plans over premiums
to be charged. After negotiations, health plans may submit new, lower bids.

(§6004(a)(2))

Alliances are generally required to "negotiate with any willing State-certiiied health

plan to enter into a contract" (§1321(a)(l)) but are not required to offer a contract

if the plan's "proposed premium exceeds 120 percent of the weighted-average

premium within the alliance" (§1321(b)).

6. By September 1, the alliance submits health plans' final bids to the NHB, along

with information necessary to enable the NHB to estimate probable enrollment in

each plan. (§6004(b))

7. The NHB determines a "weighted average accepted bid" (WAAB) for each alliance

(§6004(c)), and compares it with the per capita premium target for that alliance.

If the WAAB exceeds an alliance's target, the NHB notifies the alliance on or

before October 1. The NHB also notifies both the alliance and each

"noncomplying plan" (i.e., plan whose final bid exceeds the target) of the "plan

payment reduction" (i.e., tiie amount by which payment to the plan will be

reduced below the plan's bid). (§6004(d))

AS\eT the first year, whether a plan is 'noncomplymg* is determined by comparing

the plan's bid, not with the alliance't target premium, but with a plan-specific

•maximum complying bid,* which equals the previous year's premium for that plan,

less any plan payment reduction for that year, plus the dollar amount (not percentage)

by which this year's alliance per capita premium target exceeds last year's target or

WAAB, whichever is less. (§601 1(d))

- 2 -
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7. (con't)

Details of how the NHB will calculate the actual reduction for each noncomplying

plan are specified in §601 1(c). The reductions guarantee that the new WAAB for

the alliance, after implementation of the reductions, will equal the target (unless

actual plan enrollment differs from pre-year estimates). The regional alliances

implement the reductions when paying health plans under §1351.

8. Each 'noncomplying* health plan passes on the plan payment reduction to its

providers, both participating and non-participating. The method for calculating the

amount of the reduction is specified in the legislation and by the NHB and cannot

be changed by the health plan. Providers must accept the reduction and cannot

charge patients more because of it. (§6012)

9. The alliance publishes the final information about premiums for each of its health

plans, and other required information, and holds an open enrollment period during

which individuals (family heads) choose which plan they wish to enroll in.

Enrollment is effective January 1.

10. Once the final enrollment in each health plan is known, the alliance reports this

information to the NHB, which calculates the "actual weighted average accepted

bid" for the alliance for that year and compares it to the alliance's per capita

premium target. (§6001(d5)

If the actual WAAB exceeds the alliance's target, the "regional alliance inflation

factor" for that alliance for the two succeeding years is reduced to make up the

overage. (§6001 (d))

- 3 -
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Mr. Klink. I guess I will start with you, Mr. Freeman. You men-
tion in your statement that Health Alliances are untested, but, in

fact, we have one model, which is the Federal Employee Health
Benefit Plan, which we are all intimately familiar with here on the
Hill.

And we hear from a lot of people across the country, you know.
Why can't we have the same kind of care you all have down in

Washington, DC, like we have something very special. But the fact

of the matter is that that does work here.

How would you—I mean you must admit that this plan has
worked fairly well, has it not?
Mr. Freeman. I think that that plan works fairly well. It differs,

however, in my opinion, from a mandatory purchasing alliance in

that companies have the option of participating in that. Granted
they can choose to or not to be a part of that. However, we have

opportunities in other areas. It seems to me one of the biggest

problems that we have with purchasing alliances is that they are

extraordinarily bureaucratic in nature and you have government
getting involved in the business of providing health care by fiat.

I guess I relate mostly to my personal experience in Ohio, and
I guess what I have said over and over again is that I am not so

concerned about what happens here at the Federal level as I am
concerned about what happens when this becomes implemented at

the State level, because a lot of the—sir?

Mr. Klink. I was just going to say that the plan here is not bu-
reaucratic. It is very simple. You have a number of choices that you
make, just as you would with the plan that the President's laid out.

You seem to be saying that once the idea of alliances is taken
from Capitol Hill out to middle America and the rest of the country
it is going to change. I don't understand your assumption.
Mr. Freeman. I guess I have difficulty responding to that be-

cause we don't participate in the Federal Health Plan and I am not

fully aware of all of its implications.
Mr. Klink. We understand that. It is a plan that works. There

is not a bureaucracy to it. You come in. You make your choices. It

is bid on. I mean, in essence, what people across this country have
been saying that they want is the same kind of choice that we have

here, and that is essentially the way—Mr. Berumen, I can see you
chomping at the mike there. Go ahead.
Mr. Berumen. Yes. I think it is a very good plan. I don't know

a great deal about it but I know something about it. However, the

employer—that is to say, the government—chose that plan on be-

half of its employee population. That is a fundamental distinction

between the mandatory purchasing pool and the Federal Employ-
ees' Plan.

Moreover, the range of choices are selected to suit particular
needs there, and you have many choices under the Federal plan
which I would submit would not be available to you under a man-
datory purchasing pool because capital would be insufficient.

Many carriers, most particularly when you take community rat-

ing, pure community rating, price controls and mandatory purchas-
ing pools together, lots of players aren't going to be at the table.

They are going to have very few players, and I would submit to you
that that would also occur with the Federal employees' program if
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that were to participate in the mandatory exclusive purchasing
pool.
So I think it is distinguishable, but it is a very fine program for

what it is intended to do today under a voluntary system where the

employer—that is to say, the government—has made the choice.

Mr. Klink. Well, let's stay on this subject because I mean you
all took a shot at the idea of the Alliances. I think that was some-

thing that you all were against.
How do we get our community rating if we don't do it regionally?

Are you looking at one huge national umbrella, Ms. Fox?
Ms. Fox. We think that when you look at the Alliances we agree

that community rating, at least with some demographic adjust-

ments, is the right way to go. When you look at what the Clinton
Alliances do, they say they pool purchasing power, but we don't

think that is true. Basically what the proposal does is it says all

health plans must offer the same rate to all comers. We think that
is where the purchasing power is and the pool is.

We don't think you need an alliance to tell health plans they
have to charge everybody the same rate. You could just enact a law
that says you must do that. You don't need to construct the Health
Alliance first.

Mr. Klestk. So it would be a national—I mean you would see

community standards being a national standard rather than a re-

gional standard, or State by State. What would be your population
base for the community standard?
Ms. Fox. We think it needs to be adjusted for geographic areas.

You would basically set the lot here in Washington saying that all

health plans have to rate a certain way, but that would be done
at the local level.

So, for example, in Pennsylvania you might have a few different

geographic areas, but health plans, if you had five or six health

plans in a certain area, each health plan would have to offer an

average rate, their own average rate, to all residents in that area.

Mr. Klink. How do we set that? How do we establish—if we
don't have an alliance, a regional alliance to use as a guidepost, I

mean we just
—your explanation, and I don't mean to—I am cer-

tainly not picking on you, but it seems to be a little nebulous.
Ms. Fox. Okay. Well, I will be real specific then. Basically com-

munity rating means that every health plan offer their average
rate. So, if I am in New York City, for example, all health plans
that serve New York City give everybody one rate. So if I am Blue

Cross, I charge $150 per person. If I am Aetna, I charge $170 per
person. But it is their average rate.

You don't need a Health Alliance to tell health plans they have
to offer the same rate to all comers. You could just say—in fact,

some States are beginning to do this—tell health plans they have
to charge a single rate.

Mr. Klink. Well, see the problem that we have with that is that
how I understand this cherry picking goes on.

Ms. Fox. No. What happens
Mr. Klink. How would we have an assurance that that won't

occur?
Ms. Fox. We are very concerned about cherry picking, let me as-

sure you. The way cherry picking happens is that some health
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plans say I only want to take healthy people and not sick people.
Or I only want healthy people and I am going to give them dis-

count rates, and if you are sick I am going to surcharge you.
'^Hien you tell people they have to charge everybody the same

rate, you can't have cherry picking because anybody who comes to

my door I offer the same exact rate—^young, old, healthy or sick—
if the rule is pure community rating.
Mr. Klink. So you could have selective marketing? I mean mar-

ket only in certain areas?
Ms. Fox. We think that is a concern. We don't want to have peo-

ple selectively marketing. What we would propose there is have the
State Insurance Commissioner or some other State body say, here
are the health plans that provide coverage to every resident. Here
are their names, and here is their price, and here are outcomes

measures, so that you would prevent, again, selective marketing.
That is basically the way we understand the Clinton plan would

work. We don't think you need a Health Alliance to do that. We
think there are other ways to assure compliance.
Mr. Klink. Mrs. Roukema?
Mrs. Roukema. This is an intriguing line of questioning.
Thank you very much. In fact. New Jersey, and I am not an au-

thority on the New Jersey reforms, but it is based on a community
rating system such as you have outlined. But I will go no farther

than that.

Let me attack some of the same questions from maybe a little

different perspective. First, Mr. Berumen, I believe you said that
there were three elements that you were opposed to but I only
heard two. Maybe I missed something. One was the mandatory
purchasing alliances. Two was the premium caps
Mr. Berumen. By first order.

Mrs. Roukema. What was the third?

Mr. Berumen. Price controls. Pure community rating, as opposed
to the modified community rating.

Mrs. Roukema, Oh. It was community rating? I missed that. You
are opposed to

Mr. Berumen. Pure community rating.
Mrs. Roukema. What is your definition of—I mean what is the

kind of community rating
Mr. Berumen. You charge any individual for the same plan the

same rate, basically, and you make no distinction on the basis of—
I mean in its purest form, on the basis of geography, on the basis

of industry, on the basis of age, on the basis of sex.

We believe there ought to be some modifications to this to allow

for distinctions.

Mrs. Roukema. Tell me, either you or someone else, or both, both

you and someone else on the panel, how that would square with

universality and the reforms concerning cherry picking, the afford-

ability questions that Mr, Freeman pointed out, and the elimi-

nation of cancellation for prior conditions.

I mean these are reforms that I think everybody has recognized.
And I don't want to be harsh on your industry because I consider

myself a friend of yours. But in truth, it is the practices of the in-

surance industry that have exacerbated the health care crisis, in
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my opinion, perhaps more than the inflation increased costs.

.Ajnong the general public I am talking about now.
You know, because that is what people are really anxious about.

The fear of losing their jobs, losing their insurance or some serious

illness in the family causing the elimination of health insurance.

So—^yes, Mr. Freeman?
It seems contradictory here. I don't know how you get the re-

forms and still not go along with a community rating system.
Mr. Freeman. The industry has for quite a great deal of time

been very involved in trying to get insurance reforms, particularly
in the small group environment. Beginning in 1990, the Association

began to go to the States with a set of insurance reforms, including
most of those, if not all, in the Clinton package. And part of that

package was a scheme of premium limitations, which would pre-
vent carriers from either overpricing or underpricing based on es-

sentially margins around an average rate similar to what we would
call a modified community rating basis, in that kind of a definition.

What the insurance industry would like to see happen is there

to be some recognition of lifestyle and things of that nature, such

as—and essentially we believe it is more of a fairness issue and we
don't understand why a person who is healthy, runs a lot, has a

healthy lifestyle should be dumped into the same pool and pay the

same rate as someone with an unhealthy lifestyle who intentionally
decides to do that.

Mrs. RouKEMA. Let me interrupt you.
Mr. Freeman. Sure.

Mrs. Roukema. All right. No, go ahead. Finish your point.
Mr. Freeman. I think that there needs to be, and the Association

already has reform programs in place in almost 40 States that

place limitations on premiums to eliminate this wide variance

which relate primarily to carriers charging insurance risk—excuse

me—experience against the groups rather than pooling it. How-

ever, we stop short of thinking that we should put everybody at the

same rate.

Mrs. Roukema. One of the things that I don't understand is how
if you do not mandate coverage for each working individual, you
don't mandate that coverage, and you don't have a community rat-

ing pool, how does the individual afford his own individual insur-

ance? You see, I don't think they come together.
Mr. Berumen. Congresswoman?
Mrs. Roukema. Yes, please.
Mr. Berumen. May I make a distinction between the community

rating or modified community rating and underwriting practices? I

agree that there ought to be some limit to what one can charge and
the variation among groups given particular characteristics, but

risks do vary. I think when we are talking about cherry picking,
we are talking about such things as, for example, excluding individ-

uals from coverage by virtue of their health status. I think there

is very wide agreement across our industry and segments of our in-

dustry that that ought to be changed, or canceling people's cov-

erage.
The reason why this exists is that if one carrier does this, then

they are able to cherry pick against the rest. So, so many have to

play by those rules. We would like to see those rules change.
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The final point I would like to make, Congresswoman, is that the
self-funded community, which again represents the majority of em-
ployers, even small employers self-fund. The government reports
that about 25 percent of employers with fewer than 100 employees
self-fund. They do not cherry pick. They insure—the employer in-

sures who they employ. They are prohibited by Federal law, ADEA
and ADA, to name a couple, from preventing people from having
coverage or engaging in discriminatory practices.

Now, that is not to say that I don't know that there is some
abuse, but I think it is pretty rare. So a very large part of the mar-

ketplace does not engage in that very activity.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Well, I will have to go over that statement again.

I am not quite sure I understand all the implications of it.

Let me just ask—I know my time is up, but I do have to ask one
other question. You know, as we have gone through this, there are
certain concepts that we thought we understood, and one that has
become a term of art here has been managed competition. It is a
definition that is applied to the so-called Cooper bill. It is a defini-

tion that is more or less applied to Senator Chafee's bill.

Where does what you are outlining here fall in the definition of
the rubric of managed competition, because I don't get it? Of
course, everybody has their own definition of managed competition,
but could you give me some analogy here—not an analogy, but
make the connection here or disassociate yourself from managed
competition?
Ms. Fox. Thank you. We very much support the concepts of man-

aged competition, and what we mean when we say that is to make
the market work and to make price competition work for the first

time.

Mrs. RoUKEMA. But it would include the reforms at a national

level, national insurance reforms.
Ms. Fox. Definitely. First, you have to tell—in order to make the

market work, you have to—there is no rules for insurers right now,
and that is pretty unbelievable. States are just starting to enact it.

But there are really no basic set of rules.

Insurers are now competing to get a lower price by only enrolling

healthy people. You need to end that. You say insurers have to

take everybody and charge rates the same exact way, therefore you
can can't compete by cherry picking.
Then you have to say we have to have standardized benefit pack-

ages. Right now if you are a signal employer and you are trying
to compare the price of two benefit packages, you can't make an ap-

ples to apples comparison. What we think makes sense is you have
those benefit packages standardized so small employers can make
comparisons.

Third, that you get some outcomes information so employers can

figure out what their choices mean. Gret some outcomes measures,
and in addition make tax changes so that the Tax Code is only—
tax deductions only allow for cost effective health plans so that you
make people conscious of those cost decisions.

We think that will do two things. It makes consumers shop bet-

ter on price and quality; and second, it sends a message to health

plans that if you want to compete you have to compete by getting
your price down and quality high.
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Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you very much. We will be talking about

this further as the issue develops.
Mr. Freeman. Can I make one final comment, very briefly?

Mrs. RouKEMA. Yes.

Mr. Freeman. And that is, from our perspective she, I think,

adequately described managed competition. But where the Presi-

dent's proposal stops being managed competition is when you put
it into a framework of mandatory purchasing alliances where you
take away my ability as a carrier to compete in that marketplace.

I deal—my company deals primarily in rural markets and we
work with rural physicians and rural hospitals. In every alliance

kind of scenario that we have seen being played out in the State

of Ohio, which is ready to go, they have their State Health Care
Board and they have penciled in their little alliances and each one

of them includes a metropolitan market, including a very vast

southeastern Ohio, very rural market.
And in that kind of environment we are going to have those kind

of health care decisions made by a metropolitan market where
there is very little similarity between them.
Mrs. Roukema. And your people are going to be among the 30

percent or more who pay more?
Mr. Freeman. Probably.
Mr. Klink. The gentlelady's time has expired. Since there are

only several of us here, I would like to have another round of ques-
tions.

I wanted to follow up on what Mr. Freeman just said. If memory
serves me correctly, and counsel says that that is her memory also,

the Jackson Hole model and the Cooper bill also contained the alli-

ances, the mandatory alliances. So this isn't something that was

just inserted here on Capitol Hill for the Clinton plan. I mean the

Jackson Hole model had mandatory alliances. So to does the Coo-

per bill.

Mr. Berumen. Below 100 employees.
Mr. Klink. But they are still mandatory.
Mr. Berumen. They are mandatory. And you are quite right

about the Jackson Hole proposal. It did have alliances as one of its

concepts, although not mandatory coverage on the part of employ-
ers. That's quite right.
Mr. Klink. Let me. I just want to go back again to—I mean let

me just ask this question, and I guess I will start with Mr. Free-

man. Do you find yourself in agreement with most of what Mr.

Berumen and Ms. Fox are saying?
Mr. Freeman. On many issues, yes.
Mr. Klink. Mr. Berumen, you find yourself—I am trying to find

if there are great differences. You have all talked differently about

these things. I know you all attacked the alliances, the mandatory
alliances, but I want to find out if there are any glaring differences

in your mind between your testimony and that of your two associ-

ates.

Mr. Berumen. Well, I don't see many glaring differences in the

testimony. I suspect there are some differences in points of view,

however, to which we have not testified. But I think the important

thing from my point of view is that there is a market out there that

is generally ignored and some of the trade associations are not
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talking about it, and that is the self-funded marketplace. So I think
that is a major difference of emphasis, not a disagreement in some
of the points.

And, if I disagreed with any one thing it would be the notion of

pure community rating, which I am not sure if Ms. Fox agrees with

pure community rating or a modified community rating.
Mr. Klink. We will let her £inswer that.

Ms. Fox. We support community rating with limited age adjust-
ments in the small end of the market. And if you don't have those

age adjustments—we think those age adjustments are important
because if you don't have some age adjustments, young, healthy
small employers will have to pay significantly more. So we think
that that might make sense, especially in the beginning.

I think that we don't—we oppose having experience rating in the
small group market, and I am not sure if the other witnesses sup-
port that. It sounded to me like they do. They would allow some
health status to be factored into the determination of people's

rates, and we don't think that belongs there.

Mr. Klink. The question is, as I hear each of you say we agree
with the concept of the Clinton plan and then tend, each of you,
to disagree with major portions of it in following statements. What
I have to ask, how could this proposal as written, and we all, I

think, recognize there are going to be changes made, and I know
that is why you are here, to try to influence those changes as much
as you can.

But how could you create more bureaucracy, how could you cre-

ate a more complex system than the current one of some 1,500 in-

surers, half a million separate employer-sponsored plans, medicare,
medicaid, health plans sponsored by States, by local governments
for their own employees, the Indian Health Service, the VA,
CHAMPUS, each with a different set of rules, each with a different

set of forms? I don't know how we could be much worse off than
we are now.
Ms. Fox. I would like to take a shot at that. I agree 100 percent

that we need reform. We are not arguing for the status quo. We
think you need tough standards for health plans to operate, and if

you can't meet those standards you don't belong in the business.

We think that will reduce the number of health plans participating
in States.

We think you need significant change. What we are talking

about, we are saying we don't think you need mandatory Health
Alliances. We have some differences here, but what we are saying
here when we don't like mandatory Health Alliances, we are look-

ing at every function that the Clinton administration says they
want to accomplish with those mandatory Health Alliances, and
what we have said in our testimony is we don't think you need
those allisinces to accomplish those goals.
So we want to work with you in crafting a bill that gets at those

objectives, but we don't think mandatory alliances are the way to

go and we want to offer you alternatives as you progress in draft-

ing legislation.
Mr. Klink. Believe me when I tell you, and I agree with Mrs.

Roukema, I am not an enemy of the insurance industry. I know
that you have a lot of problems. But I still, you know, I still don't
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understand. We held, this committee held a hearing in my district

and I heard a lot of the same things that you are saying. You didn't

like the exemption for preexisting conditions, but you kind of had
to do it because everybody else was doing it.

I don't understand why the insurance industry didn't when they
had the chance to discipline themselves on many of these issues.

And I also am still at a loss—maybe I am dense, but I still am at

a loss to understand, after listening to all three of you, I still re-

main unconvinced if we don't establish these mandatory alliances,

if we call upon it to be voluntary, where there is going to be any
discipline in, and I still think that we risk market segmentation
and selection, cherry picking, all of those, selective marketing, all

of those pitfalls, and I still remain unconvinced by most of your
statements.
Ms. Fox. I would like to answer that, and two things. First of

all, Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plans invented community rating, in-

vented procedures where we took all comers. What has happened
today—in some States we still do that, like in Pennsylvania.
So we were taking everybody, charging average rates. What hap-

pened, when not everybody does it, when competitors are selective

in who they take in and give discounts to healthy people, you cre-

ate an unlevel playing field. You can't operate that way. You need
a law that says everybody has to play by the same set of rules.

Mr. Klink. Excuse me, Ms. Fox. Are you saying that Blue Cross/

Blue Shield has never turned down anyone?
Ms. Fox. No, I am not saying that at all. I am saying that we

started taking everybody. Some of our plans still do. In many
States, we turn down people today, but it is because we couldn't

sustain the practice of taking everybody when our competitors
didn't. And that is why we think we need laws that require every-

body to play by the same rules.

Ajid second, we are not sajdng no regulation. We think the bot-

tom line for managed competition is regulation. We think that is

what the Federal Government does best, is the Federal Govern-
ment should regulate it and the State Insurance Commissioners
should regulate that and assure that health plans are taking all

comers and charging the rates as set down in Federal statute.

So we are not saying no regulation, we are saying the State In-

surance Commissioner should regulate, and you don't need a

Health Alliance to set up a new regulatory mechanism because the

States already have them today.
Mr. Klink. I might tell you, Ms. Fox, you may be the first wit-

ness that I have heard since I have been here during the past year
from private industry who has said that the Federal Government
does a good job of regulating. But thank you for that.

Mr. Berumen, I think you had a comment.
Mr. Berumen. Yes. Congressman, I have. Two things: The gov-

ernment does a pretty good job of creating policy, and as a regu-

latory function. It does a pretty poor job, though, in delivering

goods and delivering services for consumers. I think that is a fun-

damental distinction.

I believe and my company believes that we do need Federal re-

form, and we also need State level reform, in order to solve this

problem. Unfortunately, an industry as large as ours can't self-dis-
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cipline itself 100 percent, and that is where we need the govern-
ment. I think that that could effect a lot of changes that would, in

fact, result in many of the things, many of the objectives that the
President has.

The idea of the mandatory alliance being necessary to prevent
cherry picking is just not true. One could have rules which prevent
one from practicing the more onerous forms of underwriting across
the board, whether one was insured or self-funded, or in an HMO
or in a service plan.
The idea that an exclusive alliance is necessary comes from the

notion that, "Gee, if we don't have a very large group and spread
all of this risk, and if we have anyone on the outside they can cher-

ry pick against us," is just not true.

First of all, mathematicians will tell you that you probably need
about 50,000 people to form a predictable group in an alliance

given certain conditions, one of which is that anyone outside of the
alliance and in the alliance plays by certain of the same rules. Not
all the same rules, but certain of the same rules.

Moreover, there is a lot of talk about the economies of scale. That
the alliances will be so much more efficient than private industry.
Well, first of all, I don't think that there is much evidence that the

government has been more efficient than private industry, even

though I will admit to you that there are some inefficiencies in the

1,500 insurance companies and so forth.

The second thing is that mathematically you find that you get di-

minishing returns once you have reached an employee population
of about 25,000. Very small insurance companies insure more than
that.

So I think these arguments are overwrought, and I think that

many of the problems associated with our industry today and
health care can be reformed at a Federal and State level. But I also

think we have a tendency, a remarkable tendency to ignore the un-

derlying reasons for health care costs or insurance costs.

The raw material of health insurance, after all, is the cost of pro-

viders, hospitals and physicians. And I think the President is hop-
ing that by creating these cartels that the insurance industry will

be able to wrest a lot of control away from providers, and very
frankly, I don't think the consequence will be what the American

people want.
Mr. Klink. Mr. Payne, do you have questions for our witnesses?
I would like to thank each of you for being here. You have been

very patient. You have answered our questions, and we thank you
for being with us.

With that, this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:22 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-

convene subject to the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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Statement of Deanna Gelak, PHR, Manager, Government Relations, Society
FOR Human Resource Management, Alexandria, Virginia

The Society for Human Resource Management would like to submit testimony for

the record for the most recent hearing on the President's health care security pro-

posal, held on December 9, 1993. I understand that because of the hoUdays, the

record my remain open until after the first of the year.
The Society for Human Resource Management [SHRM] is the leading voice of the

human resource profession, representing the interests of more than 56,000 profes-
sional and student members from around the world. SHRM provides its membership
with education and information services, conferences and seminars, governm.ent and
media representation, and publications that equip human resource

professionals
to

become leaders and decision makers within tneur organizations. The Society is a

founding member and Secretariat of the World Federation of Personnel Manage-
ment Associations [WFPMA] which links human resource associations in 55 nations.

Human resource professionals are uniquely smted to contribute to the health care

reform debate. We are often regarded as the most important human link between
an employee, the employer and the insurer. Employees often count on us to explsiin
benefit plans and employers look to our expertise in helping to hold down health

care costs. For all of the above reasons, SHKM would Like its views on health care

reform reflected in the record.

Thank you for your consideration, and I look forward to working with the commit-
tee as the important issue of health care is examined.
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MICHAEL R. LOSEY, SPHR

The Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) is the leading
voice of the human resource profession, representing the
interests of more than 56,000 professional and student members
from around the world. SHRM provides its membership with ongoing
government and media representation, education and information
services, conferences and seminars, and publications that equip
human resource professionals to become leaders and decision
makers within their organizations. The Society is a founding
member and Secretariat of the World Federation of Personnel
Management Associations (WFPMA) which links human resource
associations in 55 nations.

Undoubtedly, the issue of health care reform is one of the most

important challenges facing the nation, the Congress and the
human resource profession. As both consumers and purchasers of
health care, the more than 56,000 members of the Society for
Human Resource Management (SHRM) are confronted with the

difficulty of providing health coverage to their employees while
managing the escalating costs to their businesses. Therefore,
SHRM is excited about the prospects for reform of our nation's
health care system. However, we are equally concerned about the

shape that the reform will take. As your Committee continues to
refine the details of the President's "Health Security Act" (H.R.
3600) and to examine alternative health proposals, real world

experiences of human resource managers in designing employee
health plans will provide invaluable information. Since human
resource practitioners will be responsible for implementing and

integrating new health care reform requirements with existing
benefits plans, SHRM is uniquely suited to provide practical
insights on the effects of the proposal.

First of all, SHRM would like to commend President Clinton and
the Administration for their efforts to address the critical and

complex issue of health care reform. We appreciate the goals of

security, simplicity, savings, choice, quality, and
responsibility. However, since the devil is often in the
details, we would like to offer the following specific comments
on the proposal based on the framework of health care principles
approved by our Board of Directors in 1992:

I. Basic Benefits Package

SHRM believes that the basic core of health care services should
emphasize preventive care and commends you for including
preventive care in your package. SHRM is concerned, however,
that design of the basic benefits package is too generous and
does not carefully consider the costs of providing these
benefits.

II. Purchasing Pools

SHRM believes that small employers should be encouraged to form
risk sharing groups to obtain affordable coverage. The
government should provide incentives and/or sponsor
public/private vehicles for risk sharing and/or insurance. While
SHRM supports
the creation of purchasing pools to give small businesses more
bargaining power, SHRM believes more than one health alliance
should be permitted in a geographic region so that employers have
a choice of a purchasing agent. SHRM supports allowing multiple
competing health alliances within an area and permitting smaller
employers to band together to form a competing health alliance.

In addition, the Health Security Act's requirement for most
employers to purchase coverage through the health alliance would
negatively affect many mid-size employers who are currently self-
insured. As proposed, we believe that the 5000 employee limit is
far too high, affecting only a handful of employers, while
disenfranchising thousands more.
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III. Corporate Alliances/ERISA

SHRM believes that the Health Security Act would discourage
employers from electing to maintain self-insured plans or

negotiating directly with a health plan. Only employers with
more than 5000 employees who elect to establish a corporate
alliance to maintain self-insured plans would qualify for an

exemption under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

(ERISA) . ERISA would be amended to require corporate alliances
to meet new federal guidelines. In addition, the statute would
be amended to permit taxes and assessments on corporate
alliances.

SHRM strongly opposes this erosion of ERISA preemption. National
health care reform should include a uniform set of federal rules
and regulations and should apply to those purchasing health care,
rather than the wide variations existing from state to state.
Rather than being reduced, we believe that preemption under ERISA
should be expanded to address all health standards. Health care

plans and the laws that apply to them are complex enough.
Employers who want to expand regionally or nationally should not
be inhibited from doing so by a maze of conflicting state
requirements. Further, employers currently self insure to better
manage the costs of their plans and meet their employees' needs.
Under President Clinton's plan, employers would no longer have
this control over the design of their plans.

IV. State Authority

Under the Health Security Act, ERISA would be amended to permit
any state or part of a state to establish a single payer system
of health care. This provision would allow the federal
government to waive ERISA requirements and other rules governing
corporate alliances, thereby eliminating corporate alliances in
states or parts of states.

SHRM opposes health care reform provisions that would give states
a "blank check" to disregard federal directives and impose their
own version of health care on the employers located within their
borders. Specifically, SHRM opposes granting states the
authority
to establish a single-payer system of health care at the
federal/state level. Such a system would eliminate the
competitive forces of an employer-based system which can promote
quality and reduce costs.

Under President Clinton's plan, it is likely that additional
state regulations would affect employers. For instance, states
could require plans to provide benefits in excess of any federal
standard benefits package. Health alliances could be run by the
states, and states could impose taxes on provider services which
could be passed on indirectly to employers and employees.

Many SHRM members work for self-insured companies with operations
in multiple states and are concerned that under the new system
they will have to begin complying with a patchwork of state laws.

V. Employee Contribution

We strongly believe that incentives should be provided to
encourage payers and patients to act as consumers in choosing
health care services that are cost-effective. Deductibles, co-
payments and reasonable contributions by participants should also
exist to encourage individuals to make consumer-like decisions
about health care. Specifically, employees should be required to
make some level of copayment. This would help to prevent the
utilization of health care services from rising uncontrollably as
coverage expands. Therefore, the level of employee copayments
and deductibles should be high enough to discourage unnecessary
utilization of health services.
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VI. Taxation of Benefits

The Health Security Act would permit employers to continue to
deduct the cost of the basic benefits package as a business
expense. The cost of additional benefits would be taxable as
income to employees after a 10 year grandfather clause. Section
125 or "cafeteria" plans would be amended to exclude employee
contributions for health benefits.

SHRM believes the tax structure should encourage payers and
patients to act as consumers in choosing health care services
that are cost effective. SHRM strongly supports the continuation
of Section 125 benefit programs since they encourage employees to
plan for their medical expenses.

VII. Workers* Compensation

Initially, the Health Security Act would require that workers'
compensation related health care treatment be provided through
the state-certified health plans. These health plans would
designate a case manager to handle job-related injuries and
illnesses and adopt certain treatment guidelines for handling
workers' compensation cases. In addition, a new Commission would
be established to study the feasibility of fully integrating the
medical part of workers' compensation with the health care system
and make recommendations by 1995.

SHRM is in the process of developing a position on the
coordination of the workers' compensation and health care
systems. However, any reform should not result in cost-shifting
to the payers who reimburse the costs of care for job related
injuries and illnesses. Changes should not jeopardize the
existing incentives for safety nor affect the exclusive remedy.
Also, any system should help employers control indemnity costs by
encouraging employees' rapid return to work.

VIII. Malpractice reform

The Administration's health plan would establish a mandatory,
non-binding Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanism to
settle complaints." Attorneys' fees would be limited to a maximum
of 1/3 of an award and states could impose lower limits. It
would also establish a pilot program of practice parameters to
set guidelines for appropriate care and establish grant programs
for state demonstration projects in enterprise liability. It
does not, however, set any limits on punitive damages which
contribute to the high costs of malpractice.

SHRM believes that reform of the medical malpractice system could
contribute significantly to ohe reduction of health care costs.
Any comprehensive health care reform proposal should improve this
system to avoid wasted energy and money spent on unnecessary
"defensive" medicine and litigation.

IZ. Insurance Reforms

The Administration's plan would prohibit preexisting exclusions
and waiting periods. Plans would not be able to terminate,
restrict or limit coverage for any reason, including non-payment
of premiums, and a system of community rating would also be
established.

SHRM supports insurance reform provisions which address
portability, risk sharing, and community ratings, particularly in
the small market.

Z. Employer Mandate

SHRM believes that employers should not be required to pay for a

portion of their employees health premiums — particularly not an
amount as high as 80 percent as proposed by the "Health Security
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Act." According to the Employee Benefit Research Institute
(EBRI) , would result in a net loss of 168,000 jobs. Other
academics and organizations estimate an even higher number of

jobs lost.

SHRM believes that the solution to the problem of the uninsured
depends on the careful coordination and planning of all concerned
parties. We endorse the continuation of an employer-based
system. We believe that the problem of the uninsured is a
societal problem and not a problem solely to be resolved by
employers and other private payers. Accordingly, SHRM opposes
pay or play proposals which require an employer to either provide
coverage to their employees or contribute a percentage of their
payroll to a

government insurance fund. SHRM strongly opposes any proposal
that imposes a mandate on employers as the sole solution to
health care reform.

ZI. Individual Obligation

According to the Administration's proposal, it is the obligation
of every individual to enroll in a health plan. Therefore,
anyone who does not meet the established deadline for enrollment
is automatically enrolled in a health plan when they seek medical
care.

SHRM recognizes that the costs of unpaid health care for the
uninsured and the underinsured result in increased health care
costs to the private sector. By requiring all individuals to
have health coverage, the costs to the insured of treating the
uninsured would be reduced. SHRM believes that a strong
disincentive should be provided to prevent individuals from
postponing enrollment in a health plan.

XII. Bealth Plans

As we understand the "Health Security Act", every employee would
have a choice of at least three health plans each with a point-
of-service option.

SHRM believes that the use of managed care programs should be
expanded. Managed care allows employers, providers and employees
to reduce health care spending together. There are various types
of managed care programs, and employers and employees could
decide which type is best suited for their specific needs.

Employers of all sizes have been able to provide sound and
informed choices for their employees. While the goal of
presenting several options to employees is laudable, any health
reform proposal should enable employers to meet the information
needs of their employees without creating unnecessarily complex
administration and communication requirements.

In general, while the low cost-sharing plan should indeed cost
employees less than high cost-sharing plan, its pricing and the
reporting of qualitative measures must still promote consumer-
like behavior.

XIII. Cost/Financing

SHRM believes that health care reforms should be based on a model
which has built-in incentives to balance both quality and cost-
efficiencies. Any cost-containment proposal should contain
measures to eliminate cost-shifting. SHRM is concerned by
criticism of the Administration's financing mechanism and will
evaluate the financing mechanism of any health reform proposal
since inadequate funding will lead to further cost-shifting.

In conclusion, SHRM recognizes that there is no panacea for
health care reform. It is a system that requires comprehensive
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reform and the compromise of all parties involved. Accordingly,
we urge you to consider the concerns of human resource experts
throughout the next several months as you debate the details of
President Clinton's proposal and seek to understand the real
world effects of this and other health-care reform proposals. We
would be happy to work with you to provide information on our
members real life experiences with the health care system. I

hope that you will contact the Government and Public Affairs
Office at (703) 548-3440, ext. 3608 if we can assist you as you
continue to consider the important issue of health care reform.
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The National Association of Children's Hospitals

and Related Institutions, Inc.

statement for the Record
Subconnnittee on Labor-Management Relations

Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives

Mr. Chairman, I am Lawrence A. McAndrews , President and Chief
Executive Officer of the National Association of Children's
Hospitals and Related Institutions — NACHRI . I appreciate the
opportunity to submit for the record of the subcommittee's hearings
on health care reform the attached statement.

NACHRI represents more than 130 institutions in the United
States and Canada, including: free-standing acute care children's
hospitals such as my own, pediatric departments of major medical
centers, and specialty children's hospitals devoted to specific
services such as rehabilitative care for children.

Children's hospitals play an essential role in the delivery of
care to the most vulnerable of children — the sickest, the
poorest, and those with the most specialized care needs. For
example, on average, children's hospitals devote nearly one-third
of their beds to children in intensive care units, more than 44

percent of their inpatient care to children who depend on Medicaid,
and more than 7 percent of their care to children with a chronic
or congenital condition.

Children's hospitals are essential to children's access to
both the basic and the specialized care they need today. They also
are essential to children's access to care tomorrow, because they
are devoted to training the next generation of pediatric health
care professionals, and they are engaged in ground-breaking medical
research for children. For example, children's hospitals and
pediatric departments of major university medical centers represent
only seven percent of all hospitals, but they train the majority of
pediatricians and the vast majority of pediatric subspecialists .

Because of their missions of clinical care, education, and
research devoted to children, children's hospitals bring two
fundamental observations to the debate over national health care
reform:

• First, children desperately need national comprehensive health
care reform, because children are at the very frontlines of
erosion in private health care coverage and change in the
health care marketplace.

• Second, health care reform must be tailored to fit children's
different health care needs, because when it comes to
children's health care, one size won't fit all.
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I would like to discuss each of these observations in more
detail and then conclude my testimony with a discussion of our
views on the major health care reform legislation pending before
Congress.

Children Need Comprehensive Health Care Reform

Children desperately need comprehensive health care reform,
because they are at the frontlines of the erosion in commercial
health care coverage. Studies show that in the struggle to cope
with rising health insurance costs, both employers and individuals
often draw the line first at paying for dependent coverage. Loss
of dependent coverage, coupled with pre-existing condition
exclusions and life-time maximiuns on coverage, hits children hard,
especially those requiring the care of a children's hospital.

As a consequence, more than one in three children in the
United States now depends either on Medicaid, which is a critical
but often underfinanced poverty program, or on charity to pay for
their health care. That proportion continues to grow. In other
words, in 1992, 13.5 million children depended upon Medicaid and
another 9.5 million children were uninsured, representing 35

percent of the nation's 65.1 million children, according to
estimates based on U.S. Census Bureau data.

Medicaid has become the nation's safety net for children's
access to health care — particularly children with special care
needs. The emergence of Medicaid as the children's safety net has
been a tremendously important development. The children's
hospitals and the fcimilies they serve are deeply grateful to the
members of this subcommittee who supported efforts for so many
years to enable Medicaid to cover more and more children left
without private insurance. But we know that Medicaid often has
been challenged to fulfill its promise to children because of

inadequate resources for eligibility, outreach, and payment. We
also know that many states are now stretched to the financial limit
by their Medicaid programs. In today's fiscal and political
climate, Medicaid and charity are an imperfect and ultimately
financially unsustainable safety net for children.

Children also are at the frontlines of change in the health
care delivery market place, and the pace of that change is about to

step up substantially because of Medicaid. In health care
marketplaces around the country, we are seeing a significant new
surge in the conversion of traditional indemnity coverage for
fee-for-service health care into managed care coverage, including
enrollment in risk bearing, capitated health plans.

Now, many state Medicaid programs are contemplating what the
State of Tennessee has just received federal permission to do —
enroll all Medicaid recipients into capitated managed care plans in
a matter of only months. Since half of all Medicaid recipients are
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children, and 70 percent are mothers or children, the conversion of
Medicaid fee-for-service to capitated managed care will be
especially significant for children and their ability to receive
the care they need. If done right, managed care holds great
potential for children by creating incentives for them to receive
the health services when they can benefit most from them. But make
no mistake about it, the statewide Medicaid managed care

experiments upon which states are embarking are experiments that
affect primarily children.

That is why we believe health care reform is so important for
children, both to give all children coverage of uniform health care
benefits and to influence the way in which health care is financed
so that universal coverage translates into access to appropriate
care.

HealtA Care Reform Should Be Tailored to Fit Children's Needs

Many Members of Congress have visited a children's hospital —
as a parent, family member, or friend of a patient or as a guest of
the hospital. You know that our institutions look and feel very
different from other hospitals. You know that the care givers who
work with our institutions often have different training and
different experience than care givers in other hospitals have.

All of these differences that define the character of a
children's hospital might be summed up by the slogan: "When it
comes to children, one size won't fit all. We must tailor health
care to fit their needs." This slogan may have a simplistic ring
to it, but it has profound implications for the way we deliver care
to children. Just this past summer, the Institute of Medicine
issued a major report on emergency care for children that concluded
our health care delivery system is failing to meet the needs of
children who suffer from injury or trauma, because all too often
our emergency and trauma care services are designed to fit the
needs of adults or "average" people, not the needs of children.

For example, because children have smaller veins that often
are not receptive to emergency injection of fluids, such injections
may need to be made directly into their bone marrow. And because
children's blood supply is smaller, injured children frequently
experience a much faster drop in blood pressure. As a consequence
of emergency services not being designed to fit these kinds of
different needs, children's survival and recovery from injury or
trauma can suffer.

The children's hospitals believe it is equally true that when
it comes to health care reform, one size won't fit all. We must
tailor the requirements of reform itself to fit children's needs.
I would like to give you examples of what I mean by focusing on
four areas of consensus on health care reform between leaders in
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both political parties. These areas of consensus involve
commitments to uniform benefits, managed care, cost contaiuujiuiix 1.111(^11 us uu uiiiiunn utin
and Medicaid's replacement

containment.

Uniform Benefits Leaders in both political parties have
advocated that the federal government establish, by act of Congress
or independent commission, a uniform benefit package for all
Americans, with special emphasis on primary and preventive care.
That is a very important, bipartisan commitment, which is sure to
benefit children, for whom preventive and primary care often is the
least expensive and promises the best financial returns in terms of
well-being and future productivity. However, as experts in the
care of children with special care needs, we know that it is
equally important to focus attention on how the benefits will cover
the needs of the child with a chronic or congenital condition, such
as cerebral palsy.

For example, if standard benefits limit coverage for
rehabilitation to treatment of "illness" or "injury," they could be
subject to the risk of interpretation that they do not cover
congenital conditions, which are the result of neither illness nor
injury. Or a limit on coverage to treatment that results in
"improvement" of function could deny coverage of therapies that
would enable children with special needs to "maintain" a level of
function, allowing them to attend school or live at home. Or it
could deny coverage of therapies prior to surgery that could be
essential to a successful outcome. In addition, an "improvement"
standard may not recognize the need for "habilitation" to help
children attain function for the first time.

That is why children's hospitals say that the uniform benefits
in health reform must be tailored to fit all children.

Managed Care Leaders in both political parties believe that
in order to restructure the way in which we deliver care, we need
to promote more enrollment of individuals and families into
risk-bearing, capitated health plans. Whether they call it managed
competition, managed collaboration, or something else, both
Democratic and Republican leaders on health care reform believe we
should give health plans an incentive to manage the care needs of
individuals cost-effectively by giving them a single, fixed per
capita payment — adjusted for the risk associated with the
individual's health needs — for every individual enrolled.

Managed care has great promise to meet the needs of children
if financial incentives facilitate their access to primary and
preventive care. Indeed, through the provision of
multi-disciplinary care involving the family, many children's
hospitals have pioneered in managed care in the best sense of the
word by trying to make sure the child receives the most appropriate
care, including inpatient care, only when it is truly necessary.

But if managed care is purely cost-driven, it can have the
opposite effect for children, denying them access to appropriate
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care instead of assuring it. The fact is that many of the
protections essential to managed care — risk adjustment, public
cost reporting, measures of quality and outcomes — have not been
developed for children. At the same time, because so few children
comparatively require hospitalization, they are more dependent than
adults on having access to regionalized centers of care. These are
providers, both institution and individual, who see a large enough
volume of pediatric patients with specialized conditions that they
are able to achieve and maintain both expertise and efficiency in
pediatric care.

Such institutions — children's hospitals — also carry the
added costs of their commitments to serving a disproportionate
share of low income patients , training the future generation of
peditaric health care professionals, conducting pediatric medical
research, and caring for the sickest of patients. If driven only
by costs and lacking adequate tools for risk adjustment or measures
of quality for children, managed care plans often will refer only
the sickest and most expensive patients to children's hospitals and
other pediatric specialized facilities, making them financially
unsustainable. Or, to gain competitive advantage, managed care
plans will seek to prevent children's hospitals from contracting
with multiple plans, which often is essential for the hospital to
serve a large enough population of children to sustain its

specialized services. These are not concerns borne out of

speculation; these are the real life experiences of children's
hospitals seeking to fulfill their missions in managed care driven
markets today.

That is why children's hospitals believe it is so important
that health care reform built upon capitated managed care must
manage the competitive market to ensure children's access to the
care they need. It is important to ensure that health plans:

• provide access to pediatric specialists and subspecialists, so
that when a child needs a cardiologist or pulmonolgist or
other subspecialist , it is one who is trained in pediatric
cardiology or pediatric pulmonology;

• allow pediatric providers to contract with multiple plans;

• avoid unnecessary duplication of regionalized services;

• contract with and refer patients to hospitals that have
demonstrated themselves to be "essential" to the children of
low income and medically underserved communties;

• contract with and refer patients to academic health centers
and other providers specialized in the treatment of rare and
unusual conditions, including pediatric specialized providers;

• separate the financing of graduate medical education from

patient care reimbursement; and
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• require health plans, in accounting to the public for the
costs and quality of care, consumer satisfaction, and health
status of the population served, to report in terms that are
specific to children and their needs.

Cost Containment There has been much disagreement both
between Democrats and Republicans , and within their respective
parties, about whether and how to cap the growth in health care
spending nationwide, the growth in conmiercial insurance premiums,
or the amount of reimbursement given to individual providers .

However, as institutions that devote a major portion of care
to children assisted by Medicaid, children's hospitals are struck
by the fact that leaders in both political parties strongly agree
on capping the growth in Medicaid, at least at a per capita level.
That is the equivalent of a de facto spending cap on health care
spending for children. Therefore, even if they may not support the
principle of government caps on health care spending, children's
hospitals already live with the reality of caps on Medicaid. We
believe it is imperative to talk about the need for cost
containment strategies to be adjusted to fit children's needs.

Let me explain why this is so important. Children have
different health care resource requirements than adults have, and
the patients of children's hospitals have different resource
requirements than children receiving care in general hospitals.
For every hour in the hospital, a child on average requires 31

percent more routine nursing care than an adult; a child younger
than two requires 45 percent more care than an adult. The
patients of children's hospitals require even more intensive care,
because they are younger, sicker, and more likely to have a chronic
or congenital condition than the pediatric patients of general
hospitals. Since nursing care is a major portion of the expense of

hospitalization, these differences can have significant
implications for the resource requirements of children.

Too often, strategies to cap health care spending fail to take
into account these differences. We see proposals to cap national
health care spending based on an extrapolation of historical rates
of health care expenditures, in which the costs of children's and
adults' care have been averaged together. In addition, children
have been disadvantaged in historical spending — because they have
been disproportionately poor, dependent upon Medicaid which has

inadequately reimbursed care, and dependent upon primary and
preventive care, which indemnity plans traditionally did not cover.

Caps on health care spending will not make sense for children if

they are based on historical spending, instead of an assessment of
children's real health care needs.

Most advocates of capitated payment for health care have
recognized the importance of risk adjustment — adjustment of

capitation for the risk of higher or lower costs of care associated
with an individual. Without such risk adjustment, a health plan or
health care provider who cares for a population that is
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disproportionately sicker would be at financial risk. This is

exactly what a children's hospital is — an institution which
specializes in caring for higher risk children with the most
complex care needs. However, experts in capitation and risk
adjustment have testified before Congress that risk adjustments
specific to the needs of children — particularly children with
special care needs — simply do not exist, and will take years to

develop. That is why children's hospitals believe we must begin
now to invest in risk adjusters for children, even before embarking
on health care reform. And if reform is implemented before
pediatric risk adjusters are developed, interim measures, such as

mandatory reinsurance for a wide range of children's chronic and
congenital conditions or exclusion of these cases from capitation,
will be necessary.

Children's hospitals have learned the necessity of adjusting
cost containment strategies to children's needs through years of

living with state Medicaid programs and private payers, which have
adopted the Medicare diagnosis related groups (DRG) payment
methodology, even though it was not designed for a pediatric
population. According to financial experts whom the federal
government often has used for payment policy analysis, no
children's hospital could survive financially if it were subject to
the Medicare payment system unadjusted for the needs of children in

general and the needs of children's hospitals' patients in
particular.

That is why children's hospitals believe that in health care
reform, cost containment strategies must be tailored to fit
children's needs.

Medicaid According to opinion surveys, most people think
Medicaid is either a welfare program or Medicare. But to
children's hospitals, Medicaid represents the nation's largest and
most important child health program. No single program, public or
private, affects more children nationwide or more children in
children's hospitals. Therefore, it is especially important that
great care be given to how health care reform transforms Medicaid.

Let me give you an example. Many leaders in both political
parties have called for the elimination of Medicaid
disproportionate share payment adjustments — extra payments given
to hospitals that serve a disproportionate share of low income
patients . They contend that such disproportionate share payments
are only needed to pay for the costs of care of charity patients.
With the achievement of universal coverage, they believe, such
payments no longer will be necessary.

However, to children's hospitals, disproportionate share
payments represent something entirely different. In most states,
including Missouri, the Medicaid program makes disproportionate
share payment adjustments because the base Medicaid rate is

substantially inadequate to cover the costs of care. These payment
adjustments have been critical to the ability of children's
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hospitals to play such an important role in providing access to
care for children of low income families.

If Medicaid financing continues at historically inadequate
levels, exacerbated by the elimination of disproportionate share
payments, health plans and communities with larger numbers of low
income people will be particularly hard hit, as will the
institutions devoted to serving them. This will be doubly true for
institutions such as children's hospitals, which serve large
numbers of both low income and high risk patients.

That is why children's hospitals say that Medicaid's
replacement in health care reform needs to be tailored to fit
children's needs.

NACHRI's Comments on Health Care Reform Proposals

In recent years, many Members of Congress have worked to

strengthen Medicaid so that it could become a true safety net for
children and to move the Congress toward the achievement of
national health care reform. The children's hospitals and the
children and families we serve are deeply in their debt.

We also recognize that despite the valiant efforts of many, no
one political leader has done more than President Clinton to move
comprehensive health care reform to the top of the nation's
political agenda. We strongly support his leadership, and we
strongly support many of the principles we believe are fundamental
to his health care reform initiative: universal coverage,
comprehensive benefits, employer-based coverage, assurance of
choice among health plans, recognition of the roles of essential
providers of care to low income patients and academic health
centers treating rare conditions, separating the financing of

graduate medical education from patient care reimbursement,
sustaining Medicaid eligible children's access to medically
necessary care, and more.

A number of other important proposals also attempt to address
these basic principles. But for several reasons, NACHRI has thus
far not endorsed in detail any individual legislative proposal.
For one thing, the legislative language on all of the proposals
still is only just becoming available. For another, as the
committee members well appreciate, these proposals are enormous in
their scope and implications for health care delivery, requiring
much review just to begin to understand them, much less endorse
them. For a third, we believe many of the proposals on the table
could benefit from learning from one another. We believe the
President's plan is a good place from which to build a coalition
for health care reform, both in terms of his fundamental
commitments and in terms of his willingness to consider changes in
the details.
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But most fundamentally, children's hospitals believe that we
need to balance continually our commitment to advocating for
comprehensive reform with our commitment to making sure that all
children have access to the kinds of services they specifically
need. Our institutions and the care givers we house have devoted
professional and personal lifetimes to the details of children's
health care needs . It has become a cliche in health care reform to
say that the "devil is in the details," but it is nonetheless an
absolute necessity in children's health care — whether it involves
making a diagnosis, prescribing a treatm.ent, or assessing health
care reform.

Children's hospitals welcome the opportunity to work with this
subcommittee to advance health care reform for all Americans and to
make sure it fits the needs of all Americans, including our
children.

Thank you for your consideration of our statement submitted
for the subcommittee's hearing record.
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Children's hospitals play essential roles in caring for
children who are the sickest, poorest, and in need of the most
specialized services. They also are important educators of

pediatric health care professionals and centers of pediatric
medical research. Because of these roles, children's hospitals
bring two basic observations to the health care reform debate:

First, children desperately need comprehensive health care
reform, because children are at the frontlines of the erosion in

private health care coverage and rapid change in the health care

delivery marketplace. One in three children now depends on either
Medicaid, an underfinanced poverty program, or charity, and the
proportion continues to grow. That is unsustainable.

Second, health care reform needs to be tailored to fit
children's needs, because when it comes to children's health care,
one size won't fit all. Uniform benefits, managed care policies,
cost containment, and Medicaid's replacement should recognize
children may require different services as well as health care
professionals experienced in pediatric care.

Uniform Benefits While it is important to emphasize primary
and preventive care in defining uniform benefits, it also is

important to make sure these benefits meet the needs of children
with special care requirements, such as children with chronic or

congenital conditions. Even if the uniform benefit package should
limit some benefits to acute and post-acute care, children with
congenital or chronic diagnoses should be included.

Managed Care In promoting the reorganization of health care

delivery through capitated, risk bearing managed care plans, health
care reform should manage the competitive market to ensure children
will have access to pediatric specialists and subspecialty care,
which will depend on sustaining regionalized health services.

Cost. Containment: Whether budget caps, capitation payments, or

price controls, cost containment strategies need to be adjusted to
reflect children's different health care needs. When hospitalized,
a child requires more resource intensive care per day than an adult
or average patient, and children's hospital patients on average are

younger, sicker, and poorer than children in general hospitals.

Medicaid's Replacement Medicaid is the nation's largest and
most important safety net for children's access to health care.
Great care needs to be given to how policies such as Medicaid
disproportionate share payments are changed, since they will affect
children so significantly.

NACHRI strongly supports the President's leadership in making
health reform a national priority, and we strongly support many of
the principles his legislation addresses. NACHRI has not endorsed

any legislative proposal in detail, but we believe the President's

proposal is a good place from which to build a coalition for reform
in Congress, both in terms of his fundamental commitments and in
terms of his willingness to consider changes in the details.



H.R. 3600—"THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT: THE
EFFECT OF HEALTH CARE REFORM ON
SMALL BUSINESSES"

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1993

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations,

Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:15 a.m., Room
2175, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. Pat Williams, Chair-

man, presiding.
Members present: Representatives Williams, Kildee, Becerra,

Green, Woolsey, Roukema, Gunderson, Ballenger, Hoekstra, and
McKeon.

Staff present: Phyllis Borzi, counsel for employee benefits; John
Weintraub, staff director; and Gail Brown-Hubb, staff assistant.

Chairman Williams. We call to order the committee.
This morning the subcommittee will once again focus on the

Health Security Act, and particularly its influence and effect on

business, most specifically small business. One of the bedrocks of

the President's health reform efforts is security.
For individuals, security means health care that is always there,

coverage that doesn't depend on employment or family status. The
President's proposal attempts to achieve security for business.

I don't think there is any question but that under the current

system or nonsystem, business faces uncertainty and clearly rising
costs. Employers providing health insurance have to cope with in-

creased cost shifting and rapidly increasing premiums along with

decreasing benefits.

In 1965, business' health care costs represented 12.4 percent of

their after-tax profits. Today health care matches profits dollar-for-

doUar.
Small business is an important engine in America's economic

growth. But the current health care system is stacked against
small business. The question is how do we make it better? Health
care coverage costs small business owners more and more and of-

fers their employees less and less coverage than employees of big
business.

Let me say it again. Employees and the owners of small business

get less and less and pay more and more for health coverage than
do their counterparts in major American industry. And as we all

know, many small businesses can't afford coverage at all. Why?
Can't afford it.

(189)
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Or if they can afford something, they cannot find an insurance

company willing to provide basic coverage at what that employer
can afford and that person's employees can afford.

The Health Security Act assures small businesses and their em-
ployees the security of access to affordable, we hope—we hope af-

fordable and certainly comprehensive coverage.
We will, after we see if our members have any opening state-

ments, welcome the Administrator of the Small Business Adminis-
tration here. First, let me ask if my friend and Ranking Member,
Mrs. Roukema, has an opening statement.
Mrs. Roukema. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have a for-

mal opening statement, but I do want to observe that your intro-

ductory remarks are extraordinarily interesting. We may be look-

ing at the same issue through different ends of the telescope, but
I am not quite sure how that is going to work out in the long de-

bate that we are anticipating here.

Certainly, my measure of the small business community—and we
will compare my measurement of the small business community
evaluation of the administration health plan with what we hear

today. I think it is a particularly relevant panel that we are going
to have here.

But presently the small business community sees the mandates
and the circumstances of the administration proposals being far

more restrictive to them than the present system.
At the same time, we have got to understand that that leaves out

of the equation the question of universality and whether or not

anyone is going to be covered.
I might say to you as I came in today I wondered how we were

going to shift gears here and turn from discussions of NAFTA to

fundamentals of health care, because nobody I know has been talk-

ing about anything else for the past two weeks except NAFTA. And
that is interesting, because I was at a meeting yesterday where I

spoke to the Commerce and Industry Association of Northern New
Jersey for my annual get-together with them, and we talked about
NAFTA and made allusions to the health care situation.

And the first question out of the box was £in observation by mem-
bers of that audience that perhaps health care and the way we re-

solve that will have a greater negative or positive impact on job

growth than anything that has been associated with NAFTA. I

don't know if that is completely true, but that is certainly the per-

ception in some elements of the business community. Certainly
small- and medium-sized businesses.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am anxious to hear the administra-

tion's perspective and will have some relevant questions.
Chairman Williams. I appreciate my colleague's remarks.
And looking back. Marge, at you through this other end of the

telescope, I think if wo cannot find a reasonable way to unburden
both employees and employers from today's health care costs, and

particularly from the costs they will face a few years into the next

century, then America will, in fact, be at a disadvantaged position
with regard to trade. We now spot our foreign competitors a nickel

on every dollar because we pay more for health care than they do.

Now, America can, it seems to me, do two things to right that

difficulty. We can either say no employee is going to get health
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care, we will have no coverage. American business will have no cov-

erage costs and, therefore, we will compete better with our low
health care cost competitors.
Or we can say no, we have to fmd a way to stem the tide of grow-

ing inflation, stop the cost shifting and get all of our people cov-

erage so that we have the security. So it is a Hobson's Choice.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. It is a Hobson's Choice and the question of cost

shifting will move to another dimension because somebody is going
to pay the cost, whether directly by business community or spread
more broadly over the general tax structure. That is a subject for

another day, too. Not other day; a continuing dialogue.
Thank you.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Ms. Woolsey.
Ms. Woolsey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am particularly pleased to have Mr. Bowles here today to dis-

cuss the President's health care reform proposal and the effect it

will have on small business, because you have such a large stake
in this health care reform.
As most of you know, I feel strongly that we must reform the

current system of health care and move forward with a plan that
will give every American access to high quality health care at a

price they can afford. But we also must be careful to make sure
that no one group assumes an undue burden to finance health care
reform. And that is what I hear worries many small business own-
ers.

The San Rafael Chamber of Commerce in my district, the two
counties north of San Francisco across the Golden Gate Bridge re-

cently conducted a survey to find out what issues its members felt

would have the strongest impact on determining their successes
and the success of their business in the future. And these small
business owners placed health care reform up at the top of the list.

Many of these businesses are really small; less than five employ-
ees. And they believe that any increase in the cost of providing
health insurance for their employees could result, at best, in a loss

of jobs and in the worst extreme, the complete loss of their busi-

nesses. Well, that is a concern to me as their representative.
And as we move forward with health care reform, I believe we

must make it possible for small business owners to participate
without jeopardizing their businesses. I am hearing from the small
business owners in my district through a series of health care fo-

rums and we are not quite finished but we have had five out of

seven. And I am sure I am hearing the same thing that is being
heard across the country; that businesses want to be good employ-
ers but they are worried that the new financial mandates could re-

quire them to lay off their employees in order to provide health in-

surance for others and that just doesn't seem right to me.
I am an advocate of the single-payer system of health care. And

I know that some businesses feel that the single-payer method
would result in far less paper and would spread the financial re-

sponsibility of health insurance far more evenly. So I am very in-

terested today to hear what you think about a flat payroll tax de-
duction as opposed to paying a premium for each employee and any
other ideas and suggestions that will help us towards our goal of

providing high quality health care for all Americans.
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Chairman Williams. Mr. Ballenger.
Mr. Ballenger. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would like to use a num-

ber that business people understand and considering that you said

health care costs equal after-tax profits, most business people
would look at health care costs before taxes, especially since many
small businesses, the majority of small businesses that are S cor-

porations are affected by your retroactive tax that we passed, and
I think everyone would enjoy it if we could use numbers that we
all understand in the business world and not in politics.

Chairman Williams. Thank you. Mr. Becerra.

Mr. Becerra. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have a formal statement, but I would like to welcome Mr.

Bowles and Dr. Thorpe here today. I am most interested in hearing
their comments with regard to small businesses, but I hope your
comments reflect the changing character of small business.

I think within the last decade or two we have seen that many
of the small businesses, the mom and pops, are no longer the type
of business that we are accustomed to, especially in Los Angeles
where such a large percentage of our small businesses are run by
men and women who are recent immigrants or minorities. It is a

growing field. It is a very important one for many of us in districts

that have, when it comes to business, mostly small businessmen
and women that generate the jobs.
So I am very interested to hear any comments that you have to

share with regard to the effects of any health care plan, not just
on small businesses but on men and women who don't necessarily
characterize the type of small business we have seen in the last 40
or 50 years, but in the last 15 or 20 years seem to be growing in

numbers at least in Los Angeles, Florida, New York, and in areas

where the character of small business has changed, but the costs

and the burdens are still the same.
Chairman Williams. Mr. Hoekstra.
Mr, Hoekstra. No opening statement.
Chairman Williams. I want to turn now to Erskine Bowles, the

Administrator of the Small Business Administration, a small busi-

nessman from Charlotte.

STATEMENT OF HON. ERSKINE B. BOWLES, ADMINISTRATOR,
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Bowles. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to be

here. I have with me today Dr. Ken Thorpe, the Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Health Policy at the Department of Health and
Human Services and he will join me in answering questions. What
I would like to request is if I could just talk to you from some notes

that I made and have my formal comments submitted for the

record.

Chairman Williams. Without objection.
Mr. Bowles. Congressman Ballenger, who is an old friend of

mine, said he wanted to talk in the language of the small business

person. I would like to do that, too, because that is my background.
I don't hold myself out to be an expert in health care, but I have

spent my entire career in the private sector and as a small busi-

ness person.
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I know when I go out and hold the town hall meetings that I

have been holding, listening to the concerns of small business peo-

ple, just like you have, Congresswoman, and I start to talk about

GDP and the fact that in this country we pay 14 percent of GDP
for health care, whereas none of our competitors pay more than 10

percent, the eyes of small business owners start to glaze over. Then
I talk about it in terms that we understand.

I use this example. I said if you have an expense item on your
income statement and that expense item accounted for 14 percent
of revenues, and you looked at all of your competitors and all of

your competitors were paying 8 to 9 percent, you would say, whoa,
I have got a problem. And I would really know you had a problem
if you looked across the ledger and you saw that you were only cov-

ering 86 percent of the marketplace paying 14 percent of revenues

and everybody else was covering 100 percent of the marketplace
and paying less. That is the crux of the problem.
And when you put it in those terms, the small business people

begin to relate to GDP, and then if you tell them that if we don't

do anything about covering the health care crisis we have in this

country that GDP will go to 20 percent of revenues by the end of

this decade they really see the problem we have and they see it

firsthand.

As it relates to small businesses themselves, I truly do not be-

lieve that you could design a more anti-small business system, or

I really would prefer to call it a nonsystem, than the one we have
in this country today. As I go around talking to small businesses,
I hear the same things over and over again.
Small businesses talk about the annual increase in the cost of

health care that they experience of 20 to 50 percent a year. Today,
small businesses are paying 35 percent more for the same health

insurance that big businesses buy and the rate of increase in the

cost of health care for small businesses is 50 percent higher than

the rate of increase for big businesses.

And what are the small businesses able to buy for these abso-

lutely skyrocketing increases in the cost of health care? Almost

nothing. We end up being able to buy something that is a bare

bones plan or something with a huge deductible that only covers

catastrophic events. In addition, we are subjected to every single

abuse in the health care system, from occupational red lining to ex-

clusions for preexisting conditions.

One of the things that I have done is to serve as the president
of the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation. I can't tell you the number of

people I talked to who were working in a major company who
wanted to leave that major company and start a small business,

but couldn't because they were locked in because if they left, they
would be naked. They would haven't any health care coverage.

I have talked to any number of small business owners who said,

yes, I wanted to supply health care coverage to my employees and

you know what, I went out and got a bunch of quotes. Some of

them were good, but the ones that were good, the insurance agent
said you have to exclude all of those people with preexisting condi-

tions and a year later when those people went on the health care

roll, the rates went up so high that you couldn't afford it. We have
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the worst of all worlds. Skyrocketing increases in health care and
the insurance that we are able to buy is not worth a hoot.

But small businesses have other problems that they want you to

think about. A number of you have experienced these problems.
One of these I call the hassle factor. A small business person
doesn't have a benefits department. We can't sit down and nego-
tiate—even to call it a negotiation is a joke—with the insurance

company. They change the name of the rules every day. They have
a different set of accounting. There is no way to have a fair nego-
tiation with an insurance company.
And even when we do try to negotiate, we have to take time

away from managing our business and dealing with our customers
and employees. That is tough for the small business person.
The other problem we have is worker's compensation. The only

item on my income statement that rose at a more rapid rate than
health insurance was worker's compensation.
A third problem is if you are self-employed, we only get a 25 per-

cent deduction for health care costs; everybody else gets 100 per-
cent. That is wrong. I come from the private sector and I have al-

ways believed in private sector solutions, but, you know, I think we
have tried everything we can in the private sector as small busi-

ness people to hold down the cost of health care.

You know, we tried switching programs. We tried managed care.

We tried self-insurance. We tried reducing benefits. We tried pass-

ing along a bigger portion of the cost to our employees. Nothing
helps. The cost of health care continues to rise at 20 to 50 percent
a year.

I am here to tell you that I don't believe there is any solution

to this health care mess this country is in without universal cov-

erage. I really believe universal coverage is the solution. And I will

tell you why. I believe those 37 million people out there who don't

have insurance, they get health care, they simply get it at the hos-

pital room instead of a doctor's office and they pay four or five

times the cost. And you know who picks that up today? It is arith-

metic. We do, the owners of small businesses. That is why our costs

go up 20 to 50 percent a year. We pick it
up.

Now, I think the President in trying to design a health care plan
has tried to focus on those things that the small business owners
have said they wanted. First of all, the alliances. I have heard peo-

ple here talk about the alliances being some kind of big bureauc-

racy. They are not. They are regulators. They are buying groups,

pure and simple. Buying groups.
What the alliances do is shift the power of the marketplace. They

change the supply and demand equation from favoring the supplier
of health care and the insurance company to favoring us, the con-

sumers and the small business people. They change the supply and
demand equation; and where that has been put into effect it has
worked. It is not a theory. It has worked in fact.

There is an example in Cleveland that I can give you where it

is proven that can you bring down the cost of health care and that

you can limit the increase in the cost of it.

The second thing that the President's plan has focused on is sim-

plification. It talks about standardized forms, uniform billings, elec-

tronic claims processing. At the average doctor's office I have been
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in, a nurse spends 50 percent of her time now filling out forms. The
average nurse fills out 19 forms per patient per day. That is crazy.
In a hospital authority—I served on the hospital authority at

home—25 cents out of every dollar that you spend goes for admin-
istrative costs; that doesn't buy you a nickel's worth of health care.

Ten cents that we spend on health care goes for fraud and abuse.

Ten cents is $90 billion a year. It is crazy.
The President's plan focuses on what I think small businesses

need and want. First of all, it provides comprehensive, rock solid

real insurance. Insurance that is as good as that offered by any
Fortune 500 company. Not some bare bones plan. Not something
with a huge deductible, but real insurance. For the first time we
get real insurance.

Two, the President made sure it was affordable. That is why
those caps and subsidies are in there to drive down the cost of

health care so it would be affordable for small businesses. That was
something that was very, very important to the President. Yes, it

is expensive for the taxpayers. I don't question that.

But it is also important because it holds down the cost for the

group that is creating the jobs in this country. The National Asso-
ciation of the Self Employed came out with a study the other day.
And, by the way, they do not prefer our plan, they prefer an indi-

vidual mandate, but they came out with a study that said that the

average small business that does not supply health care has an av-

erage payroll of about $7,600.
If that is true, that means that small business would be able to

provide its employees absolutely rock solid, comprehensive, real in-

surance at a cost of less than a dollar a day per employee. The total

cost on an annual basis, $250 a year. That is something that we
can afford. The study said that the average small business that
does supply health care coverage to its employees has an average
payroll of $15,600.
That small business will be able to provide its employees abso-

lutely rock solid, comprehensive, real insurance at a cost of about

$2 a day; $800 a year. You compare that to what you are currently

paying and you can see what the benefit is.

The first real insurance: it is affordable and the mechanisms are

built in there to hold down the cost of health care so that it doesn't

increase at a rate of 20 to 50 percent a year; and the abuses, things
like exclusions for preexisting conditions, are outlawed. There is a
combination with worker's compensation so that it doesn't grow at

the extraordinary rate of the past.
If you are self-employed, you will be able to have a 100 percent

deduction. We shifted the power of the marketplace so that we
have power and we are able to negotiate with the insurance com-

pany to bring down the cost of health care for our employees. Our
employees finally get some choice. Nine out of 10 people who have
insurance get insurance through where their work. Two-thirds of

those employees don't get any choice.

We, the employers, make the decisions, but they will get a choice

among three different types of plans. A fee-for-service plan, a PPO
and an HMO. And the incentives will be there to hold the cost of

health care down.
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Now, I believe that the small business people I have talked to

said their biggest concern is with the "M" word: mandated. That
is what they are concerned about.

I have asked them to look beyond the word "mandate" and look

at the facts and do the arithmetic and see what the effects are. And
I can assure you that the vast majority will have better coverage
at a lower price.

I believe that the vast majority will see better coverage at a
lower price. For those small businesses that don't currently offer

insurance, there are three reasons I hear as to why they don't.

One is, [A], I can't afford it; [B], if I could afford it, what I can

buy just ain't worth a hoot; and [C], boy, if I can afford it today,
I won't be able to afford it tomorrow. We have tried to address
that. We have tried to give real insurance, comprehensive insur-

ance, rock solid insurance, not just that bare bones plan or cata-

strophic coverage.
Two, we built in caps and subsidies to hold down the cost so they

could afford it and mechanisms so that it can't grow at the rate it

has in the past. That is what we tried to do. That is the plan we
have tried to put together. And that is why I am so strongly in sup-
port of it.

I would be happy to answer any questions that you may have.
I did bring Dr. Thorpe who has some graphs that he would like to

go over with you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bowles follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ERSKINE B. BOWLES

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me here this

morning to talk to you about the effects of health care reform on

small business. I am accompanied today by Dr. Ken Thorpe, Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Health Policy at the Department of Health

and Human Services, who will join me in answering any questions

you may have on the President's health care plan,

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say up front that I do not

believe we could devise a health care system that is more anti-

small business than the current health care system that exists in

this country.

We spend more for health care than any other nation in the

world, and much of this burden is on the back of small

businesses.

The President's health care plan, the Health Security Act,

represents a comprehensive solution that will benefit small

businesses and their workers. The President wanted to be sure

that the plan will help small business and that it will provide

them with real insurance. As a result, for the first time ever,

small business will be able to buy quality, comprehensive

insurance at an affordable rate.

Mr. Chairman, I also am concerned by what could happen to

our country and to small business if we don't enact comprehensive

health care reform and do it now. Let's talk about what the

current health care system is doing to our country first, and

then what it is doing to small business.

RISING HEALTH COSTS: THE BIG PICTURE

The statistics reflecting the current health care system are

frightening. Every month, two million people lose their health

care coverage. During the next two years, one out of four
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Americans will be without health care coverage for a period of

time. There are 37 million Americans without insurance today,

and another 22 million who are underinsured.

The rising costs of health care are out of control. The

U.S. now spends more per capita on health care than any other

country in the world; more than double what Japan spends and 4 0%

more than Canada, which is the country that devotes the second

largest percentage of its income to health care.

Twenty-five years ago, health care consumed 5.9% of GDP. In

1992, that number topped 14% to reach a staggering total of $840

billion. By the year 2000 we will see health care spending top

$1.6 trillion and cost over 18% of GDP if this trend continues.

If we do nothing, health care costs will consume about two-thirds

of the increase of GDP in the rest of this decade. Clearly, from

a macro economic viewpoint, we have a serious problem in this

country with our health care costs.

SKYROCKETING HEALTH CARE COSTS HURT SMALL BUSINESS

Small business is faced with the worst of all worlds with

respect to rising health care costs. The small businesses that

are still able to afford to provide their employees with health

care coverage are experiencing skyrocketing cost increases.

Health care costs have increased for small business at a rate of

20% to 50% a year. The administrative load on health insurance

premiums is 35 percentage points higher for small businesses than

it is for big businesses, and the rate of increase in the cost of

health care for small businesses can be as much as 50% higher

than the rate of increase for big businesses. Unfortunately, the

smaller the company, the more disproportionate are the costs they

pay for health insurance.
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ABUSES OF CURRENT SYSTEM DISADVANTAGE SMALL BUSINESS

Not only have small businesses experienced skyrocketing

increases in the cost of health care, they also have been

subjected to blatant abuses that occur within the health care

system. These abuses include such practices as occupational

redlining, whereby insurers will simply refuse to cover entire

industries perceived to be too high a risk. These industries

often include such basic businesses as automobile dealerships,

florists, grocery stores, barber and beauty shops, construction

companies, and trucking firms.

Some insurance companies also engage in price baiting and

gouging, by offering discounted rates for the first year of

coverage, to be followed by much higher rates in the next year

when pre-existing condition exclusions expire. Many insurance

companies refuse to renew insurance policies if one of the

employees of a small business gets sick and really needs

insurance. When this happens, the insurer may either pull the

policy or raise the cost to an unaffordable level.

OTHER WAYS THE CURRENT SYSTEM PENALIZES SMALL BUSINESS

Unlike large firms, small business owners generally don't

have a benefits department. The small business owner or a valued

employee must perform all the functions of such a department. As

a result, the small business owner not only loses valuable time

away from his business, but he also is at a disadvantage when

trying to negotiate the purchase of a benefit for his employees

that is extraordinarily complicated to understand and is

constantly changing.

A self-employed individual also operates at a disadvantage

because of the inequitable tax policies for the self-employed. A
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self-employed individual is only allowed to deduct as a business

expense up to 25% of the cost ot health care coverage. All other

businesses are able to deduct the full amount they pay for

coverage. This is clearly unfair to the self-employed and

almost, by definition, increases their cost of insurance for

their families.

Workers' compensation has also become a bigger burden to

small business owners. In 1992, medical claims accounted for 41

percent of all workers' compensation benefit payments, up from 33

percent in 1980. Whereas the cost of health care increased by

about 102% between 1980 and 1987, the cost of health care in the

workers' compensation system rose by 151% during that period.

Clearly, small businesses have a large stake in solving the

health care crisis in this country.

SOLUTION: UNIVERSAL COVERAGE

Today, together with individuals, three major groups finance

the cost of health care in this country:

1. The government;

2. Self-insured companies — generally big corporations; and

3. Businesses which insure through traditional insurance

companies — generally small businesses.

These groups finance virtually all of the nation's health

care spending. When one of these groups pays less, the others

must pay more to cover the cost.

Large, self-insured plans frequently have a great deal of

4
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clout in a given area and can negotiate with providers to reduce

the impact of this cost shift on them. Small employers, however,

have no ability to reduce this cost shift and must bear its full

brunt.

This same cost shifting scenario also occurs when providers

deliver uncompensated care, primarily to the uninsured. Make no

mistake about it, the uninsured are provided health care in this

country. They simply get it at the emergency room at four or

five times the cost it would be at the doctor's office. And

because there is no insurance coverage, someone has to pay for

this treatment. Today much of the cost of the uninsured is

shifted to small business. Clearly, no part of the business

community is hit harder by the high cost of the uninsured than

small business.

A solution that doesn't offer universal coverage for all

Americans is simply no solution. Unless the 37 million uninsured

Americans are provided insurance, we will continue to have the

cost shifting that has gone on in the past. Unfortunately, the

sector of the economy that will bear a big portion of this cost

shift will be the small businesses.

HOW THE HEALTH SECURITY ACT WORKS FOR SMALL BUSINESS

The Health Security Act provides small business with

quality, comprehensive insurance coverage at an affordable rate.

The President worked hard to give small business comprehensive

and affordable insurance that couldn't be just taken away.

The Health Security Act will control the skyrocketing cost

of health insurance by increasing competition in health care,

reducing administrative costs, and imposing discipline on the

system by giving small businesses and consumers buying clout.
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The Act shifts the power of the marketplace to benefit the

consumer.

The Act simplifies the health care system and eliminates

waste. The plan reduces administrative costs through
standardized forms, uniform billing, electronic claims

submission, creating a uniform benefits package, and malpractice
reform.

The Act also reduces the enormous burden of paperwork and

administration that currently falls on small business. The cost

of administering coverage in small companies declines because

they purchase through health alliances that exercise market power
reserved only for large employers in today's system.

The Health Security Act will give small business what it

needs by offering:

1. Rock solid, comprehensive insurance coverage — not a bare

bones plan or just catastrophic coverage, but real

insurance. The Act will provide discounts to businesses

with 75 or fewer workers if their wages average less than

$24,000. This is to provide adequate protection with a

smooth transition as companies grow in size — enabling
small businesses to continue to thrive and create jobs.

2. Health care costs that are under control to ensure that the

cost of health care will increase by approximately the rate

of growth of wages, as opposed to current skyrocketing
costs.

3. Elimination of abuses of the current health care system. If

one worker in a small business or his or her dependent

becomes seriously ill, the business will no longer see their

rates jacked up beyond belief or lose coverage for the sick
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employee or dependent.

4. Full, 100 percent tax deductibility of coverage for the

self-employed instead of the current 25% deductibility.

5. Choice to employees to choose their own health plan,

something that most employees don't have today.

6. Finally, the plan removes the hassle that small businesses

must now undergo in dealing with insurance companies and

frees up valuable time for the small business owner to

manage and grow his or her business.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, I am confident that when, small

business owners who provide insurance compare the Health Security
Act to their current plan, the vast majority of them will see

both a decrease in cost and better coverage. Small business

owners who have wanted to offer their employees insurance but

couldn't afford it will see a comprehensive plan that they can

afford. And those very small businesses that pay low wages are

going to be able to offer their employees rock-solid,

comprehensive insurance coverage that will cost the small

business owner as little as $1.00 to $2.00 a day per employee.

Every small business may not necessarily pay less under the

Health Security Act, but the vast majority will. Those small

businesses that have been scared off by the constantly escalating
cost of health insurance and the relatively poor coverage will

see a plan that they can afford to offer.

Mr. Chairman, I am convinced that small business owners,

when they examine the facts, will realize the value of the Health

Security Act. They will understand that the Act is good for

small business.

Thank you.
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Chairman WILLIAMS. Dr. Thorpe.

STATEMENT OF KEN THORPE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR HEALTH POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Thorpe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be
here again today in front of you.

I think relating to the Administrator's comments briefly to point
out the two charts that we have up there.

One is that on the left-hand side, just to reiterate a m.ajor point
that Mr. Bowles made, it has to do with the small businesses today
that through their vigilance have somehow been able to retain
health insurance in today's market. We do have a graph that sort

of shows the way the small businesses have to obtain insurance in

today's market, and I think the Administrator did an excellent job
of summarizing all the major problems.

It is a volatile market where premiums can change almost daily

depending on who is sick and who is not. It is a market that is

faced with incredibly high administrative costs so the cost of buy-
ing an insurance policy that is exactly the same as the insurance

policy of a larger corporation is substantially more expensive. It is

an insurance market that is characterized by the fact that even if

you wanted to go out and buy insurance through all your best in-

tentions, that many industries and individuals, due to preexisting
conditions and the fact that you work in a specific industry, you
may be redlined and you may not be able to purchase it at almost

any price.
I think the fact is that in today's market that the obstacle course

that a small business owner has to face in weaving his or her way
through the health insurance marketplace is one of the major di-

lemmas that small businesses face, even for those that really want
to offer insurance. Many of those individuals had at one time of-

fered insurance. Today they don't offer insurance because of the
hassle factor involved.

It is too expensive. The administrative costs are too high. The
day-to-day volatility in the market is such that it diverts a substan-
tial amount of time from the small business operator's attention,
the attention that should be fixated on making his or her product.
The second chart to point out more for illustration in terms of

where by design we have placed the discounts. By design, the
President's plan does two things. One, is that we think that it is

equitable and fair and necessary that everybody contributes to

health insurance coverage in this country; both employers and indi-

viduals.

Second, however, you will see that the design of the contributions
are geared based on an individual's and employer's ability to pay;
that the discounts, for example, available to employers are heavily

weighted towards small, low-wage firms. During the time period
that the President's plan—that we have provided numbers on the
President's plan between 1996 and the year 2000, the President's

plan calls for over $100 billion in discounts going to employers.
You can see from our chart—this is showing just in one year, in

1994 dollars, so in a typical year about $22 billion in discounts
would go to provide less expensive, more affordable coverage for
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employers to purchase health insurance. You can see that nearly

three-quarters of those discounts, or 74 percent of them to be more

precise, goes to firms under 25 workers.
We have gone through, I think, at different times the discount

schedule, as the Administrator mentioned, for the very lowest

wage, smallest firms, those under 25, having a payroll of under

$12,000 per year. Their requirements in terms of contributions are

limited to 3.5 percent of payroll. That is about a dollar a day for

an individual to receive our comprehensive coverage.
So this plan in terms of its design of making insurance affordable

is heavily directed in areas where we are most sensitive, which is

to the small low-wage business operator. And you can see from the

chart that we have brought that that is exactly where these dis-

counts are focused.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Williams. Thank you.
Administrator Bowles, I visited with some good friends from the

Montana Chamber of Commerce last week. The Chamber has task
force hearings among their members throughout Montana. Among
the things they asked their members is, "do you provide health

care, and if you do, what percent of payroll are you paying?"
They shared the results with me, and they were greatly sur-

prised, as I am. By the way, they haven't audited every small busi-

ness or business in Montana, only those who have attended their

events. The least amount that any employer notes as paying is al-

most 6 percent of payroll costs.

And so, while the debate here should proceed about whether or

not small businesses who cannot now afford to pay anything should
have to take this mandate, it seems to me, Mr. Administrator, we
should follow your advice and at least look at real numbers—and
the real numbers are available from the small businesses is that

do now provide their employees with health care.

And I wanted that to be on the record as a way to encourage m.y

colleagues to do what I know they are already doing, and that is

to get past the word "mandate" and look at the facts of what cur-

rent care is now costing our constituents.

Mr. Administrator, another thing the Chamber folks and a num-
ber of other folks that have visited with me about is this, and I

want to frame this as a question. Many businesses today belong to

a business coalition or association that self-insures. They simply
ask why can't we continue to do it as we do it now? What do you
tell them?
Mr. Bowles. Let me address both of your points, because as

many of you know, I held a series of town hall meetings throughout
the countrj'. I have been from Connecticut to California, from Des
Moines to Atlanta. We have gone out—reached out to folks like

NFIB, the National Small Business United, to the Independent
Contractors Association and asked them to send their members to

these meetings so I could get real input.
We weren't asking people to come just to say they Hked our plan.

We wanted real input to take it back and report it to the President

so that we could have a real understanding of what was on the

minds of small businesses. And the input we got from these m.eet-
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ings did lead to some of the changes that we made that are positive
for small business in the plan.
But I found out the same thing that you did. That once we were

able to get by the "M" word, the mandates, and look at facts of

those that were offering insurance, that clearly the vast majority
of them found that they would get far better coverage at lower
rates. So I have found that also as I have gone and looked and spo-
ken with real small businesses.

Secondly, as it relates to your question about allowing small

businesses to self-insure, the big concern that we have or that I

have, relates to adverse selection. I believe if you allow those small

businesses that have only healthy employees to opt out of the alli-

ance and to opt out of the buying group, you will be left with a buy-

ing group that is composed of a pretty weak pool. Therefore you al-

most guarantee yourself that the price that you pay for your insur-

ance committee pool would be higher than it would be otherwise.

So I believe it is very important to have everyone in the pool so

that we can bring down the cost of health care for most small busi-

nesses.

Chairman Williams. Thank you. Other business folks have
asked myself and other members of the committee why can't we
just start small? Why don't we have a bill that permits particularly
small employers to voluntarily join health alliances?

Why don't we reform the small group markets, eliminate pre-

existing conditions? They have other suggestions as well. But the

point is, they say Congress should phase in universal coverage over

a decade or maybe even more. What do you believe the effects of

accepting that suggestion would be?
Mr. Bowles. I have two answers to that, both based on what I

perceive to be reality. First, I believe there is no solution without

universal coverage for small businesses. There are really only three

basic groups that pay for health care in this country; the govern-
ment pays for it through medicare and medicaid, big business

which normally self-insures, and the small businesses that use con-

ventional insurance.
When we reduce the cost of medicare and medicaid, what hap-

pens today is that cost gets shifted and generally the big busi-

nesses that have the power to self-insure, they are able to avoid a

good portion of that cost and the cost gets shifted onto the back of

small businesses. The 37 million people who are uninsured who do

get health care coverage at the hospital at four or five times the

cost that they would pay in the doctor's office, that is shifted prin-

cipally on the backs of small business.

That is why we pay 35 percent more and our costs increase at

50 percent a year. I believe that unless you have universal cov-

erage, you will never, ever solve the health care problem we have
in this country.

Second, on starting small and working with just voluntary

groups, the group I mentioned in Cleveland is one I admire greatly.
It is the only truly real success story I know of putting together
a large group of small businesses to bring down the cost of health

insurance. That group is called COSE, the Council of Smaller En-

terprises. It is composed of 13,000 small businesses.
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They have been in existence for 17 years. That is the good news
and the bad news. They have been able to bring down the cost of

health care. The bad news is that it has taken them 17 years to

build up a big enough group to bring down the cost of health care.

Lots of groups that have been trying to duplicate what they have
done haven't been able to do it. It has taken fanatical leadership
to put together this group.
But what they have done, these small businesses have been able

to bring down the cost of health care by 35 percent and the rate
of increase over the last five years has been 63 percent as opposed
to 180 percent. So they have proven that if you can get together
the mass, you can bring down the cost of health care. It is simply
very difficult. We can't wait 17 years for that to happen in Char-
lotte or in Hickory or in California.

Chairman Williams. Thank you. Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. Roukema. Mr. Chairman, actually you asked my two chief

questions. I am not sure that I got the answers but you did ask
the question.

I might submit to you, Mr. Bowles, one or two questions in writ-

ing that goes into—that asks for a little more clarification as to

your cost savings. I am very much from Missouri on all of these
cost savings. I believe there can be cost savings. No question about
that, but—whether it is doctors and nurses getting better adminis-
tration and not spending their time filling out forms or whether it

is through more efficiency and other ways of delivering and elimi-

nating waste, fraud and abuse as well as some of the defensive
medicine that is going on—but I am very skeptical about the mag-
nitude of the cost savings that is projected by yourself or the, ad-
ministration without a severe limitation on access to health care.

So I would like to submit those numbers and they are numbers
that I submitted to Dr. Fader and other representatives. Dr.

Thorpe, I believe was here on those numbers. Let me submit them
to you.

[The information follows:]
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS FOR ERSKINE BOWLES' HEARING
BEFORE THE HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

ON NOVEMBER 16, 199 3

#1 The Administration previously advertised their health plan
as costing $1,800 for individual coverage and $4,200 for
feunily coverage. In testimony last week, the numbers for
1994 were changed to $1,932 for individuals and $4,360 for
feunilies.

Health care in high cost urban areas today may cost twice
this much. When the President went to New York, he said
that a feunily whose coverage costs over $8,000 today would
see the cost halved. It doesn't seem possible that a

regional health alliance could reduce their baseline
premiums in this fashion, virtually overnight.

My question is what the $1,932 and $4,360 figures actually
mean. Would they be applicable to any given regional
alliance or would they vary alliance by alliance?

Answer

(a) The $1,932 (single) and $4,360 (family) are the
preliminary estimates of the national averages for
health insurance premiums. These estimates vary by
region and alliance, as they would under reform,
depending upon variations in input costs for providing
care, for differences in health status, and so on.
Premium costs may vary within a single alliance as
well, such as might be expected for New York City
relative to upstate New York. The variation in costs
is one reason the President's proposal allows for more
than one alliance structure within an individual state.

(b) The premiums represent a national average for the
regional alliance participation only.

The elements that went into the methods of estimation
are explained in the attached 33 page document titled
"Methodological Description of Health Care Reform:
Premium and Discount Estimates."

(c) Each alliance will have a per capita premium target set

by the National Health Board. Health plans, in turn,
have maximum complying bids. In the first year, this
maximum complying bid is the regional alliance per
capita premium target. If bids exceed this maximum,
plans are first given the opportunity to voluntarily
reduce their bids, followed by automatic payment
reductions sufficient to bring bids within the alliance
per capita premium target. The payment reductions will
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be calculated using the plan's excess bid amount and
adjusting it by an alliance-wide "reduction percentage
amount" applied to all plans with bids exceeding the
maximum. This reduction percentage amount reflects the
alliance weighted average bid for the alliance as well
as the proportion of alliance eligible individuals
enrolled in each particular plan.

#2 Who pays for alliance shortfalls? Under section 1571 of the
Health Security Act, the Secretary of HHS is given the role
of auditing alliance performance in the area of financial
management including shortfalls. What is the procedure that
HHS will invoke in the event that one of the regional
alliances has a funding shortfall? How will the shortfall
be paid for and by whom?

Answer

Under Section 9201 of the Health Security Act, the Secretary of
HHS can make loans available through the Treasury in order to
cover any temporary period of cash flow shortfall. The Secretary
would be empowered to lend to alliances to cover shortfalls due
to named specific causes: certain administrative errors,
estimating errors (i.e., premium estimation, AFDC and SSI
proportion estimation) , timing disjunction between receipts and
when payments are due. The loans are to repayable with interest
over a period not to exceed two years, and can be repaid through
adjustments to Federal payments to the alliance, and adjustments
to state Maintenance of Effort payments. In addition, the
overall amount outstanding at any one time is capped in the
legislation itself.

The alliances, then, bear responsibility for collecting the right
level of premiums. Procedures for administering needed loans to
complement this responsibility will be fully defined in
regulation prior to activity.

#3 According to Secretary Shalala, the National Health Board is
"a minor oversight group with some functions," As I

understand the National Health Board, it appears to be much
more than a minor oversight group. The NHB will oversee all
cost containment requirements (p. 256), establish premium
tax factors (p. 257), develop a risk adjustment mechanism
for premium payments to regional alliances (p. 257),
establish minimum capital requirements for state guarantee
funds and health plans (p. 258 and p. 282) , and promulgate
rules for how states pay the debts of a failed plan (p.
103), just to name a few.

The Health Security Act also gives the NHB the power to hire
whatever staff is needed, and delegate any function
necessary (p. 2 59) . How many additional staff do you expect
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will have to be hired by not only the National Health Board
but by HHS and DOL to carry-out the Board's function?

Answer

The National Health Board will be staffed with the fewest number
of individuals needed to accomplish its responsibilities. The
Board will rely extensively on existing federal personnel at the
Departments of Health and Human Services and the Department of
Labor, and on private contracts. All activities of all affected
agencies will be "on-budget" and open to Congressional oversight
and revision.

Please describe the enforcement power of the National Health
Board. If the states do not conform to the regulation of
the Health Security Act and the National Health Board, who
will enforce these regulations? The National Health Board,
the Department of Labor, or the Department of Health and
Hviman Services, or whom?

Answer

The enforcement activities of the National Health Board, HHS,
DOL, and the Department of Treasury are complimentary; each have
responsibilities for various functions under the Act. For
example:

HHS is required to develop financial management
standards for the regional alliances, and is

responsible for auditing compliance with these
requirements. HHS is also responsible for auditing
alliance performance to ensure that all eligible
individuals are enrolled.

DOL is responsible for alliance standards and
enforcement relating to the employer mandate. DoL is
also responsible for developing procedures for appeals
of health plan decisions, and for appointing members of
the Federal Health Plan Review Board.

The Department of Treasury is responsible for tax
related standards and enforcement.

#4 Do you consider the minimvim health benefits package under
the President's plan a federal entitlement or a federal
mandate to the states and why?

If, as I understand, the small business, early retiree, and
low-income subsidies provided by the federal government to
state health alliances are capped under the President's
plan.
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Answer

The benefit package is the standard that all plans in the
alliance must offer. States, in certifying plans and
establishing alliances, must assure that the standard benefit

package is offered to everyone and that other rules related to
the offering of insurance are enforced (e.g. plans must accept
all applicants) .

Is it your understanding that these subsidies will not be
characterized as federal entitlements?

Answer

The President's plan is a capped entitlement. We have built a

fifteen percent cushion into our estimates of what the program
will cost over the period 1995-2000, and we have subjected our
estimates to rigorous testing against pessimistic economic
assumptions. We have also built in a margin of error for
elsewhere in our estimates (i.e., the cost of employer discounts;
however, only firms smaller than 75 are eligible.) We believe
the program will remain in surplus throughout the period.

If, despite our conservative estimates and the inclusion of a

fifteen percent margin of error, the projected revenues are
insufficient to finance the program, the President is required to
make recommendations to the Congress on the best course of
action. Just as was the case when the Social Security Trust fund
was at risk a decade ago, the President and the Congress will be
accountable to the American people to take the necessary and

appropriate actions to maintain the stability of our health care

system.

Perhaps you can help me understand exactly how the
President's plan can promise a fixed package of benefits and

say it can never be taken away when the primary source of
federal financing is subject to limits and when the total
cunount of employer mandated contributions is subject to

unpredictable fluctuations year-by-year and alliance by
alliance? What mechanisms are available to the states and
health alliances to meet premium commitments, if the
combined state, federal, employer and individual
contributions prove insufficient?

Answer

There are a few different and important points to make here.

First, the primary source of financing for the HSA is the same
source that is primary now: private employers and households

paying for their own health insurance. These funds will comprise
about 3/4 of all premium spending in the new regional health
alliances.
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Second, the Administration has built in a 15% cushion to the
estimates of discounts under the HSA. This means there is

considerable room for fluctuations in the amount of federal money
available. Our estimators simulated recessions and strategic
behavior on the part of firms, and the cushion more than

adequately covered the simulated added expense.

Third, unspent federal discount moneys in any year are
accumulated and available should they be needed in future years.

Finally, Alliances can borrow from the Treasury for short term
cash shortfalls, to tide them over until premium collection
adjustments can be made in subsequent years.

#5 Under the Clinton plan, it is possible that the weighted
average premium for an alliance will increase by more than
the 5.2 or other percentage premixim cap allowable under the
Health Security Act. How will the Administration ensure
that the alliance lowers its rate of increase if it is

greater than the cap? It is possible that there could be an
increase greater than 5.2% in weighted average premium
without an increase in costs. If enough individuals choose
a higher cost plan in the second year, the weighted average
premivun will increase by a number greater than the premium
cap. will the National Health Board or HH8 force regional
alliances to reduce the choice offered to individuals by
eliminating some of the high cost plans in order to keep
premivun cost increases in line with the premium caps? Could
that result in the elimination of all fee-for-service plans?

Answer

You are right that it is theoretically possible for the weighted
average premium to exceed the target growth rate if a large
enough number of people switch to higher cost plans. It would
not be correct to infer, however, that this is a likely outcome.
It is contrary to evidence from private companies (Xerox, Alcoa)
and state governments (Wisconsin, Minnesota) who have implemented
serious plan choice with appropriate incentives for cost-
consciousness. It also flies in the face of human nature: why
would a vast majority suddenly want to pay more in a market that
had just become seriously competitive for the first time ever?
This competition is made possible by a whole host of reforms in

the HSA, but two are particularly crucial — standardized
benefits and plan report cards. These features make comparison
shopping much, much easier.

Finally, in any event, all alliances must ensure at least one
fee-for-service plan is available, even if they must actually run
it themselves as a single payer entity.

#6 Who is regional alliance eligible? Section 1571 of the
Health Security Act defines the duties of the Secretary of
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HHS. One of the duties that HES must perform is the
auditing of alliance performance by ensuring all regional
alliance eligible individuals are enrolled in the health
plan. My question is, who exactly is considered eligible?
Are resident aliens considered eligible? How will illegal
aliens who request health care be treated under the
President's plan? Will they be enrolled at the time of
their hospital or doctor visit? In fact, how will aliens be
identified as illegal - by health providers or by whom?

Answer

Eligibility

An eligible individual is any person who resides in the U.S. and
who is a citizen or a national of the U.S., an alien lawfully
admitted for permanent residence in the U.S. or a long-term
nonimmigrant. Aliens lawfully admitted for permanent residence
in the U.S. are defined as an alien who is admitted as a refugee,
granted asylum, admitted for residence under the amnesty programs
under the INA, one whose deportation is withheld, an alien who
has been paroled indefinitely into the U.S. or who has been
granted an extended voluntary departure, an alien who is the
spouse or unmarried child under the age of 21 of a citizen or the
parent of a citizen over age 21 and has applied for permanent
residence, and any other classes of permanent resident aliens as
the NHB recognizes. Long-term nonimmigrants include: aliens
entering under a treaty of commerce or trade and their families
and certain temporary workers and trainees.

Medicare-eligible individuals are entitled to benefits through
the Medicare program rather than through the HSA unless they are
qualified employees or spouses of qualified employees. When
individuals become eligible for Medicare, they may choose to
enroll in Medicare or to remain in their alliance plan as long as
that plan has (or could have) a risk sharing contract with
Medicare. Prisoners (who are imprisoned by Federal, state or
local authorities following conviction as an adult) are not
entitled to coverage under the Act during the term of

imprisonment .

Individuals will have the opportunity to register for particular
health plans. If they fail to do so, they will be required to
pick a health plan at the point of service.
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Emergency care for anyone in need will be available through
emergency rooms and community and migrant health centers paid for

through the existing Medicaid and Public Health Service programs.
Primary and preventive care services will continue to be provided
through the Public Health Service programs. These services will
be available since it is necessary to protect the public's
health. For example, it is important that all children are
vaccinated and that all persons with active TB receive medical
treatment.

When the Department of Health and Human Services finds a

regional alliance eligible individual who is not enrolled in
the plan, what recourse will HHS have to force individuals
into the regional alliance?

Enrollment

The Department of HHS will not be involved in this area. When an

individual needs service and has not joined a health plan through
a regional alliance, that individual will need to join a health

plan at the point of service.

#7 It was recently stated in the New YorK Times that "what you
pay would no longer depend so much on what you get.
Instead, it would be determined even more by where you live
and who you are grouped with."

I suppose the article was referring to the distribution
aunong regional alliances of the various high cost

populations -- some who may now be uninsured or insured
under government prograuns.

My question is whether this kind of high cost concentration
and cost-shifting could result in businesses in alliances
that cover areas like inner cities paying more than
businesses in alliances that cover suburban areas? Would

you agree or disagree that these artificial boundaries will
create new disincentives for business location and favor the

employment of residents of low-cost areas?

Answer

Generally, businesses in inner cities face higher costs of doing
business than businesses in suburban areas. Under the Health

Security Act, however, states designate geographic boundaries for

alliances. States will have discretion to foi-m more than one
alliance to reflect differences in input costs, as well as

referral patterns or use of care providers. What will be

important is only that a large enough area be included to assure
maximum consumer buying power on the one hand, and some diversity
of plans and providers to foster development of multiple
competing health networks on the other.
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Importantly, states cannot split portions of Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (MSAs) into more than one alliance area.
Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Areas are presumed to meet
the alliance establishment requirements as well. Community
rating of premiums will mean that location alone will not bias

premiums faced by employers and employees. Alliances that cover
the entire MSA area further helps assure that the same group of

high quality health plans are available to eligible individuals
and groups, whether they are inner-city poor and more affluent
suburban residents.

Overall, then, the Health Security Act will be incentive neutral
in businesses choosing a location within statewide areas.

Nationally, to the extent that some states are more effective at

controlling health costs, businesses may find individual states
preferable to others in making location choices.

#8 The President's plan is quite complex and stretches over
1,342 pages. I presume that small employers who are
required to pay into regional alliances will continue to
have various recordkeeping and other obligations. Exactly
what is the extent of the employer's responsibility? What
kinds of records, reports, and so forth would have to be
maintained and to whom would they be forwarded?

Answer

As today, the small employer must maintain records to enable it
to keep employees and the regional alliances apprised of the
benefits it is providing. Currently, employers providing
benefits must keep records and report for tax and ERISA purposes.
They also must inform the employees of the services paid for.

The information required to be reported is information that the
small employer would have to keep in order to make the required
contributions for each employee to the correct regional alliance.

Reporting this information to both the employee and the regional
alliance allows each to verify that the correct payments have
been made.

Under the Act, employers must keep records so that they may make
certain annual, monthly and one-time reports.

On an annual basis, employers must provide to persons who were
qualifying employees during the previous year the following:

For each regional alliance that the employee obtained a health
plan, the total number of months that the employee was employed
at least 120 hours per month (i.e., full-time), the amount of

wages paid in connection with this employment, the amount of
covered wages, the total amount deducted and paid in as the
family share, and other information required by the Secretary of
Labor.
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The employer must provide to regional alliances annually:

The total number of months of full-time employment for each
employee and for each class of enrollment and the total amount
deducted from wages and paid toward the family share for the
employee; the total employer premium payment on behalf of all

qualifying employees and, if the small employer's payment is

subjected to a discount, the total that would have been paid
without the discount; the number of full-time employees for each
class of family enrollment; amounts to be paid as part of the
employer collection shortfall add-on; and the amount of covered
wages for each qualified employee.

On a monthly basis, the employer must provide the regional
alliances with information on individuals who changed qualifying
employee status during the month, the regional alliance in which
the individual resides, and the class of family enrollment.

The National Health Board will specify the initial information
that employers must report to regional alliances on behalf of

qualifying employees.

Would employers also be responsible to disseminate
information on the myriads of health plans offered in, say,
a state-wide alliance?

Answer

No, an employer does not disseminate information on the variety
of health plans. It is the regional alliance that provides that
information, but employers may make this information available to
their employees.

#9 In general, small business is the major source of new jobs
in this country. My first question is whether or not your
agency (SBA) has determined the number of small businesses
and employees who are now engaged in the health insurance
and health care industry?

Answer

According to 1991 data from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau
of Labor Statistics, there were about 4.5 million jobs in health
services industries, which are generally composed by small
business. These industries include physician offices, dental
offices, nursing, medical dental labs, outpatient care
facilities, and personal care facilities.

Secondly, what is the magnitude of effect of the President's
plan on those existing businesses?
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Answer

The Health Security plan will result in greater employment in the

health care sector in the short run and a more efficient health
sector in the long run. with the increase in the number of

insured Americans and the decrease in the administrative burden
of health insurance, there will be a significant expansion of

employment of health care providers and a decrease in employment
of health administrators and insurance workers. By 1996, as many
as 400,000 net new jobs will be created in the health sector. As

the cost savings of the plan begin to accrue, employment in the
health sector will grow more slowly, although there will be no

absolute decline in the number of employees.

Over time, the health sector will become more productive. This
benefits all of us. We will be able to have the same or better
health care as well as more investment, research and development,
or just plain goods and services.

#10 Under the President's plan, there appears to be great
emphasis placed on so-called "subsidies"—that is, subsidies
for small employers, for early retirees, for employers whose

payroll costs exceed 7.9%, and so forth. My question is, if

those receiving these subsidies are not paying their own

way, who then will pick up the costs for those being
svibsidized? Please quantify the amount and source of

financing for each subsidy type.

Answer
i

The Administration's plan calls for shared responsibility for

payment of costs of coverage — employer, employee, and

government. This means that every employer and employee
generally must contribute something to the cost of health care,
even if that contribution is small.

Overall, current estimates of share of payments under the new

system is approximately 58% employer-based, 24% government, and
about 18% of payments to come from individuals.

At the same time, to help ease firms into the new system, the

plan limits to 7 . 9 percent the percentage of payroll that would
be devoted to health care premiums within the alliance. Premium
discounts would be provided by government contributions to
alliances. Small, low-wage firms and individuals of modest means
would be provided special discounts. And, through the bargaining
power of health alliances, premium rates can be lowered from what
otherwise would occur.

The 5-year estimates (1995-2000) of Federal expenditures for
discounts are currently estimated along the following categories:
retirees ($21B) , self-employed ($108), state/local government
employees ($2B) , private employers ($100B) , out-of-pocket
discounts for low income ($9B) , and individuals/families ($184B) .
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Funding will come from several sources: a Federal excise tax on
tobacco products, slower growth in tax exempt health spending,
excluding health insurance from cafeteria plans, tax changes and

corporate retiree assessments, and a moderation of growth in
entitlements such as Medicare and Medicaid.

#11 Members of your staff recently held a meeting with
approximately 40 small business owners to analyze the effect
of President Clinton's health care plan on small companies.
The business men and women were led through a computer
program that prepared various calculations based on their
total nvuaber of employees, average wages, their anticipated
costs of insurance and the value of the government subsidies

proposed by the Administration. Because many Members of
this Committee have substantial contact with small business
each and every day, would you please share with us the

methodology used to prepare this small business analysis?
Would you also provide the members of this Committee a copy
of the program used to prepare the analysis?

Answer

The methodology used to prepare the small business analysis in

which we invited small business owners to analyze the cost under
the President's plan looked at the fundamental components of the

plan that were available at that given date. We have produced a

worksheet that can be followed to help estimate costs. A copy is

enclosed.

Did the SBA prepare a report regarding the impact of the
President's plan on small businesses as a result of this

meeting, if so would you please provide us a copy of those

findings?

Answer

The SBA has not yet prepared any studies regarding the impact of
the President's plan on small businesses. However, because of
the considerable stake that our nation's small businesses have in

the resolution of the current health care crisis, the SBA's
Office of Advocacy has been very involved in the SBA's efforts to
educate policy makers and small businesses about health care cost
and coverage. Advocacy currently is working on two studies that
are relevant to the debate. The first, recently received in

draft from the University of Kentucky by the Office of Advocacy,
"Measuring the Uninsured by Firm Size and Employment Status,"
uses 1992 Census Data to contrast the level of insurance offered

by firms of differing sizes with percentages of employees in

those firms that are covered by health insurance from some
source.

The second study, to be conducted by Lewin-VHI, will examine
differences in cost and coverage of benefits offered to employees
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by firms of differing sizes. The questionnaire for this study is
about to be field tested and, if the field test is successful,
will be sent to approximately 6000 firms to gather nationally
representative data by firm size and demographic characteristics
(such as employee age, marital status, gender as well as employer
data by industry and geographic region) .

These two studies will provide information that will be vital to
the ability of the Office of Advocacy to play a very active role
in representing the small business point of view in health care
reform as it moves through the Congress.

#12 Many employers, particularly the self-insured, have been
developing innovative ways of containing health care costs.

Many have successfully cut their costs below 7.9 percent of

payroll. What provisions in the President's plan will
encourage employers under regional alliances to promote good
health habits and contain health spending?

Answer

In general, employers will be required to pay a minimum 80

percent and employees 2 percent of an individual's premiums for

plan coverage. However, the Administration does allow for

employers to contribute more than 80 percent of employees'
premiums if the employer desires.

Requiring at least an 80 percent contribution from the employer
minimizes the disruption to our current system. Direct
contributions to health care coverage by the firm and each
individual also can encourage more cost conscious and value-
driven decision making by consumers when they choose a health
plan or provider for their care. Employers also will have a

"stake" in seeing that alliances hold down the cost of health
care coverage generally.

Competitive pressures — both domestic and international — will
reinforce an employer's interest in containing costs within the
alliance and in containing costs over time. Improved health and

well-being of employees and their families can also translate
into higher productivity and increased profits for any employer.

#13 The Small Business Administration, along with the Department
of Commerce, spent approximately $82,000 to prepare and

publish 200,000 copies of a glossy brochure which outlines
the Administration's health care plan. In response to

congressional criticism, members of your staff have called
the brochure "educational," yet no mention was made of the
five other health care plans presently being considered by
Congress. Does the SBA plan to produce similar
"educational" brochures for the five other health care
plans?
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Answer

Unfortunately, due to the lack of resources at this time, the SBA
does not plan to produce any additional health care brochures.
Within the limits of our resources, we are willing to analyze
competing plans and disseminate information about them to small
business owners.

#14 Mr. Bowles, it is my understanding that the latest version
of the President's plan still excludes any employer with
less than 5,000 full-time employees from establishing a

corporate alliance. Can you explain why an employer with
4,000, 3,000 or even 500 employees should be prohibited from

forming a corporate alliance and self-insuring? What is

"magic" about the 5,0 00 employee threshold? Even allowing
for such a high threshold, would the Administration,
consider allowing employers who might share a common
association (i.e. a local Cheunber of Commerce, an industry
association, etc.) and, together, have 5,000 employees, to

form a corporate alliance and self-insure? If not, why not?

I also understand the President's plan would require
corporate alliances to: (1) pay up to a 1% payroll tax; (2)

establish trust funds and reserves; (3) contribute to a

newly established federal guarantee fund; and (4) meet cost
controls and other reporting requirements. In addition,
neither the companies nor their employees would be eligible
for the premivim cap, early retiree, and other individuals
svibsidies which are made available only under the regional
alliances.

Can you please explain why the Administration would erect
these kinds of disincentives to the formation of corporate
alliances?

Is this an attempt to force everyone into the government run
health alliances?

Answer

The question of firm size is a difficult one and one that

Secretary Bentsen and others have expressed a willingness to
discuss and examine in collaboration with the Congress.
Different proposals now before the Congress define small

employers differently — from 50 or more employees and up.

What will be important is only that a large enough area be
included to assure maximum consumer buying power on the one hand,
and some diversity of plans and providers to foster development
of multiple competing health networks on the other.

The goal is not to force everyone into a government run pool , but

to assure comprehensive coverage. Very large enterprises will
make the calculation whether maintaining self-insurance through a
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corporate alliance or joining a regional alliance is more
economical. It is important to note that many firms now self-
insure to minimize their exposure to costs for the uninsured.
Because under the Health Security Act, there will no longer be
uninsured individuals, the cost structure of the health care

system as a whole will change.

More specifically, in response to your concerns, several other
points are worth noting:

There are incentives to form a corporate alliance, such
as:

- Experience rating — regional alliance
premiums are community related while
corporate alliance premiums are experience
rated. Thus, the corporate alliance will pay
its covered workers and dependents only, not
at the community-wide rates charged in the
regional alliance;

- Self-insurance — a corporate alliance may
continue to offer health benefits through a
self-insured plan.

• Concerning the 1% Assessment:

The 1% assessment does not fund coverage for the
unemployed. This assessment is the corporate
alliance's contribution to the costs of medical
education and the higher costs of academic medical
centers. Regional alliances automatically contribute
to medical education costs through the premium
structure. Medical education and academic medical
centers benefit everyone; this assessment means
everyone will pay their fair share.

The Corporate Alliance Health Plan Insolvency Fund:

This fund pays for health benefits when a corporate
alliance health plan cannot provide the guaranteed
benefits package and thus is important for universal
coverage. Contributions are necessary to maintain
solvency, and are imposed only as necessary, e.g. , an
unusual number of insolvencies occur. The reserve
requirements noted in the question are intended to
discourage and prevent such an occurrence.

#15 According to recent press reports, the SBA gave 10,000
copies of the health care brochure directly to the
Democratic National Committee for it to distribute as a part
of its grass-roots lobbying efforts. Can you provide for
the Committee how the decision made to provide the 10,000

84-607 O - 94 - 8
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copies to the DNC, and whether as of today the DNC has
reimbursed the American tzuqpayers for its 10,000 copies?

ANSWER

The SBA did not give 10,000 copies to the DNC. The DNC will
pay the costs of their 10,000 copies of the brochure.

#16 It seems to me that President Clinton's Health Security Act
discriminates against larger employers and higher wage
employers. The plan includes many disincentives for large
companies to continue their self-insured health plans. A
one percent payroll tax, estziblishing and paying into a

reserve, and meeting cost controls and other reporting
requirements are just a few of the disincentives inherent in
the plan.

The plan also discriminates against higher wage employers.
They are not given the subsidies that lower wage employers
are offered. This appears to be an incentive that keeps
average wages down.

Why does the Health Security Act treat less favoreOily those
employers who offer higher average wages and who may already
offer good health benefits?

Answer

(a) Regarding large employers, the Health Security Act does
not impose "disincentives" for creation of corporate
alliances. Let me raise each of your concerns in turn:

• The 1% assessment is not a special cost paid
only by corporate alliances. The assessment
is the corporate alliance's contribution to
the costs of medical education, and the
higher costs of academic medical centers
benefit everyone. This assessment means
everyone will pay their fair share.

• Trust Funds and Reserve Requirements will be
established for all health plans, whether
operating in a corporate alliance or regional
alliance. This can help assure universal
coverage is maintained in the event of any
plan;s failure.

- For corporate alliance plans, the Act establishes
a fund to pay for health benefits in the event a

self-funded plan fails. All self-funded plans
contribute. Once the fund is insolvent,
contributions will be assessed only if an unusual
number of insolvencies occur. To prevent
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insolvencies, self-funded plans are required to
maintain reserves equal to the estimated amount
that it owes providers at a given time.

Regional alliance plans may be assessed by the
regional alliance to maintain coverage in the
event of a plan failure in that alliance. These
plans must also meet reserve requirements.

• Reporting Requirements. Each corporate
alliance self-insured plan will be required
to notify the Secretary if it is not meeting
its financial reserve requirements. This
provision is designed to protect all other
self-funded corporations — and in effect
their employees and families — from needing
to bail out a failed plan. Regional
alliances and their health plans are also
subject to audit and reporting requirements.

• Cost Controls. Corporate alliances are
subject to the Act's limits on premium
inflation to the same extent as regional
alliances only — there are no additional
"disincentives. "

The Health Security Act provides several incentives to encourage
the formation of corporate alliances, including:

Experience rating — regional alliance
premiums are community rated while corporate
alliance premiums are experience rated.
Thus, the corporate alliance will pay its
covered workers and dependents only, not at
the community-wide rates charged in the
regional alliance;

Self-insurance — a corporate alliance may
continue to offer health benefits through a
self-insured plan.

(b) Regarding your concerns about higher wage employers,
these firms are also eligible for discounts. Under the
Health Security Act, all firms' outlays for their
employees' health coverage will be capped as a
percentage of payroll. If costs exceed that cap, all
firms are eligible for discounts to pay the excess.
The maximum cap is 7.9%; for firms with less than 75
employees and average annual payrolls under $18,000;
lower caps apply on a sliding scale.
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#17 My concern is over the increased obligation of small
employers under the plan. Can you give me an estimate of
the number and percentage of small business with less than
100 employees who will have new or increased contribution
obligations under the President's health plan?

Answer

According to the 1991 ICF/Lewin Retirement Plan Survey, 93% of
firms with between 25-99 employees provide health insurance for
their employees. 50.6% of the employers with between 1-24

employees provide health insurance. The percentage of small
businesses which will have an increase in contribution
obligations under the President's plan will vary depending on
whether the firm currently does or does not offer insurance and
how much they are paying for that insurance. It is obvious that
those firms that currently do not offer health insurance will
have a new obligation. The final result, however, will be that
the many small firms that currently do provide insurance will be
able to offer a comprehensive plan at a more affordable rate.

#18 My question involves the subsidy in regional alliances for
early retirees who are age 55 or older but not eligible for
Medicare. First, what is the criteria used to define
"early retiree" — does this include the individuals
eligible for a pension or could anyone age 55 quit working
and receive the government subsidy equal to 80% of the cost
of an average health plan? Could this include the self-
employed and small business employees who would be laid off?

Answer

The American Health Security Act defines a retiree eligible for a

government payment for the 80% employer share of premium as an
individual who: 1) is at least 55, but less than 65 years of age;
2) is not employed on a full-time basis; 3) would be eligible
(under section 226(a) of the Social Security Act) for hospital
insurance benefits under Part A if the individual were 65 years
of age based solely on the employment of the individual; and 4)
is not a Medicare eligible individual. Employers who currently
provide a retiree health benefits package must pay the 20% family
share of the premium for their former workers.

What kind of price tag does the Administration place on this

early retirement subsidy and what will be the source of
financing?

Answer

The early retirement benefits are now estimated to cost
approximately $12 billion over the 1995-2000 period. All non-
workers, regardless of age, are eligible for subsidies on the

eighty percent (or employer) share if their non-wage income is
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less than or equal to 2 50 percent of poverty. The $12 billion
noted here reflects the extra cost of subsidizing early-retirees
beyond the regular subsidy to non-working families. In addition,
government subsidies are offset somewhat by individuals aged 55-
64 who work part-time or who have employed spouses. For example,
a 58 year old man who is working half time will have fifty
percent of the employer share paid by his employer and fifty
percent by the government. No government subsidy is necessary
when a retiree has a full-time working spouse. These factors
combine to limit the costs to the government of this provision.

Will employers who currently have an obligation to pay for
early retiree health coverage be excused of this obligation
under the President's plan? If so, please provide year by
year estimates of current employer obligation and the
reduced obligations under the President's plan.

Answer

We do not yet have an industry-by-industry estimate of who will
receive the $12 billion in fiscal relief. This would require
detailed information, not currently available, on current retiree
health provisions in each industry.

#19 My concern relates to the basis on which employers will have
to pay into regional health alliances. My understanding is
that employer premium costs will be determined solely by the
bidding process and by the structure of the alliance their
employees are assigned to — rather than the health care
choices of their employees. There seems to be numerous
factors esteJalishing the "weighted average premium" of which
employers may pay 80%. Some of these factors in the 1342

page document include: the demographics of the alliance, the
"uniform per capita conversion factor", "reinsurance
methodology", "premium class factors", "risk-adjustment
factors", AFDC, SSI, administrative costs, penalty
adjustments for exceeding the premium target, and so forth.

Could you please explain what role these factors have in

establishing a small employer's contribution?

Since these factors are not specific to each employer's
workforce, on what basis would you agree or disagree that
this employer mandate is anything other than a tax set by
each alliance?

In what respect do you think that regional alliances build
on the present employer-based system?

Answer

(a) The employer premium costs will be determined by the
bidding process between the health plan and the
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regional alliance. The bidding process is something
that health plans (groups of doctors and insurance
companies) must negotiate with their regional alliance.

Employees are not "assigned" but will join the regional
alliance closest to where they live and choose the
health plan they would like to join.

The elements that go into the development of the

weighted average premium are more fully explained in
the attached 3 3 page document titled "Methodological
Description of Health Care Reform: Premium and
Discount Estimates." These factors could change
premiums faced by small businesses, but total
contributions will still be protected by the general
cap on payments as a percentage of payroll. If costs
exceed that cap, all firms are eligible for discounts
to pay the excess. The maximum cap is 7.9%; for firms
with less than 75 employees and average annual payrolls
under $18,000; lower caps apply on a sliding scale.

(b) A mandated health insurance premium is not a tax, for
several reasons:

1. Health insurance premiums would be paid to
the regional health alliances. Taxes are normally paid
to the Treasury.

2. The Federal budget deficit is the difference
between Federal outlays and Federal receipts. It

eguals the governments' claim on saving. Unlike other
receipts, mandated health insurance premiums would
never be available to reduce the Federal budget
deficit. For every dollar in "receipts" raised in this

way, there would always be exactly one dollar in new
outlays. The reason for this is that required premiums
are paid not to the government but to regional health
alliances. The premiums would not even pass through
the Treasury in the current version of the legislation.
Even if the IRS were to play a role in collecting the

premiums, as long as the premiums have no effect on the
deficit, they would not belong in the budget.

3. Most employees already have health insurance
benefits paid for by their employers. The President's
proposal would not raise "taxes" for firms providing
these benefits. If health insurance premiums are a

tax, then many employers are already paying it.

Indeed, if the plan succeeds in its goal of lowering
the rising cost of health insurance, it will produce a

large "tax" cut for many of these firms. Counting the

required premiums as taxes would give a misleading
impression of the true burden of the President's health
reform plan for firms that are already providing
insurance.
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4. The Federal Government imposes many mandates
on business that are not recorded in the budget. The
requirement that employers contribute to their
employees' health insurance is analogous to other
requirements, such as rules requiring that employers
provide a safe working environment, not hire children,
offer employees family leave, or pay the minimum wage.
None of these other employer mandates are recorded in
the budget as a tax receipt even though many of them
impose measurable monetary costs on employers, e.g. the
minimum wage.

State governments also impose mandates which are not
generally counted toward their budgets. For example,
it is common for states to require that automobile
drivers purchase liability insurance.

5. Although the premiums are not treated as a tax, the
costs of operating the new system of health alliances
and the premium revenues that support it will be
reported in a supplement to the budget as an
information item.

(c) The President's system of regional alliances builds
upon the current employer-based system, but is superior
because it puts the choice of health care plans where
it should be — with the consumer. The regional
alliance system gives individuals information, and
empowers them, unencumbered by employer limits on the
number or type of plan they select, to make decisions
about their health coverage.
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Methodological Description of

Health Care Reform Premium and Discount Estimates

Contributions to this paper were made by:

• Department of Health and Human Services' Office of the Assistant Secretary for

Planning and Evaluation

• The Office of Management and Budget

• Health Care Financing Administration's Office of the Actuary

• Agency for Health Care Policy and Research

• The Urban Institute's Center for Income and Benefits Policy
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I. Background

Estimates of premium costs, national health spending, and government program costs

under health care reform have been necessary in the decisions leading to a health care reform

bill. During the basic policy development process, exploration of alternative policies required

estimates of the cost impacts of each possible variation. Specific areas included analyses of

premium caps, the impacts on businesses of reqiured employer payments, the effects on

households of required purchase of coverage, and the budgetary effects of the discount

schedules.

The development of estimates of this type is obviously a complex task. Given that no

single authoritative data set exists which captures all spending for all services through all

sources of funding, numerous data sources were used in this process. Federal surveys,

especially the National Medical Expenditure Survey (1987), offer the best characterizations of

national spending. The National Health Accounts generated by the Health Care Hnancing

Administration (HCFA) summarize the best available data on total national spending by type

of service and source of fund. Producing estimated spending under health reform, however,

requires developing a comprehensive baseline summary for literally hundreds of affected sub-

populations, and then estimating the future spending patterns associated with the reform.

Estimates of future costs of reform are primarily derived through modeling transfers of

current spending among the various channels of payment Estimating the impacts of changing

primary payers is relatively straightforward, given a baseline of national health spending.

More difficult is estimating the net impacts of fee upgrades and paying for uncompensated

care, since reimbursement levels will be set to achieve some amount of recapture of these

increased outlays for current services. Also difficult is estimating the induced spending

attributable to new or enriched insurance coverage. Estimates have been based upon

experiences of government and private insurers as well as the results of academic studies of

the demand for medical care.
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Multiple data sources, methodologies, and models were needed to produce estimates of

premiums, discounts, and the overall effects of reform options. Major contributors included

the Health Care Financing Administration's (HCFA) Office of the Actuary (OAct), the

Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR), the Treasury Department, and other

government agencies. Numerous consultants assisted in the process, with major modeling

contributions provided by the Urban Institute. This paper provides an overview of the major

models and their ways of estimating premiums, discounts, and overall health spending under

health care refomi.

II. Description of the Major Models

A. The Urban Institute's Transfer Income Mode! (TRIM2):

The Urban Institute has developed a microsimulation model called the Transfer Income

Model (TRIM2). This model has been used to analyze the financing of national health care

reform plans, and has particularly focused on the distributional effects of such proposals.

TRIM2 is based upon the March 1992 Current Population Survey (CPS) and combines data

from a number of other sources in order to provide a complete basis for assessing acute care

health spending by the non-elderly in the U.S. population.' The complete model has been

aged to 1994, and all results are presented in 1994 dollars. The following description of

TRIM2 and its capabilities has been adapted from Zedlewski, Holahan, Blumberg, and

Winterbottom (1993).

The TRIM2 model simulates the employer-based group health insurance sy.stem, nongroup

or individually purchased health insurance, out-of-pocket spending, and the Medicaid

program. The model assigns spending under these programs/systems at the individual and

family levels and adjusts for regional variation in premium levels. It is then possible to

'Historically, TRIM2 has been used to analyze current and alternative tax and transfer programs. See National

Research Council (1991) and Lewis and Michel (1990) for a more complete description of the propenies of this

model and its recent applications.
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assess the distributional effects of the financing of the current health care system. Detailed

tax calculations allow the analysts to examine health spending on an after-tax basis and to

calculate the after-tax value of employment-based health benefits. TRIM2 can also be used to

simulate the distribution of health spending and health care fmancing burdens under

alternative assumptions about how insurance would be provided and financed. Each

component of the basic model is presented below.-

1. Employment-Based Group Health Insurance. TRIM2 examines reported insurance

coverage for individuals and families on the CPS to determine the number of family members

who share coverage under an employment-based policy.' The model assigns an employment-

based health insurance premium, including the shares paid by the employer and the employee,

to each covered worker based on two 1989 private, employer-based surveys (from the Health

Insurance Association of America and Foster-Higgins) and federal health insurance plan

documents. These private surveys represent firms of different sizes, in all major industries

(including state and local government), and in all regions of the country. Federal health

insurance plan documents include information about premiums for single and family coverage

and how these premiums are distributed between the employer and worker. TRIM2

statistically matches workers to health plans based on variables that the employer insurance

plans and workers on the CPS have in common. These include the type of coverage (single

or family), location, industry, the size of firm, and whether or not the worker has to pay part

of the insurance premium.

2. Private, Nongroup Health Insurance. TRIM2 estimates premiums for the families

and individuals on the CPS who report insurance coverage through private, nongroup, health

insurance policies. It does this by matching these people with plan data collected from Blue

Cross and Blue Shield Plan offices across the U.S. Plan documents included premiums for

typical health insurance plans covering single individuals, families, and dual (adult and child)

^GiannarelU (1992) describes the fuJI TRIM2 model.

'Zedlewski (1991) describes this model in more detail.

6
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insurance units in each state. The method does not, however, capture differences due to

families" insurance preferences or income levels. For example, if low (or high) income

families reporting private, nongroup health insurance are more likely to purchase catastrophic

policies, the model will overstate their premiums. Conversely, the model will understate

premiums for families who prefer broader coverage than that included in the prototypical

plan.

3. Medicaid. TRIM2 uses detailed sets of algorithms to replicate the rules of state

Medicaid programs." These algorithms identify Medicaid eligibles as all persons who meet

the states' categorical, asset, and income criteria in effect July 1991. The model has

procedures for selecting Medicaid enrollees from those who are eligible. The second part of

the model imputes the insurance value of Medicaid. Separate estimates are made for adults,

children, and the disabled; estimates also vary by age, sex, race, urban or rural residence,

reason for enrollment, and number of months in the program. The model uses Medicaid state

expenditure data to adjust for differences among states in program generosity and the cost of

health services.

4. Out-of-Pocket Spending. The model uses data from the Consumer Expenditures

Survey to predict out-of-pocket spending (other than health insurance premiums) for families

on the CPS.' Separate equations were estimated for persons with private insurance coverage,

Medicaid, and for those uninsured. The equations predict the incidence and levels of

spending as a function of families' socioeconomic characteristics including region of

residence, income, the age-sex distribution of family members, and the family head's marital

status, education, race, and woik status.

5. Income and Payroll Taxes. The model calculates family disposable income and

estimates the amount of income and payroll taxes required to finance health care spending by

'See Holaban and Zedlewski (1989) for a full description of this model.

'See Wade (1991) for a full description of this model.

7
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the federal government through the Medicaid and Medicare programs. Other federaltaxes

(such as corporate, estate, and excise taxes) are not included.' The portion of Medicaid and

Medicare spending that is financed through the federal personal income and payroll tax

systems is calculated and can be allocated to families. The model can also calculate income

and payroll taxes under the assumption that employer-paid health insurance premiums are

taxable to estimate the tax value of this employee benefit

6. Total Health Care Spending for the Nonelderly. The TRIM2 baseline distribution

of direct spending from various sources accounts for most health spending for the nonelderly.

The TRIM2 model excludes the institutionalized population. In addition. Medicare benefits

for the nonelderly and military health benefits are excluded. Nevertheless, the model

accounts for nearly all of the spending under systems that would be most affected by health

care reform alternatives currently under debate.

7. Adjustments to TRIM2 Baseline Output. Two significant adjustments were made to

the TRIM2 baseline health spending simulations at the request of the office of the Assistant

Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE), Department of Health and Human Services

(DHHS). Both employer health insurance premiums and private nongroup health insurance

premiums in TRIM2 were downwardly adjusted to reflect health care reform premiums

estimated by the Office of the Actuary (OACT). The TRIM2 employer plan data include

employer spending for dental care and a few other benefits that not fully covered by the

reform package. Without this adjustment for differences in coverage, employer and family

spending under reform as calculated in TRIM2 (using HCFA OACT premiums) would not be

comparable to employer and family spending under the current system according to TRIM2.

Thus, estimated changes in spending under refonn compared to current spending would be

distorted without reconciling the spending levels.

'However, tbe TRIM2 model does have tbe capacity to simulate excise tax payments on alcoboi and cigarettes.
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B. The Health Care Financing Administration's Special Policy Analysis Model (SPAM):

The Health Care Financing Administration's (HCFA) Special Policy Analysis Model

(SPAM) database is also based upon the March 1992 Current Population Survey (CPS). The

March 1992 CPS acts as the host file, with each person on it being statistically matched to a

person on the 1987 National Medical Expenditure Survey (NMES). Health expenditures and

utilization from the NMES person record are then linked to the CPS record, and the entire

data set is controlled to be consistent with 1994 National Health Account data.

The parameters used in the linking the NMES file to the CPS were disability status

(disabled or not), age and gender (male adult < 19, male adult 19-44, male adult 45-64, male

adult 65+, female adult < 19, female adult 19-44, female adult 45-64, female adult 65+,

dependent child < 19, and dependent child 19+), family income (family under 100% of

poverty, family 100% to 185% of poverty, family at or above 185% of poverty), and

insurance class of the person (employer sponsored insurance and Medicare, employer

sponsored insurance and Medicaid, other employer sponsored insurance. Medicare and

Medicaid and other private insurance. Medicare and Medicaid, Medicare only, Medicaid and

other private insurance, Medicaid only, other insurance, and uninsured).

For a CPS person to be considered disabled, one of the following situations had to be true:

(a) person was a veteran, collecting veteran's disability, (b) person collected over $10,0(X) in

workers compensation, (c) person had disability income, or (d) person was under 65 and had

SSI income. For a NMES person to be considered disabled, one of the following had to be

true: (a) person was a disabled veteran, (b) person didn't work due to disability/illness, or (c)

person was without a job due to disability/illness.

The determination of adult vs. child was made from "insurance families," which were

appended to both the CPS and NMES files. These families were created using standard

insurance industry definitions. Within an insurance family there can be one or two adults

(single or married couple), and any number of dependent children (or none).
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The insurance classifications were hierarchical, and made on the person level using the

appropriate variables on both the CPS and hfMES. ^fMES insurance classifications were

converted from round data' to "ever insured" data (for example, if a person had Medicare in

one of the rounds of the NMES survey, they were coded as having Medicare). Poverty

classifications were calculated by adding income of all insurance family members together

and comparing it to the appropriate poverty standard for the year in question (1991 for the

CPS and 1987 for NMES), for the appropriate family size.

Once each CPS person was linked to a NMES record, expenditure data by service

(hospital inpatient, hospital outpatient, etc.) and source of payment (out-of-pocket, private

insurance. Medicare, Medicaid, etc.) were attached. This file was then aged to 1994 through

two steps. First, the 1992 CPS population was weighted to sum to the 1994 Social Security

Administration (SSA) non-institutionalized population (about 20 million more than Census

estimates). This was done by age (20 age groups), gender and marital status (single, married,

divorced, and widowed).

Second, the total national health expenditures by this SSA-weighted CPS population (the

SPAM population) were then "benchmarked" by service category, channel of payment, and

age category to the aggregate totals in the projected 1994 National Health Accounts. There

are 13 service categories: hospital inpatient, hospital outpatient, hospital emergency room,

physician inpatient, physician outpatient, physician emergency room, physician office visit,

other professionals, prescription drugs, home health care, dental, vision, and other durable

medical equipment There are eight channels of payment: private health insurance, out of

pocket. Medicare, Medicaid, other federal, other state and local, workers compensation, and

other private. There are three age categories: under 19, 19 to 64, 65 years and over.

An example of how this benchmarking worked is as follows. Suppose the ratio of current

NMES-2, described more fully in the following section, involves 4 surveys of each family
over a period of 16 months. Each of the 4 interview sessions is referred to here as a "round."

10
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SPAM oui-of-pocket inpatient hospital spending for persons under age 19 to NH \-c6nsistent

spending for the same cell is 0.9. Then each SPAM person's inpatient hospital spending total

is multiplied by 1.11. The only divergence from this logic was that out-of-pocket spending

for the uninsured was controlled separately from out-of-pocket spending for the insured

population (which was thought to have risen at a rate closer to the rate of inflation in

insurance).

C. The Agency for Health Care Policy and Research's Simulation Model (AHSIM):

AHSIM is based on AHCPR's 1987 National Medical Expenditure Survey (NMES-2),

which is the most recent national effort to collect comprehensive, person-level profiles of

health care use, spending, and insurance coverage. AHSIM currentiy is designed only to

analyze the nonelderiy (under 65), noninstitutionalized civilian population residing in the

United States. Although the NMES-2 data were collected in 1987, demographic variables

have been aged forward by reweighting individual records. New weights take into account

changes in the distribution of the population by age, race, sex, insurance status, and poverty

status observed between the November 1987 and March 1992 Current Population Surveys.

Additional demographic aging is based on Census projections of the population by age, race,

and sex beyond 1992. Real growth in service-sf)eciflc health expenditures and insurance

premiums have been incorporated through adjustments based on the appropriate rates of

changes in HCFA's National Health Accounts and its projections.

AHSIM draws primarily on the NTvIES-2 Household Survey and its two derivative

components, the Health Insurance Plan Survey (HIPS) and the Medical Provider Survey. The

Household Survey sample is representative of the civilian noninstitutionalized population of

the United States in 1987. Each family in the Household Survey was interviewed four times

("rounds") over a period of 16 months to obtain information about the family's health and

health care during calendar year 1987. Roughly 35,0(X) individuals and 14,000 households

completed all rounds of data collection. The Medical Provider Survey obtained information

directly from the physicians, hospitals, and other providers used by a portion of the household

II
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sample. These data were used to edit and supplement household survey data describing use

of and spending on health services. HIPS data were collected from employers, unions, and

insurers and include premiums paid by all sources and specific provisions of baseline private

insurance coverage. They also provide information about the organizations offering insurance

coverage and include in the case of employers, firm and establishment size, industry, and

location.

Other data sources were incorporated when needed for specific purposes. For example,

survey data from the Health Insurance Association of America were used to project market

shares for fee-for-service, HMO, and preferred provider health plans by region. Annual

survey data from the American Hospital Association were used to determine the allocation of

hospital spending between inpatient and outpatient services and to identify local areas in

which at least one HMO is operating. County Business Patterns data were used to impute

average payroll for employers, using a statistical match based on industry, location, and firm

size. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Statistics of Income (SOI) data were used to

expand NMES-2 income data and to calibrate the AHSIM tax module. Further details of the

basic AHSIM Model are presented below.

1. Employment-Based Group Health Insurance. AHSIM does not model employers,

only households and individuals. HIPS and Household Survey data measured the scope of

employment-based insurance in 1987, as well as the allocation of premiums among

employers, employees, and other sources (primarily unions). AHSIM assumes that any

changes in the pattern of availability, benefits, premiums, or other plan provisions between

1987 and 1994 are controlled for in the aging process, using CPS and HCFA aggregate data.

2. Private, Nongroup Health Insurance. AHSIM handles people with private, nongroup

insurance in the same way as it does those with employment-based insurance. This means,

for example, that a tendency for people with systematically higher medical expenditures to

purchase private, nongroup health insurance will be captured in the model.

12
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3. Medicaid. NMES-2 measured Medicaid program participation directly. Since 1987,

however, Medicaid eligibility has been expanded to include low-income pregnant women and

children who are not otherwise categorically eligible. This Medicaid expansion was

incorporated into the ASHIM model by identifying household survey respondents who would

have become eligible for Medicaid benefits by 1994 and modifying their baseline insurance

status accordingly. Baseline health spending for new Medicaid recipients was also modified

to reflect the effect of a changes insurance status, using the same methods that were used to

project estimates for the uninsured after reform.

4. Out-of-Pocket Spending. NMES-2 directly measures baseline out-of-pocket (OOP)

spending on cost-sharing and noncovered services for all household survey respondents.

However, because the AHSIM model cannot use actual NMES-2 expenditure data directly,

data on OOP spending reported in the household survey are used to develop a set of estimates

that can be incorporated into the model.' In particular, a system of equations was estimated

to predict the percent of expenses paid out-of-pocket in the baseline as a function of

demographic characteristics, insurance coverage, health status, and other relevant explanatory

variables. These equations were then used to impute baseline OOP spending as a percent of

imputed total spending, by type of service. While baseline expenditures are imputed in the

AHSIM Model, they are still internally consistent with the rest of the

NMES-2 data because the estimation procedures preserve the pattern of spending observed in

the original household survey data.

5. Income and Payroll Taxes. The AHSIM model distinguishes between households and

tax filing units. The effect of wage changes induced by employer mandates on federal

^Actual NMES-2 expenditure are not used as baseline spending in the AHSIM Model for two

reasons. For some people, e.g., those affected by the expansion of Medicaid eligibility, baseline

insurance status is different than what is was in 1987 when the NMES data were collected. In

addition, it is important that reform expenditures only differ from baseline for reasons related to

reform. Because reform expenditures must be predicted for people based on their "new"

insurance status, it is helpful to predict baseline spending with the same methodology.
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personal income and payroll taxes can be calculated with respect to the 1991 tax treatment of

employer paid premiums.

6. Total Health Care Spending for the Nonelderly. The AHSIM baseline includes

most health spending by the civilian, resident population of the United States under the age of

65. AHSIM excludes the institutionalized population. Medicare beneficiaries among the

nonelderly, and spending by active-duty military personnel.

7. Adjustments to AHSIM Baseline Data. Because the aggregate health insurance

premiums reported in the HIPS component of NMES-2 are not consistent with the benefits

paid by private health insurance according to either the Household Survey or the National

Health Accounts, the NMES-2 HIPS-based premiums are calibrated to these other data

sources. Tax estimates and wage income are calibrated to SOI data, as described above. In

general, according to extensive analysis by HCFA and AHCPR staff to account for

differences in definition and coverage, the NMES-2 expenditure data and the National Health

Accounts yield similar estimates.

in. Premium Estimation Under Reform

Two agencies, the Health Care Financing Administration and the Agency for Health Care

Policy and Research, estimated the cost of health insurance premiums under reform. Their

estimates are in 1994 dollars and reflect the benefits included in the standard benefit package.

The premium estimation methodology used by each of these agencies is described below.

A. Health Care Financing Administration:

The first step in HCFA's simulation process was to determine each individual's insurance

status. The modelers used CPS indicators for this, and considered a person to be insured if

he/she was covered by employer-sponsored insurance, other private insurance, CHAMPUS,

Medicare, or Medicaid. Insurance could be either in one's own name or through inclusion in

a policy held by an adult in the insurance uniL Also, some dependents are covered by private

insurance policies owTied by people outside the family (for example, a child of divorced
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parents may be covered through insurance carried by the parent who does not live with the

child).

HCFA modelers then adjusted health expenditures to reflect the coverage offered through

the regional alliance plan. That coverage is restricted to hospital care, physician and other

professional services, prescription drugs, and durable medical equipment other than vision and

hearing products. Therefore, the analysts excluded all other National Health Accounts

expenditure categories. The cost of coverage for mental health, dental, and preventive care in

the standard benefit package was estimated separately, from aggregate data, and added in at

the end of the process. Once expenses were adjusted for coverage differences, the modelers

applied the fee-for-service plan deductibles, coinsurance, and cost-sharing limits to each

person covered through the regional alliance.

An insurance-induced demand adjustment was applied to all those enrolled in the regional

alliance. The basis for the induced demand was the difference between out-of-pocket

spending under current law and that determined by the reform simulation described above.

The induction factor varied by type of service. The application of the factors and the specific

values used are described in appendix A. Post-induction spending is equal to the expenditures

calculated previously plus (minus) the induced spending calculated as described.

Following these steps, HCFA analysts imputed expenses to currendy uninsured people.

Existing patterns of use for the uninsured person were discarded, because those patterns are

influenced by the absence of insurance. An imputation file was created for each service

covered under the regional alliance. To create the file, insured people (excluding people who

received SSI cash payments) were divided into groups according to gender, four age classes,

and three poverty status classes. Expenditures were tabulated for each group to determine: (a)

the proportion that had no expenditure and (b) mean expenditures and use for each decile of

the user distribution.

Expenses were imputed for an uninsured person using these imputation files. For each
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type of service, the person was assigned a random number ranging from to 1. If that

random number fell within the nonuser proportion for the service, the person was given no

expenditure for the service. Otherwise, the person was given the mean expenditure and use

for the decile of users into which the random number placed them. Analysts assumed that

facility and physician use was correlated for hospital services, and used the same random

number for hospital inpatient and physician inpatient use. They did the same for hospital

outpatient and physician outpatient, and for hospital emergency room and physician

emergency room use.

Analysts performed a fmal simulation to determine which people were covered by the

alliances. Typically, they excluded people who received AFDC or SSI cash payments.

Similarly, most Medicare enrollees were excluded; only those who worked or whose spouse

worked were included in the premium calculations. The remaining people were divided

between the corporate alliance and the regional alliance according to the worker status of the

adults in the insurance family, and were assigned to one of three policies: individuals (and

couples with no dependents), one adult plus dependents, and two adults plus dependents. In a

fmal pass through the family's health expenditures, analysts applied the family limits on out-

of-pocket spending to determine the plan benefits and copayments.

In order to generate an upper-bound discount estimate, whenever a two-earner couple had

one worker in a large firm (5,000 or more workers) and one in a firm that would be covered

through a regional alliance, the couple was assumed to choose coverage in the regional

alliance. This maximizes the potential cost of the discounts costs given that no government

discounts are available through the corporate alliances.

After plan benefits had been determined, premiums were calculated for each of the policy

types and alliance types. An offset was applied to expenses to reflect current-law cost-

shifting attributable to uncompensated care. Under the current system, private sector

premiums are higher than they would be if there were no uncompensated care in the system

since providers pass these unpaid costs on to insured, paying patients. Under reform, all
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persons will be insured; consequently, baseline premiums should be reduced to reflect the

elimination of non-payers from the system. A load factor was applied to the (reduced)

benefit cost per policy. The load factor was 15 percent for the regional alliance.

B. Agency for Health Care Policy and Research:

AHCPR's method of generating premium estimates has seven steps. First, following

conventions in health economics, AHSIM estimates a two-part model of expenditures for each

service. The unit of observation is the person. The first equation in each service's set of two

equations estimates the probability of using the service at all as a function of demographic,

income, insurance, employment, and health status measures from the 1987 NMES-2. The

second equation estimates annual expenditures on the service for all users of the service, as a

function of the same explanatory variables. Combining the result of these equations (i.e.,

multiplying the probability of use times the coefficients in the second equation) yields an

equation that predicts expenditures for each type of person. Predicted expenditures are aged

to 1994.

Health expenditures for each person are then predicted for each of the ten services

included in the AHSIM Model using this system of equations. Predictions for both the

probability and the level (given any use) of an expense were made for each person based on

these regressions. The procedure assigns the same expected values to people with private

insurance and similar personal characteristics, based on a hypothetical "average" insurance

policy. Expected values are modified to take into account specific plan provisions using

information from the RAND National Health Insurance Experiment about the effects of such

provisions. Reform expenditures are imputed to all people in the model using a stochastic

process that maintains observed correlations in expenditures across service types while

controlling for the demographic characteristics and health status of individual NMES-2

respondents.

Every individual included in the AHSIM Model actually had three types of reform

expenditures assigned to them, indicating their (assumed) behavior under fee-for-service
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(FFS), managed care (HMO), and preferred provider (PPO) insurance arrangements.
"

Expenses for benefits paid, cost-sharing and noncovered services were calculated separately

for each type of plan by applying claims-processing logic to the appropriate estimated

expenditure. Premiums for each type of insurance plan were computed on the basis of

average benefits paid per insurance policy plus an administrative load set at a percent of

benefits paid. In this way, each person was taken into account in computing initial premium

levels. Premiums were adjusted for current regional variations in prices.

Individual choice of health plans under reform was modelled by randomly assigning health

insurance units to one of the three types of plans (FFS, HMO, PPO) described above. The

assumed probabilities of selecting particular plans were baspd primarily upon market shares

observed by HIAA in their annual surveys, trended forward to 1994. These estimates were

modified by assuming a 10 percent reduction in FFS under reform as a result of managed

competition. Market shares were allowed to vary on the basis of region, urban/rural location,

and the availability of discounts for out-of-pocket (OOP) expenses and premiums.

Two passes through the data are made to compute the fmal set of premiums. The first

pass implements decision rules regarding the distribution of premium payments under reform.

It also computes the cost of noncovered services and cost-sharing requirements borne by

individual households. Based on these calculations, the model determines the extent to which

a household's direct costs will be offset by supplemental insurance and OOP discounts. In

the second pass through the data, expenditures are increased to reflect additional spending

induced by supplemental insurance and OOP discounts. Insurance premiums are then

adjusted to reflect these higher expenditures.

C. Choice of Premium Elstimates for Budgeting Purposes:

One set of premium estimates had to be chosen for final budgeting purposes. Although

AHCPR's premiums were used by that agency in their estimation of discounts to employers

and households and those discount estimates were used as a check on estimates done by

HCFA and the Urban Institute, the Administration opted to use the HCFA premiums for
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purposes of final federal budgeting and distributional effects analyses.

This choice was made for two reasons. First, the premiums estimated by HCFA were

higher than those estimated by AHCPR, and it was viewed as desirable to have an official

estimate that was more conservative (i.e., that would lead to higher costs associated with the

program ~ see Table 1 below). Second, the HCFA estimates are benchmarked to the

National Health Accounts, the most reliable measure of aggregate spending in the current

health care system. Given that the National Health Accounts are considered to be the "gold

standard" in measuring total health expenditures, it seemed most appropriate to keep the

official premium estimates consistent with that standard.
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payments for both working and nonworking low income families. There is also a discount for

the 80 percent premium share for those families who do not have at least one full time

worker (or equivalent), including early retirees. The major models arc similar in how they

estimate most components.

A. Employer Discounts:

The general firm discount consists of a 7.9 percent of payroll cap on ail firm premiums,

regardless of firm size, provided the employer is in the regional alliance. If the cost of

providing 80 percent of the adjusted premium per worker exceeds 7.9 percent of firm payroll,

the share paid by the federal government is equal to the difference between the two amounts,

or:

[A/j(.8Ps) *Nc(.SPc) ^N^i-iP^p) ^N^^.iP^p)] -(.079 *firm payroll)

where N is the number of workers of each contract type (S=singles, C=couples without

children, SP=single parent families, and DP=dual parent families) and P is the adjusted per

worker premium for each contract type.

The small firm discount schedule provides lower payroll caps (less than 7.9 percent) for

firms with less than 75 employees and average pay below $24,000 per year. The small firm

schedule is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

Small Firm Discounts

Average Firm Payroll
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1. TR1M2: Employer Discounts. In the TRIM2 model, employer obligations (either 80

percent of the adjusted premium for each worker or a percent of total payroll) are calculated

for each worker, there are no firms per se on the CPS. although each worker has employer

information associated with them. TRIM2 assigns firm average payroll information from the

County Business Patterns (CBP) data to each worker, using a statistical matching procedure

that relies on industry (the 3-digit SIC codes), state of residence, and establishment size.

In addition, an average firm premium is imputed to each worker. Take, for example, retail

firms with 100-500 workers. Assume that according to the CPS, of the workers who report

being employed by that type of firm, 40 percent are singles, 20 percent are married but have

no children, 30 percent are married with children, and 10 percent are single parents. The

weighted average firm premium that an employer of that type faces is equal to

where Pj, Pc, Psp. and P^p are as described earlier.

The employer's payment is proxied by the comparison of average pay times the

appropriate percentage cap (3.5 percent to 7.9 percent) to 80 percent of the average firm

premium. If the 80 percent of the average firm premium is less than capped average pay, the

employer would pay 80 percent of the correct adjusted premium for each worker. If, on the

other hand, capped average pay is less than 80 percent of the average firm premium, the

employer would contribute 7.9 percent (or the appropriate percentage less than 7.9 percent) of

total payroll to the alliance.

If the firm cap is the less expensive option, the woiicer's record is appended with an

employer payment equal to the appropriate cap times average pay in the firm. The amount

paid by the federal government on behalf of the employer is also added to the record in the

amount of:
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i.ZOP,)-iCAP*(Avg. Firm Pay))

where P is the adjusted per worker premium for the worker's health insurance unit type i

(single, couple, single parent, dual parent), CAP is equal to the appropriate percentage cap

(ranging from 3.5 percent to 7.9 percent) and Avg. Firm Pay is equal to the firm's average

payroll as imputed from the CBP data.

If, conversely, 80 percent of the adjusted per woricer premium is the less expensive option,

the worker's record is appended with an employer payment equal to .80*P,, where i is equal

to the appropriate health insurance unit type for that worker, and there is no government

employer discount.

2. HCFA: Employer Discounts. In the SPAM model, the basic calculations of

employer discounts are similar to those in TRIM2, other than the development of firm-level

average payrolls. While TRIM2 imputes payroll data from the County Business Patterns data

set, SPAM uses payrolls created by synthesizing firms from employees on the CPS. For each

record of an employee on the CPS, one of the firms created using that employee is linked

back to serve as the firm description for that employee. The resulting payroll distribution is

similar to that implied by the CBP.

3. AHSIM: Employer Discounts. In the AHSIM model, the calculations are also

similar to those in TRIM2. AHCPR uses County Business Pattern data for estimating average

payroll. The links to NMES-2 make use of the Household Survey detailed responses by firm-

size, industry, and other variables, confirmed by the NMES-2 Health Insurance Plan Survey.

B. Discounts for the Self-Employed.

Those individuals who are self-employed are obligated to make a contribution to the

alliances based upon the same schedule used to determine small business payments. Those

with self-employment income between $0 and $12,000 per year, for example, pay the lesser

of 3.5 percent of self-employment income and:
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(.SO*P,)-EC

where P, is as before and EC is the credit received by the self-employed person due to

employer contributions made on their behalf while doing wage work. So, for example, a self-

employed person who is also employed by a firm and who is working a full-time, full- year

job for wages/salaries has no further obligation with regard to the 80 percent/employer share.

An individual who works full time for wages for 8 months and then quits that job and

becomes self-employed is only obligated up to a maximum of 4 months of the 80 percent of

the adjusted per worker premium for his/her health insurance unit type.

C. Discounts to Low Income Families.

Low income workers and non-workers (those with family income less than 150 percent of

poverty'") are eligible for government discounts to assist in the payment of the family share

of the premium and to assist with family out-of-pocket payments (co-insurance and

deductibles). The family premium share discounts work as follows:

1. Those with family incomes at or above 150 percent of poverty are responsible for paying

the full 20 percent share, subject to a maximum of 3.9 percent of family income.

2. Those with family incomes below 150 percent of poverty have their premium obligation

calculated as:

MARG^ (INC^
-
1000) *MARG^(INC^ -/NC,)

where INC, is equal to the family income up to the appropriate poverty guideline, INQ is

equal to family income if it exceeds 100 percent but is less than 150 percent of the

appropriate poverty guideline, MARG, is the contribution rate applied to family income below

"The family size specific poveny guidelines used aie as follows:

single
~ family size is 1

couple - family size is 2

single parent family
-

family size is 3

dual parent family
- family size is 4.
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poverty, and MARG, is the contribution rate applied to family income between 100 and 150

percent of poverty.

The two contribution rates are such that families below poverty do not pay more than 3

percent of income for their family premium share contribution, those with income below

$1000" have no premium contribution. Families at 150 percent of poverty pay the full 20

percent share, or 3.9 percent of family income, whichever is less. The government payment

is equal to 20 percent of the actuarial premium for the health insurance unit type, less the

family contribution calculated above. For purposes of this calculation, family income is equal

to adjusted gross income less unemployment compensation plus non-taxable interest income.

For each marginal rate (MARG, and MARG,), there are two sets of rates to be used. The

first set (MARG,s„g,„ MARGj^^J is applicable for single health insurance units and uses the

poverty guidelines for a family of size one. The second set (MARG,o„^ MARGioub,) is

applicable to all other health insurance units and is based on the poverty guidelines for a

family of size four.

Set one is calculated as follows:

MARG, =(().03*POVG.)/(POVG.-1000)

MARG, =({02*PREM) -(0.03 •POKG,))/(0.5 *POVG.)

where POVG, is based on the poverty guidelines for a family of size one, and PREMj is the

premium for a single individual. In 1994, these rates are estimated to be 3.5 percent and 4.8

percent, respectively.

Set two is calculated as follows:

"in 1994 dollars. The income "disregard" is indexed by the CPI in future years.
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AM/?G,^=(0.03 *POVG^I(POVG^- 1000)

MARG2^=((0.2*PREMjjp)-(0.03*POVG^)W.5*POVG^

where POVG4 is the poverty guideline for a family of size four, and PREM^ is the premium

for a dual parent family. In 1994, these rates are estimated to be 3.2 percent and 5.8 percent,

respectively.

These rates result in singles and dual parent families paying their full 20 percent premium

share at 150 percent of poverty. At 150 percent of poverty, singles pay 3.6% of their income

and dual parents families pay 3.9 percent. When the second set of marginal rates are applied

to single parents and couples, these families are paying approximately 3.9 percent of their

income at 150 percent of their appropriate poveny guideline (family size set at three for

single parents and two for couples); however, that amount is less than 20 percent of their

respective premiums. Consequently, couples and single parents with incomes in excess of

150 percent of poverty will be required to pay the lesser of 20 percent of their premium and

3.9 percent of income.

An out-of-pocket spending discount is available for those families below 150 percent of

poverty who live in an area that does not provide access to a low cost sharing (HMO) plan.

In such cases, the family is only obligated to pay the cost sharing that would be required if

the family had actually enrolled in an HMO (i.e., $10 copayment for outpatient services); and

discounts will be available for the remainder.

Families without at least one full time worker or equivalent" may be required to pay at

least some portion of the 80 percent adjusted premium share that is covered for workers

'*rwo examples of families with a "full time worker equivalent" are:

1 . each spouse works half time for ihe full year,

2. one spouse works full time for 8 montbs and the other works full time for 4 months.
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through their employers. Families with non-wage income below 250 percent of poverty are

eligible for some subsidization of this obligation. K eligible, a family's payment for this

portion of the premium is equal to:

MARG^iNWINC^
-
1000) *MARG^{NWINC.^ -NWINC^)

where NWINC, is equal to the family non-wage income up to the appropriate poverty

guideline, NWINCj is equal to family non-wage income if it exceeds 100 percent but is

below 250 percent of the appropriate poverty guideline. MARG, is the contribution rate

applied to family non-wage income below poverty, and MARG4 is the contribution rate

applied to family non-wage income between 100 and 250 percent of poverty. MARG, is set

such that families below poverty do not pay more than 5.5 percent of their non-wage income

for this portion of the premium, and families with less than $1000 in non-wage income have

no required contribution towards this portion of the premium. The federal payment is equal

to 80 percent of the appropriate adjusted per worker premium less employer payment credits,

less self-employment contributions, and less family contributions as defined above.

Non-wage income is calculated as Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) less wages and salaries

less unemployment compensation and less self-employed income." Income in this category

includes: rents and royalties, interest (including non-taxable interest income), dividends,

alimony, capital gains/losses, the taxable portion of social security, partnerships, and trusts.

Aside from items mentioned above, other categories of excluded income are: welfare

payments, VA benefits, worker's compensation, child support income, inherited money, and

proceeds from life insurance.

There are four sets of contribution rates which can be applied to non-wage income: one

each for single, couples, single parent, and dual parent families. They are calculated using

the formulas shown below, using the family sizes of 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively to determine

'^e actual legislation excludes wages and salaries up 10 S60,000 per year. Wages and salaries in excess of

this amount count towards this calculation. The $60,000 exclusion cap was not modelled, making the subsidy

estimates somewhat over-stated.
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poverty guidelines.

For family type 'i':

MARG^^ =(0.055 *POVG)/{POVG^
-
1000)

MARG^=im *Pi) -{0.055 •POKG,.))/(1.5 *POVG.)

where POVGj is the poverty guideline for the appropriate family size, and P, is the

appropriate adjusted per worker premium. In 1994, these rates are estimated to be as follows:

for singles. 6.4 percent and 10.7 percent; for couples, 6.1 percent and 10.9 percent; for single

parent units, 6.0 percent and 9.8 percent; for dual parent units, 5.9 percent and 7.5 percent.

These rates were calculated so that families pay their full employer share of the premium

at 250 percent of poverty.

D. Retiree Discounts.

Families with retirees'* are eligible for a special discount When fully phased in,

government discounts cover the full 80 percent/employer share for non-woiidng retirees.

Government discounts are offset to some extent by the employers of retirees who work part

time and the employers of working spouses. For example, a 58 year old man who is working

half time will have half of his employer contributions made by his employer and half of his

contributions will be made by the federal government No government discount is necessary

when a retiree has a full time working spouse, as the spouse's employer's contributions will

fulfill the coverage responsibility. However, if a retiree is married to a non-worker, the

government contribution will cover the couple (or family).

"The policy defines retirees as those nonworkers who have fulfilled a requirement of a minimum number of

working quarters and who are between the ages of 55 and 64. inclusive. However, the models being used to simulate

the cost of the plan do not have daa on quarters worked. Consequently, all individuals 55 to 64, who are not

working or work part time or part year, are modelled as being eligible for the special retiree subsidy.
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E. Choice of Discount Estimates for Budgeting Purposes and Distributional Analyses:

For reasons noted above in the section on premium estimation, the HCFA premiums were

selected as the official Administration estimates. This choice necessitated that a model using

the HCFA premiums be used as the official Administration discount estimates. For this

reason, the discount estimates used for budgeting purposes are from the HCFA simulation

model. It should be noted however, that all three discount estimates were within 7 percent of

each other. Consequently, all estimates are well within the discount "cushion.""

For purposes of distributional analyses, the Administration's official estimates come from

the Urban Institute's TRIM2 model, which was benchmarked to the National Health Accounts

and which used the HCFA estimated premiums. The Urban Institute is the most experienced

of the three groups in doing the type of complex distributional analyses needed for the reform

process.

V. National Spending Impacts

The change in spending produced by health reform can be summarized in terms of the

impacts on businesses, households, and governments. Present business spending is here

limited to employer contributions for employer-sponsored health insurance and for active

workers and retirees. Under reform, employers are required to pay 80 percent of the average

worker premium in their area (net of discounts) for most workers. Beyond the required

outlays, it is expected that there will be supplementation of the required coverage. Those

employers currently paying more than the required employer contribution percentage, or

buying richer coverage (e.g., lower cost-sharing) are assumed to continue to pay more than

the required minimum.

The calculations of changes in business outlays are similar in TRIM2 and SPAM. If an

'^e HCFA discount estimates were increased by 15 percent in an effort to budget a more

conservative level of discounts.
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employer currently pays more than 80 percent of premiums, TRIM2 increases employer

spending under reform to match the proportion contributed by the employer currently, as long

as this does not exceed current spending. If maintenance of the current proportion would

exceed current spending, it is assumed that employers increase their spending only to the

point of current spending. Worker contributions are reduced accordingly. This first part of

supplementation is then increased to add the cost for enhancing the richness of coverage up to

the current level of plan richness associated with each currently insured worker. The cost of

matching the current richness of benefits is paid by the employer and the worker in

proportion to current premium contributions.

In the SPAM model, additional coverage is assumed wherever current payments are better

for the family than modeled future payments under the mandated benefit package.

Supplementation amounts are accumulated equal to the difference between current and

required benefits. Employer contributions are assumed to cover the supplement, although

employer payments for the required coverage are held to the mandated minimum.

The AHSIM Model assumes that both employers and households attempt to hold their

spending on health insurance constant from baseline to reform. To the extent that baseline

spending on employer-sponsored insurance exceeds expenditures required under reform,

employers are first assumed to buy down their employees' required contributions. If baseline

spending exceeds reform requirements for either households or employers after taking this

transfer into account, the AHSIM model then allows both households and employers to buy

supplemental insurance. For each health insurance unit in AHSIM, the actuarial value of

supplemental insurance purchased under reform cannot exceed baseline levels. The total

amount of supplemental insurance is also limited by the level of potential out-of-pocket

expenses (cost-sharing plus noncovered services) under reform. Supplemental insurance is

also assumed to carry a higher administrative load than basic health plans, 25 percent in most

recent simulations. Any employer excess that remains after buying supplemental insurance is

assumed to increase other tax-preferred fringe benefits.
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Household spending is defined to be die employee contributions for employer-sponsored

health insurance, direct premiums for non-group coverage (under the current system) or direct

purchase of alliance coverage (under reform), and cost-sharing payments. In the baseline, the

employee contributions are defined to include employee payments irrespective of tax status;

pre-tax employee contributions are counted as employee payments despite IRS treatment of

such sums as employer contributions. To the extent supplementation implies higher business

payments, household spending is reduced by like amounts. Total changes in cost-sharing are

calculated as the net of reduced payments due to new and enriched coverage, against

increased cost-sharing attributable to required purchase of insurance leading to increased

utilization and some personal payments (rather than reliance on uncompensated care

mechanisms).

Government spending changes reflect transfers between the Federal government and other

levels of government, as well as increased Federal responsibilities (particularly in arranging

discounts for low-wage firms). Baseline Federal spending is primarily Medicaid and

Medicare. Under reform, Medicaid non-cash populations move into alliance plans, with some

direct business payments. Similarly, more Medicare recipients fall under working aged rules,

with direct employer contributions reducing Medicare responsibilities.

State and local baseline spending is primarily Medicaid, although significant sums are

currendy spent on other programs, most notably direct payments to hospitals. Under reform,

Medicaid savings wiU be redirected under maintenance of effort requirements for use in

paying for discounts for low-income populations in the alliances.
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APPENDIX A

Example of the Application of an Induction Factor

To a Change in Insurance Status

Current law spending

Multiplied by copayment rate

Out-of-pocket spending

Initial change in out-of-pocket

Multiplied by induction factor

Equals change in total spending

Current law spending
Plus induced demand

Equals new total spending
I^ss new out-of-pocket (20%)

Equals new benefits

Before
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Mrs. ROUKEMA. Dr. Thorpe, you referred to discounts. Are you
referring to the subsidies? Are the discounts synonymous with the
subsidies in the President's plan?
Mr. Thorpe. Yes, by discounts, what it is, is it lays a price sched-

ule which is a discount off the price of full health insurance.
Mrs. RoUKEMA. Who pays the difference?

Mr. Thorpe. The difference would be paid out of the pool of

money that we have laid out in the President's proposal under-
neath to cap entitlements.

Mrs. RoUKEMA. I see. All right. Now, Mr. Bowles, address again,
let me ask the question a little differently. I heard your statement
on universality, but it seems to me that if we begin incrementally
with the most egregious part of the gap, which is insurance reform
in terms of portability, as well as eliminating preexisting condition
or cancellation on that basis, can we not solve a great portion of

our problem in that regard and then perhaps take up what some
others, such as Senator Chafee, has proposed to fill in the gap with

redefining the poverty level or at least coverage over 250 percent
of poverty level, and fill in that gap as an immediate first step,
rather than going to what seems to many of us to be an intrusive,
convoluted bureaucracy that may have some unintended con-

sequences in the way that the costs are shifted within those alli-

ances, particularly in an area like mine which is so close to the
urban problems of the New York metropolitan area?
Mr. Bowles. First of all, I am sure that you can't tell from my

accent, but I lived in New York for a long time. No one ever ac-

cused me of sounding like a New Yorker.
First of all, there are many things in the Chafee bill that I like.

Secondly, and the principal among it is universal coverage. I think
the Chafee bill does address the universal coverage need, and
therefore that is the principal thing within that plan that I favor

and favor strongly.

Secondly, I strongly believe that we do need to address the

abuses that are in the health care system and particularly those

that affect small businesses, as you discussed, the portability, the

exclusions for preexisting conditions. Those are absolutely, totally,

in my opinion, unacceptable and unfair to small businesses.

However, I don't believe, going back to your central point, that

if we do not have universal coverage, that we can really solve the

problem of having affordable health care available for small busi-

nesses. I think if we don't have universal coverage, we will con-

tinue to have the cost shifting that has occurred in the past into

the future and that cost will principally be shifted onto the backs
of small businesses.
Mrs. RouKEMA. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Williams. Ms. Woolsey.
Ms. Woolsey. Thank you. I knew I was going to find you very

interesting. I think you are wonderful.
Before I got here, 25 years I was a human resources professional,

and as an executive for a growing electronics company, and then
later human resources consultant and I have spent many, many
years—25 to be exact—shopping insurance benefits and implement-
ing benefits and finding that small businesses could not have H.R.
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departments and benefit departments, therefore, I was the person
that they hired to do that.

And as the cost—as they went out of sight and the benefits be-

came less and less, I find my clients becoming more and more frus-

trated, but one of the things that frustrated them the most was the

complication and the administration, so I am going to ask you the

question again about simplicity and if it wouldn't be easier to have
a flat percentage of payroll tax for health insurance versus insur-

ance premiums for each individual employee; a payroll tax that

would be shared by the employee and the employer. Have you
thought about that? Or does it matter in that that is not what the

administration wants?
Mr. Bowles. Oh, no, no. I think the great thing about having a

chance to work in this administration is that you do have an oppor-

tunity to look at all the options. And we have explored each one
of those options and tried to think about what kind of effect it

would have on each and every different kind of group and each and

every different person and tried to look at it. And it really has been
an extraordinary process to go through. So yes, we have had a
chance to think about it.

First, if I could just address the complexity issue itself and then

go to the single payer solution. From my viewpoint, you couldn't

have a health care system that was more complex than the one we
have now.

I mean, you talked about it earlier having been in the human re-

source area. And looked at the raft of forms that are involved today
and looked at the fact that you have to pay on a procedure-by-pro-
cedure basis. And when you look at insurance policies that are cur-

rently offered, you have to really look at the fine print to see what
is covered and what is not covered, and unfortunately you often

find out too late that a benefit that you thought you had provided
your employees really isn't there because it has been excluded for

one reason or other.

As you look to the future under our plan, I think what we have

really tried to do is to make it much simpler, we have really tried

to take some of the complexity out of the system by going to single

forms, single bills and uniform bills and standardized forms. Ajid

we have also tried to take the hassle out of it for the employer so

that they don't have to take time away from their valued business;
and we tried to put that in the hands of the alliances.

What we have really tried to do is to build on the present system
of our private sector health care insurance of employer-based cov-

erage, of choice of doctors and plans, and the quality health care

system that we provide here in this country today. Really, as I look

at it what we are doing is we are setting some standards. We are

providing security.
We are guaranteeing choice and quality, and then we are going

to get out of the way. As I look at the single-payer plan, there are

a number of things I like about it. I like the universal coverage por-
tion of it. I think that is critical. I stated that earlier, the com-

prehensive benefits.

You know, clearly that is something that I believe to be impor-
tant, because I think small businesses deserve to have comprehen-
sive benefits. The cost controls that are built in there I like. I like
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the administrative simplification of it and the reduced paperwork,
so I do like those two things that you referred to.

What I didn't like as I looked at it, the things that I didn't think

made as much sense—is to get rid of our current health care sys-
tem and make such a radical change when it is possible to build

on the current system of private sector health insurance.

Nine out of 10 people in the country today that have health care

are provided that health care at work; and I felt it was possible to

build on our present system. Also, as I looked at bureaucracy that

would have to be built up to have a single-payer plan, that was not

something that I felt as comfortable with. I felt we could have less

bureaucracy, going with far less bureaucracy going with the system
that was offered by the President.

The last thing that concerned me about the single payer plan
was the kind of one-size-fits-all. In my opinion, what works in New
York doesn't necessarily work in New Mexico. What works in North
Carolina doesn't necessarily work in North Dakota.

And, my hope was that we could build a plan that would truly
allow flexibility among the States to do what was in the best inter-

est of each individual State to push the decisionmaking power
down to where the people really are.

Ms. WOOLSEY. Well, I guess I want to respond to that, that I am
having a hard time building on something that I don't think is

working at all.

Can I ask you a question? You mentioned the one dollar and the

two dollar; is that for the employer's contribution or is that the em-

ployer and the employee?
Mr. Bowles. The employee.
Ms. WooLSEY. So it would be $1.20 or $2.20?
Mr. Bowles. I think in the second example the cost was $2.25,

and not $2.
Chairman WlLLL\MS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Gunderson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You are a good ad-

vocate on behalf of administration's proposal and I commend you
for that. A couple of questions. The small business subsidy, there

seems to be a lot of concern as to whether this is a temporary or

permanent subsidy. Can you give us some indication of whether
this is meant to be a permanent subsidy?
Mr. Bowles. I have seen nothing anywhere that would lead me

to believe anything other than it was a permanent subsidy; that it

was going to be forever.

Mr. Gunderson. Has it been costed out over the long term? Can

you give us exactly what the cost of the subsidy would be for the

next six years?
Mr. Bowles. For the next six years, yes, it is about $100 billion.

For the next six years, $100 billion total for the employer portion
of the subsidy.
Mr. Gunderson. Explain that to me. If you have $22 billion the

first year, times six you get over $100. And if it is $22 billion the

first year, it is clearly going to be a lot more as you get this thing

phased in.

Mr. Thorpe. If I could, the $100 billion figure referred to the pe-

riod 1996 to the year 2000. We would have the plan phased in so

that all Americans are covered by 12/31/97. So the difference is
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simply due to the fact that in 1996 and parts of 1997, we are phas-
ing in coverage so we don't have a full year cost.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Full year implementation is fiscal year 1997?
Mr. Thorpe. Right; 12/31797.

Mr. GUNDERSON. So for the first full year of implementation, the

projected cost is how much?
Mr. Thorpe. For the employer? The total for employers and em-

ployees is about $13 billion in fiscal year 1996. That is the total

cost of the discounts. And the employer piece of this is in the $4
billion to $5 billion range.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't want to come off dumb in the Education

Committee room, but if full implementation in fiscal year 1996 is

$13 billion, how do we have $22.4 billion?

Mr. Thorpe. The 1996 number that I just read is assuming that

only 15 percent of the population would be phased in during 1996.
The number that I am showing you up here is showing in 1994 dol-

lars what the employer discounts would cost, assuming that every-
body was in the system.
Mr. GUNDERSON. You are assuming only 15 percent are eligible?
Mr. Thorpe. No. We think that basically what we have done is

spend a substantial amount of time surveying States, and since it

is up to the State to make a decision between 1996 and the end
of 1997 when to come in. It is based on our surveys of States and
their representatives about when they might come into the system.
Mr. Bowles. As an example, in 1998, which is the first full year

of implementation, which is what I think you are shooting at the

gross number, is about $20 billion, but that is reduced by the off-

sets from medicaid and medicare. That is a gross number, not a net
number.
Mr. GUNDERSON. So $20 billion is the gross subsidy per year?
Mr. Bowles. Right.
Mr. GUNDERSON. And you are assuming that there is going to be

a small number of people, primarily on medicaid, who would be
now covered under the employer payment. Do you have that cal-

culation?
Mr. Bowles. I do, but I don't have a direct offset against that

one particular portion. I have an offset against a total combined

portion of all of the discounts that we have. The discounts add up
to $349 billion over a five-year period. The offsets are about $188
million. Bringing it down to the number that you have seen many
times in the paper. I have it on a gross basis, not the individu^
amount of the discount that is offset against the employer portion
of the discount.
Mr. GUNDERSON. What number of firms do you project will qual-

ify for this subsidy? Do have you those numbers yet or no?
Mr. Bowles. I do not.

Mr. Thorpe. We do. I don't have them with me today, Mr. Gun-
derson. We will be happy to provide them for the record.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I think that would be helpful. I wanted to get
at something that you articulated which philosophically I agree
with. I also reject the one-size-fits-all. It confounds me that in

terms of self-insured that if a small business says we are willing
to meet the minimum benefits standards established by the Na-
tional Health Board, and we are willing to pay a risk assessment,
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risk assessment for sharing the risk that, we still wouldn't be al-

lowed to run our self-insurance program. Why would we deny them
that opportunity if they share in the risk-sharing and they meet
the minimum benefit standards?
Mr. Bowles. It really does go back to the subject I talked about

earlier. The people who would opt out of the pools, would be the

ones who have healthy employees.
Mr. GUNDERSON. That doesn't matter, sir. If you have a risk-

sharing assessment formula based on the disproportionate rep-
resentation of their workforce, they pay a higher risk-sharing con-

tribution, that doesn't matter. I mean, I would buy that if we
weren't going to have a risk-sharing assessment, but these compa-
nies in my district and elsewhere say we will pay the risk-sharing

assessment, whatever that formula says we got to pay. Let us run

our over program so that we know what it is. Why would we deny
them that opportunity if they are willing to do that?

Mr. Thorpe. I think the other 13 we talked about—there really

are two reasons. One is the selection issue and you raised a poten-
tial way of thinking about addressing that by applying the risk ad-

justors inside and outside the alliances. I would have to think

about that.

But the second thing that is the problem, is that I think to the

extent that you continue to fragment the purchasing pool. This is

a purchasing pool that is trying to change the relative bargaining
strains between buyers and sellers. When I have looked at data on

the size of company that is able to extract not only a discount but

a sustained discount over time, one of the main reasons why you
ended up with a corporate alliance of about 5,000 is that it wasn't

until you got up to firms of about that size that had that type of

negotiating power in the market. The firms in the 100, 200, even

250 size frame didn't have the clout, even though they are self-in-

sured, to negotiate sustained discounts in the market and if you
are fragmenting the purchasing pool, you are taking away one of

the main reasons to have it, to consolidate purchasing power.
Mr. Gunderson. The only reason I am pushing this is that ev-

eryone I talk to in the administration about it, including Mrs. Clin-

ton, agrees with me but I never see any result. Purchasing clout

in Washington, DC is different from purchasing clout in Barron,
Wisconsin. I have a firm with 2,500 employees that has negotiated
out a contract to guarantee that the small town rural providers
would be the primary provider. They have not only dealt with the

cost savings and money issues, but with the access issue which is

equally important here.

And yet your plan, as written today, tells this firm that no mat-

ter how good they are, and how much they have saved and no mat-

ter whether they are willing to do a cost sharing assessment, they
still can't participate under their own self-insured program in the

future. If the overriding goal of the administration's plan is univer-

sal coverage, then you ought to be willing to accept anybody who

accomplishes that.

And here is a company that does that and they will share in the

risk. And you still have told them no. And I mean, if I sound frus-

trated it is only because this is the eighth conversation I have had
with the administration and no one has yet given me a good argu-
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ment about why what I am saying is not making sense, and no one
has given me any indication that they are going to incorporate it.

I am frustrated.

Chairman WILLIAMS. Mr. Administrator, you may want to re-

spond to that, but the gentleman's time has expired.
Mr. Bowles. I think that is one of those things that I want to

go back and think about and if I decide that it makes common
sense, I promise you I will carry that message. I had not looked at
it in the matter that you described it.

I was trying to prevent those small businesses that really didn't
have the healthy group of employees from getting lumped in the

pool where they wouldn't have the purchasing power that Ken was
referring to, or two, would be left in the pool that would be such
a weak pool that it would not be able to negotiate effectively the
kind of rates I think are important to bring the cost of health care
down for all small businesses.

I will look at your point, and I will respond to you on it. I think
it is a good one.

Chairman Williams. Mr. Becerra.
Mr. Becerra. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just a couple of ques-

tions with regard to disseminating information on the plan. What
is SBA doing or the administration, in particular, doing with re-

gard to informing the small businessmen and women out there of
what is in this particular plan?

I know that have you mentioned some of the town hall meetings
that you have held. I suspect that everyone up here has held town
hall meetings.
But more specifically, is there any formalized plan to approach

the small businessmen and women, especially that business person
who rarely has a chance to stay abreast of what is going on in

Washington, DC or the State capital because they are so occupied
in the business; the plumber who rarely stays in a particular office

by the phone. How do you make sure that those folks understand
how they will be impacted by whatever plan ultimately comes out?
Mr. Bowles. It is very difficult to do it on a cost-effective basis.

We had looked at having a 1-800 number where people could call

in and ask questions and find out what their health care cost

would be today versus what it would cost under reform. And the
ideal is for them to not just see under the administration's plan,
but also under alternate plan what their health care costs would
be.

We simply could not afford it. It costs too much money. Once we
looked at what kind of equipment we would have to buy and the
number of people that we would have to assign to it, it was just

something that we could not afford to do. We are making every ef-

fort to go out and speak to as many small business groups as we
possibly can. I know I can't literally speak to any more than I am
now.

I am doing almost two to three a day trying to be sure that small
businesses have a chance to understand the good and weak points
of all the plans that are out there. So that they can have a chance
to make an informed decision. It is a difficult problem to address.
We are asking each one of the people in our SBA district offices

to make as many presentations as they can to discuss the health
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care plan. We are trying to disseminate as much information about
the plan as we possibly can.

Mr. Becerra. I would urge to you send down the instruction to

the district offices to work with the Members of Congress as they
can. There is no way that the government can afford to go out
there and reach out to everyone, but especially small businessmen
and women who will see a sea change in the way they do their

business, it is important that we get the word out to them.
One other question. The uprising, the riots that took place in Los

Angeles recently required a yeoman's effort on the part of SBA and
there are still a lot of folks in Los Angeles who are suffering from
the effects of what occurred a year or two ago. There is a commu-
nity
—I represent a large Korean Americain community in Los An-

geles that because of communication problems and linguistic cul-

tural problems, communicating with a number of the different

agencies has had a difficult time receiving all the assistance that

they believe it was due and I also believe it was due.

A lot of it was that SBA funds ran out; and a lot of this took

place before your watch. But I am wondering if there is anything
that will be done by SBA, given its limited resources, to make sure

that on something like health care, although it is not a catastrophe,
that we will not run into the same situation that we ran into with
the LA riots where we found there was not enough assistance and

personnel, and most importantly the inability to connect with the

person who needed the assistance immediately.
Mr. Bowles. I can treat that easily. If you look at the organiza-

tion structure of the SBA historically, it was not organized as an

efficient, effective operation. Over the last 15 years or so, the num-
ber of people who work at the SBA has not been changed. We have
about 4,000 employees, but there has been a significant shift in

where those employees are.

Prior administrations took people out of the field and transferred

them to our 10 regional offices or to Washington. So if you look at

us today, in my opinion, we have way too many people in Washing-
ton, and way too many people in our regions. And we have too

many regions and not enough people down where our customers
are. And they are the owners of small businesses.

We are going to have a reorganization plan now. I have submit-

ted that plan already to the President. That plan calls for a change
in philosophy.

I subscribe to the philosophy that you ought to put your assets

where your customers are. Our customers are the owners of small

businesses. We hope to transfer as many as 200, perhaps more peo-

ple, from Washington to the field. And we hope to transfer an addi-

tional number of people from our regions down to the districts so

that we can deliver the kind of service that your constituents, my
customers, demand.
We are focused on that. We want to be in a position where we

can be proactive rather than just simply reactive. We can do this

and save the taxpayers a considerable amount of money and oper-
ate more efficiently and effectively. We will take some of those dol-

lars and reinvest them in electronic communications.
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Mr. Becerra. I think that is prudent. I will leave with you a let-

ter that I have for you to discuss that issue more in the future.
Thank you.
Chairman Williams. Mr. McKeon.
Mr. McKeon. Thank you. Being a small businessman before I

came here, I appreciate hearing what I just heard.
We had problems getting much help in the past from the SBA.

I think this would be a good move. I have talked to some large
businesses, and they really like the President's plan because it will

cut their costs. And when Mr. Williams talks about the people that
he talked to in Montana who are small businesses that are paying
$6, they are probably excited about it because it will cut their costs.

I guess I am wondering then who is going to pay for the 37 mil-

lion, assuming that is the number, who are uninsured. They are

probably excited because somebody is going to start covering them.
Who is going to pay all of these costs for everybody that is having
their costs cut?
Mr. Bowles. Is that your question?
Mr. McKeon. That is one of them.
Mr. Bowles. Let me first address realistically, because we be-

lieve a lot of the costs will be paid through savings by operating
a more efficient, more effective system. And again, you know, these

savings are not something that people have dreamed up just in the-

ory.
We should be able to bring down the cost of health care truly by

shifting the power of the marketplace, by changing the supply and
demand equation, things that you understand—I think you owned
clothing stores, I remember in prior days. But by having some mar-
ket force, we can reduce the cost of health care.

We can give some power on our side as opposed to having all the

power on the supply side. That in its own right will bring down the
cost of health care. Doing things such as the simplification things
that I talked about; standardized forms, simplifying the system.

Malpractice reform will take cost out of the system, hopefully
getting physicians no longer to have to practice defensive medicine,
I think we can take tremendous cost out of the program. It is there
for the taking. Look at what we pay versus what other people pay
and you can see the huge gap there and in reality we should be
able to bring down the cost of health care. I don't think there is

any question about that.

Mr. McKeon. I have a doctor in my district that represents sev-

eral health care providers, HMOs, PPOs. They have about 75,000
patients and they can provide health care for—it works out about

$85 a month. The insurance companies come to them and they are

selling
—their costs are capitated, and they provide them full cov-

erage for that amount.

They have been driving costs down in our area by doing this

through the market. But they are bound by some of the restrictions

that they have. In our plan we have a program to allow companies
to do that; to not be precluded where they can go directly to the
source rather than having to go through the insurance company to

pay that extra 20, 25 percent that is tacked on to the top of that

premium by the insurance company.
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You know, I really like the idea of simplification, but a lot of

these forms that we have were put into place one by one to over-

come fraud and abuse. Going to one form, what will we do about
the fraud and abuse? We are going to have to look at that because
that is one of the ways where we are going to cut costs. How do

you propose doing that with that simple form?
Mr. Bowles. I will have to let Dr. Thorpe address that, but let

me tell you, you can do that because I have done it. When I came
to the SBA I had heard over and over again, and I am sure you
did from your private sector experience, gosh, have you seen the
number of forms that you have to fill in to borrow from the SBA?
The bureaucracy is incredible.

Just on Monday of last week, the President allowed me to begin
to test market a form to borrow funds from the SBA in amounts
of less than $50,000. We have taken—it used to be the forms were
this thick, literally, to borrow from the SBA. We have taken it

down to one single sheet of paper.
Mr. McKeon. Can you send me one of those? I would love to see

it.

Mr. Bowles. Sure. We are test marketing it in San Antonio and
in Houston. If it works as well as we think, we will carry it

throughout Region six, Texas, and then nationwide.

Yes, we do have some marginal risks—there of people gaming
the situation, of fraud and abuse—but it is at the very margin.
Truly from my lending experience, I don't know of anything that

we are missing, but when you take your forms from here to here,

you don't pick up some risks. But I think it is marginal in terms
of reward that the small business people will get.
Mr. Thorpe. The forms are critical because it provides an easier

way to monitor gaming the system. But I think in addition to that
what is fundamental in this is changing the financial incentives in

the system. You think of a health plan where there are no limits

or risks associated with fraud and abuse, because to the extent
that there is fraud and abuse, a health plan can pass those higher
costs to businesses and individuals and there is no substantial pen-
alty.

By changing the financial incentive so that health care plans
have to do a better job of monitoring what goes on with respect to

coding patterns and within their plans, you have changed the fi-

nancial incentives in the system and made it incumbent on health

plans to make sure that fraud and abuse in the private sector, hav-

ing a private monitoring system, are minimized. I think that both

provide a capability for health plans to monitor through a single

simplified claims form and changes the financial incentives. Where
in today's market increased costs can be passed on, that will no

longer be the case.

Mr. Bowles. By making one of the things that the regional alli-

ances will be able to do is provide the purchaser of health care in-

formation on the quality and cost of the plans and that kind of in-

formation will be invaluable. You will be able to make an informed
choice for the first time ever as to where you want to get your
health care. It is a big, big change.
Chairman Williams. Mr. Green.
Mr. Green. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have one question.
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In looking at the panel following you, some of the testimony that

is coming, one of the frustrations I have is dealing with small busi-

nesses who either up until now because of the cost, they don't pro-
vide insurance for their employees or in some cases—and there is

testimony in a few minutes we will hear that a restaurant pays 25

percent of the premiums now for an employee. And obviously under
the President's plan, that will go up to 80 percent. And the testi-

mony talks about the increase would go to $120,000 from $23,000.
That is going up to the 75 percent and maybe a little more.
How do we as, you know, Members of Congress talk to—and al-

though this is a pretty large small business, I am talking about the

three to four employees that a lot of places have, that maybe pay
a smaller percentage or maybe none at all of health care.

Mr. Bowles. Congressman, this is a subject that I addressed a

little bit. But I stated clearly that all businesses do not win under
some plan. If you do have a large number of low-paid employees
and you are only covering a very small portion, then clearly you
will pay more.
But if you take your example of a company that only has three

or four employees and they are paying them roughly minimum
wage employees, you would find that if you do the appropriate
arithmetic because of the caps and subsidies that are built into the

plan, that that small business will be able to offer its employees
real insurance, comprehensive insurance, not a bare bones plan,
not something that has a huge deductible, but real insurance at a

cost of less than a dollar a day.
That is the way that the arithmetic works. That is the case. And

that is something I believe they can afford. And if I didn't believe

they could afford it, I truly wouldn't be for it. And it is not just the

costs. Over a period of time, the costs, because of the way that

costs have escalated, by being able to hold down those costs as we

go forward, almost all businesses save long term as you get the cost

of health care under control.

Mr. Green. Which brings up the other question about the sub-

sidies for that small business that is proposed.
In one of the proposals I heard, a Senator said all we need to do

is take out the $65 for medicare, and again there is no method ex-

cept maybe for a payroll tax for medicare to pay for that. And the

administration has costed that out compared to this plan as com-

pared to just expanding the medicare program to include everyone
and paying for it by a payroll tax.

Can you tell the extent that you believe that the plan that we
are considering from the President will actually be lower than

doing that? Because we have to pay for that somewhere just like

we pay for medicare now.
Mr. Bowles. Are you asking me if I believe that the arithmetic

works? Yes.
Mr. Green. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WiLLLVMS. Mr. Administrator, thank you very much

for being with us. And, Ken Thorpe, I thank you as well. We very
much appreciate you coming back to be with us and we appreciate

your offer to help us, and we thank you for answering our ques-
tions. Also, Administrator Bowles, we appreciate you taking the
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time to be with us and we appreciate your understanding of this

divisive from the standpoint of a small business person.
Mr. Bowles. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Thorpe. Thank you very much.
Chairman Williams. I am going to ask our five panel members

to come forward now.
Our first witness on this panel is Mr. George Moehrle, President

of Moehrle Masonry, which is located in Frederick, Maryland. Mr.

Moehrle, thank you for being with us.

STATEMENTS OF GEORGE MOEHRLE, PRESIDENT, GEORGE
MOEHRLE MASONRY, INC., FREDERICK, MARYLAND; WIL-

LIAM R. CONNOR, DIRECTOR OF BENEFITS, MEAD CORPORA-
TION; DENNIS A. MEHRINGER, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
VELA & MEHRINGER, INC., PASADENA, CALIFORNIA; DENISE
MARIE FUGO, OWNER, SAMMTS, CLEVELAND, OHIO; AND
JEANETTE C. PREAR, PRESIDENT AND CEO, DAY-MED
HEALTH MAINTENANCE PLAN, INC., DAYTON, OHIO

Mr. Moehrle. Thank you. I am George Moehrle and I live in

Frederick, Maryland where I operate a masonry contracting busi-

ness. I work as primarily that of constructing new commercial

buildings out of brick and block.

The company was founded in December of 1985. I am also a

bricklayer by trade and for the 13 years I have worked open shop
in the trade prior to starting the business. I was never once cov-

ered by health insurance by any of the employers I worked with,

nor did I have an opportunity to buy into an employer-sponsored

plan.
So when I started the company, one of the first things I did was

initiate health insurance as a fringe benefit. The company paid 100

percent and each employee had the burden of covering their de-

pendents. The original hope was that as the company grew strong
we could extend benefits to dependents, as well. That never hap-

pened.
What did happen is that in the first year our rates went up 15

percent, even after we cut quite a few of the benefits that we had.

And in the second year our insurer, an A-plus best-rated firm, cit-

ing the ifVIDS crisis, pulled out of the market so we were left scram-

bling to find a new carrier. I remember thinking at first that there

should be no problem. We were a good risk.

Our loss to premium expenses were only 5 percent and I figured
that most anyone would want to pick us up. What I came to find

out was that many insurers wanted nothing to do with a small ma-

sonry company and we had to go out and hussle to find another

carrier to pick us up. We had to reduce our benefits and accept a

35 percent increase in our premiums.
On about this time, the 1980s were drawing to a close and the

expansion in terms of commercial construction in the Washington
market was starting to shrink. And I was finding that the cost of

health insurance added to the labor costs that I already bore in a

marketplace where most of my competitors did not cover their

workers. It was becoming a significant part of my either winning
or losing a contract.
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This experience causes a lot of uncertainty. Some of it is based
on what you fear will happen to you. And so it becomes that much
more difficult to anticipate what your costs are going to be in com-

ing years as you pick up a contract and say you pick it up in Janu-

ary and have to renegotiate with your insurance carrier in April.
What I came to wonder was whether or not this system itself ac-

tually worked. I had to be concerned about the fact that at that
time my employees were healthy and the economy was strong, but
the economy likely was going to turn down and if one of my em-
ployees became sick, I might find myself not being able to cover my
employee any longer and I, frankly, had to ask myself was this

really a "risk spreading" insurance system or was it a sort of

strange, morbid lottery where the first person who gets sick wins.
In addition, I wondered what sense it made for countless thou-

sands of businesses whose specialty is not health care to bear the
enormous cost of administering their health insurance plans from

1,200 insurers who were protected from antitrust law. I find that

galling. And with whom we small businesses had little or no bar-

gaining power.
I should tell you that I, too, Ms. Woolsey, am a supporter of the

single-payer approach, but I would wholeheartedly support the
Clinton plan because it, I think, it addresses the core concerns of

small businesses, and I would have to point out that I have to give
them credit for a great deal of thoughtfulness, and I admire their

political guts for forwarding it in a political environment where

many of us automatically shun the idea of a government helping
to solve the problems that we all face.

One thing that I would like to point out that was not discussed
here and that is that in all the plans that have thus far been of-

fered, we seem to want to rely on building on the current system.
Ms. Woolsey, you are correct. This system doesn't work. And I un-
derstand the political realities of having to try to build up the sys-
tem we have, but one glaring problem seems to strike me is that

we are relying on a payroll tax or a premium to pay for it. That

basically amounts to being a tax on jobs.

My fear here is that we are going to put ourselves in a position
where we basically price those jobs out of the marketplace, vis-a-

vis capital, and my view is that we should pay for this system as

any public good like education or police and fire protection through
a progressive income tax primarily because that spreads the load

across labor and capital in the marketplace.
That is basically my point of view generally on the system.
Chairman WILLIAMS. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is the Director of Benefits for the Mead Cor-

poration, Mr. William Connor.
Mr. Connor, thanks for being with us.

Mr. Connor. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, I am William Connor, and I am Director of Benefits for

the Mead Corporation, headquartered in Canton, Ohio. I appear
here today on behalf of the Association of Private Pension and Wel-
fare Plans, or the APPWP.
My company, the Mead Corporation, is a large forest products

and electronic publishing company. We have approximately 20,000

employees in 39 different States. While you probably know us best
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through our Nexus or Lexus research services, most of our business
is centered in the forest products industry. I would like to use my
formal time to address just two issues.

The first issue is why I believe that the employers must continue
to play the primary role in purchasing health care coverage for em-

ployees and how we believe aspects of the President's plan would
end that role.

And the second major issue I want to discuss is the need for na-
tional uniformity in any health care reform. It is true that there
are a few companies seeking to end their role in providing health
insurance for their employees, but a large number of other employ-
ers, including Mead and APPWP's members, believe that we bring
value to the health care system that serves our employees and
their families. We believe our role must be maintained.

Unfortunately, we believe that the President's proposal essen-

tially eliminates employers from the role of purchasing health care.

This function will be taken over by large governmental alliances

operated by States.

Employers will be relegated to a role of simply paying for the
worker's coverage without the ability to participate in the purchase
of that coverage. Much has been made of large employers being
able to join large alliances under which we could continue to oper-
ate our own health care benefit program; however, we think that
few employers, and my prediction is that no employers, would view
this as a viable option.
The realities of the marketplace and the dual set of rules that

would apply to corporate versus regional alliances will make cor-

porate alliances an unrealistic option. This is because there are se-

rious disincentives to the employers to set one up.
The 1 percent payroll tax at Mead it would result in an imme-

diate increase in our current health care cost of 9 percent. Employ-
ers without the regional alliances would represent a small percent
of the market. This would eliminate the bargaining leverage need-
ed to negotiate cost saving and quality enhancement initiatives.

We believe that the result of removing employers from the pur-

chasing of health care and limiting our role only to paying for it

will result in costs going up and quality coming down. Costs would

go up because large employers have led the effort to build a more
efficient health care system which is now achieving a measure of

success.
A State-run alliance is no substitute for multiple employers ac-

tively purchasing health care with their own money on the line.

The administration cites employer-sponsored health plans as part
of his argument for proposed regional alliances. The administration
is correct that health care costs have begun to come down, but
these results are not due to the arrangements similar to the pur-

chasing alliances.

Rather, these work because of the wide range of aggressive cost

control and quality improvement initiatives undertaken by active

innovative employers purchasing health care. We also think that

the quality of care will come down if employers are eliminated from
the system.
Many employers seeking to control costs have focused on improv-

ing quality. In contrast, we believe that government administrators
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are much more likely to focus their attention on meeting their

budgets. Medicare is a good example of this.

The second and another major issue that I wish to address is the
need for national uniformity. It is essential that multi-State em-
ployers have as much uniformity as possible in providing health
care to their employees. Several key elements in the President's

plan recognizes this crucial need such as preventing States from al-

tering the benefit package on a provision-by-provision basis.
But the Health Security Act also contains other provisions that

would ultimately destroy national uniformity. This includes allow-

ing States to require all employers to participate in their single-
payer plan and preventing States to add or to change the benefits
from the national package. A loss of national uniformity will not

only result in undue administrative expense and confusion for

multi-State employers, it will also cause tremendous disruption in

employee relations as workers in one State receive a better deal
than coworkers in another States.

In conclusion, Madam Chair, legislation can be crafted which we
believe will meet or exceed every goal that President Clinton has
set for health care reform while producing a better system than we
have today. We have developed detailed proposals to improve our
health care system through emplojrment-based policies.
APPWB and my company would be pleased to work with the sub-

committee and the staif to develop detailed proposals that would
address everyone's concerns.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Connor follows:]
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William R. Connor

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am William Connor,
Director of Benefits of The Mead Corporation. On behalf of the
Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans (APPWP) , I am

pleased to offer comments on the President's health reform

proposal .

APPWP, like The Mead Corporation, firmly believes that health
reform legislation should build on rather than dismantle

employment-based health benefits. The current employment-based
system is not perfect. It would be improved by well-designed
reform legislation. However, the employment-based system provides
the strongest foundation for achieving universal coverage, cost
containment and quality improvement. Eliminating rather than

strengthening employers' role as active purchasers of health
benefits would lead to a less affordable and lower quality health
care system for an increasing number of Americans.

For practical purposes, we believe the Clinton Administration's
Health Security Act would eliminate employment-based health
benefits. While employers would have an increased responsibility
to pay for workers' health benefits, their ability to control costs
and improve quality would be eliminated. As a result, we have
serious reservations about the Administration plan as it is

currently drafted. We reach this conclusion despite the many
positive aspects of the President's plan.

APPWP' s reservations about the current version of the Health

Security Act should not be mistaken as opposition to health reform.
In December 1992 APPWP adopted a comprehensive health reform plan
which would achieve universal coverage, hold down costs and improve
quality through a reformed employment-based system. Critically, we
define an employment-based system as one in which employers are
active purchasers of health benefits, rather than simply passive
payers of assessments set by the government.

Instead of focusing on APPWP' s proposal this morning, I will

explain a few of our key concerns about the Clinton plan. These
include (1) the elimination of employers as purchasers of health

benefits, (2) state flexibility, and (3) creation of barriers to

market competition and effective managed care plans.

I would like to reiterate the context for APPWP 's concerns.
President Clinton's leadership has irreversibly set the country
down the road toward passage of a comprehensive health reform bill.

Many elements of the President's plan should be included in the

bill that passes. However, the President's proposal as currently
drafted should not be passed without major changes.

Before addressing our specific concerns, I will take a moment to

explain what the Mead Corporation has done with its health benefits

program. We are taking an innovative approach to managed care
under which our employees are not restricted to a closed list of
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providers. Rather, employees may choose any primary care physician
they want to manage their care. As long as that care, including
visits to specialists, hospitalization, etc., is coordinated by the

primary care physician, full benefits are provided. We believe
that the primary care physician's normal prudent approach to

practicing medicine will result in better care for our employees at
lower cost.

The Mead Corporation also operates (1) special programs to manage
mental health, chemical dependency, and prescription drugs and (2)

some traditional forms of managed care with restricted provider
panels.

II. Elimination of Employers as Health Benefit Purchasers

We believe the Health Security Act would eliminate virtually all

employers from their current role in purchasing health benefits
offered to their employees. Employers' purchasing role would be
taken over by "regional alliances" which would be operated,
directly or indirectly, by state governments. Eliminating
employers from their role in purchasing health benefits is the
Health Security Act's fundamental flaw, and is likely to result in
increased costs, increased selection effects in the insurance
market, and lower quality health care.

The Administration cites examples of employer-sponsored health
benefit plans that have achieved positive results in arguing that
its proposal for regional alliances "builds on proven models."
The Administration is correct to point out that employer-sponsored
plans have achieved positive results, but these results are not
attributable to arrangements that are similar to regional
alliances. The employer-sponsored plans which the Administration
identifies as proven models work well because employers are
involved as active purchasers of health benefits.

A. Mechanisms Used to Eliminate Employers' Role

The Administration's plan uses several mechanisms to eliminate

employers as purchasers of health benefits. First, all private
employers with fewer than 5000 full-time employees and all public
employers (regardless of size) would be required to purchase health
benefits through a regional alliance. These employers, accounting
for the vast majority of the workforce, would play no direct role
in purchasing health benefits.

Private firms with more than 5,000 full-time workers would face

overwhelming disincentives if they attempted to form a corporate
alliance. A partial list of these disincentives includes the

following items:

• Size and Power of Regional Alliances. Employers outside of

regional alliances would represent, at most, a few percent of the
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market. This would deprive them of the bargaining leverage needed
to negotiate cost-saving and quality-enhancing initiatives that
require health plans to change the way they do business.
Additionally, large employers would be exposed to cost-shifting by
regional alliances and Medicare.

• Discriminatory Taxes on Employers Forming Corporate Alliances.
Employers forming regional alliances would be required to pay a 1%

payroll tax. This tax discriminates against corporate alliances.
Even if some of the costs this tax is intended to cover are built
into regional alliance premiums, regional alliance premiums are

capped as a percentage of payroll while corporate alliance premiums
are not. Additionally, when costs are built into premiums a

portion is paid directly by workers. The entire payroll tax is

paid directly by employers. At Mead, this would result in an
immediate increase over our current health care costs of more than
9%.

APPWP supports broad-based financing to cover the cost of needed
and efficiently operated public programs. To date, the case has
not been made that a 1% payroll tax on corporate alliances meets
these criteria.

• Rules Reducing Employers' Ability to Manage Costs. Large
employers' limited purchasing power would be further diluted by the

requirement that they offer at least three health plans. Moreover,
large employers would be constrained from selecting three highly
efficient plans by the requirement that they offer at least one
fee-for-service or point-of-service plan. These limits on cost

management would discourage large employers from choosing the

corporate alliance option.

• Unavailability of Public Subsidies to Corporate Alliances.

Employers forming corporate alliances, unlike those joining
regional alliances, would not be eligible for government subsidies
to cap their health expenditures as a percent of payroll.
Additionally, employers forming corporate alliances would be

responsible for providing low wage workers with enhanced premium
subsidies. Government subsidies would cover this cost for

employers joining regional alliances.

B. Consequences of Eliminating Employers from Health Benefits

Purchasing

1. Increased Costs. Employers are driving the ongoing revolution
in the organization of health care delivery systems and the health
care market. There is increasing evidence that these employer-led
efforts are beginning to payoff. For instance, a recent study of

employer-sponsored health plans by KPMG Peat Marwick indicates that
health cost increases, while still too high, are slowing.
Employers are limiting cost increases even though Medicaid and
Medicare cost-shifting adds several percentage points to the annual
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increase in employers' health benefit costs.

Under the Health Security Act employers would have neither the
incentive nor the means to influence health costs, since they would
be limited to paying bills wholly determined by others. As a

result, the employer-generated cost containment pressure which is

beginning to achieve some success would be eliminated.

Multiple purchasers are required to successfully control costs. By
eliminating employers as purchasers, the Health Security Act also
eliminates this essential source of innovation. Different
employers have emphasized different approaches, e.g., collective
purchasing, negotiating quality standards with health plans,
restructuring premium subsidies to employees, new data

technologies, and requiring health plans to move toward integrated
delivery systems. As mentioned previously. Mead has adopted a

highly innovative approach to purchasing care through primary care

physicians.

A state-run regional alliance is no substitute for multiple
employers actively purchasing health benefits. No single entity
could replicate the range of cost control and quality improvement
initiatives undertaken by multiple active purchasers.
Additionally, a government entity is less likely than private
purchasers to make the tough choices needed to cut costs and

improve quality, since doing so could generate intense political
opposition. For instance, the Health Security Act would require
fee-for-service offerings, even though many employers are moving
away from such options as an inefficient method of purchasing
health care.

2. Selection Effects. The Health Security Act would shift over 130
million Americans from group choice of health plan (entire group
enrolls in one plan, or the group offers a limited selection of

plans from which its members choose) to individual choice among all

plans offered through a regional alliance. This could have the
unintended consequence of increasing risk selection among health

plans, while hampering efforts to achieve risk adjustment among
plans.

3. Lower Quality Care. Many employers seeking to contain costs
have focused on improving quality. For instance, the Minnesota
Business Health Care Action Group (a collective purchasing
initiative by 21 employers covering over 200,000 lives), the

Digital Equipment Corporation, and the Cincinnati Payer Initiative
(General Electric, Procter and Gamble, Kroger and Cincinnati Bell)
are aggressively implementing leading-edge quality improvement
strategies.

Government administrators are likely to focus almost exclusively on

meeting their budget through reimbursement rules, to the detriment
of quality improvement. This clearly has been the case in
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Medicare, where quality is a much lower priority than administering
price control schemes.

III. State Flexibility

Nationally uniform rules establishing a competitive health care
market are essential to the private sector's ability to cut costs
and improve quality. National uniformity is critical to
cooperative labor-management relations in multistate firms and to
multistate employers' ability to efficiently administer health
benefits. We also support national uniformity in light of our
disappointing experience with laws in many states that have been
hostile to the private sector's cost control initiatives. Finally,
millions of Americans cross state borders to obtain jobs and/or
health care. State-by-state health system rules could create
daunting problems in the nation's many interstate health care and
labor markets.

Allowing states to vary health system rules governing the large
percentage of the market made up of smaller employers creates
nearly as many problems as allowing states to regulate large,
multistate employer plans. Rules governing the majority of the
market will define the range of possibilities available to
multistate employers.

Several elements of the Administration's plan appropriately
recognize the need for national uniformity. For instance, one
provision designates the Secretary of Labor rather than the states
as responsible for enforcing corporate alliance standards.
Additionally, the Health Security Act does not authorize state
waivers from federal standards on a provision-by-provision basis.
These provisions make good sense.

Unfortunately, the Health Security Act also includes provisions
which would destroy national uniformity. These provisions include
the following items:

• Single Payer Option for All or Part of a State. States could
require all employers to participate in a single payer system. The
single payer system could cover all or part of a state. This could
lead to inconsistent treatment of workers in different states,
greatly complicating bargaining and pressuring employers to make
available to all employees the most permissive arrangements
available to any of their employees.

Additionally, it is not clear how employers responsible for

organizing network-based coverage in one state could provide
coverage and control costs for workers who receive care in an

adjoining state if the adjoining state elects the single payer
option. Similarly, provider networks in a non-single payer state
could be forced to operate under different rules and incentives
when serving patients covered by a single payer state. This will
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drive up costs and increase administrative complexity for all

payers. All of these problems are magnified if portions of states
become single payer areas.

The state single payer option creates an additional problem for
multistate employers. Employees residing in single payer states
(or areas) would not count for purposes of determining whether an

employer is large enough to form a corporate alliance. An employer
doing an excellent job of managing benefits could be forced into a

regional alliance if a single state chooses the single payer
option.

• State Administration of New ERISA Title. The Health Security Act
would create a state role in adjudicating participants' claims

against corporate alliances. We have grave concerns about the

expansion of remedies for claims denial. These concerns are

compounded by the numerous differing standards governing claims
denial likely to arise out of state adjudication. While appeal is
available to a federal agency and the federal courts, cost and
other practical factors prevent appeals from resolving problems
related to state-by-state claims adjudication.

• State-Determined Fee Schedules. The Health Security Act mandates
that each fee-for-service plan (and fee-for-service portion of
network plans) , including plans which corporate alliances would be

required to offer, pay providers according to a fee schedule
established by regional alliances. The incentives driving regional
alliances in setting fee schedules could lead to more generous
reimbursement than a corporate alliance would find to be justified.

• Mandating Additional Benefits. States are permitted to add
benefits to the national package, so long as they do not rely on
funds provided under the Health Security Act. Workers in one state
are likely to seek the benefits received by their co-workers in

other states, particularly if their employer is taxed to pay for
the additional benefits.

• Mandated Contracting with Essential Community Providers. States
can require corporate alliance health plans (as well as regional
alliance health plans) to contract with providers in underserved
areas designated as "essential community providers" by the federal

government. Government has a legitimate interest in assuring that
health plans offer enrollees appropriate geographic access.

However, this particular approach could insulate providers from
market pressure to improve cost and quality performance, and deny
corporate alliances the opportunity to manage costs as effectively
as possible. Health plans should be accountable for providing
appropriate access to care, not care from state-specified
providers.

Allowing states to require health plans to contract with specified
providers also raises serious conflict of interest problems. Many
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essential community providers may be state-sponsored institutions.

IV. Barriers to Competition and Effective Managed Care Plans

The Health Security Act attempts to create a framework that will
stimulate price and quality competition among health plans and the
development of increasingly effective managed care plans. APPWP
agrees with this framework and with several of the policies adopted
to promote competition and effective managed care (e.g, preemption
of anti-managed care and anti-managed pharmaceutical laws, expanded
role for mid-level practitioners). Nonetheless, we are concerned
that several of the Act's provisions are inconsistent with the
framework. A partial list of items which could tend to reduce
competition and the effectiveness of managed care plans follows:

• Eliminating Group Choice of Health Plans. Competition is
fostered by multiple group purchasers (i.e., employers) negotiating
and selectively contracting with health plans. As already
discussed, group purchasing would be eliminated by the Health
Security Act.

Since group purchasers would be eliminated, competition is
restricted to encouraging individuals to select lower cost health
plans from the large number of plans most regional alliances would
offer. Giving individuals appropriate incentives to select
efficient health plans will promote cost containment, and should be
a key approach included in health reform legislation. However, it

may be unrealistic to expect individual choice among a large number
of health plans, including high cost plans, to carry the full
burden of cost containment.

"Structured choice," in which a group purchaser offers a limited
number of plans (which might not include high cost options) from
which consumers with appropriate incentives choose their coverage,
may be more likely to control costs. Notably, many employers with
a record of successful cost control— including employers whose
experience the Administration cites as demonstrating the value of
the regional alliance concept—have moved away from unstructured
choice among a large number of health plans to structured choice
among a limited number of plans.

• Weakness of Incentives for Individuals to Choose Efficient Health
Plans. The concept of giving individuals a financial incentive to
choose an efficient health plan is sound. However, the Health
Security Act's specific rules governing the premium subsidy
individuals receive may not create a strong enough incentive to
achieve the desired level of cost control.

First, the minimum subsidy all individuals receive—80% of the

average weighted premium in an alliance— is generous. Depending on
various factors which determine the subsidy's dollar value within
each alliance, an individual's share of premiums for even an
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expensive plan might be relatively small. Note that the Health
Security Act's minimum premium subsidy may exceed the premium
subsidy many workers now receive. Workers receiving an increased
premium subsidy as a result of the Health Security Act are unlikely
to be strongly motivated to switch their coverage to more efficient
plans.

Second, under the Health Security Act, employer premium subsidies
above the required minimum continue to be excluded from employee
income for tax purposes. This gives employees an incentive to seek
an additional employer premium subsidy. This incentive would be
reinforced in firms which realize savings by moving into community-
rated coverage and receiving other subsidies. Their workers may
expect to obtain a share of these savings through employer payment
of workers' share of premiums.

Employers who pay for workers' share of premiums must make the same
contribution for all employees, and provide a cash rebate to an

employee if the contribution exceeds the total premium of the
health plan the employee selects. The rebate would be taxable
income to the employee. Overall, this structure encourages
employees to seek a high premium subsidy as part of their overall

compensation, since employees using it to pay premiums would
receive tax advantages while those electing a rebate would not be
in a different position than at present.

• Premixim Caps. The Administration's premium cap proposal raises
numerous critically important issues requiring careful analysis.
Here, I raise only two of these issues which bear on whether the
Health Security Act would create market competition that will
control costs.

First,- a health plan with a rate of increase above the regional
alliance-wide permitted rate of increase in a given year could be

penalized, even if it is a low cost plan. More expensive plans
which hold down their rate of increase would not be penalized.
This creates an incentive for a health plan to raise premiums by
the maximum permissible amount each year even if it could make do
with less, in order to create a cushion in the event that it must
reduce its rate of increase in future years to avoid a financial
penalty. Similarly, health plans would have an incentive to set a

higher base cost than they otherwise might in the first year, in
order to build a cushion against future penalties triggered by
other plans' high costs driving down every plan's permitted rate of
increase.

Second, regional alliances actively negotiate premiums with each
health plan they offer. Whether each plan stays within budget is

dependent on the premiums charged by every other plan. As a

result, a regional alliance's bargaining strategy and skill could
create advantages and disadvantages for particular plans unrelated
to the plans' ability to control costs and improve quality. For
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instance, if a regional alliance faced political pressure to keep
an inefficient plan alive, it could do so by forcing more efficient
plans to reduce their premiums.

• Rigid Cost-Sharing Rules. The Health Security Act includes three
options for cost-sharing, with permissible cost-sharing under each
option defined in detail. Reasonable cost-sharing limits are an
appropriate consumer protection. However, freezing cost-sharing in
place through detailed specification of cost-sharing will hamper
the innovate use of cost-sharing to achieve cost containment. For
instance, network-based plans which currently use nominal cost-
sharing may wish to experiment with intermediate levels of cost-
sharing, but would be confined to either nominal or high levels.
Similarly, employers and health plans might wish to experiment with
income-related cost-sharing in order to give highly compensated
workers the same financial incentives as lower compensated workers,
but would not be permitted to do so.

Additionally, the Health Security Act's cost-sharing rules for use
of non-network providers may create too small an economic incentive
to encourage use of network providers.

• Mandated Use of Specific Providers. The Health Security Act
grants preferred status to specified providers, including
"essential community providers" and academic health centers.
Health plans would be required to do business with these providers,
regardless of their efficiency or quality. This will reduce
pressure on providers to improve their operations, and make it more
difficult for health plans to effectively manage their networks'
cost and quality.

V. Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, we are confident that
legislation can be crafted which would meet or exceed every goal
President Clinton has set for health reform and produce a better
employment-based system than we have today. APPWP has already
developed detailed proposals which would achieve an improved health
care system through employment-based, market-driven policies.
APPWP and The Mead Corporation would be pleased to work with the
Subcommittee to develop further detailed proposals that will
address your concerns and ours.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I would be pleased to
answer any questions you may have.
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Ms. WOOLSEY. [presiding] Mr. Mehringer.
Mr. Mehringer. Hello, my firm is very small. It was just me in

1990. Then I brought in a partner, and I hired another person and
we added health care in February of 1991, $177.40 a month. Now
we are sitting here in 1993, just 27 months later fi*om the time I

started health care, and it is up to $308 a month; 74 percent in-

crease.

And guess what? None of the people covered in my health care

plan have ever had a claim. We haven't gotten one cent of benefit
from health care and we pay 74 percent higher premiums.

I am here today because I am in favor of the Clinton health plan.
The reason I am in favor is twofold: One is it will save me money.
My small business will pay less money than it currently pays by
the implementation of the plan as is.

The second is that I am clearly paying for somebody else's claims
because we have none. Whose?

I am paying for the other businessman who is not covering his

employees and those employees are using emergency rooms at the

highest costs and we, the rest of us who are paying premiums, are

paying for those people who are using the emergency rooms.
The last item that I want to cover is simply the issue of effi-

ciency. The reason that many of my clients, who are doctors, do not
make more money than they do is because they have employees
who have to spend their full-time job filling out forms for all the
different insurance companies and all the different HMOs and
PPOs there are in existence today.

Every year I go to Scripps and I get a physical exam out of my
pocket. When I check into Scripps, all they do is scan my health
record into their computer on this little card. Every other place I

have ever been in my lifetime I have to fill out a bunch of forms.
If electronic filing was mandated throughout the system, every-

one would save money at every level of the system. That is all I

have to say today.
Thank you.
Ms. WoOLSEY. Thank you.
Next we have Denise Marie Fugo, owner of Sammy's in Cleve-

land Ohio.
Mrs. FuGO. Thank you. My name is Denise Fugo, and I wanted

to thank Mr. Bowles for doing such a great introduction on COSE.
I did serve on COSE for eight years, and I would like at the end
of my remarks to just add some additional comments to what Mr.
Bowles commented on earlier.

I am a restaurant owner. I appreciate the opportunity to be here

today to present my views because I have been very alarmed by
skyrocketing health care costs and I have been involved in trying
to contain those costs. We are all here to find a solution that can
be reached for a system in which health care is both affordable and
available to people.
But like most restaurateurs, as well as my employees, we are

alarmed about a lot of provisions in the Clinton health care reform
bill. My husband and myself, we own several restaurants in Cleve-
land today. Our success has been based on what America is all

about: the American dream and the human spirit.
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When we started in 1980 we had very little restaurant experi-
ence. Both our mothers are Slovak, both our fathers are Italian. So
we grew up cooking and with great appreciation for food.

The little restaurant experience we had was mine. I had worked
at Burger King for six years in high school and college and I

worked as a waitress putting myself through college. We relied on
our strength and we relied on our ability to learn on the job. And
we did.

Through hard work, lean management, great customers—and we
defme customers in our organization as the customer who pays the

bill, the employee, and the vendor—through great customers and a

little luck, we have succeeded and will be very successful when we
pay the banks back.
But I would like to point out that even though we have been suc-

cessful and we are entering our 14th year of business, we are an

undercapitalized business. And I have heard comments in the ad-

ministration that they can't be worried about the small,

undercapitalized business.

Well, I am living proof that you can build up to 95 employees and
still remain undercapitalized in the eyes of your bank and your in-

surance company.
For three years my husband and I worked two jobs. We both had

daytime jobs, and at night we renovated a home in Chicago. We
took a $40,000 profit out of that house before tax, moved back to

Cleveland, moved in with relatives and started a business in 1980

with 11 employees.
I would like to point out that for two years we took no salary and

I would not have been able to start this business if at the front

door—I was able to create the jobs, but providing health care on

top of those jobs. Honestly, it was very lean and I am not sure it

would have worked.

Today we have four fme dining establishments, banquet rooms
and ofT-premise catering. We employ 95 full-time employees, and
we peaked at 230 part-time employees when we recently catered a

special event under a tent. These are good jobs.

Our pricing is at the high end of the market, so our tipped people
do well. Our catering people make from $5-$ 14 an hour. Most of

them are in the $8-f10 range. And many of our employees make
more money than the steelworkers that still exist in Cleveland;
there are just a few.

I have worked with thousands of people in the 13 years that I

have been in business and the one thing that I have watched is the

development of self-esteem when you can provide employment for

people. Now we have learned through the years the hard way that

the restaurant industry is unforgivingly competitive.
In Cleveland one of my primary meat vendors is closing his doors

and putting 70 people out of work. You must be disciplined, focused

and lean in the way that you operate.
We have learned that government can be our greatest competi-

tor. What concerns me about a lot of this plan that I have are that

my biggest expenses today are in areas where the government is

already involved. Utilities, which in Ohio are reviewed by a public

commission, continue to increase without relationship to my sales.

My State worker's compensation premiums which you run through
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the State of Ohio have been increasing from 20 to 35 percent a

year.
Even though we are struggling through a recession the govern-

ment is asking more of us today. And what I have provided for all

of you is a little piece of paper that shows you what an organiza-
tion has to comply with in our industry, which is the food business.

I hope you get a chance to take a look at it.

I don't pretend to be an economist, and I am not an expert on
health care, but I do know my business and my industry. But I do
know how to create jobs and most importantly the jobs that I cre-

ate, create wealth for my family and for my employees' families.

Now I know we operate as an industry on some of the thinnest

profit margins in America, so little changes in the American econ-

omy have a very large impact on fragile businesses. I know that

this year my bank and my insurance company thought we were not

profitable enough.
Through the summer, the first six months of the year, I know the

government is still revising estimates, the first six months in

America were tough on the retail industries in America. March was
one of the worst on record.

I was losing $150,000 through June of this year, and my bank
and my insurance company said if you guys want us to be here for

you next year you better make some changes and we did; and you
have to make tough choices. I did have to lay three people off this

summer. I did have to cut my payroll expenses by $75,000.

My bank has told me to provide a minimum $50,000 profit this

year. And we know ths^ competition for the restaurant business is

intense and largely driven by price. I know that my industry is ex-

tremely labor intensive but that is good for employment. And we
rely heavily on part-time and entry level workers.

I also know that employer mandates make for wrong-headed pol-

icy if your goal is to get me to create more jobs. Now I have pro-
vided health insurance for my employees for the last 10 years, and
like these two other gentlemen, I did have insurance in the first

two years—I was on the COSE board for three years before I

bought their health insurance, but after I had experience with 35

percent change one year, and being dropped because you have to

send someone to alcohol rehabilitation or something, then I looked

into COSE and the reason that it has had the success that it has
had is because the business owners—the money goes to two things,
the products that you buy or to your people.
We watch those dollars very carefully. And little companies have

been able to talk to the big companies, as Mead has been able to,

to negotiate an insurance program where our costs have been less

than 10 percent, something that we can all live with, for the 10

years that I have been involved.

Now most of the people in my company start as busboys, coat-

check people or bartenders.
Chairman Williams, [presiding] Let me interrupt to tell you that

your time has expired, and if you could, please summarize the re-

maining part of your testimony.
The reason I am doing this is because the buzzers and the lights

are indicating that the members are going to have to close this

hearing in a few minutes. We do want to hear from our remaining
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witness, as well, the members would appreciate an opportunity to

ask a couple of questions.
Mrs. FUGO. You had talked in the beginning that you wanted to

talk numbers, so I think it is important that we give you an im-

pact.
In our best year, we did $4 million in sales. It has been a strug-

gle to reach that ever since. Last year my health care costs were

$23,000.
If we assume that this premium goes into effect, we will use the

numbers that have floated around in the industry, that is a 7.9

percent premium. If we include the tip income of my employees,
that is $120,000.

I went to my employees and said what should we do? We have
two choices. Our choices are—can you cut your product quality?
That is sort of a customer franchise, that is why people come to us

because of the quality we provide.
And where is the other area? I spend a million-and-a-half on pay-

roll every year. Is there $120,000 that I can cut?

And when I ask my employees should I eliminate jobs or take a

pay cut across the board, the people that feel that they are going
to be there if there is a layoff say lay off people. But those are the

realities. There are no other dollars that are hidden anywhere.
The bank debt is not paid down. Those are the kinds of issues

that we face. My experience tells me that the bureaucratic maze
that a whole new system will create will only raise prices.

Just a couple things that I look at as a business owner. The cost

of a postage stamp has never gone down in my lifetime. The State

of Ohio, which manages our worker's compensation program, has

not passed an audit in the time I have been in business and now
we are going to ask the State of Ohio to get into these health care

alliances.

Even though we have lost population for the last four years,

there is a tremendous building boom going on in Cleveland adding
additional hospital beds. So as a small business owner I would
rather keep the focus of trying to make a better system for the peo-

ple whose money and jobs are at stake, which is myself and the

people that work for me.
In summary, COSE's 17 years' experience, it didn't take 17 years

for us to get 120,000 people covered under health care. But ideas

do take time. And the reality is no program is going to happen
overnight because it takes people to implement, it takes people to

hammer out each detail.

Allowing businesses and individuals to take 100 percent
—if you

want everything covered, have everybody deducted against their

taxes. Nobody has talked about consumers.
When you start having consumers actually look at their bills,

they will question when a hospital charged them $90 for a Tylenol.

Get rid of preexisting exclusions. Everyone admitted, that is a

problem. Change that. That is a little change.
You have to do something about malpractice. I respect that Con-

gress is three-quarters attorneys, but you have to do something
about it. We can't afford to stay in business and litigate, whether

you are a doctor or a restaurateur.
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Let the consumer see the bill. Let the consumer help the em-

ployer save money in this system. You are not going to cost shift.

What you need to do is empower the person that is getting the

medical service and let them start asking questions. In Cleveland
we ask two questions now: how many procedures of this do you do

a year, and what is your mortality rate?

Chairman Williams. I am going to have to ask you to summa-
rize, or I will go to the next witness.

Mrs. FuGO. Let's make a little success as opposed to making a

major blunder which in the end will affect real American's jobs and
their livelihoods, and if you have to give them a choice, would you
rather have health care or would you rather have a job, their self-

esteem, and their answer is that they would rather have the oppor-

tunity that allows them to have health care in the future.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Fugo follows:]
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Denise Marie Fugo
Proprietor of Sammy's

Cleveland, Ohio

Testimony to the Committee on Education and Labor

subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Denise Fugo. I'm a restaurant owner. I appreciate the opportunity

to present my views today because I, too, have been alarmed by the skyrocketing costs

of health-care and I'm hopeful that some solution can be reached in the search for a

system in which health-care is both affordable and available.

But, like most restaurateurs, I am alarmed about some asf>ects of the

Administration's proposal to reform health-care.

My husband and I own several restaurant operations in Cleveland. In a lot of

ways our success is affirmation of the American Dream. When we started in 1980 we

had very little real restaurant experience. Both our moms are Slovak and both our

dads are Italian, so we grew up with a great appreciation for food. What little direct

experience we had was mine. I had worked at Burger King for six years through high

school and college and had also worked as a waitress.

We knew we would learn on the job.
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And we did. Through hard work, lean management, and a little luck, we've

succeeded.

We started in 1980 with 11 employees. Today we have four fine dining

restaurant facilities, some with catering. We employ 95 full time employees and

almost 200 part-time employees. We're extremely proud of this. These are good

jobs. Our pricing is at the higher end of the marketplace, so our tipped people do

extremely well. Our catering people make from $5-Jl4 per hour. Most of them are

in the $8-$ 10 range. In fact some of them make more money than steelworkers in my

area.

Through the years, we learned the hard way that the restaurant industry is

unforgivingly competitive. To succeed you must be disciplined, focused, and

extremely lean in the way you operate.

We also learned that the government can be our greatest competitor. Even

though we're struggling through a recession, the government continues to ask more

and more of us. I have submitted with my testimony a list of all of the federal and

state laws I have to comply with in order to run my business. I have also included

the appropriate state information for all the members of the subcommittee. As you

can see, it's quite an impressive list.
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I don't pretend to be an economist or an expert on health-care. But I do know

my business and my industry.

I know that we operate on some of the thinnest profit margins in American

business.

I know that competition for restaurant business in intense and largely driven by

price.

I know that restaurants are extremely labor intensive, and that we rely heavily

on part-time and entry-level workers.

And I know that, in this context, employer-mandates make for wrong-headed

policy.

We have provided some type of health insurance for employees for about the

last 10 years. We care about our employees. My management staff has been with us

for years. Most started as busboys, coatcheckers, or bartenders. My head chef started

with us as a high school intern. All our employees who work 30 hours a week or

more are eligible. The company pays 25 percent of the premiums.

Last year, my health care costs were about 123,000. But under the new

proposal, my costs for health care would be more than four-and-a-half times higher
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than that. Under the Administration's plan, my health care costs would be $107,866,

if tips are not included in the payroll.

This is an increase that would literally wipe out any profit margin in my

business. I have two extremely unpleasant choices to absorb the cost. We either raise

menu prices or we cut costs in other parts of the business.

Let me tell you: In this market you don't raise prices. Our prices are down

considerably since 1989- My newest menu alone cut prices by five percent.

That means we're going to have to cut costs. And that means jobs. I've read

that some economists estimate that the new payroll tax will cause job losses of up to

3,000,000. I can easily see why.

On top of this, the additional bureaucratic and financial costs related to

employees will force us to put a premium on full-time employees. Part-timers just

won't be worth the hassle. Which is too bad for students and mothers and

moonlighters, who need to work, but who just can't devote full-time hours. The

constraints of employer mandates would build in a bias against them.

At the same time, the resjxjnsibility of overseeing health-care compliance will,

ironically, force me to add employees ~ bookkeepers. I see no other alternative. For

one thing, it is prudent business to track and recompute all transactions, just as I do
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vendor invoices. For another, how else do we keep track of an employee, who is

partly covered by another employer or by a father who has to pay for the kids, and

who lives in another state?

Intuition tells me that no number of employees will be adequate to help us

through that bureaucratic maze.

Another reason to be skeptical about this health care proposal is that I don't

believe the cost projections. I don't believe the government can control costs on

anything.

I've read that the U.S. now spends $900 billion per year on health care. I've

also read that the Clinton Administration proposes to spend $700 billion annually -

and take care of more people. You don't need hundreds of government analysts to

suggest that this doesn't compute.

I, for one, will be spending more than four times more to pay for this program

than I would have without it.

For it to work, either the quality of health care will drop to unacceptably low

levels, or the government - which has no profit margin whatsoever - is going to

absorb costs that we cannot even imagine. And when I say the government will

absorb these costs, I mean you and me and every U.S. taxpayer.
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Which brings me to a frustration that I have felt in trying to assess the impact

of this health-care system on my business. I haven't seen any details. Therefore, I can

speak only in general terms. One of the reasons our business has been successful is

that we never make any major decision without knowing the details. To do otherwise

would be irresponsible. I'm hopeful that soon we'll see the details of this proposal.

To do otherwise would be more than irresponsible.

The bottom line of my testimony, Mr. Chairman, is that this health care

proposal is fraught with problems that scare the daylights out of business people like

me.

I don't want yo to think that I'm against finding a way to provide affordable

health insurance for everyone who seeks to purchase it. I'm not. I'm hopeful that it

can be accomplished in a way that doesn't cause more, perhaps greater, problems

along the way.

I have heard some very appealing ideas.

• Let small businesses join together in purchasing groups like COSE, the one I

currently belong to.

• Allow all businesses to take a 100 percent tax deduction for health insurance.
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• Gelling rid of pre-exisiing exclusions.

• Do something about malpractice.

• Eliminate costly state-mandated health benefits.

• Develop a computerized, standard claims system.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I appreciate this opportunity to

speak with you this morning. 1 look forward to working with you as well as members

of my congressional delegation so that we can pass something that does the job

without unnecessarily devastating my industry. There are, however, many things that

can be done about the rising costs in health care that seem to make great sense.
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

Thas's a lot more to running a restaurant than keeping customers happy. Foodservice operalois

must also stay on lop of an ever-apandlng list of law, regulations, fees, mi pemilt requirements that

ccme from all levels of govemmenL

Listed here are matters related to running a restaurant that Involve some aspect of fedeal or state

regulation. In some cases, local laws or ordinance are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal Information shows which federal agency enforces the mles.

FEDERAL
Accesibllity to disabled customeis (DOJ)

Advance payment of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol exdse taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational tax for alcohol-sellers (BAIT)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who give fiist-aid (OSHA)

Otizenship-staius discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for en!p\oyes in high-pollulian areas (EPA, beginning
late 1994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

Copyright law and restauram music (DOJ)

EEO-I Form (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DDL)

family and Medical Leave Aa (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-tax withholding for employees (IRS)

nCA payroll taxes (IRS)

FlCA payroll taxes on tips (IRS)

FDTApayroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-tr^ waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Aa (EEOC)

1-9 ForiB (En^jloyment Eligibility Verification Fomis) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent contractors, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job application forms, pemilsible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media rqwrting of Fomis T-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discrimination (EEOC)

Notice to an^ibyees of eligibility for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutriem-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay mks (DOL)

Payroll-tax dq)0sils (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal en^loyment opportunity (EEOQ
Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster Miiiimum wage (DOL)

Poster. Family and nodical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accomroodafion for workers with dlsatiilltles (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Rehgious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant
closings, 60 d^' advance notice (DOL)

Sex disaiminallon (EEOC)

ten labor Hours restrictions for workeB under l6 (DOL)
Teen labor Occupational restrictions forworisen undff 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

li r^joiting and IRS Fonn 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tqj-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Uniforms: Dqwsits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' employment ri^ls (DOL)

W-2 Forms (Wage and Tto Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Forms (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Worl^lace phones, hearing-aid compallbdity (FCC)

ailFORNIH
Air Quahty Standards

Air Quahty Regulations

Alcoholic Beverage License

AloohoLc Beverage Excise Tax

Business License

Cal/OSHA requirements

Child Labor Permits

Conditional Use Pennits

Coiporaie Income Tax

Corporate Organization Fee

Employee Rest Breaks

Entertainment/Dandng Permit

FlctiPous Firm Name Statement

Fire Code Compliance

General Property Tax

Hour Restrictions for Miiwts

Liability laws

Minimum Wage

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

OverOmeLaws

Payment of Wage Law

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requirements

Produa Prohibition

Sales & Use Tax

Sales Tax Permit

Samtation/Food Prqiaratlon Regulations

Seller's Penmit

Telephone Surcharge

Termination Payment Law

Tip Credit

Unen?)loyment Insurance

Variance Fees

Wage Deductions

Wage Exemption Regulations

Workers' Con^wisation insurance

Xero-scape Fee

For more Information contact die National Restaurant Association

at (202) 331-5900 or die California Restauram Association at

(213)384-1200.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight yeais, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly.

This page shows 1 5 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and slate rules covering

lestaurateuis.

People who don't run a business are often surprised at the extent

of the govemment's impact on business. Restauraleure aren'l

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money. And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987-

1986

1985

(^ Business Meal. laidduclibillTy drops to S0% beginning in 1994. lOmtnis Budget KecomfiationAclol 199^

^ Family and Medical Leave. ImplovenolSOnmaemuslpiomleUweebolunpaidjot^lKtedtanilyw

mokol leovc to employe«s. [fomitf ami Medical ieme id 01199^1

%ff Discrimination. Einpteyees moy Ixlng juy tmb onj collect money donuges in joMilos coses.

iCKiiiti^Bictdmn

1^ Teen Labor. Moximumpei-employeepenoltiesloiteenloborviolotionsriseloSIO.OOO.uphomSI.OOO.

( Omnibus Budgel iecooalation Act ol \990l

Q) Alcohol Taxes. Federaloicoholexcl$etaxesinaeose8%lo(riquoi, 100%forbeeiond(00%fo(wine.BiJsinesse$paY

one^me inventory toi (O/wiiius Budget teconiiotion ht ol 1 990)

(2) Menu labeling. Sestouronls must meet new ledetolaitenowtienltieydesoibe foods wllisudilemisos'lowtDroi'light,''

beginning In 1 994 . INutrition bMng and Cducotion Act ol 1 99(tl

^^ ADA. Businesses must tike oflimiottve steps to pteveni bus ogoirst oEtornets ond employees witti disobilrties, indudlng moling

locJrties moie occesslble, Mroirans m* Dsoblities id ol 1 99Cn

Q Minimum Wage. Minimum woge rises to SS.SO in 1990 onl to SOS in 1991.

{fail Inboi Smndords kt Amendinenn oll989i

^0 Plant Closings. Employers of 100 or more must give60doys'odvDnce nonce oldosings.

( Woiiei idtusnivnl ond Ketrommg Hotiki^ Act ol 1 9B8i

Q AlCOhol'SellerS Tax. Businesses sellmgobhol must poy speed onnuoltox of $250, up from $54.

(Omn/4u! Budget Seconuliotioci Act ol 1 987)

^^ PICA Tax on Tips. Kestouroteun must pay nCAlnes on on employee tips, beginning January 1,1988.

( Omniiius Budget HeconcHiotm Act 011987)

^^ Immigration. Ernployeis must flll out h9fo(iiisfoioll new erTipiovees.(/mi7U!;rarion(e^omi^

^) Section 07. Employers nust prove benefit plons do not drsoimlnote in favor ol highlyfold woders. Urw repealed m 1989. {Tax

hlomActdimS)

Q Business Meal. TaideductibrTnydropstoB0%beglmilngln1987.(fuJ;efonnjl(ro//mj

^^ Continued Health Benefits. Employee ol 20 a more must let former employees and beneflaones continue

buying into heoWi plons lor bmned time. {Consolidated Omnibus Budgel Seconuktm Aaci)98S)

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202) 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more to running a restaurant than keeping customeR h^y. Foodservice operators

must also stay on lop of an ever-€)q)an(iing list of laws, regulations, fees, and permit requirements that

come from all levels of govemmenL

Listed here are matters related to mnning a restaurant that involve some aspect of federal or state

regulation. In some cases, local laus or ordinances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal information shows w+iich federal agenq enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility to disabled customeis (DOJ)

Advance payinent of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational tax for alcohol-sellers (BATF)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who give first-aid (OSHA)

Citizenship-status discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for employers in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

lale 1994)

Continued health benefits for fomier employees (IRS)

Copmght law and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-lax ftithholding for employees (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on tips (IRS)

FUTA payroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-tiap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Art (EEOC)

1-9 Form (EmplojTnent Eligibility Verification Forms) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent contractors, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job appbcation fomis, permissible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media reporting of Forms W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Malenal Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discrimination (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibility for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay rules (DOL)

Payroll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster. Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Famjiy and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for workers with disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Religious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant dosing^, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discrimination (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours restrictions for workers under l6 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restrictions for wjrkcrs under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Fomi 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Unifonns; Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Fomis (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-^ Fomis (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Worl9lace phones, hearing-aid compatibility (FCC)

Alcoholic Beverage Tax

Beverage Container Tax

Child Labor Work Pennits

Child Labor Laws

Choking Training

Common Victualler's License/Fee

Container Tax

Corporate Organization & Qualification Fees

Corporation Annual Report Fee

Corporation Excise Tax

Fire Code Compliance -

___^^
General Excise Tax

Hour Restrictions for Employees Under l6

Hour Restrictions for Employees 16 & 17 years old

Liabibty Laws

Liquor License/Fee

Mandatory Rest Breaks

Minimum Wage Laws

Miscellaneous Business Licensing Fees

Noise Compliance

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

Payment of Wage laws

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requirenients

Pre-Paid Health Care Law/Regulations

Property Tax

Record-keeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Room Occupanq Tax

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations ^

Temporary Disabibty Insurance

Termination Payment Laws

Unemployment Insurance

Wage Deduction Isms

Wage Exemption Regulations

Workers' Compensation Insurance

Zoning

For more information contact the National Restaurant Association at

(202) 331-5900 or the Hawaii Restaurant Association at (808) 536-9105.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight yeais, testaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federa] regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly

This page shov« 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal law affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and state rules covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't run a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. Restaurateurs aren't

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely wonied about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

(^ Business fAeQ\.htMtxmiiofA\(iSO%be9rm\9'ti]WA0mnbisBiid^^

^ Family and Medical Leave, emplovenol son me must piovHlel 2 weel^ of unpad joMotecteil family «

medicol ieovE to anplayeo. Ifomily anS Medcol Leme Act oi 1 913)

1^ Discrimination. Employes may bnng juiy tiiab ond coIlM money damoges In iobtias coses.

%^ Teen Labor. MoxImumpei-employeepenoltiesforteenlollorviolationsrisetoSIO.OOO.upfiomSl.OOO.

(Omniius iudget HKOKifialm An ol 1 990)

fj^ Alcohol Taxes. Fede(olokoholexciseiaiesinaease8%loiriquoi, 100%forbeeiand600%(nwine.Buslnessespoy

one-time mventory Ml. lOmnibx iixigel (Kondiotw ictol!99ffi

f^ nlenU labelinQ. te^ouionts must meet new federal oiterio when Iheydesmbe foods with suditeiiiisos'iow<or or 'nghl,'

beginning in 1 994. Wutrition bbetng and lilixotion Act ol 1 990)

^^ ADA. Businesses must tale ofiimiotive steps to prevent bios ogoinst ajstomers ond employees witli dsobitrtles, induding making

fotifrties more ocressible {Ameiiams wilti OisoMftes Ad oH990l

Minimum Wage. Minimum wage rises to S3.80in 1990 and to SOSm 1991.

{foil bboi SiDnMi Acl AmenlmenK of / 989)

^0 Plant Closings. Employers of 100 or more must give 60doys'odvonce notice of dosings.

( Woikei AiiiKtmenl oni fetioinlng Hotificolion Aaol 1 988)

Q AlCOhol'SellerS Tax. Businesses setting olcohol must poyspeaolonnuoltax of S250, up from $54.

( Omraius Bixlgel teonafaion Acl of 1 987)

^^ FICA Tax on Tips. liestDurateucsmustpayFICAtD>esonollempkiyeetips,beginninglanuory1,I988.

(OmiuK Bulgel KKondHatioo Acl ol ! 987)

^J immigration. Ernployersmustfilloutl-9forrmforollne*employees. (/rjimgrorionlfeforinonc/ConlrD/toof/Wfl

^^ Section 8V. Empkiyers must prove benefit plans do not dsaimmote In fovor of lilglil^ld worieis. low repealed m 1 989. [lot

l!eloimActofl986)

Q Business Meal. Toidedudibililydropsto80%be3innlnglnl987. (riu)?e/omi;trro/;?£6j

^P Continued Health BenetitS. Employers of 20 or more must letfonner employees and benefldoiles continue

buying Into lieoltti pkirts for o Hmned nme. ( Comoitdoteil Omnbui Budget HecoKSoImn Aclof I98S)

Nitional Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202) 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more lo running a restaurant than keeping customers happy. Foodservice operators

must also stay on lop of an ever-expanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and permit requirements thai

come from all levels of government.

Listed here are matters related to running a restaurant that involve some aspect of federal or state

regulation. In some cases, local laws or ordinances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal information shows which federal agency enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibillt)' to disabled customers (DOJ)

Advance payment of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational tax for alcohol-sellers (BHT)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who give firS-aid (OSHA)

Citlanship-status discriminalion (DOJ)

Commuting plans for employers in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

late 1994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

Copyright law and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt manages (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-tax withholding for employees (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes (IRS)

PICA payroll taxes on Ups (IRS)

FUTA payroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Healdi benefit plans and the Americans witli Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Form (Employment Eligibility Verification Fomis) (INS)

Immigration Refonn and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent contractors, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job application fonns, permissible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media reporting of Forms W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discrlralnation (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibility for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

0\'ertlme pay niles (DOL)

Payroll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Pester Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Famdy and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race dlscrlminaUon (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for woAers widi disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Religious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex disalraination (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours restrialons for workers under l6 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restrictions for workers under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Fomi 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Uniforms. Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' emploj-ment rights (DOL)

VP-2 Forms (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Fomis (Employee's Widiholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Workplace phones, hearing-aid compatibility (FCC)

ILLINOIS
Alcoholic Beverage Tax

BAC Regulations

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Work Pemilt

Corporation Annual Report Fee

Corporation Excise Tax

Corporate Organization and Qualification Fees

Dram Shop Regulations

Entertainment License/Fee/Tax

Fire Code Compliance

Food Labebng

Hour Restrictions for Employees under l6

LiabdltyLaws

Liquor License/Fee

Mandatory Rest Breaks

Meals Tax

Minimum Wage Laws

Noise CompUance

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

Payment of Wage Laws

PcBonal Income Tax

Poster Requirements

Property Tax

Recordkeeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Room Occupancy Tax

Sales and Use Tax

Sanitation/Food PreparaUon Regulations

Soft Drink Tax (local)

Smoking Laws

Tip Credit Uw
Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Wage Deduction Laws

Wage Exemption Regulations

Workers' Compensation Insurance

Zoning Laws

For more Information contact the National Restaurant Association at

(202) 331-5900 or the Illinois Restaurant AssociaUon at (312) 787^5000.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Jusi

over the past eight yeais, festauranls have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly.

This page shows 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the oilier side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and stale mles covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't run a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. Restaurateurs aren't

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely worried about tlie pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

(^ BusinOSS Meal. Toidedud)illydiopsto50%beginnngin1994.(Omn//)us6utf9ettora/iariwi4()on99,3)

(2) Family and Medical Leave. InithiK d 50 « mne nust provide 1 2 weeks of unpold jobpiolected fgmly a

medital leove 10 employees. (Fonufri)n(<Maf(i)/le0ve;l(f 0/ /993)

(^ Discrimination. Empkiyees moy txing jury ttiok and (oSect money domoges in fMms me:.

^ Teen Labor. UuimumpefemployeeiienolliesloiteenlobofvioialionsiiseloSIO.OOO.upfiomSl.OOO.

[Ommim Budget SecoKHiam hi ol J99Ci

(D Alcohol Taxes. Federal(ikohole<ciseloxesinueiBe8%loiliquo(,imio(beerond600%loiwlne.Businessespoy

one-lune Jnvenloty tax. (taibus Sudgel Kecondklion kli>ll99(h

(W Menu labelinq. Rc5tn«ontsnMl meet newWeioltriietiowtien they desoibe foods with sudiletmsos'kMKorot'llght'

begmnng in 1 994. [HOnlm IMing anl ((fucufion ictoll990)

^J ADA. Businesses must loke offiimotive steps to pievent bios ogoinst customers ond employees with disobMes. induding moking

fodties moie otcessible. [imems with Deobiiia tclol 19901

Q Minimum Wage. Mi[imumwogensesloS3.80'n1990cndtoS4.25in1991.

\ltj:i btc Swado'* Iciim^menli of l9S9l

^P Plant Closings. ImployeisollOOoi more must give 60 days' odwnce notice ol closings.

( Waia AjiBf/JK/it ond Ife/iomng Holilicotion kl ol I9BS)

Q AlcOnol'Sellers' Tax. Businesses seltngobhol must pay speciolonnuol tax d $250, up from $54.

(Oiinibus Budget Heccmibition kid 1987)

^^ PICA Tax on Tips. Re;iou>aieurs must pay FICAlo>es on on employee tips, beginning January 1,1988.

( Omnivs Budget Hecmaktm Act ol J 987)

Q Immigration. Empk)ye5musllilloull-9lomisloidlnewemployees.(/mm<j;ofii!n?e/araon(ffonm/|4£rof/?M

Q Section 89. Employeis must prove benefit plonsdo not disaiminole inlovoi oi highlyiiokl woileis. low repealed In 1989. (to

lleltmklotl98S)

Q Business Meal. TaideductibilrrydiopsloBO%beginnlng'ml987.(tolie/oflnj)Oofi;86)

- Q Continued Health Benefits. Employers d 20 oimoie must let former empkiyees ond benelioories continue

buying into heolth pkins lo< o limited time. [Comotslated OmiAus Budget ^etonaSolion ictoll98S)

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202] 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more to running a restaurant than keeping customers happy. Foodservice (^)eratoR

must also stay on top of an ever-expanding list of la\w, regulations, fees, and pemilt requirements that

come from all levels of govemmeni

Listed here are matters related to mnnlng a restaurant that Involve some aspect of federal or state

regulation. In some cases, local laws or ordtnances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal Information shows which federal agency enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility to disabled customers (IXifj

Advance pa)iiient of Earned income Credit (IRS)

Age disalmlnaUon (EEOC)

Alooho! excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational tax for aloohol-selleB (BATE)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who gwe first-aid (OSHA)

Ciazenship-status discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for enqiloyeis in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

laiel994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

Cop>Tight law and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Form (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeratloD standanls (USDA, pmposei for 1994)

Exen^jt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Aa (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal Income-tax withholding for employees (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on tips (IRS)

FUTApayroU taxes (IRS)

Crease-tr^ waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard CommunlcaHon Standard (OStt)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans widi Disabilities Ad (EEOC)

1-9 Form (Employment Eligibility Verification Forms) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Aa rf 1986 (INS)

Independent contractoB, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job application forms, permissible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media reporting of Forms W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin disalmlnaiion (EEOC)

Notice to employees of ebgibdity for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-oontent claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay rules (DOL)

Payroll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygr^h ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

PostET Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster. OSHA (OSHA)

Race dlscriminalion (EEOC)

Reasonable aocomnwdation forworte with disabilities (EEOC)

Re&igeratlon equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Religious discriminatlai (EEOC)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice QX)L)

Sex dlsdlmlnailoa (EEOC)

Tten labor. Hours restrictions for workers under l6 (DOL)

Tten labor. Occupational restilctlons for workers under 18 (DOL)

'HpcredUCDOL)

T^ reporting and IRS Form 8027 (IRS)

TTp allocation (IRS)

Tlp-lnoome audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Uniforms: Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' enployment rights (DOL)

W-2 Forms (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Forms (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (iRS)

Workplxe phones, hearing-aid compatibihty (FCC)

Alcoholic Beverage Tax

Bottle DqxKlts

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Law
Child Labor Work Permits

Choking Ttaining

Corporation Annual Rqwrt Fee

Corporate Organization and Qualification Fees

Corporation Excise Tax

Entertainment License Fee/Tax

Fire Code Coiqifianoe

Fire Monitoring Fee

Hour Restrictions for Employees under l6

Hour Restrictions for Employees 16 & 17 yis. old

Liability Laws

Liquor License/Fee

Mandatory Rest Breaks

Minimum Wage Laws

Noise Comphance

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

Payment of Wage Laws

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requirements
-

Property Tax

Recordkeeping Requiremenis'Wage Reporting

RoomOccupanqTto
Sales and Use Tax

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations

Single Business Tax (W)

Smoking Regulafions

Temilnation Payment Law

TlpCreditLaw

Unen^iloyment Insurance

Unen5)loymentTax

Wage Deduction Laws

Wage Exemption Regulations

Workers' Con^jensation Insurance

Zoning

For more informafion contact the National Restaurant Association

at (202) 331-5900 or the Michigan Restaurant Association at

(517) 482-5244
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Jusl

over the past eight yeais, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly.

This page shows 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made jusl

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and state mies covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't run a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. Restaurateurs aren't.

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money. And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, e^iecially a health-benefits mandate.

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987-

1986

1985

(^ Business Meal.TajdedixlibiIlrydiopsloS()%beginmgin1V94.(Omnk5au^f(ec»i(lii«ionjkr(inm

^ Family and Medical Leave. Employm ol so « mxe must piovide 1 2 we«lu of unpaid jobfHOtKted family oi

maficol leove to anployte. {fom^ and Ueixol Item k>ol 199^

1^ Discrimination. (fTipl()yeesmoyliniig|uiytTiokor»Jcolle<tnwneydoinog«
in joMwe cases.

{Mllighistaolim

1^ Teen Labor. Moximumpef-envloYMpenoltiesiocteenloboiviollltionshsetoSIO.OOO.upfioiiiSl.OOO.

iOmks Sudgel teconliotion tcld}99(Ji

^ Alcohol Taxes. Fedetol olcoholeiasetoxKliKiease 8% fwHquoc, 100% io(be«iond600% bwtne. Businesses poy

one-time nventoiy tni. (.Omnibus Mgel Keconciotion idol 1990)

(2) Menu labeiinQ. Restouronts must meet new ledeiolaiteno when ttieydesoibe foods with sudilemisoslcwKor or 'tght/

beginning in 199<. {Humnoribbeingonllilaiitiaticli^ }990l

^^ ADA. Businesses must toie affimMlive steps to pievcm bios ogoinst customeis ond employees wilti disabltities, induding moklng

fmlities moie 0((essJ)le Umewom wilfi ftsoMfies k) ol I99(!l

O Minimum Wage. Minimum wogenses to $3.60 m 1990 md to $4.25 m 1991.

(foir iDba Slondonh ta imendmenls ol 1 987l

^0 Plant Closings. Employeis of 100 01 more must glve60doys'oi)«once notice of doslngs.

{Woda tdiislnM (ml lietnmigHotik(ilioiiiacill98Sl

Q Alcohol'Sellers' Tax. Businesses senmgokoliol must poYSpeciolonnualtDidS2S0, up Irom $54.

( Omnitus Budget fetoncSofion idol 1987)

^^ FiCA Tax on Tips, testoumteus must povflUlues on on employee tips, beginning Jonuoryl,19B8.

( Omnibui iudgel gemndJation /kl(^l987)

^^ ImmiaratiOn. EnvbyeisntEtlillout)'9fomisfoiollnewefflployees. (Immagmlionl^e^anfConfnV^lcro/ mSi

v) Section 07. Empkiyen must prove benefit plons do not disoiminote In lovoi of higlilyfod woden. low repealed in 1989. (fu

kelorni Act ol 1986)

Business Meal. Toxdeduct9)jritydfopsto80%beginningln1987.(raife/'(»mjlcrof 1986)

^y Continued Health Benefits. Employets of 20 or mo<e must letlomiei employees ond benefldorles continue

buying iitci heoWi plons foi o limited lime. iConsofidoted Ormius Budget (ecoKtaion iaol I98S)

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street. NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202) 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z
There's a lot more to running a restaurant than keeping customeis happy. Foodservice operators

must also stay on top of an ever-expanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and permit requirements that

come from all levels of govemmenL

Listed here are matters related to running a restaurant that involve some aspea of federal or state

regulation. In some cases, local laws or ordinances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal Information shows which federal agency enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility to disabled customeis (DOJ)

Advance payment of Earned Income Credit

(IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOQ
Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Armual occupational tax for alcohol-selleis

(BATF)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees

who give first-aid (OSHA)

Cili2enship-status discrimination (DOJ)

(^xnmuting plans for employes in high-pollu-

tion areas (EPA, beginning late 1994)

Continued health benefits for former employees

(IRS)

Copyright law and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Form (EEOC)

Egg-refiigeradon standards (USDA, proposed for

1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-tax withholding for en^loyees

(IRS)

FICApayroU taxes (IRS)

FICA pajToll taxes on tips (IRS)

FUTA payroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-tr^ waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and die Americans with

DisabilitiesAa(EEX)
1-9 Form (Employment Eligibility Verification

Fomis) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986

(INS)

Independent contractors, reporting of payments

to (IRS)

Job applicafion forms, permissible questions

(EEOC)

Magnetic media reporting of Fonns W-2, 8027

(IRS,SSA)

Material Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin disaimination (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibdity for Earned

income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-content claims and restaurant foods

(FDA)

Overtime pay rules (DOL)

Payroll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster. Equal employment qipominity (EE(X;)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster. Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race dlscrimlnaaon (EEOC)

Reasonable acoommodalion forworken with

dlsabiUUes (EEOC)

Refilgeration equipment and CFC phase-out

(EPA,phaseoutbyI996)

Religious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice

(DOL)

Sex discrimination (EEOC)

Teen labor. Hours restrictions for workers under

16 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restrictions for workere

under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Form 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Uniforms: DqxKits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' emplojment rights (DOL)

W-2 Fonns (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS,

SS.A)

W-4 Fonns (Employee's Wldiholding Allowance

Ceitificaie) (IRS)

Workplace phones, hearing-aid compatibility

(FCC)

MINNESOTA
Alternative Minimum Tax

Alcoholic Beverage Tax

Business Activity Fee

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Work Permits

Corporate Filing Fee

C(xpoTil£ Income Tax

Corporation Annual Report Fee

Discrimination Laws

Dram Shop Liability

Drinking Water Regulations

Employee Leave Law

Entertainment Ucense/Fe&Tax

Fire Code Compliance (local)

Franchise Registration and Fees

Healdi Code Compliance

Hour Restrictions for Employees under 16

Hour Restrictions for Employees 16 & 17

Labor Standards

LiabdltyLaws

Liquor License/Fee

Mandatory Rest Breaks

Mandatory Safety Committees

Meals Taxes (muniapai)

Milk Pricing

Minimum Wage Laws

Noise Compliance

Oocupauooai Restrictions for Minors

Overtime Pay Requirements

Payment of Wage Laws

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requirements (State and Municipal)

Property Tax

Recordkeeping Requirements'Wage Reporting

Restaurant License

Room Oaupanq Tax

Sales and Use Tax (state and local)

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations (local)

SqiUcTankRegulafions

Smoking Regulations

Sunday Liquor License/Fee

Termination Payment Law

Third Party Liquor Uabdity

Tip Reporting Law

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Unlve5al Health Care

Wage Deduction Law

Well Water RegulaHons

Woreers' Compensation Insurance

Zoning

For more information contact die National

Restaurant Association at (202) 331-5900 or

die Minnesota Restaurant Association at

(612) 222-7401.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight years, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federaJ regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork buniens multiply

accordingly

This page shows 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal lav« affecting restaurants On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and stale mles covering

teslauraleuR.

People who don't run a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. Restaurateurs aren't

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

^ Business Meal. Imdeductit^iliopstoSOSbetinnngin 1994. ((>nnto£u«9«r(K0W^

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

^ Family and Medical Leave. EnvloymoiS0anmrnistpravide12weeboli>ipaidiobiniled^

medkal leove to anployees. ( fimS/ jnrf Alerfto/ i«w to oH 995)

^ Discrimination. Envioye«trnybiing|urytriolsondcolled money ilonuges in joMms uses.

^ Teen Labor. MmnOTpcMnvloyMperiolliesfaiteeniaboiviolatiorBnse

{OmAa Mgd tecatdlation kiol 19901

d^ Alcohol Taxes. Pedefol alcohol excise tmes inaeose ffi fn Bqua, 100% foi beet and 600% In wine. Buanesses poy

one-nme nvemoiy Itu. (Omnilius Mgel (eaiKiolion iadl990i

^5) Menu labelina. ieiiarritiineiim^newiiieniailein'i^^ieiahi

\xqi!vinit\mtAHum)nUibeb\gondtilixntai tool} 9901

^^ ADA. Businesses oust tDJte oflinTulive steps to pievent Ins ogoinst ojstomen ond employees with i(^

foclities mo<e otcessible Uronams with Daobtitia kid 1990)

O Minimum Wage. Mnnuni«D9eiisestoS3B0inl990iindtD$4.2Sin 1991.

(foil l^Simlonkklimnlmemol 1989)

^0 Plant Closings. (mptoyeisonOOocmne must give iOdoys'odvsnce notice oldosings.

(Woda idiistmenl md Hetiomg HotScotion idol 19881

Q Alcohol'Sellers' Tax. Businesses seSngokoMmtsl poy speoolonnuolnR of S2S0. up liomSSI.

{OnhbuiSulgeite(inaialiontacll987i

^^ PICA Tax on Tips. Kesnunneuis must poy FOloies on oOempkiyee tips, beginning Jonuoiyl.WSS.

iOmnibui JwJjei teaoKimor. ia of 1 98A

^^ Immigration. Envloyeismu5tffloutl'9fonnsfoiallnewen(iloyees. ((Tvngniriwfe/brmin/f^

^^ Section 89.Empk)yennistpiovcbenefitplonsdonotdE(nn)noteinfim(olhighlyi)oidwoden.lmiepeoMin1^

(el(mAaoll98S>

f
Q Business Meal. IaideduclibJlilydfo<isio80%beginnin9in1987.(riB«efnmtoof 1986)

^f Continued Health Benefits, tmployeis of 2001 more must IcllomieremploYeesondbenefidoncs continue

liuying mto tieoltti plons io( o Imrred time. [ComMoted Omitdis Budget teconcHotion Acid 1985)

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, fiW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202] 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more lo running a restaurant than keeping customeis ha^y. Foodservice operators

must also stay on top of an ever-expanding list of la\w, regulations, fees, and permit requirements that

come from all levels of govemment

Listed here are matters related to mnning a restaurant that involve some aspect of federal or state

relation. In some cases, local laws or ordinances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal information shows which federal agenq enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility to disabled customeis (DO))

Advance payment of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupalional tax for alcohol-selleis (BUT)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who give first-aid (OSHA)

Citizenship-status discriminaiion (DOJ)

Commuting plans for en5)loyeis in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

laiel994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

Cop\iight laft' and restaurant music (IX)J)

EEO-l Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal mcome-lax withholding for onployees (IRS)

FICApayToll taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on Ups (IRS)

RTApa)TDll taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Cwnmunication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FD.A)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Form (EmplojTnen; Eligibilit)' Nferification Fomis) (INS)

Immigration Refomi and Control ha of 1986 (INS)

Independent contractors, reporting of pajmenls lo (IRS)

Job application forms, permissible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media reporting of Fonns W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safetj' Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discriraination (EEOC)

Notice to emploj'ees of eligibility for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutnenl-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay niles (DOL)

PavToll-taxdgxKitsdRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster. Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for workers uith disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Religious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)
Sex discrimination (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours resuictions for workers under l6 (DOL)
Teen labor Occupational restrictions for workers under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Fomi 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Unifomis: Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Vfeierans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Forms (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Fomis (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Worlqplaoe phones, hearing-aid conqiatibility (FCC)

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Laws

Corporate License Fee

Corporation Annual Report Fee

Corporate Organization and Qualification Fees

Entertainment licenses (local fees)

Fire Code Compliance

Liability Laws

Liquor License

Liquor License Annual Fee

Meals Tax (local)

Minimum Wage Laws

Noise Compliance (local)

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

Payment of Wage Laws

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requirements

Property Tax

Recordkeeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Room Occupancy 'Tax

Sales Tax

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations, License and Fees

Sunday Liquor Sales Regulations

Termination Payment Law

Unenployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Wage Deduction Laws

Workers' (iimpensation Insurance

Zoning Laws (Ixal)

For more information contaa the National Restaurant Association at

(202) 531-5900 or the Montana Restaurant Association at (406) 721-2895.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight yeare, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen ccsts and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly.

This page shows 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and state niies covering

lestaurateuis.

People who don't mn a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. Restaurateurs aren'L

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

(^ Business n\CQ\.]iaM>ji^iiiifKt^m,))Kfmn3n]m

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

Q^ Family and Medical Leave. EmployasofS0amo(emuslpimi(le12«mksofunpoi(liot^ote(1nllaniiVo(

meitsi leow to employees, {fomily and Medial bsve kl ol / 99^,

If) Discrimination. Empkiyees may bnng lufy tiiok ond coitect money damoges in \fMm (iises.

^MIllghK id 011991}

jff leen Labor. Mailmum pet-employeepenoltKsloi teen loboiviolotians rise to $10,000, up tiom $1,000.

{Oimubui Budget (econdlialion Ad of 1 99(1

Ql Alcohol Taxes. Fede(olokolKilexcisetaxesinaeo$e8%fo(b|uo(,100%lo(l)ee(ond600%fo(wine.Businessesp(iy

one-time inventofy tox. lOmiibus Budget teconcliolm ict ol 1 990i

^) Menu iabeliny. KestOMonts must meet new ledefolcnteno when they clesailieloodswitfisuditenK as 'kHKoroi'liglit,''

beginning in ) 994. (Huliition Uibeing ond (dualion ict oil 990}

^^ ADAk Businesses must toke oftimiative steps to prevent bus ogoinst ostomers ond employees with disobilihes, induding moking

focjTrties more occessible. {tmencoits wWi ftsoMte iaol I99ffi

Q Minimum Wage. Minmumwoge rises to $3.e0 in 1990 ond to $4.25 in 1991.

[foil loboi Standoids id imndmenti ol 1 98fi

^0 riant QlOSlngS. Empbyersol 100 or more must give 60d<iYS'odvon(e notice of dosings.

( IVoflter iiiustmeni ond tettoining Hotikotfon idol 198S)

Q AlCOhOrSellerS Tax. Businesses setrmgolcohol mist pay speoolonnual tax ol $250, up from $54.

( Omnitus Budget KecomHiolm id of 1987)

^^ PICA Tax on lips. liestouTateursmustpoyFlCAlaxesonollemployeelips,beginninglonuary 1,1988.

(Omnifirjs Budget HecondSotion kt ol 1 987)

Q Immigration. Employe)smustlJloull'9lomisfo(ol1newemployees. (Mgratoitefwman/Cwirro/jtrtof/m

^f Section OV. Empk>yer^ must prove beneht plons do not discriminate in lovoi of highlypoid wortei^. \m repealed in 1 989. (for

fleloimiaofl98Sl

Q Business Meal. Iaxdeducnbilrtydropsto80%beginning'in1987.(riaiee/oimjlc>ofI9J<;

O Continued Health Benefits. Employers of 20 or more must letlonner employees and benefuorles continue

buying mto heoWi plons lor o Smiled lime. iCoiBolidoled Omritm Budget Keconatiotion iat^}98S)

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202) 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more to oinning a restaurant than keeping customers happy. Foodservice operatore

must also stay on top of an ever-etpanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and pemiit requirements that

come from all levels of government

Listed here are matteis related to mnning a restaurant that involve some aspecl of federal or state

regulation. These lists do not include local lavre or ordinances. For federal regulations, parenthetical

information shows vrfiich federal agenq enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility to disabled customer (DOJ)

Advance pa)menl of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational lax for alcohol-sellers (BATF)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who give fiist-aid (OSHA)

Citizenship-status discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for employers in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

late 1994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

Copyright la*' and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-tax withholding for employees (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on tips (IRS)

FUTA payroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication StandaM (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Amencans with Disabibties Act (EEOC)

1-9 Form (Employment Eligibility'
Verification Forms) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent contractors, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job appbcation forms, permissible questions (EEOC)

MagneUc media reporting of Fomis W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discrimination (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibility for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutnent-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay rules (DOL)

Payroll-tax dgwsits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster: Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster. Polygraph (DOL)

Poster Mirumum wage (DOL)

Poster. Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for workeis with disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

ReUgious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant dosing, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discrimination (EEOC)

Teen labor. Hours restrictions for workers under l6 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restnctions for workers under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Fomi 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Uniforms: Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

\feterans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Fonns (Wage and Tax Suiement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Forms (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Workplace phones, hearing-aid compatibility (FCC)

NEBRASKA
Alcoholic Beverage Tax

Beverage Container Tax

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Work Pemiils

Container Tax

Corporation Annual Report Fee

Corporation Excise Tax

Corporate Organization and Qualification Fees

Entertainment License/Fee/Tax

Fire Code Compliance

Fire Monitoring Fee

Hour Restrictions for Employees under l6

Hour Restrictions for Employees l6 & 17 years old

Ice Cream Permit/Fee

Liability Laws

Liquor License/Fee

Meals Tax

Milk Permit/Fee

Minimum Wage Laws

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

Payment of Wage Laws

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requirements

Property Tax

Recordkeeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Restaurant License/Fee

Room Occupanq Tax

Sales and Use Tax

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations

Sunday Liquor License/Fee

Termination Payment Law

Tip Credit Law

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Wage DeducUon Laws

Wage Exemption Regulations

Workeis' Compensation Insurance

Zoning Laws

For more information contact die National Restaurant Association at

(202) 331-5900 or the Nebraska Restaurant Association at (402) 483-2630.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight yeare, resUurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the nuniber of federal regulations with ttttch the)'

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly

This page shows 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and stale rules covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't mn a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. Restaurateurs aren't

Regulations have become a fad of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money. And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restauraleuis are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

^ Business Meal. TndeductibilitydropslDSOVbeginningln 1994. {Oim'busBv(lgelllecoKtniliontctot}993)

^ Family and Medical Leave. EmployenofSOnmorenustptnidenweebolifipaiclloi^tededlamJlyn

medKol leove to emplovees. (fomi/y onrf Atafco/ ieo« iW oH 995)

1^ Discrimination. Envloyeesrniybnixiliiytnolsondcolled money (kimoges in joMws coses.

[CMlk,ghsktotl991)

^^ Teen Labor. Mannmpef-employeepenolriesfw teen lotwviolotions rise to $10,000, up front S1,000.

(Omn/ijs Sudje; fKomtawi to rf / 990)

^ Alcohol Taxes. Fedeml oUolexQsetaiesinaeose 8% todiqua. 100% loi beet and 600% in wine. Businesses poy

one-time inventoty Itii- {Omnibus Budget Iteconciiation kt d / 990)

(^ InenU labeling. Restoums must meet new ledefdorteflo when llieydesaibe foods with stiditenTisos'lo«Koro(1^^

beginning in 1 994, (J/uftrtwi iDirfng on(( Wuciwn to 0/ / 990)

^^ ADA. Businesses must toke ofhrnutive steps to ptevent bios ogoinst customers ond empkiyees with disobilities, induding mobng

loclrfies more occessiUe, iMiemis mlh ftsoixSfies ktoll990)

^ Minimum Wage. MinimuinwogerisesloS3.80inl990ondtoS4.2Sinmi.

{foil bby Smniaid;, to imendnenn oll9S?>

^P Plant Closings. Employersof100o(moremustglve60doys'odrancenolkeofdosings.

( IVofiref Uiustmeni ond Hetmining Holihcatm to 0/ / 9BS)

^^ AlCOhOrSeilerS Tax. Businesses seirmgolcohol must poyspeaolannuol tot of $250, up hom$S4.

[Omnibus Budget fecondktion Add 1987)

^^ PICA Tax on Tips. (eslourgteursmustpayflCAtgiesonole(n|)loyeetips,beginningJonuoiy1,1988.

(Omnius Budget tecondalion Act ol 1 9BT)

^^ Immigration. biiployeisinusltaoutt9h!misfoioilnewe(tployees.(himijro(nnWo(morx/Co(^

Section o9.Eiiiployei5rnBtp(owbenelilptonsdonotdisoi(iiinoteinfoiroofhighlyi«idwo(1(ers.Uiwtepeoledinl989.(to

telmktoimS)

Q Business Meal. Toideductibiritydropsto80%beginninginl9e7.(rmi;etetoof)9S(S;

^ Continued Health Benefits. Employers ol 20 or more must let former employees ond benefldones continue

buying into heoMi plons (or o limited lime. (.ConsMoled Omnibus Budget fecnnahtion ia(ill98Sl

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more to running a restaurant than keeping customers happy. Foodservice operatoB

must also sta\' on top of an ever-expanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and pemiit requirements that

come from all le>'els of government

Listed here are matters related to running a restaurant that involve some aspect of federal or stale

regulation. These lists do not include local laws or ordinances. For federal regulations, parenthetical

information shows which federal agenq enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility lo disabled cusloroeis (DOJ)

AdvarKC payment of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational lax for alcohol-selleis (BATF)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who give fiisl-aid (OSHA)

Cilizenship-slatus discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for emplo)'eis in high-poUulion areas (EPA, beginning

late 1994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

Copyright la*' and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-tax withholding for employee (IRS)

FICApajToll taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on Ups (IRS)

FUTApayroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Fomi (Emplo)TOenl Eligibility'
Verificalion Fomis) (INS)

Immigration Refomi and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent conlraclois, reporting of payments lo (IRS)

Job application fonns, permissible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media reporting of Forms W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

iMaterial Safet>' Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum =»age (DOL)

National origin discriminalion (EEOC)

Notice 10 emplo)'ees of eligibilit)' for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nulrienl-contenl claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Oi'ertime pay rules (DOL)

Pa\Toll-lax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster. Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Family and nodical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation forworkeis with disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Religious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discriminalion (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours resuictions for worliers under l6 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restrictions for workers under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Fomi 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocaUon (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

UnifomK Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

\(eterans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Fomis (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Fomis (Employee's Widiholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Workplace phones, hearing-aid compatibility (FCC)

NEW JERSEY
Alcoholic Beverage Tax (slate excise)

Barrier-free Codes

Building Code Requirements

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Emploj'ment Certificate

Corporation Annual Fee

DEPE Environmental Regulations

Disability Insurance

Disability Tax

Fire Code Compliaivce

Fire Safety Tax

Food License

Highway .Access Regulations

Hour Restrictions for Employees under l6

Hour Restrictions for Employees l6 & 17 yeais old

Insurance Carrying Requirements

Liability Laws

Liquor License/Fee

Liquor License ResuicUons

Mandatory Rest Breaks

Master Regional Develop Plan Compliance

Minimum Wage Law
Noise Compliance

Oaupalional Resuictions for Minois

Payment of Wage Laws

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requiremenls

Property Tax

Recordkeeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Recycling Regulations

Room Occupancy Tax

Sales and Use Tax (food and liquor)

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations

Tip Credit Law

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Wage Deduction Laws

Wage Exemption Regulations

Workeis' Compensation Insurance

Zoning Laws

For more information contact tlie National Reslauraiil Association at

(202) 331-5900 or die New Jersey Restaurant Association at

(908)302-1800.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Jusl

over the past eight yeais, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly.

This page show 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and stale rules covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't nin a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. RestauraleuR aren't

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Jusl becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money. And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

(^ Business Meal. Toideductibllrty drops loSO%begiiinng'>i 1994. {OnmbuiMgelllea>Khtiaiia<ill993i

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987"*

1986

1985

(2) Family and Medical Leave. NiliirenofSOoinwernjstpicmilenweebolijnpciidjobiiolededlanilyw

mednol lecve lo employees, ifimiif oaii Mecnol le(mklol} 99Sl

jQ UlSCriminatlOn. (mplirfees may IxingjurYtntils and collect money domoges in lolMiias coses.

':„i:fighKi::'J'99Vi

f^ Teen Labor. MoxImumpei'employeepenolliesfoileenbbotviolotionsrisetoSIO.OOO.upfiomSI.OOO

{Ombui Budget teonofcSon kl ol 1 990)

Q^ Alcohol Taxes. FedeiololcoliolexdsenuesinueoseS'/iforriquoi, 100%foibe«iand600%fo(wine.B(isinessespay

one-lime Jnventafy lax. {Omnibus Budget feiOKblmi tctoll99(Jl

(Q) Menu labeling. Restouonlsrnust meet new ledeidoileclo when they desalbeloods with suditeirns as 'kmarot'Oghl,'

begining in 1 994. (Mlion loMng onf ftolion 4rl of / 990)

^^ AUA. Businesses must loke otiimKilive sieps lo pie-zent bios ogoinsi customers and employees with disobililies. induding making

lociities mate accessible, (jimericons with Oisobilia ktol 19901

Q Minimum Wage. (,^nimuniwagensesloS3.e0in1990ondto$4.25in)991.

(foi' loior SnnMs ict Hmenknenti o! 1 989t

^0 Plant Closings. Employe(s of lOO « mae must gr«e 60 days' advance notice oi dosings.

( Wxkei Adiuitmeni ond Seltoining Hotikation ict ol / 98^

Q Alcohol'SellerS Tax. easinesses sellingolcohol must poyspedolonnuallox of $2S0, up liomSS4.

Wmnibus Budget fecoKiSatioii httil\9BT)

^^ iICA Tax on Tips. liestouialeutsmuslpayFICAloiesonallemplayeelips.beginningJoraiaiYl.l'SS.

[QmAui Budget KecoiKiliation ia ol 1 987)

Q Immigration. lmployeismustlillodl'9!cmisioiallneweinployees.(lmrnig(iifion;efi)mian(/(infraf/lao'l98A

^J Section 07. Employers must piove benefit plans do nal discriminole in favoi oi highli^id woikeis. low lepeoled 'n 1989. (Fox

lteloiitiktci]98Si

Q Business Meal. Taideduciibirilydiopsio80%beginningin)9e7.(racfefwi7iJl(ro/l9Si;

^^ Continued Health BenetitS. Employeisol 20 oi more must lel former emp^yees ond benelioaiies continue

buying into health pbns ioi o limiied lime. iConsoUoled Omnibui Budget kemdliotion kt ol / 985)

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202) 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more to running a restaurant than keeping customers happy. Foodservice operators

must also stay on top of an ever-expanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and permit requirements that

come from all levels of govemmenL

Listed here are matters related to mnning a restaurant that involve some aspect of federal or slate

regulation. In some cases, local laws or ordinances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal information show which federal agency enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accssjbility lo disabled cuslomeis (DOJ)

Advance pajmenl of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

.Mcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational tax for alcohol-sellers (BAIT)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who give fiist-aid (OSHA)

Citizenship-status discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for employeis in high-poUution areas (EPA, beginning

lale 1994)

Continued health benefits for former emplo\«es (IRS)

Cop\Tighl lav.' and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-l Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DDL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal iiKome taxes (IRS)

Federal income-tax withholding for employees (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on lips (IRS)

RTA payroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Fomi (Emplojmeni Eligibilit)\ferification Fomis) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent contractors, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job application forms, permissible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media reporting of Fonns W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National ongin discrimination (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibility for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Oi'ertime pay rules (DOL)

Pa\TOll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster. Polygraph (DOL)

Pester Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for workeis with disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

ReLgious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closing, 60 day^' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discrimination (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours resuictions for woritcrs under 16 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restrictions for woriters under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Form 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Unifomis; Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

\felerans' employment nghts (DOL)

W-2 Forms (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS. SSA)

W-4 Fornis (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Workplace phones, hearing-aid compatibilit)' (FCC)

NEl^ YORK
Alcoholic Bei^eragf Tax

Beverage Container Tax

Business Licensing Fees

Building Code RequiremenB

Carting Fees

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Work Pennits

Consumer Affairs Permits'Regulalion

Corporation Annual Report Fee

Corporate Organization and Qualification Fees

Entertainment License/Fee/fax

Fire Code Compliance

Health Department FeesTermiIs/Regulations

Hour Restrictions for Employees under l6

Hour Restrictions for Employees 16 & 17 years old

Liability Laws

Liquor License/Fee

Mandatory Rest Breaks

Minimum Wage La*^

Noise Compliance

Occupatioiial Resuictions for Minors

Payment of Wage Laws

Peironal Income Tax

Paster Requirements

PregnaiKV Warning Requirements/Posters

Recordkeeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Recycling Regulations

Resuscitation Law

Room Occupancy Tax

Sales and Use Tax

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations

Sn)oking/Non-Smoking Regulations

Tip Credit Law

UnemploiTTiert Insurance

Unemployinent Tax

Wage Deduction Law?

Workers' Compensation Insurance

Zoning Laws

For more information contact the National Restaurant Association at

(202) 331-5900 or the New York State ResUuranI Association at

(212)714-1330.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight yean, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly

This page shows 1 5 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and state rules covering

restaurateur.

People who don't run a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business Restaurateurs aren't.

Regulations have become a faa of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

Us no wonder restaurateur^; are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

^ Business Meal, laideductibiily drops to S0%beginnin9ii 1994. {Omnibui Budget fKonctimon idol 19931

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

^ Family and Medical Leave. EmployenofSOnnnemuslivowkUweehofunpoidlotniiotectedlQniilyoi

rr«(ii;al toft 1: CTjcyee; '.fiTny oiy! Midicolieme kt ol f99S)

%ff UlSCriniinatlOn. Employees moybringluvtiiofcondcolled money domoges in joMjosobk.

(^ Teen Labor. Moximumpei'employeepenaltiesfofteenlatioivioiotionsrisetoSIO.OOO.upfioniSI.OOO.

(Omnius Budget faondfiatm ktoll99(h

Q^ Alcohol Taxes. Federal okohdeiose taxes moeose 8% loiliqua, 100% fubee(onil600%ioiwine. Businesses pay

one-lime Invwitwy im. (OmnSus Budget feconciiotion tool 1990)

fj) Menu labeliny. Sestouronls must meet r^wfeteoloitefio when itwydesoibe foods *i*suditemB(6'Tow<ol'ot'Bght,'

iieginnng ir, 1 994. iHutntm tMing ond [ducation kld \ 990i

\0 ADA. Businesses tiia take oftimnlive steps to pieveni bios ogoinstoKtomefsond employees with iMllite

locitties moie o<tessible. Olme/Kons mrrti flBoiJte klol]99(h

O Minimum Wage. MinnmwogerisesloS3.80in1990ondto$42Sin1991.

( fat iaboi Siondanis kt imndmenn ol l9S7l

^0 Plant Closings. Employenofl00oimo(emustgive60doys'odvoncenoliceoldasings.

{ Woiiei tdjusmenl and ietimmg Haiktitwn ka d \ 9881

Q AlCOhol'SellerS Tax. Businesses seSngokohol must pay speoolonnuoltojof $250. up from SS4.

{Omniius Budget iecondktm kldUBT)

^^ PICA Tax on Tips. Jiestoumteuis must poyFICAlues on on employee nps. beginning Januory1,1988.

[Ormiiui Budget huinaSaitmklol\98T\

Q Immigration, bnplovefs must tl out 1-9 faiTmfo(alltmenvloyees.(/mrn9n»ion;Pefa^

^^ beCtlOn 07.Ernpkiyersrnstprovebenefitpk]mdonotdisoirnindeinfavo(ofhighlyfoidwo(ke5.Uiw[epeoledin1989.(r^

MomliadmSi

Q Business Meal. Taideduct9)ititydtapsto80%beginningin1987.(rinlb/bnn4(riif \9m

O Continued Health Benefits. CmployefS of 20 01 moie must letlomieiempbyeei end benehaaries continue

buying nto heoWi plons fo( o bmired tune. ( CorsoUaied Onwibus Budget fecondktion ictcifl98!i

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202) 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more to running a restaurant than keeping cuslomers happy. Foodservice operalois

must also stay on top of an ever-expanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and permit requirements that

come from all levels of government.

Listed here are matters related to mnning a restaurant that involve some 3spec{ of federal or state

regulation. In some cases, local ism or ordinances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal information shovre vrfuch federal agenq enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility to disabled cuslomers (DOJ)

Advance payment of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational tax for alcohol-sellers (BATF)

Bloodbome pathogen program for employees who give fiist-aid (OSHA)

Citizenship-status discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for employee in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

late 1994)

Continued health benefits for fomier employees (IRS)

Copyright law and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-lax withholding for employees (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes (IRS)

FICA pa)Toll taxes on tips (IRS)

FUTApaxToll taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Commuiucation Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Fomi (Employment Eligibility Verification Forms) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent contractors, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job application forms, permissible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media reportmg of Fonns W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discrimination (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibilit>'
for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay rules (DOL)

Pa)Toll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment oppominity (EEOC)

Poster. Polygraph (DOL)

Poster. Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster. OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for vrorkeis with disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseoul by 1996)

Religious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discrimination (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours resuiclions for workers uixJer l6 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restrictions for workers under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Fomi 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tqj-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Unifomis; Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Fornis (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Fomis (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Workplace phones, hearing-aid compatibility (FCC)

NORTH CAROLINA
Alcoholic Be\erage Tax

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Work Pemii Is

Corporate Organization and Qualification Fees

Corporation Excise Tax

Entertainment License Fee (state/local licenses)

Fire Code Compliance

Hour RestncBons for Employees under l6

Hour Restnctions for Employees l6 & 17 yis. old

Ice Cream PemiiliTee

Liabilit)' Laws

Liquor License/Fee (local)

Meals Tax (Ixal)

Minimum Wage Laws

Noise CompliarKe (local)

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

Payment of Wage Laws

Persona! Income Tax

Poster Requiren)ents

Property Tax

Recordkeeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Recjcling Rquiremenls (local)

Restaurant Foodservice Permit

Room Occupanc)' Tax

Soft Drink Tax

Sales and Use Tax

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations, Permits and Fees

Slate OSHA Compliance

Termination Payment Law

Tip Credit Law

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Wage Deduction Laws

Wage Exemption Regulations

Workers' Compensation Insurance

Zoning (local)

For more information contact the National Restaurant Association

at (202) 331-5900 or the North Carolina Restaurant Association at

(919) 782-5022.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight years, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with wtiich the)'

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly.

This page shov« 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal Isws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and state rules covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't mn a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. Restaurateurs aren't.

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the lav« is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money. And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-beneflts mandate.

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

^ Business Meal. TudedudibitydiopstoSmbeginnngln 1994. (OimiusM^flPKmJio^ msi

(^ Family and Medical Leave. eiTi|iloyefsofSOotmoiemustp(CMde12weel<sofun|nidiotni'otecle<lfandy«

medical im/i to employee, {hmtf andMid Leme ict ol / 9?3)

1^ Discrimination. CnvkivKsmoybhtig jury tnobondcollect money donug« in lobfMsnsts.

1^ Teen Labor. Moinumpe'eiTipioyeeperttltiesfoileenlaiiOfnoloticirBiiseloSIO.OOO.upfiarnSl.OOO.

{OmibfR Budget teconJiinon kaiiiWO)

Q) Alcohol Taxes. Fe(balokalxileicisetoiesinae(Ke8%f»tqui>, IO()%lo(beeii)iid600%foiwiiie.Business«|ny

onHim inventuy tox. [Ownibui Budget ttcoKiatiai ictoH99(lj

(2) Menu labeling, teniunm nut meet new fMWolcntenowtien they desoibelnxlr with suditomsiE

bejmng m 1 994 . (NuMiw ifltefaj mrf fttotoi <Uf 1)/ ) 990)

^^ AUA. B<Kineses riwst tgle offirinative steiB 10 prevem bios ogoinsi OKlOTien imd employees wi^

fociiities more ocressUe. Otmenans with Dtabities ia d 1 9901

O Minimum Wage. Mirvrariwi9eiisestoS3.80n1990on)toS4.2Sin)99l.

(fo» tnba SnmMs Aa imentmem ol 1 98?)

\0 riant Closings. Employen of 100 or more mtst give iOdoys'odvonce notice of dcsings.

( IVonter UjuHmenl and tenmng Hotikam iad \ 9BBl

Q AlCOhol'SellerS Tax. Businesses se<rmgokohol must poyspeoolonnuol 101 of $2S0. up from $54.

(Qmnrtitis Budget Kecmiaion HdiiWT)

Q PICA Tax on Tips, testouroteurs must poyFICAnues on oS employee liiK.tieginnngJonuoiY 1,1 988.

( Omnios Btidget feamSotion Act ol 1 987)

Q Immigration. Employe(smu5tffloutl'9fonns(«aBneweinployees. (/mm^rofiorieefonTiin/fontnyjIcrofim

^f beCtlOn oV.EmpkiyenniEl prove benefit plors do not drsaiminote in lovor of highiypaiil workers. Uwrepeoied in 198^^

(elm kl 011986)

Q Business Meal. Taiileductibatydropslo80%beginingin1987.(riaMnn/krof)!'jiS;

O Continued Health Benefits. Employers of 20 or more must let former employees ondbeoefldariescominue

buying into heoltli plons lor limited lime. (Consofidotecf (kriibus M?^' '^^'''oiio'K^

Nationil Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202) 331-3900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z

There's a lot more to running a resiauranl than keeping cuslomeR happy. Foodservice operators

must also stay on top of an ever-expanding list of law, regulations, fees, and pemiit requirements that

come from all te^ls of government

Listed here are matters related to running a restaurant that involve some aspect of federal or state

regulation. These lists do not include local law or ordinances. For federal regulations, parenthetical

information shows which federal agenq enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibilit)' to disabled customers (DOJ)

AdvaiKe pa)ment of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annua] occupational lax for alcohol-sellers (BATF)

Bloodbome pathogen program for emplojees who give first-aid (OSHA)

Citizenship-status discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for emplo>'ers in high-poUulion areas (EPA, beginning

laie 1994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

CopjTighl law and restauraiu music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Forai (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-tax withholding for employees (IRS)

nCApayroU taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on lips (IRS)

FUTApayroU taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Form (Employment Eligibilitv' \erificalicn Forms) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent conu^lors, reporUng of payments to (IRS)

Job application forms, permissible questions (EEOC)

MagneUc media reporting of Fomis W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safety Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

iMinimumwage (DOL)

National origin discnraination (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibility for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay rules (DOL)

Pa)Toll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for workers with disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Religious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discriminaiion (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours resuictions for workers under 16 (DOL)
Teen labor Occupational restrictions for workers under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Fonn 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Uniforais: Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Fornc (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Fomis (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Woriqilace phones, hearing-aid compatibility (FCC)

OHIO
Alcoholic Beverage Tax

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Work Pemiits

Choking Trailang

Corporation Excise Tax

Fire Code Compliance

Foodservice License/Fee

Franchise Tax

Hour Restrictions for Employees under 16

Liquor License/Fee

.Mandator)' Rest Breaks (minore)

Minimum Wage Laws

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requirements

PropertV'Tax

Recordkeeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Room Occupanq Tax

Sales and Use Tax

Sunday Liquor License/Fee

Temiination Pa)'meiit Law

Tip Credit Law

Unemplo)ment Insurance

Vendor's License/Fee

Workers' Compensation Insurance

Zoning Laws (local)
'

For more information contact the National Restaurant Association at

(202) 331-5900 or the Ohio Restaurant Association at (6 14) 488-3848
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight years, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly

This page shows 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and state rules covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't nin a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impxt on business. Restaurateurs aren'L

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

^ Business Meal. Tin(leiiijOi1iiitvdiopsto 50%beginningin 1994. (OmiusM^efieeco^

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

(^ Family and Medical Leave. EmpbynofSOamneinKtprovicleUweduofunpwIlotrfiiolededfiindyor

medkol leove lo employees, {fomif ond MedKol leow id ol 1 993)

fff Discrimination. Employees moy bring juy triok ond collect money domoges in joMiios coses.

IMHighnkl 011991)

1^ Teen Labor. Maiimumpei-employeepenalliesl«teenlobo(violationsr[seloSIO,000,upfiomS1,000.

( Omniinn Budgel Hetwaliation iadl990)

d^ Alcohol Taxes. FedeialdcohoteiuseloiesinaeoseSKIodiquoi, 100%lo(beeiond600%foiwine.Businessespay

one-lime inventory lox. (Omn/tus Budget keiOKtwtiai Act ol\990)

1^ Menu labeling, teslouiamsnw meet new lededuiieticwlien they desaibe foods with sudi terms os'kniKiil'' or 'tghl,'

beginning in 1 994. (t/ufririon Istietng ori Utxolion hi d / 9901

\f AUA. Businesses must igke oHiimotne steps lo pieveni bios ogoinsi cuslomeis and employees with disobilities, Induding moking

lociities mote occessible. iMehcons notfi OisMtiei idol 1990)

O Minimum Wage. Minimum»ogeiis«slo$3.80in)990ondtoS4.25lnl991.

[foil lobo! S:o"rfc'3'! iaimendmenK ol 198?)

^0 Plant Closings, (mployetsol 100 or moie must give 60 days' odvonce notice of doslngs.

( Woiiei /W/u!/me/i; on<( htioiMtg Hotikatim idol 1 98^

Q AlcOnOrSellers' Tax. Businesses seHmgolcohol must pay speuolannuollox of S250, up liom$S4.

( OrmibiB Budgel tecoKiSolion id ol 1 987)

^^ PICA Tax on Tips. RestouioleuismustpoyFICAloxesonollemployeelips,beginningJonx»yl,1988.

(Omn/ius Budget fefxahlion id ol 1 987)

Q Immigration. LmployeismustfiDoutV9lcnBla(idnewei.iployees.(lmrii9rii<ioni;efbimi]ni/Con;r(i/4c7()//9fA

^J beCtlOn oV. Employeis must piove benefit pbns do nol disciiminale in lavn ol higtilyfiaid wnkeis. Inw lepeded in I9B9. Uox

lleloimidoll98&

O Business Meal. IaxdeduclibirilydiopsloB0%be9nningin19B7.(r(ijr«eform;lrronW

O Continued Health Benefits. Employee ol 20 or mo<e must lellonnei employees and beneliaones continue

buying into health plons loi o (miled hme. iConiofidoteit Ormubus Budget iecondliotion id c/ 1985)

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202) 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z
There's a lot more to running a restaurant than keqiing customers happy. Foodservice operators

must also stay on top of an ever-expanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and permit requirements that

come from all levels of government

Listed here are matters related to running a restaurant that involve some aspect of federal or state

regulation. In some cases, local laws or ordinances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal information shows which federal agenq enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility to disabled customers (DOJ)

Advance pa)menl of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age discrimination (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational lax for aJcohol-selleis (BATF)

Bioodbome pathogen program for employees who give first-aid (OSRA)

Citizenship-status discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for employere in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

late 1994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

Cop\Tight law and restaurant music (DOJ)

Ee6-I Form (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt manageis (DOL)

Family and Malical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-tax withholding for employees (IRS)

FICApayToU taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on lips (IRS)

FUTApayroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Communication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Form (Employment Eligibilit)'
Verification Forms) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Independent contractois, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job application fomis, permissible questions (EEOC)

Magnetic media reporting of Fomis W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safet>' Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discrunination (EEOC)

Notice to enqjloyees of eligibility for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient<onten; claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay rules (DOL)

Payroll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph ban (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster. Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster. Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for workeis with disabilities (EEOC)

Refngeralion equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Rebgious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discrimination (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours restrictions for woriiere under l6 (DOL)
Teen labor. Occupational restrictions for workers under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Form S027 (IRS)

Tip aLocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Uniforms: Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Forms (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Fonris (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Workplace phones, hearing-aid compatibilit)- (FCC)

PENNSYLVANIA
Alcoholic Beverage Tax

Bakery License/Fee

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Work Permits

Container Tax

Corporation Excise Tax

Corporate Organization and Qualification Fees

Egg Refrigeration Law

Fire and Panic Safet)' Code Compliance

Frozen Dessert License Fee

Hour Restnctions for Employees under l6

Hour Restrictions for Employees 16 & 17 years old

Liability Laws

Liquor License/Fee

Mandator)' Rest Breaks

Milk Permit/Fee

Minimum Wage Laws

Noise Compliance

Occupational Restrictions for Minors

Payment of Wage Laws

Personal Income Tax

Poster Requirements

Property' Tax

Recordkeeping Requirements/Wage Reporting

Restaurant Eating and Drinking Place License

Room Occupanq Tax

Sales and Use Tax

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations

Stale Bureau of Occupational and Industrial Safety Regulations

Sunday Liquor License/Fee

Termination Payment Law

Tip Credit Law

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Wage Deduction Laws

Wage Exemption Regulations

Worker and Community Right to Know Law

Woriffirs' Compensation Insurance

Zoning Laws (local)

For more information contacl^ie National Restaurant Association at

(202) 331-5900 or the Pennsylvania Restaurant Association at

(717)232-4433.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Jusl

over the past eight yeais, reslauranis have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burtlens multiply

accordingly

This page show? 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made jusl

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and stale mles covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't run a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impxt on business. Restaurateurs aren't

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money And consider

the liability if a business ovmer misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateuts are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

(^ Business M6aLTaideductbitydri)pstD50%beglnnnginl994.(0mrv(i£8ix^r(»i»(^^

(^ Family and Medical Leave. (nvlaymof50arinemudpnMle12weeJisofi(i(aid|obixcMedf(]ni^

maScd leo« to miiloyeo. (fomi/y ond Medksl Leave id ol 1 99SI

|g) Discrimination. tnip^eesnwybhrigiuylTiais and cotednuneydomogesinloMiios cases.

(^ Teen Labor. l^iiinnnpa-emfVepeinltieslntMnloboiviolationsriselDSIO.OOO.uplioiTiSI.OOO.

( Omnibts Budget Hecondtiam *T rf f 9?0)

Q^ Alcohol Taxes. Fed«olako^.ol excise toiesinueost 8% tMl(|uo(J00%lo(t«efan(l600% foe win«. Businesses pay

one^lme nventoty toi. (Ormius Mje' HecDKiktion Act ol 19901

1^ InenU labelina. tesnwams nust meet new fedefd oiteno when itiey describe foods wild sudi tenns os 'kMKor a Tight.'

beginning in 1 994. {Humm UMng ml Wututoi iclcill990l

^^ ADA. Businesses misi lake afhinative steps to ptevent bias against custDineis and employees wiih disobilities, induding moking

toclities moie occessible. iAmeikim with Disobilies kl(}l]99IJi

(D Minimum Wage. MinimumwageiisestoS3.60in1990ondto$4.2Sinmi.

(foil lata Snmdanis kl tmendmenK ol 1 9B?)

^0 Plant Closings. Employers ol too otmoie must grveiO days' advance notice of dosings.

( Woikei tdiistmenl ond Jeffoimnj Holikolm kac/l\9SB\

Q AlCOhol'SellerS Tax. Businesses seUngakolnl must porspedolonnuoltn of $2S0. up fioroSS4.

(ftrmicB Budjef fKOooSionori ia ol 1 98T)

^^ PICA Tax on Tips. liesttiuToteunmustpayFICAtaiesonaileni|ilciyeelips.beginningJanuoryl,198B.

(Omniius Bodgel teiondSolioii kl ol / 987)

mo^^ Immigration. Eniployeisn«Etflou!l'9fomislo(allnewe<nployees.(/nv7iijrofianiPeforoW(oniro/>lcraf

^^ Section 89. Employeis must prove beneht plans do not disciiminoie m fovor oi highVpoid wodeis. Law repeoled in 1989. Uax

Morn Act ol 19861

Q Business Meal. IaideducittYdiopsto80%begmingin1987.(riui;efomi4c7of;9;i!;

^f Continued Health Benefits. Employee of 20 or more must letlomef employees and benehdonescomnue

buying into heoiiTi pions for o limited time. {CoKoiidiiieii Omnibm Budget Setondliolm kt ol 1985)

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington, DC 20036 •

(202] 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z
There's a lot more to tunning a restaurant than keeping customers happy. Foodservice operalois

must also stay on top of an ever-expanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and permit requirements that

come from all levels of government

Listed here are matter? related to mnning a restaurant that involve some aspect of federal or stale

regulation. These lists do not include local laws or ordinances. For federal regulations, parenthetical

information shows vt+iich federal agency enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
Accessibility to disabled custoiDere (DOJ)

Advance payment of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age disctinunaUon (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupational lax for alcohol-selleis (BATF)

Bloodbomc pathogen program for employees who give first-aid (OSHA)

Cilizenship-siatus discrimination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for employers in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

late 1994)

Continued health benefits for fomrer employees (IRS)

Copyrighi lau' and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standards (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-lax withholding for employees (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on tips (IRS)

FLTTApayToll taxes (IRS)

Crease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Cwnmunication Siandard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Form (Employment Eligibility \ferification Forms) (INS)

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (INS)

Indqiendenl contractors, reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job application forms, permissible questions (EEOC)

MagneUc media reporting of Fonre W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safet)' Data Sheets (OSHA)

Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discrimination (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibilit)' for Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay rules (DOL)
^

Payroll-tax deposits (IRS) \

Polygraph ban (DOL)
_

I

Poster Equal employment opportunit>' (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster. OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accommodation for workei? with disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFG phase-oul (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Religious discrimination (EECKI)

Restaurant closings, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discrimination (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours restrictions for workers under l6 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restrictions for woriceis under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip reporting and IRS Form 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

Tip-income audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Unifomis: Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

\feterans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Fomis (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 Fomis (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Woriq)lace phones, hearing-aid compatibility (FCC)

TEXAS
Alcoholic Beverage Tax

Amusement License/Fee/Tax

Anti-Discrimination Laws

Business Licensing Fees

Child Labor Law
Child Labor Wori( Permits

Choking Training

Container Tax

Corporation Fee & Tax

Clorporate Organization and Qualification Fees

Drug Pobcy

Fire Code CompliarKe

Fire Monitoring Fee

Hour Restrictions for Employees under l6

Hour Resmctions for Employees l6 & 17 years old

Liabilit)' Laws

Liquor License/Fee

Minimum Wage Law

Noise Compliance

Occupational Restricticns for Minors

Payment of Wage Law
Poster Requirements

Property Tax

Recordkeeping RequirementsAPage Reporting

Room Occupanc)' Tax

Safety Laws

Sales and Use Tax

Sanitation/Food Preparation Regulations

Termmalion Payment Law

Tip Credit Law

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Wage Deduction Law
Woriceis' Compensation Insurance

Zoning Law

For more information contact the National Restaurant Association at

(202) 331-5900 or the Texas Restaurant AssociaUon at (512) 472-3666.

84-607 0-94-12
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

owr the past eight years, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must comply
—and have seen costs and paperwork burdens multiply

accordingly

This page shovre 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal laws affecting restaurants On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and state mles covering

restaurateurs.

People who don't run a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impact on business. Restaurateurs aren't

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry

Just becoming familiar vflth the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money. And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no vronder restaurateurs are extremely worried about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.

1993

1991

1990

1989

1988

1987

1986

1985

(^ Business Meal. I(adedu(tiliiity(lro(stDS0%be9riringiri)994.((>n^

i^ Family and Medical Leave. Enipli)ymoi50ornwenugpi(»ide12weebiil>r|nid|obii^

medicol leo»e to mployees. (fom*y onrf *(e<W imve /(fl rf 1 993)

^ Discrimination, tiiipkiyeniniylinig my tnokondcolearnoney dodges nloMwE

(CWIBste/krrfWn

^ Teen Labor. Minimum pa-en^ioyte penalties to teen lobawolotiomii^

{OmAe Budget tKaxeotion taoll?90l

^ Alcohol Taxes. Fe()etolokoholeiasefajesinoefls«8%toliqijoiJ(mtobee(ond600%towine.BiBinesse5i)ay

one-time r.venloiy tai. iOmnim Budget fKonciotion KadWO)

^ Menu labeling. Jestourorm must meet new lededoitenowteillieyteoibe foods wllisudilenm as 1o»<o

begumng m 1 994. {Hmm Uibeing and Idurolm ict(ill99(fi

^^ ADA. Businesses must lolie oftmwtive saps to prevem b(OS ogoinst oBtomefs ond emploi^ witti diso^^

fodiiKs iraie occessible. Umencons wirA 0(S(i6iries/krof 1990)

O Minimum Wage. MnTiun»a9ensestoS380inl990ondto$4.2Sin1f9).

(fo« Wwr SrtfOWs to (trondmens of ) 9«9)

Q Plant Closings. Empkiyen of 100 oi more must give to days' odvoncenotke of dosmgs.

( tCofter Ajusmwit tnl ieitomg Hoikatmkid} 98ft

Q Alcohol'SeilerS' Tax. Businesses sefagnkotMl must poyspeoolonnuollnx of S250, up tiom $54.

iOmnibui Budget lecondotionHa oil 987)

FICA Tax on Tips. Itestauntteus must par FKAnzes on d employee tips, liegmngJanny 1,1988.

{Omiiii Budget tKordiction Aaoll987)

Q Immigration, bxhien must fl om 1-9 foms in ol new employees. {ImtignjlatUmmlCamlia d msi

Q Section 89. tn<)loyetst™ist pro*? benefit plons do not dcomwe in fowofligNrin^

ile<amktoll98Sl

m6)O Business Meal. Ta>dedudl«ydro|Kto8l)%liegirnngin1987.(ria«e/»mtoof

O Continued Health Benefits, [mployen of 200c mote must letfomH employees ondbenefjoories continue

buyng into heoltti ptans for imted lime. (OiEoidolei/ OthAsM^ '^'('^'''^

National Restaurant Association • 1200 Seventeenth Street, NW •
Washington. DC 20036 •

(202) 331-5900
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Regulations and Restaurants

From A to Z
There's a lot more to running a restaurant than keeping customere happy. Foodservice operatois

must also slay on top of an ever-expanding list of laws, regulations, fees, and permit requirements thai

come from all levels of govemmenL

Listed here are matters related to running a restaurant that involve some abject of federal or state

regulation. In some cases, local law's or ordinances are also listed. For federal regulations, parentheti-

cal information show which federal agency enforces the rules.

FEDERAL
tosssibilit)- to disabled customere (DOJ)

Advance payment of Earned Income Credit (IRS)

Age disciiminalion (EEOC)

Alcohol excise taxes (IRS)

Annual occupalionai tax for alcohol-seUeis (BATE)

Bloodbome padiogen program for employees who give first-aid (OSHA)

Citizenship-status disoiraination (DOJ)

Commuting plans for employers in high-pollution areas (EPA, beginning

lai£l994)

Continued health benefits for former employees (IRS)

Cop)Tighl la»' and restaurant music (DOJ)

EEO-1 Fomi (EEOC)

Egg-refrigeration standanis (USDA, proposed for 1994)

Exempt managers (DOL)

Family and Medical Leave Act (DOL)

Federal income taxes (IRS)

Federal income-lax withholding for employees (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes (IRS)

FICA payroll taxes on tips (IRS)

FUTA payroll taxes (IRS)

Grease-trap waste disposal (EPA)

Hazard Canmunication Standard (OSHA)

Health claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Health benefit plans and the Americans with Disabilities Act (EEOC)

1-9 Form (Employment Eligibility \erification Fomis) (INS)

Immigration Reform a.Td Control Ac! of 1986 (INS)

Independent contraciois. reporting of payments to (IRS)

Job application forms, permissible questions (EEOC)

.Magneuc media reporting of Fomis W-2, 8027 (IRS, SSA)

Material Safety Dau Sheets (OSHA)

.Meal credit (DOL)

Minimum wage (DOL)

National origin discrimination (EEOC)

Notice to employees of eligibility for Earned liKome Credit (IRS)

Nutrient-content claims and restaurant foods (FDA)

Overtime pay niles (DOL)

Payroll-tax deposits (IRS)

Polygraph bail (DOL)

Poster Equal employment opportunity (EEOC)

Poster Polygraph (DOL)

Poster Minimum wage (DOL)

Poster Family and medical leave (DOL)

Poster OSHA (OSHA)

Race discrimination (EEOC)

Reasonable accomnwdation for workers with disabilities (EEOC)

Refrigeration equipment and CFC phase-out (EPA, phaseout by 1996)

Religious discrimination (EEOC)

Restaurant closing, 60 days' advance notice (DOL)

Sex discrimmation (EEOC)

Teen labor Hours resuictions for workers under l6 (DOL)

Teen labor Occupational restrictions for workers under 18 (DOL)

Tip credit (DOL)

Tip rqxjrting and IRS Fonn 8027 (IRS)

Tip allocation (IRS)

TVincome audits (IRS)

Tip pools (DOL)

Unifomis: Deposits, costs, maintenance (DOL)

Veterans' employment rights (DOL)

W-2 Fonns (Wage and Tax Statement) (IRS, SSA)

W-4 FOms (Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate) (IRS)

Workplace phones, hearing-aid compatibility (FtX)

WASHINGTON
Alcohol Beverage Tax

Business and Occupation Tax

Child Labor Laws

Child Labor Work Pennits

Clean Air Regulations

Choking Training

Entertainment license/fee/tax

Family Leave Law

Fire Code Compliance

First Aid-trained employee
- all shifts

Health license/feesAnspections

Hour restrictions for employees sub- 16 years

Hour rtstrictions for employees l6 & 17

Liability Laws

Liquor License4ees

Mandatory rest breaks

Meals tax (on employee meals)

Minimum Wage law

Miscellaneous business licenses

Noise compliance

Occupational restrictions for minors

Payment of wage laws

Poster requirements

Property taxes

Record keeping requirements/wage reporting

Room occupancy limitations

Room occupancy tax

Sales tax (one of highest in nation)

Sanitation/food preparation regulations

Smoking ordinances

Tip Credit Law

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment Tax

Univeisal Health Care

Wage Deduction Laws

Workers' Compensation Insurance

Zoning (comprehensive growth managenKnt restiicbons)

For more informaUon craitact the National Restaurant Association at

(202) 331-5909 or the Restaurant Association of the Stale of Washington,

Inc., at (206) 956-7279.
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1 5 Reasons Restaurateurs Worry

About More Government Regulation

Just

over the past eight years, restaurants have seen a tremendous

increase in the number of federal regulations with which they

must con^ly
—and have seen costs and paperworlt burdens multiply

accordingly

This page shovre 15 changes the U.S. Congress has made just

since 1985 in federal lav« affecting restaurants. On the other side is

a comprehensive list of all the federal and state rules covering

restaurateuR.

People who don't tun a business are often surprised at the extent

of the government's impart on business. Restaurateurs aien'L

Regulations have become a fact of daily life in the restaurant industry.

Just becoming familiar with the laws is a daunting task. But con-

sider the costs of complying
—in time and in money. And consider

the liability if a business owner misses something.

It's no wonder restaurateurs are extremely wonied about the pro-

posals Congress is discussing, especially a health-benefits mandate.
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Chairman Williams. We apologize for having to interrupt twice.
It is unusual for any member who happens to be chairing to do
that, but because we are under such time constraints, we do want
to hear from the other witness.
Jeanette Prear is the President and CEO of Day-Med Health

Maintenance Plan. We thank you for being with us.

Ms. Prear. Yes, I am President and Chief Executive Officer of

Day-Med Health Maintenance Plan. Our corporate office is in Day-
ton, Ohio.
We employ 100 employees and I am particularly pleased to be

here to offer testimony today, because we insure many of the small
companies that have been talked about today.
We insure employer group sizes of 2 employees to 3,000 employ-

ees. We cover restaurant owners, tool and die companies, utility

companies, department stores and the like from small, medium and
large companies.

It has been an experience over the past two years covering these

employees, but what we found we had to do in order to reduce the
costs that we have had in health care is to combine them in what
we call a small group association. Combining them into small

groups such as COSE allows them to share the opportunities of
rates such as larger employers.
We

^find
that the owners have been bombarded daily with the

cost of office space, supplies, equipment, et cetera, and that is why
we chose to go this route and combine them into a large entity.

I would like to share with you a few comments that I have rel-

ative to some interviews that I have done with some small busi-

nesses; one in particular.
We have a potential client we are working with. He owns a fast

food establishment. The company employs 38 employees, 34 of
which are part-time employees, work usually 30 hours or less a
week. All the employees start at the minimum wage.
The owner describes his standard employee profile as marginal,

minimum wage type. He talks about how some of their attitudes
are here today, gone tomorrow. He exhibits a grave frustration in

having to continuously train and retrain the employees.
Many of the employees are teenage single parents, high school

dropouts and those without a real sense of what it means to be an
honest, committed reliable employee. He told how he uses health
insurance as a benefit reserved for management. This is because
the part-time employees don't have a real interest in health insur-
ance and especially are not willing to pay for the health insurance.
So it is reserved for managers.
He indicated that he doesn't have the gross revenues to provide

the health insurance at no cost to the employee nor does he have
the gross revenues to provide the insurance at no cost to the man-
agers; so they share in the costs. The insurance proposals that he
had received had costs ranging from $110 on a single contract per
month to $302 on a family contract; and that was for an 80/20 pro-

fram.
The proposals that he received from an HMO had a cost of

98 a month on a single contract to $200 on a family contract. The
HMO covered all the provider and pharmaceutical services, ex-

cluded dental. If he would select the HMO program, the employer
would incorporate a cost of about $4,100 a month for the insurance.
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He claims that if he does this, he would have to reduce his staff.

He would have to possibly close one of his chains because at this

point he is struggling and cannot afford the additional expense.
The small business owner and others are concerned about the

cost. Quite simply, how can they afford to pay the toll for health

care coverage and still survive?
The businesses realize, and we recognize the fact, that we must

do something about health care reform. We must encourage the

employers to participate in some form of group insurance.

But how do we do that? How do we do that with not as much
cost to the employer? And we are suggesting at this time in looking
at the proposal as it is written, that this committee should consider

modification of the proposal, modifying it to increase the subsidy
that is going to be provided to the small businesses in order to

make the coverage affordable for the smaller employer.
I thank you for the opportunity to speak. And I would be happy

to welcome and entertain any questions.
I wear two hats: one, I am the insurer, and I am also a smaller

employer.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Prear follows:]
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Jeanette C. Prear. Presldent/CEO

DaymeD
Health Maintenance Plan, Inc.

P Box 1236
211 South Main St.

Dayton, Ohio 45402
(513)224-5646
1 -800451-6929

To the Chainnan and Congressional Committee Members on Education and Labor and

Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations:

It IS my pleasure to appear at this hearing on health care reform and to have the opportunity to

offer my thoughts and perceptions regarding the effect of the proposed Health Secunty Acfs
effect on businesses As the President/CEO I represent DayMed Health Mamtenance Plan, an

HMO in Dayton, Ohio. DayMed is an employer of 1 00 employees. I am particularly pleased to

offer testimony because many of the organizations we insure are small businesses

There are clearly several major issues confronting health care reform, but the economic impact is

one that worries the business community the most Following are some observations for your
consideration in addressing the effect the Act will have on businesses in Amenca, especially

small busmesses

JiESPECTrULLY SUBMnTED:

:C Prear

"Presidcnt/CEO

JCP/mlp
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The Better Health Plan
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As a health maintenance organization (HMO) that serves business, our network is made up of

employer groups ranging in size from two (2) employees to approximately 3000 employees.

These businesses represent many industnes and professional organizations, such as tool and die

manufacturers, fast food chains, restaurants, muiucipalities. retail sales organizations, utility

companies, attorneys and doctors From these associations we have come to gain substantial

msight into what it means to run a business.

To run a small business today means its owners recogruze a need for independence, personal

commitment and responsibility Today's small business owner realizes that putting m long,

exhausting hours and spending your life's saving? to pursue that independence is just par for the

course They know that to get ahead of the game, they have to have a keen sense of who they are

and where they want to go They also must have the ability to control cost and the insight to

make sound business decisions I dont have to tell this Committee that the costs associated with

a small business can be staggering. Owners are bombarded daily with costs for everything from

office and factory space to equipment and matenals, letterhead, envelopes and paper clips.

I would like the Committee to bear in mind that as an HMO, our business is to provide

comprehensive health care services to the employees of our clients. We provide those services in

an efficient and cost-efficient manner We would be remiss in our charge to this Committee if we

didn't reflect the confusion, fear and worry many small businesses are facing at the possibility of

health care reform in America as it is being proposed presently

After having read President Clinton's Health Care Security Act recently submitted to Congress, I

come to this hearing with mixed feelings. On one hand I add my voice to the nsing chorus of

Amencans from all across this country and from every segment of our society calling for

desperately needed reform in the health care industry I have seen first hand the inequitities of

the system that serves some and ignores others. However, I as a member of the health care

insunng community that is painted as the villain and the primary and principle cause of an

mdustry out of control I speak with great concern.

The cost of health care is declared to have nsen far more sharply than any other segment of our

economy and has been at the center of concern of most of our fellow citizens. It is said that the

health care industry absorbs a disproportionate share of our income In short, it is understood by

many of our fellow citizens that one sunply cannot afford to get sick or to get old This narrow

view of the cause and effect in health care and what dnves the escalating cost does great

disservice to the remedy we seek to make and the changes required to affect the cure The

rationale that places the preponderance of the problem at the feet of the health care insunng

community is fundamentally flawed and certamly is a hindrance to the healing that surely must

come if Health Care Reform is to become a reality.

If the diagnosis for Health Care Reform is to be complete then several issues must be adequately

addressed. Among those issues is a fundamental understanding of who the insurers are In many

cases, the "insurer" are not large national associations paying $6 million to combat the President's

current proposal.
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They are other small employees such as my company spending countless hours with providers

and members, including medicaid members to achieve a balance in cost - cost to DayMed to

provide the coverage, and cost to the employer to buy our coverage.

Please allow me to share with this Committee some concerns small business people are having.

A potential client we are workup with owns a fast food establishment. The company employs

thirty-eight (38) employees, thirty-four (34) of which are part-time employees, working usually

less than thirty (30) hours per week. All the employees start at a minimum wage. The owner

descnbes his standard employee profile as the "marginal, minimum wage type." He talks about

how they have "here-today and gone-tomorrow" syndrome.

He exhibits a grave frustration in having to continually train and retrain employees. Many of his

employees are teenage single parents, high school drop-outs and those with no real sense of what

it means to be an honest, committed, and reliable employee. He tells us how he and others like

him use health insurance as a benefit reserved for management. The benefit is reserved for

managers because the other employees have no interest in and are not willing to share in the

expense of, having a health insurance program for themselves. The business owner does not have

the gross revenue needed to provide the insurance at no cost to the employee. Nor does he have

the gross revenue to provide the management with the benefit at no cost to the manager. The

insurance proposals he received had costs ranging from $110.00 per month on a single to

$302 00 on the family contract This proposal represented an 80/20 program The proposals

received from the HMO earned a cost of $98.00 per month on a single to $200.00 on the family

contract The HMO covered all provider and pharmaceutical services, excluding dental. If the

employer would select the HMO program his monthly expense would be approximately $4, 1 32.

He claims his only option is to reduce his staff, reduce the hours he is open and close one of the

chains He also claims that if he would receive a government subsidy of at least a third, the staff

reduction would still take place. He states that increased wages would definitely put him out of

business.

The worst part of this very real scenano is that this person is a very canng individual. The

business owner often helps his employees with cash advances and assistance with obtaining

higher paying jobs. In every large city, there are smaller communities within which have

employers such as this

This small busmess owner and others are concerned with costs. Quite simply, how can they

afford to pay the toll for health care coverage and still survive. They are small, growing, thnving,

and some are just barely surviving.

The Health Security Act is an admirable undertaking. Its comprehensiveness is impressive We

believe the Clinton Administration when they cite example after example of instances where our

current system has allowed chronically ill children or incapacitated senior citizens to fall through

the cracks.

Indeed, L and those in my profession, try every day to plug those holes in the current system. We

applaud the superlative motive of comprehensive health care for every Amencan.
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Chairman Williams. Well, thank you very much. And I thank all

of you.
I want to say, as Chair of this committee and as a former small

business person, I used to be in the restaurant business, that I

have a real understanding of the burdens that regulation creates.
I also understand the burden that layers of bureaucracy can place
on businesses, both large and small.

I do note, however, that a clear look at congressional history
demonstrates conclusively that in almost every instance that the

Congress of the United States has acted to pass important laws.
Congress has exhibited great patience. Congress has been patient
for five decades with regard to health care. Congress was patient
for many decades with regard to minimum wage legislation. This
list goes on. For example. Congress patienty waited 100 years be-
fore ending clean water legislation.
The Congress tries to be patient with these important issues.

Congress does not just attempt to slam dunk new laws without
needs.
With regard to the cost of postage, I saw an interesting thing the

other day—the price for postage has not gone down, nor have the

prices I pay small business and big business for their products gone
down. But postage price has not followed inflation. Today the price
of a first class stamp would be more than $5 if postage had fol-

lowed the inflation rate.

Not all government-run agencies deserve the kind of criticism
that they sometimes receive. I say this as a person who has been
on both sides of the street. I criticize government when it is appro-
priate. Other times government-run agencies deserve no criticism.

I think as Americans we have to kind of hitch up and say all the
news is not bad. Everything is not being run terribly either by
business or government.

Mrs. Roukema, questions for these panelists. I have 12 questions
but I don't have the time.

Mrs. Roukema. We don't have time for all of them.
You have given good testimony here, and there is a wide diver-

gence between similar business groups and your impressions.
Ms. Prear pointed out that there may be a need for increased

subsidy, that is if you assume all the other questions about alli-

ances are acceptable, which I don't necessarily say they are accept-
able to me. That is still an open question.

But, of course, the increased subsidy is a route. My question to

the employers here who are opposed to the program is if we don't

use this route, that is connecting directly to the job market, who
does pay then for the coverage?

I understand Mrs. Fugo's problem, but the question she hasn't
answered is who then does pay if we don't put it on your back?
Mrs. FUGO. Is that a question

—first of all, I am 40 years old this

year and in 1953 my parents had no health care and coverage. The
reality is the idea that employers cover everybody is less in age
than I am. I know people today, people that, you know, that are
in their 60s that still do buy health insurance over and above medi-
care.

So, yes, business should try to provide as much as possible, but
the idea is how do you make health care insurance as available to
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people as possible? Whether they buy it through their job or they
buy it directly, I don't see why it is mutually exclusive.

Mrs. RouKEMA. As a Republican, I am more than sympathetic to

your problem. Much more so. I want to preserve the small business

profitability, and your ability to stay in business.

Unfortunately, what you are outlining there is simply out of the
realm of possibility for the low-income worker. There is no pool
that would provide that low-income worker more insurance cov-

erage.
And in early 1950s, that was a possibility. But it isn't under the

present rules. I want to leave—and we have to go for a vote—I

want to leave you with this thought.
There is the other side to it, and I think Mr. Connor made an

excellent presentation, but the other side to Mr. Mehringer, who is

very happy with the situation, I don't know why any relatively
small business person would want to pick up the direct costs for

the social costs that are adding so exponentially to the health in-

surance coverage, whether it be drugs or AIDS or crime or the
costs of new technologies or premature babies. These costs are

growing out of sight, and I really don't think the small business

community should necessarily have to be directly paying for them,
but that doesn't answer the question. It only poses yet another se-

ries of questions, but I thank you very much for your testimony.
Chairman WILLIAMS. I see our other two members have left to

vote. That means that I have a couple of minutes. Let me see if

I can get a couple of questions in here.

The latest statistics the committee has been able to develop tells

us that about 29 percent, or only 29 percent of all employees—that
work for companies with fewer than 500 employees—have really no
choice in their health care plans. Being that Americans want
choice, if you ask these employees what they want they say, "we
want choice."

But 29 percent of people who work for large to small employers
do not have choice now. Why wouldn't the President's plan be bet-

ter for these people?
Mrs. FuGO. We are through the COSE program, but we have five

plans to choose from and we leave it to up our employees. They
pick now.
Chairman WiLLL^MS. Should all employees be offered that type

of choice?
Mrs. FuGO. If the choice is out there, it is up to the employers

to go out and find the programs that are in the marketplace.
Chairman Williams. And 70 percent of them have not done that.

The point is we have waited for decades, how long is it going to

take?
Mr. Mehringer. I have a lot of choice theoretically in the mar-

ket, but last February when I went out to exercise that choice, I

was turned down. One group turned us down because two of my
employees are sisters. That is how absurd the system is. We have
no choice. The choice that people talk about is very theoretical in

a lot of cases.

Ms. Prear. But, Mr. Chairman, the President's plan, as outlined,
identifies choice in health plans that an employee can select. It

does not identify the providers associated with that health plan.
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So still choice is limited. You may be able to choose the health
plan, but you may not be able to choose the provider that you want.
And the providers must contract with the health plans and that is

up to the provider and he bases that decision on cost.

Mr. MOEHRLE. For my employees, flatly the Clinton plan offers

considerably more choice. Right now they have no choice. The only
person that makes a decision about their health care is me. And
this system, at least, would change that. I have no business mak-
ing a decision about what kind of health care my employees get,
but that is the way the system is structured now.
Chairman Williams. One other question I want to pose to you

considers the matter of how in this country we are going to cover,
particularly if we use something similar to the Clinton system,
temporary or part-time employees? And if we do not cover them,
if we do not mandate their coverage, then will employers, would all

of you, begin to replace full-time employees, particularly future
full-time employees, with part-time employees, so that employers
can get out from under, maybe understandably, the costs for pro-
viding health care coverage? If we believe in universal coverage,
how do we resolve that?
Mr. MOEHRLE. There would be that incentive. No question.
Mr. Mehringer. I understand that companies that operate in

Germany, American companies that operate in Germany, do that

very thing. They employ a lot of part-time employees to avoid the
socialized medicine system.
Mrs. FuGO. I employ a lot of part-time people. I do not find that

part-time people come to me for benefits. They are looking for addi-
tional income and are willing to work more than a 40-hour stand-
ard week and are willing to work hard. The reality is that general
mandates, in general, are putting pressure on—to be honest about
it, as a small business person today you think two and three times
before you hire anybody because of the cost of employing any per-
son, whether it is full-time or part-time. And honestly, the joke is

the administrative support of a part-time em.ployee is more than a
full-time employee.
Chairman Williams. Under the Clinton plan it is pro rata.

Mrs. FUGO. But it is checking 200 people and 200 spousal rela-

tionships and 200 people with depeadents, so the administrative
burden of having those people around is greater than having a per-
son that you know and you work with each week. A part-time per-
son is more expensive administratively just because you don't see

that person every day. You have to track that person down. There
is more coordination in running a part-time staff.

Chairman Williams. If you had a part-time employee, you would
not have to check to see if they are covered elsewhere; you simply
would have to pay a pro rata share of their insurance premium, de-

pending on how many hours they work for you, period.
Mrs. FUGO. The emphasis would be to keep everybody working

less than 10 hours, from the way I understand the system to work,
to keep it as simple as possible administratively.
Chairman Williams. Again, thanks to each of you for coming in.

Let me make a final point, this point has to do with kind of a
bunker mentality here in Congress, and maybe it has to do with
the special interest groups attacking the wall. For some reason,
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major issues such as health care, where really everybody is basi-

cally on the same side in this country, or at least most people are,
over the past 10 or 15 years people have begun to take on antago-
nistic relationships with respect to these basic issues. Some Ameri-
cans line up on one side thinking that the other side is trying to

put them out of work. While those people on the other side think
that there are a lot of freeloaders out there trying to evade their

responsibilities. Neither are true.

In preparing the Clinton plan, the task force worked with small
business folks and people from throughout the country. The Con-

gress wants to work with all of the people. We take your testimony
very seriously.

I do not find for the most part a feeling of antagonism in this

room today. But I do want to leave you with the thought that we
are all trying to achieve the same thing here. With regard to busi-

ness, we all want to get the costs of health care down, get more
people covered and stop the cost shifting. We want to accomplish
these goals so that the Ford Motor Company is no longer spending
more for health care than they are spending on steel for their auto-

mobiles.

We are all on the same side in trying to encourage better busi-

ness and social climate in the country and your testimony has been

helpful, I hope, toward getting us toward that.

Thank you very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows:]
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Association of Private Pension
AND Wele^re Plans

I. Introduction

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am William Connor,
Director of Benefits of The Mead Corporation. On behalf of the
Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans (APPWP) , I am
pleased to offer comments on the President's health reform
proposal.

APPWP, like The Mead Corporation, firmly believes that health
reform legislation should build on rather than dismantle
employment-based health benefits. The current employment-based
system is not perfect. It would be improved by well-designed
reform legislation. However, the employment-based system provides
the strongest foundation for achieving universal coverage, cost
containment and quality improvement. Eliminating rather than
strengthening employers' role as active purchasers of health
benefits would lead to a less affordable and lower quality health
care system for an increasing number of Americans.

For practical purposes, we believe the Clinton Administration's
Health Security Act would eliminate employment-based health
benefits. While employers would have an increased responsibility
to pay for workers' health benefits, their ability to control costs
and improve quality would be eliminated. As a result, we have
serious reservations about the Administration plan as it is

currently drafted. We reach this conclusion despite the many
positive aspects of the President's plan.

APPWP 's reservations about the current version of the Health
Security Act should not be mistaken as opposition to health reform.
In December 1992 APPWP adopted a comprehensive health reform plan
which would achieve universal coverage, hold down costs and improve
quality through a reformed employment-based system. Critically, we
define an employment-based system as one in which employers are
active purchasers of health benefits, rather than simply passive
payers of assessments set by the government.

Instead of focusing on APPWP' s proposal this morning, I will
explain a few of our key concerns about the Clinton plan. These
include (1) the elimination of employers as purchasers of health
benefits, (2) state flexibility, and (3) creation of barriers to
market competition and effective managed care plans.

I would like to reiterate the context for APPWP 's concerns.
President Clinton's leadership has irreversibly set the country
down the road toward passage of a comprehensive health reform bill.

Many elements of the President's plan should be included in the
bill that passes. However, the President's proposal as currently
drafted should not be passed without major changes.

Before addressing our specific concerns, I will take a moment to

explain what the Mead Corporation has done with its health benefits
program. We are taking an innovative approach to managed care
under which our employees are not restricted to a closed list of
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providers. Rather, employees may choose any primary care physician
they want to manage their care. As long as that care, including
visits to specialists, hospitalization, etc., is coordinated by the
primary care physician, full benefits are provided. We believe
that the primary care physician's normal prudent approach to

practicing medicine will result in better care for our employees at
lower cost.

The Mead Corporation also operates (1) special programs to manage
mental health, chemical dependency, and prescription drugs and (2)
some traditional forms of managed care with restricted provider
panels.

II. Elimination of Employers as Health Benefit Purchasers

We believe the Health Security Act would eliminate virtually all
employers from their current role in purchasing health benefits
offered to their employees. Employers' purchasing role would be
taken over by "regional alliances" which would be operated,
directly or indirectly, by state governments. Eliminating
employers from their role in purchasing health benefits is the
Health Security Act's fundamental flaw, and is likely to result in
increased costs, increased selection effects in the insurance
market, and lower quality health care.

The Administration cites examples of employer-sponsored health
benefit plans that have achieved positive results in arguing that
its proposal for regional alliances "builds on proven models."
The Administration is correct to point out that employer-sponsored
plans have achieved positive results, but these results are not
attributable to arrangements that are similar to regional
alliances. The employer-sponsored plans which the Administration
identifies as proven models work well because employers are
involved as active purchasers of health benefits.

A. Mechanisms Used to Eliminate Employers' Role

The Administration's plan uses several mechanisms to eliminate
employers as purchasers of health benefits. First, all private
employers with fewer than 5000 full-time employees and all public
employers (regardless of size) would be required to purchase health
benefits through a regional alliance. These employers, accounting
for the vast majority of the workforce, would play no direct role
in purchasing health benefits.

Private firms with more than 5,000 full-time workers would face
overwhelming disincentives if they attempted to form a corporate
alliance. A partial list of these disincentives includes the
following items:

• Size and Power of Regional Alliances. Employers outside of

regional alliances would represent, at most, a few percent of the
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market. This would deprive them of the bargaining leverage needed
to negotiate cost-saving and quality-enhancing initiatives that
require health plans to change the way they do business.
Additionally, large employers would be exposed to cost-shifting by
regional alliances and Medicare.

• Discriminatory Taxes on Employers Forming Corporate Alliances.
Employers forming regional alliances would be required to pay a 1%

payroll tax. This tax discriminates against corporate alliances.
Even if some of the costs this tax is intended to cover are built
into regional alliance premiums, regional alliance premiums are

capped as a percentage of payroll while corporate alliance premiums
are not. Additionally, when costs are built into premiums a

portion is paid directly by workers. The entire payroll tax is

paid directly by employers. At Mead, this would result in an
immediate increase over our current health care costs of more than
9%.

APPWP supports broad-based financing to cover the cost of needed
and efficiently operated public programs. To date, the case has
not been made that a 1% payroll tax on corporate alliances meets
these criteria.

• Rules Reducing Employers' Ability to Manage Costs. Large
employers' limited purchasing power would be further diluted by the
requirement that they offer at least three health plans. Moreover,
large employers would be constrained from selecting three highly
efficient plans by the requirement that they offer at least one
fee-for-service or point-of-service plan. These limits on cost
management would discourage large employers from choosing the
corporate alliance option.

• Unavailability of Public Subsidies to Corporate Alliances.
Employers forming corporate alliances, unlike those joining
regional alliances, would not be eligible for government subsidies
to cap their health expenditures as a percent of payroll.
Additionally, employers forming corporate alliances would be

responsible for providing low wage workers with enhanced premium
subsidies. Government subsidies would cover this cost for

employers joining regional alliances.

B. Consequences of Eliminating Employers from Health Benefits
Purchasing

1. Increased Costs. Employers are driving the ongoing revolution
in the organization of health care delivery systems and the health
care market. There is increasing evidence that these employer-led
efforts are beginning to payoff. For instance, a recent study of

employer-sponsored health plans by KPMG Peat Marwick indicates that
health cost increases, while still too high, are slowing.
Employers are limiting cost increases even though Medicaid and
Medicare cost-shifting adds several percentage points to the annual
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increase in employers' health benefit costs.

Under the Health Security Act employers would have neither the
incentive nor the means to influence health costs, since they would
be limited to paying bills wholly determined by others. As a

result, the employer-generated cost containment pressure which is

beginning to achieve some success would be eliminated.

Multiple purchasers are required to successfully control costs. By
eliminating employers as purchasers, the Health Security Act also
eliminates this essential source of innovation. Different
employers have emphasized different approaches, e.g., collective
purchasing, negotiating quality standards with health plans,
restructuring premium subsidies to employees, new data
technologies, and requiring health plans to move toward integrated
delivery systems. As mentioned previously. Mead has adopted a

highly innovative approach to purchasing care through primary care
physicians.

A state-run regional alliance is no substitute for multiple
employers actively purchasing health benefits. No single entity
could replicate the range of cost control and quality improvement
initiatives undertaken by multiple active purchasers.
Additionally, a government entity is less likely than private
purchasers to ma)ce the tough choices needed to cut costs and
improve quality, since doing so could generate intense political
opposition. For instance, the Health Security Act would require
fee-for-service offerings, even though many employers are moving
away from such options as an inefficient method of purchasing
health care.

2. Selection Effects. The Health Security Act would shift over 130
million Americans from group choice of health plan (entire group
enrolls in one plan, or the group offers a limited selection of

plans from which its members choose) to individual choice among all
plans offered through a regional alliance. This could have the
unintended consequence of increasing risk selection among health
plans, while hampering efforts to achieve risk adjustment among
plans.

3. Lower Quality Care. Many employers seeking to contain costs
have focused on improving quality. For instance, the Minnesota
Business Health Care Action Group (a collective purchasing
initiative by 21 employers covering over 200,000 lives), the
Digital Equipment Corporation, and the Cincinnati Payer Initiative
(General Electric, Procter and Gamble, Kroger and Cincinnati Bell)
are aggressively implementing leading-edge quality improvement
strategies.

Government administrators are likely to focus almost exclusively on

meeting their budget through reimbursement rules, to the detriment
of quality improvement. This clearly has been the case in
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Medicare, where quality is a much lower priority than administering
price control schemes.

III. State Flexibility

Nationally uniform rules establishing a competitive health care
market are essential to the private sector's ability to cut costs
and improve quality. National uniformity is critical to
cooperative labor-management relations in multistate firms and to
multistate employers' ability to efficiently administer health
benefits. We also support national uniformity in light of our
disappointing experience with laws in many states that have been
hostile to the private sector's cost control initiatives. Finally,
millions of Americans cross state borders to obtain jobs and/or
health care. State-by-state health system rules could create
daunting problems in the nation's many interstate health care and
labor markets.

Allowing states to vary health system rules governing the large
percentage of the market made up of smaller employers creates
nearly as many problems as allowing states to regulate large,
multistate employer plans. Rules governing the majority of the
market will define the range of possibilities available to
multistate employers.

Several elements of the Administration's plan appropriately
recognize the need for national uniformity. For instance, one
provision designates the Secretary of Labor rather than the states
as responsible for enforcing corporate alliance standards.
Additionally, the Health Security Act does not authorize state
waivers from federal standards on a provision-by-provision basis.
These provisions make good sense.

Unfortunately, the Health Security Act also includes provisions
which would destroy national uniformity. These provisions include
the following items:

• Single Payer Option for All or Part of a State. States could
require all employers to participate in a single payer system. The
single payer system could cover all or part of a state. This could
lead to inconsistent treatment of workers in different states,
greatly complicating bargaining and pressuring employers to make
available to all employees the most permissive arrangements
available to any of their employees.

Additionally, it is not clear how employers responsible for
organizing network-based coverage in one state could provide
coverage and control costs for workers who receive care in an
adjoining state if the adjoining state elects the single payer
option. Similarly, provider networks in a non-single payer state
could be forced to operate under different rules and incentives
when serving patients covered by a single payer state. This will
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drive up costs and increase administrative complexity for all
payers. All of these problems are magnified if portions of states
become single payer areas.

The state single payer option creates an additional problem for
multistate employers. Employees residing in single payer states
(or areas) would not count for purposes of determining whether an
employer is large enough to form a corporate alliance. An employer
doing an excellent job of managing benefits could be forced into a

regional alliance if a single state chooses the single payer
option.

• State Administration of New ERISA Title. The Health Security Act
would create a state role in adjudicating participants' claims
against corporate alliances. We have grave concerns about the
expansion of remedies for claims denial. These concerns are
compounded by the numerous differing standards governing claims
denial likely to arise out of state adjudication. While appeal is
available to a federal agency and the federal courts, cost and
other practical factors prevent appeals from resolving problems
related to state-by-state claims adjudication.

• State-Determined Fee Schedules. The Health Security Act mandates
that each fee-for-service plan (and fee-for-service portion of
network plans) , including plans which corporate alliances would be
required to offer, pay providers according to a fee schedule
established by regional alliances. The incentives driving regional
alliances in setting fee schedules could lead to more generous
reimbursement than a corporate alliance would find to be justified.

• Mandating Additional Benefits. States are permitted to add
benefits to the national package, so long as they do not rely on
funds provided under the Health Security Act. Workers in one state
are likely to seek the benefits received by their co-workers in
other states, particularly if their employer is taxed to pay for
the additional benefits.

• Mandated Contracting with Essential Community Providers. States
can require corporate alliance health plans (as well as regional
alliance health plans) to contract with providers in underserved
areas designated as "essential community providers" by the federal
government. Government has a legitimate interest in assuring that
health plans offer enrollees appropriate geographic access.
However, this particular approach could insulate providers from
market pressure to improve cost and quality performance, and deny
corporate alliances the opportunity to manage costs as effectively
as possible. Health plans should be accountable for providing
appropriate access to care, not care from state-specified
providers.

Allowing states to require health plans to contract with specified
providers also raises serious conflict of interest problems. Many
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essential community providers may be state-sponsored institutions.

IV. Barriers to Competition and Effective Managed Care Plans

The Health Security Act attempts to create a framework that will
stimulate price and quality competition among health plans and the
development of increasingly effective managed care plans. APPWP
agrees with this framework and with several of the policies adopted
to promote competition and effective managed care (e.g, preemption
of anti-managed care and anti-managed pharmaceutical laws, expanded
role for mid-level practitioners) , Nonetheless, we are concerned
that several of the Act's provisions are inconsistent with the
framework. A partial list of items which could tend to reduce
competition and the effectiveness of managed care plans follows:

• Eliminating Group Choice of Health Plans. Competition is
fostered by multiple group purchasers (i.e., employers) negotiating
and selectively contracting with health plans. As already
discussed, group purchasing would be eliminated by the Health
Security Act.

Since group purchasers would be eliminated, competition is
restricted to encouraging individuals to select lower cost health
plans from the large number of plans most regional alliances would
offer. Giving individuals appropriate incentives to select
efficient health plans will promote cost containment, and should be
a key approach included in health reform legislation. However, it
may be unrealistic to expect individual choice among a large number
of health plans, including high cost plans, to carry the full
burden of cost containment.

"Structured choice," in which a group purchaser offers a limited
number of plans (which might not include high cost options) from
which consumers with appropriate incentives choose their coverage,
may be more likely to control costs. Notably, many employers with
a record of successful cost control— including employers whose
experience the Administration cites as demonstrating the value of
the regional alliance concept—have moved away from unstructured
choice among a large number of health plans to structured choice
among a limited number of plans.

• Weakness of Incentives for Individuals to Choose Efficient Health
Plans. The concept of giving individuals a financial incentive to
choose an efficient health plan is sound. However, the Health
Security Act's specific rules governing the premium subsidy
individuals receive may not create a strong enough incentive to
achieve the desired level of cost control.

First, the minimum subsidy all individuals receive—80% of the
average weighted premium in an alliance— is generous. Depending on
various factors which determine the subsidy's dollar value within
each alliance, an individual's share of premiums for even an
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expensive plan might be relatively small. Note that the Health
Security Act's minimum premium subsidy may exceed the premium
subsidy many workers now receive. Workers receiving an increased
premium subsidy as a result of the Health Security Act are unlikely
to be strongly motivated to switch their coverage to more efficient
plans.

Second, under the Health Security Act, employer premium subsidies
above the required minimum continue to be excluded from employee
income for tax purposes. This gives employees an incentive to seek
an additional employer premium subsidy. This incentive would be
reinforced in firms which realize savings by moving into community-
rated coverage and receiving other subsidies. Their workers may
expect to obtain a share of these savings through employer payment
of workers' share of premiums.

Employers who pay for workers' share of premiums must make the same
contribution for all employees, and provide a cash rebate to an

employee if the contribution exceeds the total premium of the
health plan the employee selects. The rebate would be taxable
income to the employee. Overall, this structure encourages
employees to seek a high premium subsidy as part of their overall
compensation, since employees using it to pay premiums would
receive tax advantages while those electing a rebate would not be
in a different position than at present.

• Premium Caps. The Administration's premium cap proposal raises
numerous critically important issues requiring careful analysis.
Here, I raise only two of these issues which bear on whether the
Health Security Act would create market competition that will
control costs.

First, a health plan with a rate of increase above the regional
alliance-wide permitted rate of increase in a given year could be
penalized, even if it is a low cost plan. More expensive plans
which hold down their rate of increase would not be penalized.
This creates an incentive for a health plan to raise premiums by
the maximum permissible amount each year even if it could make do
with less, in order to create a cushion in the event that it must
reduce its rate of increase in future years to avoid a financial
penalty. Similarly, health plans would have an incentive to set a

higher base cost than they otherwise might in the first year, in
order to build a cushion against future penalties triggered by
other plans' high costs driving down every plan's permitted rate of
increase.

Second, regional alliances actively negotiate premiums with each
health plan they offer. Whether each plan stays within budget is

dependent on the premiums charged by every other plan. As a

result, a regional alliance's bargaining strategy and skill could
create advantages and disadvantages for particular plans unrelated
to the plans' ability to control costs and improve quality. For

8
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instance, if a regional alliance faced political pressure to keep
an inefficient plan alive, it could do so by forcing more efficient
plans to reduce their premiums.

• Rigid Cost-Sharing Rules. The Health Security Act includes three
options for cost-sharing, with permissible cost-sharing under each
option defined in detail. Reasonable cost-sharing limits are an
appropriate consumer protection. However, freezing cost-sharing in
place through detailed specification of cost-sharing will hamper
the innovate use of cost-sharing to achieve cost containment. For
instance, network-based plans which currently use nominal cost-
sharing may wish to experiment with intermediate levels of cost-
sharing, but would be confined to either nominal or high levels.
Similarly, employers and health plans might wish to experiment with
income-related cost-sharing in order to give highly compensated
workers the same financial incentives as lower compensated workers,
but would not be permitted to do so.

Additionally, the Health Security Act's cost-sharing rules for use
of non-network providers may create too small an economic incentive
to encourage use of network providers.

• Mandated Use of Specific Providers. The Health Security Act
grants preferred status to specified providers, including
"essential community providers" and academic health centers.
Health plans would be required to do business with these providers,
regardless of their efficiency or quality. This will reduce
pressure on providers to improve their operations, and make it more
difficult for health plans to effectively manage their networks'
cost and quality.

V. Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, we are confident that
legislation can be crafted which would meet or exceed every goal
President Clinton has set for health reform and produce a better
employment-based system than we have today. APPWP has already
developed detailed proposals which would achieve an improved health
care system through employment-based, market-driven policies.
APPWP and The Mead Corporation would be pleased to work with the
Subcommittee to develop further detailed proposals that will
address your concerns and ours.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I would be pleased to
answer any questions you may have.
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NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

The 2.1 million member National Education Association, which represents
education employees in the nation's public elementary, secondary, vocational, and

postsecondary schools, appreciates the opportunity to share our views on an issue of

vital importance to the nation's children and to all Americans: health care reform.

The people have spoken. The time for health care reform has come. And the

NEA pledges to work with this Administration, this Congress, and all other Americans

who will support a plan that is comprehensive, responsible, and compassionate.

In September 1986, NEA testified before the Select Committee on Aging on the

United States Health Act, offered by Rep. Edward Roybal of California. This

legislation
-- which would have expanded access, assured quality, and controlled costs -

- was introduced, one hearing was held, and no other substantive action was taken. In

the view of most Members of Congress, national health care reform was simply not a

priority.

What a different world we live in today. Rather than saying we can't afford

health care reform, the consensus among most Americans is that we can't afford not to

institute comprehensive changes in our health care system.

NEA commends President Clinton for bringing health care reform to the

nation's agenda and for undertaking the formidable task of developing a proposal that

addresses the many problems that exist in delivery, access, and cost. The
Administration's proposal must be the starting point for health care reform. We are

heartened by Congress' willingness to take this issue on, and we pledge to work with

you to preserve and strengthen the essential elements of the President's plan. Attached

to our testimony is a copy of a statement of principles on health care reform, adopted

by some 8,000 delegates to our Representative Assembly in June 1993.

NEA believes that access to affordable comprehensive health care is a right of

every citizen. Our goal is a single-payer health care plan for all residents of the United

States, its territories, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. We will support health

care reform measures that move the U.S. closer to this goal and that achieve universal

access to comprehensive health care coverage, control costs while assuring quality,

emphasize prevention of health care problems, and are fmanced by means that assure

greater equity in the funding of that health care.

The Clinton Administration's proposal for a universal guarantee of a

comprehensive benefits package is an important step toward real and lasting

improvement in our health care system. In particular, we support the comprehensive
benefits package with its emphasis on preventive care, the options for coverage, the

guarantee of coverage and continuity, and cost controls. Universality means more than

access in theory; Congress must provide the resources to make access to quality health

care services affordable to every American.

i
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NEA members have a unique perspective on the issue of health care. As

educators, we are concerned about the gaps in the present system and the impact those

inadequacies have on public school students. As individuals committed to enhancing
the quality of public education, we are concerned about the growing share of our

nation's resources that health care costs consume, especially inasmuch as they detract

from governments' ability to provide adequate resources for education. And as public

employees, we have experienced the same challenges as other middle-income

Americans in being able to afford adequate coverage for ourselves and our families.

Health Care, Children, and the Future

Of the 37 million Americans with no health care coverage, at least 10 million

are children. Inadequate health care coverage is a serious obstacle to meeting the

National Education Goals, particularly in the areas of readiness and student

achievement. Too many children suffer from learning disabilities that are the result of

inadequate prenatal care or from treatable medical conditions that go untreated because

their families have little or no health care coverage.

Over the past decade, as health care premiums skyrocketed, many families have

had to resort to health care coverage that provides assistance only for catastrophic

conditions. Each day, our members work with children who suffer from a wide range
of medical conditions that are treatable and/or preventable. Yet too many Americans

now rely on hospital emergency wards as primary health care providers. As a result,

they have no continuity of care or access to preventive treatments.

Health care costs and health insurance premiums rose sharply over the past

decade, while average incomes fell. Employer-provided full family coverage is no

longer a given. As unemployment rose, employers cut back on coverage and expanded

cost-sharing. Individual coverage
- outside of a group plan

- became financially

unattainable for most Americans.

The costs to families who lack health care coverage are great, but the costs to

our society
— in both financial and human resources — is monumental. A planned

program of health care, including prenatal care, inoculations, well-baby care, and

regular check-ups is not merely cost effective; it is an investment in our human
resources and our nation's long-term economic and national security. The CUnton

Administration's program takes these needs into account, and as such deserves the

strong support of Congress.

We strongly support the provisions of the Administration's plan that would

provide funding for school-based health clinics, comprehensive school health services,

and training for school-based health personnel. Public schools can play an essential

role in promoting health through education and screening, but schools must be provided
the resources to perform those functions effectively.

Health Care and Education: Competition for Resources

NEA members are well aware of the impact of rising health care costs on

governmental budgets. Over the past two decades, health care costs have absorbed a

steadily growing share of resources at the state and local level. We strongly support
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responsible measures to reduce health care costs, especially in areas of waste, over

regulation, and fraud.

In 1960, spending for health care was approximately $27 billion, about one-

fourth of the $103 billion spent for all education --
public and private, elementary,

secondary, and postsecondary. By 1990, health care spending, at $666 billion, was

nearly twice as much as education spending, at $365 billion.

State and local governments bear the responsibility for health care services in

various ways. As employers, they shoulder the costs of coverage for more than 15

million employees. States share the costs of Medicaid with the federal government,
and according the National Governors' Association, Medicaid costs have risen an

average of 26 percent each year over the past three years. Many state, county, and

municipal governments also provide direct heaJth care services, including support for

hospitals, clinics, outreach programs.

As the Members of this Subcommittee are well aware, Medicsire and Medicaid

costs have mushroomed in recent years. Total public expenditures for health care rose

by 269 percent between 1980 and 1990. Medicare and Medicaid costs rose from

almost 63 percent of public health care expenditures to more than 67 percent. By
comparison, public expenditures for child and maternal health declined from 0.08

(eight one-hundredths) percent to 0.07 (seven one-hundredths) f)ercent over the same

period.

Unless health care costs are brought under control, health care expenditures are

expected to consume the lion's share of public resources. The National Governors'

Association projects that Medicaid costs alone will consume 22 percent of total state

budgets by 1995. Between 1980 and 1992, Medicare costs rose from 5.4 percent of the

total federal budget to 8 percent; other health care spending rose from 3.9 percent of

the total federal budget to 6.4 percent.

To assure that costs for public employers do not grow out of control, it is

critical that the 7.9 percent cap on payroll set for private employers also apply to public

employers. At present, local school districts in seven to 10 states would exceed the 7.9

percent cap on health care premiums. The Administration's plan would phase in the

cap on employer premiums; public employers should be treated equally in this regard
from the first day of implementation.

NEA supports health care reform that will bring costs under control without

diminishing quality or rationing services. Other industrialized nations -- most of which

provide a much greater share of health care costs through public providers
-- have

proven it can be done. As the following chart illustrates, health care costs have risen

much more slowly among our major economic competitors.
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NEA strongly supports the cap on the percentage of wage income employees
would have to pay for mandated premiums, and we believe it should not be set any

higher than the proposed 3.9 percent.

For many years, NEA has steadfastly opposed the taxation of employee
benefits. The Administration plan would exclude from taxation all elements of the

guaranteed benefit package. And it would exclude, for 10 years, benefits beyond the

basic plan that employees have at the time of adoption. These important provisions
must be maintained. Employees have been able to gain these benefits over the years

only by trading off wage increases, and they should not be disadvantaged by these

changes. Moreover, Section 125 health care plans should be afforded similar

protection during this 10-year period.

The Administration's plan proposes the imposition of the Medicare payroll tax

on all public employees, a change we have opposed for a number of years. We remain

deeply concerned that some state and local employees will be subject to this tax, and

yet not be able to accrue sufficient quarters to qualify for Medicare by age 65. All

public employees should be deemed qualified for Medicare coverage on reaching the

age of 65, provided they have worked 40 quarters, regardless of whether or not such

work was subject to the Social Security/Medicare tax.

Many of our members presently participate in health care organizations that are

comparable to the regional alliances proposed in the Administration's health care plan.

In order to minimize disruptions to beneficiaries and buUd on successful, existing

structures, NEA believes that large public entities, such as trusts, voluntary employee
benefit associations, and statewide plans, should be able to form separate alliances, if

they are acting in the same manner as an alliance and enroll more than 50,000

members, including dependents.

Finally, given the historical link between collective bargaining and health care

benefits, it is essential that the rights and benefits achieved through the collective

bargaining process be protected in any health care initiative. We believe that the health

care security of millions of families — and ultimately of our nation -- has been made

possible through the balance between employers and employees that is only possible in

an environment of collective bargaining.

We recognize that this hearing is held early in a process that can be expected to

take many months. The issue is complex, the stakes are high, and the interests of

various affected individuals and institutions will often be in conflict. We pledge to

assist this Committee and this Congress in understanding the impact health care reform

will have on public schools, our members, and the children we serve. And we offer

our strongest support to an Administration and a Congress committed to see this

monumental task through.

Thank you.
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National Education Association

Health Care Policy and Strategy Statement

Adopted by the NEA Board of Directors

February 12, 1993

Amended June 29, 1993

Preface: The NEA supports the adoption of a single-payer health care plan for all residents of the United

Slates, its territories, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The NEA will support health care reform
measures that move the United States closer to this goal and which are consistent with the principles and

policies set forth below.

I. Universal Access

Every resident must be provided with a high level of comprehensive health care coverage.

The components of such coverage are preventive care, in and out-patient hospital care, in and

out-patient surgery, doctor visits, chiropractic, diagnostic labs, radiology, prescription drugs,

allergy care, organ transplants, mental health, substance abuse, hospice care, dental, vision,

long term care, home health care, rehabilitative therapies, and necessary, durable medical

equipment.

We oppose the imposition of cost sharing (co-pays), but if there must be some cost sharing,

there must be no cost sharing for preventive services.

The coverage must include choice of physician.

Benefits not provided under the comprehensive national plan may be purchased or negotiated

through collective bargaining, legislative action, or employer policies. Payment of the

employee part of cost sharing may also be negotiated, legislated, or paid by the employer.
Health care related benefits must not be taxed.

Health coverage for residents of the United Staes must not be limited to their employment,
must be portable, and coverage must not be denied to anyone based on pre-existing

cooditions, their level of health, or income.

The »«*t~'«'
plan must prevent risk shifting such as termination or reduction of benefits by

employcn or providers.

II. Controls

Assured Quality along with meaningful Cost Control is the number one priority of NEA in its

support of any national health reform.

The national health reform plan must include both professional and practitioner boards to

establish and implement guidelines for medical practices and consumer boards to ensure

consumer satisfaction and assess the outcome of medical services.
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Ail medical services must be included in cost control measures.

Global Budgeting, with guidelines set by a broad based national board with the majority

representing consumers, must be included In the reform package, and it must include all of the

following:

o Specific, enforceable national expenditure limits

o Specific, enforceable state expenditure limits based on national expenditure guidelines

o Specific, enforceable institutional (hospital) expenditure limits

o Institution capital expenditure limits

Uniform Fee schedules must be established for all medical services. These schedules must

include mecharusms to present abuses in ibc volume of procedures and prohibit balance

billing and unbundling.

The reform package must include drug cost control measures.

Administrative efficiencies, including a single claims form and community rating, must be

included in any reform.

The national plan should include malpractice reform in an effort to control costs which would

establish appropriate medical protocols, provide methods to provide malpractice legal costs,

and provide for fair compensation to malpractice victims.

Strong enforcement mechanisms must be buib into all cost contiinmwit measures.

The NEA opposes Managed Competition and/or use of market competition as a vehicle for

cost containment

in. Financing (Long Term Goals and Inunediate Steps)

NEA aim* for a tax supported, single-payer health care plaa in the United States. In the short

term, however, NEA may support reforms that utilize taxes and/or employer payments to

move us toward greater equity in fuadiag.

Interia steps taken toward the ultimate goal must not caoae a cost shift froa employers to

J or create "windfaU* savings for employerv Employers must either be made to

ytb ihCTiMfT their current share of the cost of health care, or they must share their

'

with employees or as a tax to pay for the general health care syttcmt

Interim steps taken toward the ultimate goal must also not cause risk shifting by employers or

health providers.

J
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RESOLUTION H-6 :

NATIONAL HEALTH CARE POLICY

The National Education Association believes that access to affordable

comprehensive health care is a right of everv' resident.

The Association supports the adoption of a single-payer health care

plan for all residents of the United States, its territories, and the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

The Association will support health care reform measures that move
the United States closer to this goal and that achieve universal access

to comprehensive health care problems, and are financed by means
that assure greater equity in the funding of that health care.

The Association further believes that until a single-payer health care

plan is adopted, Congress should make no cuts in Medicare/Medicaid

benefit levels or in federal funding of the Medicare/Medicaid

program.
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The NfEA supports the adoption of a single-payer health care plan for all residents of the

United States, its territones, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The NEA will

support health care reform measures that move the United States closer to this goal. The

NEA shall, therefore, do the foUowmg:

1 . Expand education efforts directed to rank-and-file members on the problems and

solutions to the health care crisis.

2. NEA shall encourage state affiliates to immediately educate and mobilize their

members on behalf of NEA's single-payer health policy This effort should include,

but not be limited to, respective Congressional representatives and the Clinton

Administration and coalition work with other single payer organizations.

3 Provide special assistance to states in attaining coverage through state and/or local

action, in coalition building, and in developing health care data systenu for use in

planning and implementing Association health care crisis programs.

4. Continually assess, with the assistance of state afiBliates, the impact of proposed
national health insurance legislation on state and local govenunents, NEA members,

domestic partners and dependents, and students, and make necessary

recommendations for support, modification, and/or opposition to such proposed
national health insurance legislation.

5. Continue for the 1993-94 fiscal year a state Anociation president/executive

director/NEA Board of Directors committee that will make recommendations to the

NEA president oo NEA national health care strategies and program proposals.

6. Utilize monies allocated in the budget for health care in accordance with the terms

of this New Business Item.

7. Make a special report and recommendations to the 1994 NEA Representative

Asacmbly on health care program efforts and developments in beahh care proposals,

especially those rdated to a national single-payer health care plan.
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